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ABSTRACT 
Interglacial climate state arc an important a pecc of Quaternary climate, representing time 
of decreased global ice volume . and warm condition imilar to the pre cnt. Acquiring 
high-re olution paleoclimatc dara from these interglacial period i critical for e tablishing 
the natural range of climate variability that exist in the ab encc of anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas forcing and/or under variable orbital forcing regime . In addition. 
paleoclimacc data can hed light on how the climate y tern re:.ponded to variou external or 
internal forcing mcchani ms in the past. and also the thresholds and feedback S)'Stem that 
arc in place. Stemming from this knowledge is a greater understanding of the modern 
climate y ccm. and thus predictive capabilitie for what the future climate holds. 
Seasonality is an intrin ic component of all climate ystcm . and has been linked to both 
large scale change in the growth and decay of the N. Hcmi phcrc ice hects, and abrupt 
climate change event such as Heinrich events and the Younger Dryas. Ma ivc corals and 
giant clam arc fast growing. high -resolution t ropical climate archive that precipitate 
aragonite skclet0n from seawater and pre erve environmental informarjon in their kclctal 
geochemistry. Fo ii coral and clam records thus have the ability to provide · napshots' of 
tropica l cl imate and ca onality during earlier interglacial interval . Several sea onally 
resolved palcoclimace records exist for the Lat Interglacial (- 125 ka) however prior to this. 
fe w record exi t. rea on being that limited sample arc pre erved bc)'Ond the Last 
Interglacial (fossil corals older than the Last Interglacial arc generally uncommon on 
tectonically stable itcs) and diagcnetic effect can alter the primary geochemistry of a 
sam ple. In addition. the applicability of modern day SST calibrations to fo ii specimens is 
quc tionable over interglacial/ glacial time calc due to possible oceanic baseline change 
(01110 and Sr/Ca) or biological cffcCtS. 
Jn this thesis. I attempt to overcome the c problem using a multi-faceted approach that 
include analy i of well pre crved Ml 9 (339 303 ka) Porite coral fro m llcnderson I land 
(25 . 128°\:V). and MI Sc ( 128- 116 ka) and llS 11 ( 423-360 ka) Trid.1cnt1 clam from H uon 
Penin ula. Papua 1 cw Guinea (PNG) (6 . 148°E). Both ice have experienced uplift. thus 
preserving fo ii reefs. and difference in location offer a unique opportunity to examine 
contra ting a pcct of the paleo-climate y ·tem ( uh-tropical climate vs. W P\V P ocean-
111 
atmo phere interaction ). The amplitude of the easonal cycle of SST wa rccon rrucccd in a 
11S 9 fo ii Porite . u ing 0180 and Sr/Ca average-slope calibration equations. The re ults 
ugge t T sea onality wa similar or sl ight!)' larger ( • 18%) than present da)'· U ing chc 
lati tudinal relationship between insolation sea onality and S T seasonality, a new approach 
is invc tigatcd that uses the orbital forcing of seasonal SST cycle to place suborbital 
constraint - on the timing of reef growth. The 1 JI 9 Porire · specimen is con trained to one 
of two brief intervals: 327-320 ka, or 306-299 ka, which correlate co the MIS 9 .3 and MIS 
9. l interstadials respectively. 
Climate signal arc also inve tigarcd in modern and fossil Trid.1cna gig.1" from Huon 
Peninsula, PNG. through analysis of stable isotope and a suite of trace clement ratios 
(Ba/Ca. Mg/Ca. Sr/Ca and B/Ca). 0180 is found to be a robust indicator of imcrannual 
variability associated with ENSO. and by applying modern threshold limits to a MIS I I fossil 
T. gig:i . a high-resolution paleo-E SO record is generated. This 1 1l 11 record uggcsts El 
ino events were reduced in frequency compared to present ( 14 events/century vs. - 26 
events/century for the current regime). The ability of Tridacna to maintain geochemical 
integrity and allow high re ·olution climate records to be reconstructed over the last 400 k)' r, 
highlights the significant potential of this climate archive for future palcoclimatc studies. 
Tridacna Ba/Ca and Mg/Ca al o show potential a indicator of productivity and ca surface 
temperature respectively. though additional work i required to determine their fidelit)' a 
climate proxie . Although problems relating to baseline uncenaimie prohibit absolute SST 
recon truction in both fossil Pon·re and Trid,1cna. signal casonality is a robu t 
characteristic of these fossil records and provides some interesting insightS into these Lace 
Quaternary interglacial climates. 
Paleoclimate rudics arc critically dependant on accurate dating method ·: in this the is the 
prospect of using a diffusion-adsorption model to obtain reliable U-series for fossil Tridacna 
i also inve tigatcd. by characterising the patial distribution of secondary uranium in their 
skclecons u ing LA ICPMS techniques. and identifying po sible uptake historic through 
simple open-system modelling. It i concluded that the 0 -A model can not be applied to 
fossil Tridacna to obtain age estimates. owing to their st nictural complcxitic and complex, 
multi -stage uranium-uptake hi torie . 
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I TRODUCTION 
CHAPTER 1 : G EOCHEM ICAL SIGNALS & CLIMATE 
SEASONALITY IN FOSSIL MARIN E CARBONATES 
1 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
1 . 1 . 1 Basis for paleoclimate studies 
In geology. the principle of uniformitariani m centre around the idea that "the present i 
the key to the past" Oame Hutton). In paleoclimate studie . the reverse i often con idered 
to be true. The more that i known about how the climate sy tern operated in the pa t , the 
greater our under tanding of modern climate and prediction what ma)' occur in the furure. 
Palcoclimatc records may shed light on how the climate system re ponded to variou 
forcing mechani m in the past in the ab encc of anthropogenic forcing. (e.g. solar. 
insolation. volcanic aerosol or greenhouse ga forcing). identify the natural thresholds and 
feedback system that exist under different forcing regime . and hemispheric lead-lag 
relation hips that exi tin major climate parameters. Although it i generally accepted that 
ariations in the Earth's orbital parameters (Milankovitch parameters) play a cau al role in 
the long term variation in Earth's climate and global ice volume by varying the seasonal 
di tribution of solar radiation received at the high northern latitude (Ha)' er .1/. , 1976: 
Berger. 1988), the lilankovitch model i unable to account for rapid, ub-orbital climate 
and ca-level change event~ such as those occurring during the last glacial cycle (e.g. Bond 
C)•clcs and Dan gaard Oc chgcr cycle ) (Bond er al.. 1993: Voelker. 2002: Potter er al .. 2004). 
Thu . new paleoclimatc data arc ahva)' needed to document the c cvcncs and impro,•c our 
under tanding of the internal dynamic of the climate )'Stem. 
In addition. by increasing the window of ob crvation into Earth's climate, the natural range 
in climate variability can be cstabli hcd, which i important for assessing whether the 
current behaviour of inrcrannually variable phenomena uch a ENSO and extreme climatic 
event arc anomalou and re ult from anthropogenic forcing. or imply natural C)•clcs in 
climate variability. Palcoclimatc data arc al ·o valuable for validation of modcl-ba cd 
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palcoclimacc rccon:.tructions and/or hypochcsc (e.g. Kutzbach and Wright. 1985: Harri on 
et al .. 1992). Model arc useful for testi ng the sensitivity of the climate ysccm to different 
forcing mechanisms. and for quantifying the relative importance of these forcing 
mechani ms on variou aspects of the climate )' tern (Kutzbach et .11 .. 1991: Khodri et al., 
2003; Vcttoreui and Peltier. 2004). 
Paleoclimatc tudie arc critically dependant on accurate dating method · , which allow the 
proX)' record co be compared with exi ting palcoclimatc record from the same time 
interval. and the coincidence between forcing factors (e.g. orbital) and the proxy record can 
be examined. In addition, an accurate geochronology allows :.ynchronicit)' between 
particular climate events to be asse ed. 
1 .1 . 2 Statement of research 
The aim of thi research was co create reliable sea:.onally re olved record of climate during 
elected Lace Quaternary interglacial intervals. and co explore new approache for obtaining 
geochronological information for the Late Quaternary. To meet this objective. fossil 
pccimen of two high -resolution climate archives were invc tigated: Porire corals and 
Tridacna clams. 
1 .1 . 3 Why Porites and Tridacna? 
Multiple medium have been utilised for palcoclimate rccon truction. including ice cores. 
edimcm cores. spelcothem . tree ring . aeolian depo it . and corals. All have trcngth and 
weaknesses. fee core and deep-sea ediment core have the un urpassed ability to preserve 
a continuous time series of mean climatic conditions for hundred of thousands of year . and 
ha ca ' idcspread geographic distribution from the poles t0 the tropical oceans (G roote et 
al.. 1993: Tiedemann er al.. 1994; De Angeli et al .. 1997: Petit et al .. 1999: Mogensen et .11 .. 
2002: Tian et al.. 2002: Pahnke et al .. 2003: EPICA. 2004). I fowcvcr. low accumulation rates 
and mixing processes u ually experienced at these ices prevent che reconstruction of 
climate sea onalit)'. Spclcothem can provide relatively high resolution records of terrc trial 
paleoclimace and can be dated b)' U scric co provide precise. independent chronologic 
2 
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(Hellstrom and McCulloch. 2000: Gent)' ct al .. 2003: Drysdale ct al .. 2005: McMillian <!f t1I., 
2005; Treble et .11 .• 2005a). and trace element in uitablc spclcothcms give seasonal signal 
(Treble c1 ,11 .• 2005b). I lowevcr. they may also contain hiatusc in calcite deposition. even at 
the sea onal level (Treble er .11 .• 2005b). 
Pon"re corals arc popular climate archive that have played a pivotal role in our 
understanding of modern and past tropical climate. with high -resolution paJeoclimacc 
records successfully rcconsrructed for pre-instrumental times. the Holocene. and pans of the 
la t GlaciaVlmcrglacial cycle (Quinn ct al .. 1998: Corrcge cr al., 2000: Tudhopc et al .. 2001; 
Cobb et al .• 2003: 1cGregor and Gagan. 2004: Sun er al .. 2005). Growing around one to two 
Cffi)' r ' . Pon·re coral preserve geochemical information in their aragonitc skeletons that 
reflect external environmental variable such as sea urfacc temperature (SS1). ca surface 
salinity (SSS) and upwelling. Several geochemical proxic arc well e tabli hed in Porites 
coral . including table isotope (0180 (SST and S ) and o13C (cloudiness/light conditions) 
(McConnaughey, 1989; Leder ct al .. 1996: wart et al .. 1996)). and multiple trace clement 
ratios (e.g. Sr/Ca ( $1). Ba/Ca (upwellinglrunofl). U/Ca (SST). Mg/Ca (SSn. Mn/Ca 
(seawater biological activit)'). Pb/Ca (pollution). Cd/Ca (upwelling)) (Shen c1 .11 .• 1987: Lea e1 
al., 1989; Beck et al .. 1992; Mit uguchi et al., 1996: J\libert and McCulloch. 1997; Sinclair et 
al .. 1998: Fallon et al .. 2002; W)rndham c1 al.. 2004). 
The geochemical pre crvacion of Porites coral can be compromised by diagcne is. which 
begin to affect the skeleton a soon as it is vacated by living tissue. In the marine 
environment, diagcnctic alteration is typically characterised by precipitation of secondaT)' 
inorganic aragonitc in the Porite pores (Enmar er al .. 2000; Muller er al .. 200 1; Quinn and 
Ta)1lor. 2006). whereas if corals become ubacriallr exposed. alteration of aragonitc to either 
calcite or inorganic aragonitc can occur (McGregor and Gagan, 2003: Allison e1 al .. 2005). 
Owing co these factors, well-preserved fo sil corals older than the Holocene arc 
comparatively rare. In addition. it i difficult to accurately reconst ruct absolute SST's for 
time intervals prior to the pre cnt day. because changes in oceanic ba cline values have 
occurred: oceanic 0180 change with global ice volume and with shift in regional salinity. 
and oceanic Sr/Ca may have varied through incerglacial/glacial cycle ( toll and Schrag. 
1988). Moreover. there i significan t variability in Sr/Ca temperature calibration equations 
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between modern Porire coral from different location . suggesting that additional factors 
other than S T influence Sr incorporation. 
Similar to Porite corals. giant Tridacn,1 clams grow rapidly and show clear, centimetre-scale 
annual layers. Like corals, they have algal symbioncs and live in shallow waters of the 
world's tropical oceans. Gro,vth -band thickness varies between different growth zones 
within these clams. and also varies over the lifetime of the clam (for example annual 
increment are about 2 cm in the inner zone for early growth year . and decrea c ro less 
than 2 mm for later years). Macro-porosity i ab em in these dense bivalves. which may 
retard diagenetic alteration and thus increase the potential for preservation of their primary 
geochemi try. In contrast to Porite · coral however. fewer geochemical proxie with 
environmental ignificance have been c tablished for Tridacna. Early investigation of 
Tridacrmsca onal 0180 variation were performed by Aharon (1980) at a sampling resolution 
of - 3 amplcs per year. Aharon's work determined that sea surface ccmperarnrc and oxygen 
isotopic compo icion of the seawater arc the dominant influences on 130/160 values of 
Tridacna growch bands. and from this, c timatcs of SST seasonality were generated from 
multiple fossil Tridacna from Huon Penin ula, Papua 1cw Guinea. In a high re olution 
rudy of a modem Tridacna specimen from I higaki Island. Japan. 0180 variations reflect 
water isotopic compo ition and temperature (Watanabe and Oba. 1999). and a high 
resolution 01110 climate-record has recently been published for a Holocene rn·dacna 
specimen from the Ryukyu Islands, Japan (Watanabe er al., 2004). Thus. it appears that 
Trid:icna 0180 may be used as a proxy for T and SS: however, additional studies that 
rigorou ly test the relation hip between Tridacna 0180 and ambient environmental 
conditions arc required to confirm the fidelity of this proxy. In addition. though trace 
clement proxic such as Ba/Ca, Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca arc being explored for other bivalves (JI art 
and Blu zcajn. 1998: \lander Puttcn er al .. 2000: Takcsuc and van Geen. 2004). no such work 
has yet been published from Trid.1c11a clams. Therefore, although it may be easier to find 
well-preserved fo ii Tridacn.1 from time periods prior to the Last Interglacial. the fidelity of 
Tridacna 0180 records needs to be establi hcd. and trace clement characteristics of these 
giant clams need inve ligation. 
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1 .1 .4 Why high-resolution? 
High resolucion proxy paleoclimate record · arc critical for re olving processes that occur 
over sca ·onal and ub ·casonal timescales. including discrete event such as flood event and 
ph)' toplankt0n bloom . and sea onal phenomena uch a upwelling and rainfall. In addition. 
high resolution climate records provide detailed informacion on chc amplirudc and 
characceriscics of the sea onal cycle which have imponam climatic implication (Crow le)' ct 
al. . 1985). For example. the reconstruction of temperature extreme is valuable for 
documenting the inten ity of past warm or cold evencs that arc associated with interannual 
climate phenomena uch as E1 SO (Dunbar er al., 1994; McGregor and Gagan. 2004) and the 
Indian Ocean Dipole (Abram et al .. 2003). High resolution data from fossil Porire. samples 
from interscadial coral terrace at Huon Penin ula. PNG. sugge t that E 0 wa partl)' 
modulated b)' orbitall)•-related variations in easonal insolation (Tudhopc er al. 2001 ). 
More recently. it ha been proposed that large increases in seasonal cempcrature contra ts 
over continental Europe and Greenland due co severe winter cooling. arc linked to abrupt 
climate switchc in the Northern llcmbphere. uch as the Younger Drya (YD) and 
Heinrich evencs (Denton et al., 2005). Enhanced seasonality during the YD cold event a 
indicated by snowline change in Ea c Greenland, northern Europe and 1 orth America 
(Denton et al .. 2005). fossil beetle remain in Britain (Atkinson ct al .. 1987). and periglacial 
proxic aero continental Europe (Jsarin ct al .. 1998). al o appears to correlate with altered 
behavior of major climate )'Stems uch as the Indian and Ea t A ian summer monsoon . 
which were weaker during the YD and Heinrich events (Wang er al .. 2001 : Altabec er al .. 
2002). Thus. it is important to extract information about seasonal and sub·sc:i onal 
proccssc for earlier interglacial period . where such daca arc lacking. 
1 .1 . 5 Why target Late Quaternary interglacials? 
It has been propo ed b)' Clement et .11. (2000) and Clement ct al. (2001 ) that imerannual 
climate variability. particularly EN 0. is affected by the easonal di tribution of tropical 
in olation. When perihelion (close t po ition of Earth to the un) occur during the boreal 
summer. the anomalou positive heat flux !>Upprc · c El ino event formation (Clement er 
.11 .• 2000). In addition, during rhe mid-Holocene, model re ult suggest that orchern 
Hemi phere mon ·oons were enhanced in re ponsc co incrca e in the amplitude of the 
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seasonal cycle of solar radiation (hereafter 'insolation seasonality') due to orbital forcing 
(Kutzbach and Liu. 1997: Liu er al .. 2004). These model re ults may be tested by 
reconstructing sea onal climate condirion in previous interglacial where orbital 
eccentricity and prcce ion were different to present (sec Figure 1. 1 ). 
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Variations in Eanh's orbital parameters over the bst 500 kyr. and its effect on 
insolation received at the equator for July. Yalu~ were obtained using the Analyscrics program 
(Paillard et :1/., 1996). 
Over the la t 0.8 Myr. the Eanh's climate has alternated between interglacial and glacial 
races wich an approximate periodicity of 100 kyr (Figure 1.2). During a glacial-interglacial 
cycle. ice volume change result in approximacely 120 m of sea-level change globally. which 
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cau e corresponding variation · of - I~ in the marine 0180 record (Shackleton. 2000). 
Bcnthic and plankronic foraminifcral 01•0 records reflect this ice volume signal. in addition 
co temperature and/or salinity changes. and display interglacial/glacial amplitudes between 
1.2 to 2%o (e.g. Lea er lJI .• 2000: Lisiecki and Raymo.200S) (Figure l.2). The Marine Isotope 
Stage (MIS) terminology for interglacial and glacial period is based on the deep sea core 
oxygen isotope rages. which follow rhe convencion that odd numbers represent warm 
period of reduced ice volume (more negative 0180), and even numbers reflect glacial 
interval (more po itive 0180 ) (Emiliani . 19SS; Emiliani. 1966). Substages within the c major 
interval arc indicated by decimals or letter (e.g. S.5 or Sc). 
To date. high-resolution records for Late Quaternary interglacial period are limited . Several 
paleoclimate record have been generated from La t fnterglacial fossil corals (Hughen ec al., 
1999; McCulloch and Esat, 2000; Tudhope et al.. 200 l ), however with a few exception 
(Kilbourne cc :ii., 2004), record providing high-resolmion seasonal information for earlier 
interglacial arc rare. The location of other high-resolution record published for the Late 
Quaternary is illustrated in Figure I .2. Jn this the is. three Late Quaternary interglacial 
intervals arc targeted for high re olution palcoclimatc rccon truction: iViarine Isotope Stage 
(M f ) Sc ( 128- 1 I 6 ka). M JS 9 (339-303 ka) and MIS 11 ( 423-360 ka). 
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InterglaciaVglacial climate chronologies for the last 500 k)' r preserved in deep sea 
sediment core:.. and Antarctic ice cores at Dome C and VoStok. Shaded bands represent interglacial 
Marine Isotope tages. and the three interglacial periods targeted in this thcsi arc labelled in red 
(Ml Sc. 9 and I 1). haded pink bands at the top of the figure represent time period for which high-
resolution. seasonal climate data has been reconstructed using fossil corals. highlighting the scarcit)' 
of these paleore<:ords prior to the L.ist Interglacial ( \11 Sc). 
Data source : SPECMAP planktonic 6110 Sl3ck : (lmbric et :ii .. 1984). Bcnthic 6110 :.tack (Lisiecki and 
Raymo. 2005). £PICA 60 (EP!CA. 2004). Vostok C01 and Cll4 ( Petit et al .. 1999). 
Marine Isotope ub cage Sc has been the ubjcct of con idcrablc research. in ccrms of both 
timing. duration and palcoclimatc. U scric date from carefully screened well pre crvcd 
fo ii coral in We tern Australia uggc t Ml Sc la ccd from 128 ± I ka 13P co l 16 ± I ka 13P 
(Stirling et al .. 1998). with ca-level around 1 2 co 4 m (Stirling et al.. 1998). Record from 
rai cd reef: in Oahu. Sumba I land and the New I lcbridcs Arc indicate imilar timing for 
I TROOUCTIO 
the onset of MlS Sc, at 131 i" 3 ka BP ( zabo et al. , 1994). 131 ± 1 ka BP (Bard er al., 1996) 
and 129 ~ I ka BP (Edward et al .. 1987) re pcctivcly. Re ult from Barbados suggest the Mrs 
Sc termination occurred benvccn 117 to 120 ka BP (Gallup cc al .. 1994). con istcnt with the 
timing of 116 ± l ka BP rcponed from Western Australia by tirling er al. ( 1998). In terms of 
palcoclimate. MIS Sc appears s imilar or lightly warmer than pre cnt as indicated by fossil 
coral data (Hughen er al .. 1999: McCulloch and Esat, 2000; Tudhopc cc ol .. 2001 ). 
foraminifc ral Mg/Ca data from marine sediment core (Lea cr al.. 2000; Pahnke er al .• 2003), 
and isotope compo itions in Antarctic and Greenland icccores (Petit et al .. 1999: Andersen 
er .11 .• 2004a: EPICA. 2004). 
Marine I otope Stage 9 has a dominant early peak (9c) followed by a subordi nate peak (9a) 
in marine oxygen isotope records ( cc Figure 1.2). U-scric age from fo ii corals in a raised 
MIS 9 reef at Henderson I land. SE Pacific, indicate the MIS 9 interglacial lated from 334 ± 
4 to 306 -t 4 ka BP. and the MIS 9c peak began at 324 ± 3 and ended at 318 : 3 ka BP 
(Stirling cr al., 2001 ). Sea-levels during MT 9 appear t0 be imilar to pre em. ranging from 
3 m to +8 m (Hean)' and Kindler. 199S: Murray-W allace. 2002; Vezina ct al.. 1999: 
Schellman and Radke. 2004). Amarctic ice-core record indicate that the MIS 9c inter cadial 
appear to have experienced the highc t natural concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse 
ga cs (-800 ppbv Cll. and - 300 ppmv COi) relative t0 other interglacial periods. and also 
deuterium values which arc ignificandy hca,•icr (warmer) than the MI 11 interglacial ( cc 
Figure l.2). 
Marine I otopc Stage 11 i often considered to be the warmest and longest interglacial 
interval of the last 0.5 Myr (J toward. 1997: Lea er al .. 2000: Oroxlcr et al .. 2003) and. due to 
the imilarity in the orbital parameters experienced during this time. i also considered to be 
a good analogu e for current and future interglacial climate (Figure 1.1) (Loutrc and Berger. 
2003). Marine cdimcnt cores from the North Atlantic indicate that oxygen isotope rarios 
recorded duri ng Ml 11 arc imilar co Holocene values. suggc ting ice volume . sali nity. 
temperature and i otopic composition of the ice hects during MIS 11 was similar to the 
present (McManu cr .?I.. 2003). The c record also indicated that peak interglacial 
cond it ions of the MIS 11 interglacial la tcd a minimum of30 kyr. and was a time of relative 
climate stability. Sea level estimate for 1 11 11 range bcrwccn -3 m (M urray Wallace, 
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2002). t 4 m (Hearty and Kindler. 1995) and 113 m (Bowen. 2003). Some have uggested 
that Ml l l ended with a sharp t20 m ri c in ·ca-level re ulting from possible collapse of 
the Wet Antarctic Ice Sheet(\ AIS) (Scherer et al., 1998; Heany et al .. 1999; lUndler and 
Hearty. 2000): however ice heet models cannot match this putative sea-level high-stand, 
unless it is assumed that 11S 11 was very dry over Antarctica (Raynaud et al., 2003). 
l . l .6 Sample sites 
To examine sea onal and incerannual climate variation in prcviou · interglacials, fo ii 
Porite and Tridacna were sampled from ite in the Pitcairn island group in the SE Pacific, 
close to the southern limit of coral growth. and at Jluon Penin ula, Papua cw Guinea. in 
the heart of the equatorial western Pacific warm pool (WPWP). At approximately 25 , the 
Pitairn i land group is weakl)• influenced by interannual variations in E 1SO. and 
experience SST seasonalit)' in the order of 4 co 5°C. In contra t. climate at Huon Peninsula 
is dominated by E1 SO variability. and SST scasonalit)' seldom exceeds 2°C. Thus, 
paleoclimate record from these sites provide the opportunity co view differing a pects of 
past interglacial climates. 
1 .2 THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter 2 
Chapter 2 de crib<? fo ii Porite and Trid.1cn.1 u ed in this stud)'· and screening technique 
u ·ed to identify diagenc i , including micro copic thin ection and SEM observations. and 
XRD analyses. The petrographic characteristics of MIS 9 fossil Porires from Henderson 
Island. SE Pacific are compared to a modern Porite from Ocno At0ll. E Pacific, to 
determine which fossil specimen best preserved and uitcd for palcoclimate 
reconsrruction. A similar c reening approach was applied to M IS I l fossil Tridacna from 
lluon Penin ula. PNG. to under tand the characteristics of diagenetic alteration, and its 
implications for paleoclimate reconstruction u ing these Tridacna. 
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Chapter 3 describes the geochemical analysi of the modern Ocno Atoll Porite , together 
with a fossil MIS 9 Poritc from Henderson Island. A general literature review on coral 
geochemical proxies i given. in addition to a de cription of Oeno Atoll and I fcndcrson 
I land physiography and climate. and the gcochronological constraints on fossil reef growth 
at Henderson Island. The modem and Ml 9 fossil Porite were analysed for their table 
isotope (&180 and &13C) and trace clement (Sr/Ca. U/Ca) compositions at approximately 
monthly resolution . A 16-ycar long climate record is generated from the Oeno Porites. and 
u ing satellite SST data, modern &180 - T and Sr/Ca-SST calibration equations are 
developed . In the MIS 9 Porite a 12 )'Car long climate record is generated, and compared 
to the modern dataset. The most robu c proxy records in the fo~ ii specimen arc identified, 
and a new approach to chronologr is developed that combine casonal information and 
orbital insolation variations. to con train the timing of coral reef growth. 
Chapter 4 
In this chapter. table isotope (&130 and &13C) and trace clement ratios ( 1g!Ca, Sr/Ca. 
Ba/Ca. 8/Ca) arc mca urcd at high re olution in a modern Trid:icn.1 gigo from Huon 
Peninsula, P1 G. and assessed a potential palcoclimatc proxies. The chapter begin with a 
literature review of previou paleocnvironmcntal and palcoclimatc srudics performed on 
Tridacna and other mollusc . The tectonic cuing and climatology of Huon Pcninu ula i 
then described. followed by a description of the analytical method · used. The Tridacna 6180 
record is compared with a ymhctic 6 130 record generated using previous bivalve 6180 -SST 
calibrations and &180 -SSS relation hip . applied to instrumental SST and SSS data for Huon 
Pcnin ula. The ability of Tridocna &180 to record E ·so events at Huon Penin ula is 
examined. Trace clement ratios arc measured at high re olution (-200µm) along multiple 
tran cct within and between individual growth zones using Laser Ablation Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Ma Spectrometry (LA ICP 1 ), co identify the trace clements that arc 
mo t reproducible and have the grcatc t potential for palcoclimate tudics using Trid:icna. 
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Chapter S 
In chi chapter. the most robu t palcocnvironmcmal proxic c tablishcd in Chapter 4 arc 
applied to seven fossil Tridacna from the 11 Sc and MJS 11 reefs at lluon Pcnin ula. PNG. 
A series of trace clement and stable isotope criteria arc used to determine if the geochemical 
integrity of the c specimens is intact. Ba/Ca and ~lg/Ca behaviour i examined in all seven 
fossil specimen . and interpretation of the Trid,1cna Ba/Ca record arc presented. One high 
resolution stable i otope record i created for a MI 11 Tridacna specimen. and it · 
implications for palco-ENSO activit)' during ~11S 11 arc compared with model predictions of 
orbitally-forced palco-ENSO behaviour. 
Chamer 6 
Chapter 6 explore chc prospect of obtaining reliable U- eric ages from fossil Tridacna. by 
applying an open- )':.tcm diffusion ad:.orprion (D A) model that has had recent success with 
archaeological bone . Tridacn.1 cannot be dated u:.ing conventional clo cd-sy tcm U cric 
technique . because unlike corals. Tridacna do not incorporate uranium into their kclcton 
a they grow. and any uranium found in fossil Tridacna reflect po t- mortcm uranium 
uptake. The chapter begins with a literature review of U series dating in molluscs. and a 
brief description of the D A model. Using LA ICP 1S. the patial distribution of uranium in 
~II Sc and MIS I 1 fossil Tridacna i explored and characterised. and is compared with 
prediction of the diffu ion-adsorption model. Isotopic measurement u ing MC-ICP IS arc 
performed on microsamplcs in some fossil MIS 11 and Ml Sc Tridacna to dctcnninc the 
apparent uranium uptake historic by application of a implc open-system model. 
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CHAPTER 2 : SAMPLE INTEG RITY: PHYSICAL SIGNS 
OF ALTERATION IN MARIN E INTERGLACIAL 
CARBONATES 
2. 1 INTRODUCTION 
This the i u cs Porire corals and Tridacna clams for paleoclimate analy i , via geochemical 
proxic . Prior to use in palcoclimatc rccon truction, fossil hell and corals mu t be crcened 
for diagcnctic alteration. a process which re ultS in loss of primary propenies {both physical 
tructurc and geochemical) and replacement with secondary characteri rics. Sample which 
have experienced more lhan minor diagenctic alteration arc not suitable for paleoclimatc 
rccon truction because of thi . Thu • it i critical that the degree of sample alteration is 
identified prior to geochemical analysi in order to obtain the best possible data. This 
chapter discusses the phy ical charactcri tics observed in modern and fossil corals from 
Ocno Atoll and Hender on I land re peclivcly (both SE Pacific). a modern clam from Palm 
I land. Great Barrier Reef. and fossil clam from Huon Penin ula. P 1G. and comments on 
the degree to which the c sample have experienced diagcne is. From this cud)' · sample 
di playing the best pre crvalion arc elected for palcoclimatc reconstruction (Chapters 3 5). 
Coral con ist of multiple corallite - tube in which the coral polyps live. Each individual 
corallitc contain vertical plate that radiate from the centre {the septa and com~) (Figure 2.1) 
(Veron . 2000). At the microstructural calc. coral skeleton arc c entially compri cd of two 
main structural features. which arc thought co re ult from differences in biomineralisation 
processes (Cuif & Dauphin, 2005). The c arc 'calcification centre • or 'early mincralisalion 
zone · (EMZ). where crystal arc microgranular and randomly oriented. and fibrou 
aragonitc zones (FAZ) in which aragonitc fibre often have a radial tructurc and appear to 
diverge away from the E IZ (Con tantz . 1986; Perrin . 2003: Cuif and Dauphin. 2005). 
Porire corals have a diurnal accretion cycle. divided by skeletal extcn ion at night and 
skeletal thickening during the day (Cohen er al., 2001 ). Night-time extension occurs in the 
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centers of calcification, wherea daytime thickening i associated with the larger (> I µm). 
elongate. acicular cry tal which form the fibrou aragonite zone . 
A 
B Wall 
Coenosteum 
Corallite 
Figure 2.1 (A) F:Jviidae fossil coral from Henderson Island. illustrating m1cturaJ arrangement 
of corallitcs in this coral. (B) Schematic d iagram of b3Sic structural clements in a coral keleton. 
Tridacna clams have a very different structure to cora ls. posse ing three di ti nct growth 
zones: the h inge area (umbo). inner zone and outer zone (Figure 2.2). which each lack pore 
space . Each growth zone displa)' differing aragonice Cl)'Stal morphologies. The inner layer 
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comprises finely laminated, distinct growth increments of a pri matic form, whereas the 
hinge and outer zones display a complex cross-lamellar ultrastructure, penetrated by V-
shaped clu ters of crystallites (Paczold et ,1/., 1991 ). During skeletal precipitation in molluscs 
(and Tn'dacna), the mantle secretes an organic matrix, which in the epitaxic hypothesis, is 
thought to act as a template for initiation and control of crystallisation (Chalker, 1983). This 
organic matrix primarily consists of proteins and glycoproteins, some of which arc soluble 
and some wh ich are insoluble (Chalker, 1983). This matrix occurs as sheets up to 3000A 
thick, and may surround each individual crystal (intercry tallinc matrix), or for nacreous 
la)!Cr , occur between each crystalline layer (interlameUar matrix) (Watabc, 1965). With 
time, the organic matrix breaks down. and molluscs which arc organic rich may ult imately 
have lower preservation potential than organic-poor molluscs, due to increased shell 
vulnerability to cry taUite-by-crystallitc disintegration, dissolution and microboring once 
the protective matrix has gone (Glover and Kid well, 1993). 
INNER 
Figure 2.2 Photograph of a transverse slice through a Tn'dacna clam, illustrating the three 
major growth zones, and position of the pallial lines. The palliaJ lines represent the line of 
:machment of the mantle lobes (Patzold et al., 1991 ). 
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2 .2 ANALYTICAL METHODS XRD, SEM, 
PETROGRAPHY 
(a) X-Ray Diffraction <XRD) 
The mineralogical composition of a sample can be determined relatively quickly by 
matching the XRD patterns from the powder of a c rushed sample with 'fingerprint' spectra 
that characterise each mineral. For corals and Trid:icna, the CaC03 polymorphs aragonitc 
and calcite can be quantified by XRD which is important in determining degree of 
diagene is of a marine carbonate sample. This is achieved by matching the pectral paHerns 
of pure aragonite and calcite. to the observed trace, which is usually a combination of both. 
The raw data are reduced using Siroquant 2.5, a program th at use the Reitveld Method of 
least squares regression to calculate the abundance of each mineral phase in the sample. 
Crystallographic parameters such as unit cell dimensions, sample propenie including 
preferred crystal orientation, scaling and peak shape, and sample alignment in the machine 
are factors taken into consideration when performing this calculation. The errors in this 
technique are estimated to be approximately 2%. 
Cb) Thin section analysis 
Using short segments (-4 cm) of either coral or clam, unpoli hed petrographic thin sections 
were made for examination under an optical microscope. The segments were mounted in 
araldite re in and a 30 micron-thick section was cut from the surface. The remaining 
mounts were retained for use in the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), co allow direct 
correlation between thin sections and scanning electron images where needed. Inspection of 
the coral kcleton in thin cctions aJlows characteristic diagenetic features co be identified, 
such as alteration of the early mineralisation zones (EMZ), and aragonice and/or calcite 
infilling of primary pores. 
(c) Scanning Electron Microscopy CSEMl 
Small (<l cml) pieces of coral or Tridacna, or the araldite impregnated segments used to 
create thin sections, were gold coated and examined in a Cambridge $360 SEM (A 
Electron Microscopy Unit. RSBS), for observation of modern and fossil skeletal crystal 
scructure. Mounts were observed in both scanning electron and backscattered electron 
modes. 
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2.3 PORITES CORALS - MODERN & MIS 9 
2 .3 .1 XRD 
The modem Porite corals are well preserved and contain no alteration to calcite. 
Surpri ingly, the majority of the fossil corals sampled from Henderson Island contain less 
than 2% calcite (error limit for the XRD technique) which is extraordinary for corals of this 
age (Table 2.1). All · EB' Porites samples listed in Table 2.1 are from a single fossil colony 
from orth East Beach EB). which appeared to be the best preserved of all fossil Porites 
samples collected on Henderson Island. Samples from North Beach ' BC' were vi ibly less 
well preserved, with obvious calcite alteration and dark organic matter (presumably relict 
endolithic algae and/or soil particles) present in the pore spaces. An extraordinary finding is 
the absence of calcite alteration in sample FUl 9B. collected from the i land interior which is 
believed to be a MlS 15 paleolagoon (Stirling et al., 2001). 
The XRD data indicate that precipitation of calcite cementS or recrystallisation to calcite is 
uncommon on Henderson Island. However, although the XRD technique can differentiate 
between calcite and aragonite. econdary aragonite can not be identified, for which thin 
section analysis and observation under a SEM is required. 
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Table 2.1 XRD results: aragonite and calcite in Porites samples 
Sample Age Location· %Aragonite % Calcite 
Oeno 1 B (a) Modern Oeno Atoll 100 0 
Oeno lB (b) Modem Oeno Atoll 100 0 
EB/28/2 (a) MIS9 East Beach 100 0 
EB/28/2 (b) MIS9 East Beach 100 0 
EB/2FJ3 (a) MIS9 East Beach 100 0 
NEB/2C MIS9 East Beach 99 
EB/20/ 1 MIS9 Ea t Beach 100 0 
1 EB/2F/2 (a) MIS9 East Beach 100 0 
EB 3.80m MIS9 Ease Beach 100 0 
FU 19B (a) MTS 11 Fossil Lagoon 100 0 
BC/25J (a) MIS 9 J orth Beach 100 0 
1 BC/25A (a) MIS9 onh Beach 96 4 
NBC/261 (a) MIS9 1orth Beach 83 17 
• all fossil Pon"ces are from Henderson Island 
2 .3.2 Petrog raphy 
Plates 2.1-2.6 iUustrate the observed properties of modern and fossil Poriresin petrographic 
thin sections, and under a SEM. 
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Plate 2.l Photomicrographs of petrographic thin sections in modem Porices coral from Oeno 
Atoll, sample Oeno I B. (A) Cross polarised light: pores spaces clearly contain no secondary cements, 
septa walls and early mineralisation iones (EMZ) arc visible (arrows) (B) Plane polarised Jjgbt; 
darker regions corresponding to EMZ arc clearly visible (arrows) (C.E) Plane polarised light, same as 
above. arrow indicates E IZ (D,F) Cross polarised light, arrow indicates disscpimcnt. 
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Plate 2.2 Scanning electron images of the modern Podres specimen, sample Ocno l B. (A,8) 
Well preserved dissepiment (arrow) and pristine pore w:i.Jls fTee of cement. (C) Transverse view 
through an EMZ illustrating radial structure of the aragonite cryStals away from the EMZ. (D) Pore 
wall and pristjnc aragonitc cryst:tl structure. (£) Small dissolution pits in E 1Z (indicated by arrow). 
(F) Backscattered electron image of dissolution pits associated with the EMZ on a polished surface of 
the coral (arrows). 
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Plate 2.3 Photomicrograph of petrographic thin sections of MIS 9 fossil Porire from East 
Beach. Henderson Island (sample NEB/2). Images B and E arc under cross polarised light. Arrows 
highlight the darker appearance of the early mineralisation zones (EMZ) where some dissolution may 
have occurred. Preservation of primary porosity is excellent with diagenccic cements absent, and 
sharply defined pore walls. 
Plate 2.4 (overleaf) Scanning electron (A-0. H) and back.scattered electron (E-G) images of 
fossil M JS 9 Pon'res from Henderson Island (sample NEB/2). (A.B) Dissolution pits in polished araldite 
mounts have poor gold coating. and result in charge build-up (indicated by arrow ). These pits 
correspond to dissolution pit in the EMZ. (C.D) Visible dissolution around EMZ, but the 
surrounding crystals appear pristine. (E,Fj Pitted E 1Z. (G) Small calcite crystals within EMZ pits? 
(H) Well preserved EMZ. 
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Plate 25 Photomic rographs of petrographic thin sections from MIS 15 fossil Pon"te from the 
fossil lagoon, Henderson Island (sample FLJ19B, <2% cakite). The primary skeleton is ignificantly 
darkened in all images. suggesting significant dissolution(+/- recrysta llisation), and primary porosity 
has bc<!n reduced by infilling with syntaxial aragonite (elongated cry tals indicate aragonite rather 
than calcite) (indicated by arrows). 
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Plate 2.6 Scanrting electron (A) and back.scauered electron (B-F) images of a fossil Pon"tes 
from the MIS 15 fossU lagoon, Henderson island (sample FUl9B). (A,D) Infilling of primary porosity 
with secondary aragonitc needles, arrow indicates remaining primary porosity. (B,C) Arrows indjcate 
preserved dissepiments. Dashed circle in (E) illustrates possible initial primary pore wall pr ior to 
synt3Xfal aragonite precipic.ation. (F) Significant precipitation of syntaxial aragonitc needles in pores. 
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2.3.3 
2 .3.3. 1 
Discussion 
Diagenetic Environments 
Carbonates experience diagenesis al relatively shallow depths in four major diagenetic 
environments : the vadosc zone, meteoric phreatic zone, meteoric/marine mixing zone and 
marine phreauc zone (Longman, 1980). Different diageneric processes occur in each zone 
and produce characcerislic diagenetic 'fingerprinlS', which are summarised below (compiled 
from Longman (1980). Manin ecal. (1986), Pingitore (1976)) : 
Marine phrearic diagenesis is characterised by lwo end-member scaces depending on degree 
of water circulation : 
(i) poor water circuJacion typically produces minor intragranular magnesian calcite 
cementation and micritization, 
(ii) good water circulation through porous carbonate produce extensive inter-granular and 
pore filling cement, with fibrous and/or syntaxial aragonite and micritic magnesian calcite 
being the dominant cements: the aragonice crystals commonly radiate outwards from 
urfaces to form an isopachous fibrous cement. 
Mixing zones where meteoric and marine waters interact can re ulc in both dissolution and 
precipitation of carbonate, and combined with a spect.ru.m of salinities between the two end 
members, results in multiple processe occurring within chis zone. Where freely circulating 
water is experienced, dolomitization of biogenic aragonite may occur. Jn marine-dominated 
waters, bladed magnesian calcite cement may form, whereas in meteoric-dominated waters, 
both micritic and bladed calcite cements may form, and minor calcite to aragonite 
neomorphism may occur. 
In the meteoric phrcatic zone, several processes can potentially occur, depending on the 
degree of carbonate saluration of the percolating groundwater. Undersarurated groundwater 
cau es dissolution and leaching, whereas carbonate saturated water often leads to rapid 
calcite cementation where interlocking cry ta1s of equam calcite that coarsen towards pore 
centres are typical, and/or aragonite co calcite ncomorphism in zones of slow to very slow 
water circulation. 
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Jn the vadose zone. both air and water occur in pore space . and precipitation and solution 
may occur in different parts of the vadose zone. Solution may extend downward for tens of 
metres below the surface depending on depth of water table and the rate at which water 
becomes saturated. \Vhen water becomes supersaturated with re pect to calcite, fine-grained 
equanc calcite may be precipitated. In humid, wet environments soil is usually well 
developed and H2COJ arising from C02 release from soil microbes encourages rapid 
dissolution and neomorphism. Jn arid environments, primary porosity is likely to be 
preserved. whereas humid environments are characterised by substantial loss of primary 
porosity, and accompanied by formation of secondary porosity. 
With these patterns in mind, diagenetic features of the Henderson Island corals are assessed 
and possible interpretation of their diagenetic history is offered. 
2.3.3.2 Diagenetic features of Henderson Island fossil 
corals 
The following discussion separates diagenesis of coral kelecon into the early mineraUsation 
and fibrous aragonite zones. 
Ear;Jy Mineralisation Zones <EMZ): 
In petrographic thin sections. the EMZ in modern Porites coral appear as thin, brown areas 
(Place 2.1 ), reflect ing the sub-micron size of aragonite crystals in the EMZ, wh ich interferes 
with light transmission and prevents examination of their structu re (Perrin , 2003). (n the 
fossil Porites., these brown zones are thicker than in the modern pecimens (Plate 2.3). 
The EMZ appear as bright wh ite areas in the scanning electron images (Place 2.4A,B) 
reflecting imperfections in the gold coating within smaJJ voids in the EMZ. The resulting 
charge build-up highlights these areas. The same voids are seen more clearly in 
backscattered electron images, because charge buHd-up is not an issue (Plate 2.4 D,E,F)). 
These observations are consistent with findings by Perrin and Cuif (2001). where 
calcification centres appeared particularly suscept ible to diagenesis as indicated by 
dissolution of the minute primary aragoni te crystals at the calcification centres. Reason. for 
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this increased susceptibilily to diagenesi include the small crystal size which increases the 
chemical reactivity, and poor cry tallisalion relative to the FAZ (i.e. random orientation of 
the microgranules) (Perrin. 2003). In addition, the greater amountS of organic matrix in the 
EMZ relative to the FAZ. specifically acidic polysaccharides and organic acidic chondroitin 
ulfate. may play an important role (Cu if and Dauphin, 2005). 
fib(O\IS aragonite zones (FAZ); 
The aragonite fibre bundles appear well preserved in the MIS 9 fossil coral (Plate 2.4). and 
are similar to those seen in the modern Porires (Plate 2.2). Jn the modem coral, the skeleton 
walls appear as clean, precise boundaries. with no fibrous secondary aiagonite (Plate 2.2). 
Thin section views of the MIS 9 fo ii corals also appear to show distinct walls, but closer 
observation with the SEM shows that this surface is ometimes irregular, with small 
projecting crystals of fibrous aragonite (Plate 2.4 A,E,F). In the oldc c fossil Porices coral 
(MIS 15 coral sampled from the paleolagoon}, fibrous aragonite cement infilling pore spaces 
is pervasive (Plate 2.5 .2.6). Other rudie investigating fossil coral petrography have also 
found fibrous aragonite cementS in old corals (for example Zhu er ,1/. (1994). in fossil corals 
up to 400 ka from Huon Peninsula , P G). 
2.3.3.3 Implications for diagenetic history 
The preliminary results for coral assessed using XRD, petrographic analy is and canning 
electron observations, indicate no aragonite-to-calcite alteration in the Henderson I land 
fossil corals. Calcite cementation in corals commonly reduces poro icy due to pore infilling. 
while aragonite-calcile neomorphism may preserve primary fabrics but alters the 
composition. These changes were not seen in the Henderson Island fossil corals analysed 
here. which display excellent preservation of primary porosity (Plate 5.1), no obvious 
aragonite-calcite neomorphism. and no calcite cementation. This distinct lack of alteration is 
unusual, as calcite cementation ha been found to be a common feature in fossil corals of 
much younger age by previous workers eg: (Zhu er al.. 1994: Stirling er al .. 1998: McGregor 
and Gagan, 2003). As found by Longman (1980) and Manin ec al. ( 1985), aragonite -to-calcite 
alteration typically occurs in diagenetic zones where freshwater is present - in the mixing 
zone, meteoric phreatic and vadose zone. The absence of calcile and presence of syntaxial 
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secondary aragonite suggests that cliagenesis of the Henderson Island corals predominantly 
occurred in the marine phreatic environment. 
As coral are living in seawater, their keleton i expo cd to marine phreatic diagenesis as 
soon as it is vacated by living tissue. Secondary aragonite needle radiating from septa walls 
have been observed in living modem Podte corals from the Red Sea (Enmar et al., 2000) 
and Mauritius Island, Indian Ocean (Potthast, 1992), demon trating that secondary aragonite 
precipitation can occur early. In addition, the observation of minor di olut:ion of 
calcification centres in the modem Porites from Oeno Atoll (Plate 2.2 E,F) also indicates this 
process can occur relatively early, consistent with imilar finding by Perrin & Cu.if (2001). 
Jn the MIS 9 fossil Porite. minor dissolution of the calcification centres and minimal 
precipitation of secondary aragonite is observed, indicating they are very well preserved for 
corals of this age. Because the Henderson I land coral grew during in terglacial periods when 
sea level were high, they are likely to have si nce pent around 80-90% of the time 
subaeriall)' expo ed during glacial low sea levels. The semi-arid climate experienced at 
Henderson Island appear to have minimised diagenesis in the meteoric phreadc or vadose 
zones. The quality of preservation of the MIS 9 fo il Porite from Henderson Island appears 
vinually ideal for rc:~con tructing MIS 9 paleoclimate; however, the real test will come from 
their geochemistry. which can provide additional insight into possible diagenetic effects. Use 
of these fossil corals for climate reconstruction is explored in Chapter 3. 
2.4 
2.4.1 
TRIDACNA CLAMS 
Tridacna skeletal structure 
Jn contrast co Porites corals, giant Tn"docno clams contain no macro-porosity; ins tead th ey 
precipitate a dense aragonite skeleton. Daily growth bands arc clearly visible in thin section 
(Plate 2.8. 2.9) and scanning electron views (Plate 2.9). The thickness of these daily growth 
bands is e timated to be around 20 microns in a section of a modem Tridocno gigos from 
Palm Island (Plate 2.8. 2.9), and up to 40 microns in fossil Tridacna gigas (sample 'Eddie' 
(Plate 2.12)). These rates equate to an estimated annual growth of -7 - 15 mm, assuming a 
constant rate of skeleton formation. In the inner zone, crystal trucrure is dominated by 
these discrete daily growth layers. over which a larger cry tal fabric is present con isting of 
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bundles of fanning aragonite fibres (see Plate 2.7, 2.8). However. the net effect is crystal 
growth which is in essence unidirectional. The hinge and outer growth zone arc 
structurally quite different (Plate 2.15), with alternating crystal orientations at 9<r 
producing a cross-hatched appearance. 
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Plate 2.7 
c 
0 
Photomicrographs of petrographic thin sections from a modem T. gig:i from Palm 
Island (inner zone). (A) Cross polarised light with a ~ >. place in5'!ned; skeletal strucrure consiSt of 
daily growth bands (examples of growth band pattern indicaced by yellow lines) and fanning 
aragonite crystal bundles (white lines) that is essentially a secondary fabric. Arrow indicates area of 
increased organic content. (B) pl3ne polarised light; thin growth bands are clear. and brown areas 
indicate times of skeletal growth when increased organics were incorporated into the skeleton. 
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Plate 2.8 Photomicrographs of pclrographic thin sections from the Palm Island modem 
T.g1gas(all inner zone except D); (A,B,D-F) cross polarised light; (B.D). Fanning ar.igonite bundles arc 
clearly visible (images A,B.C.E) and darker layers correspond to growth bands that have higher 
organic contentS (yeUow arrows. images A.C,E). Image E is taken under cross-polarised light with a 
1h ;\plate, which increases birefringence. 
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Plate 2.9 Scanning electron image of the inner zone of a modem Palm Island T giga (A) 
Daily groW'th bands are clearly '' isible (yellow dashed lines) separated by an intermediate zone of 
smaller crystals (B.D). (C) Fanning aragonite bundles (dashed yellow lines) and daily growth bands. 
(E) Dissolution pits and etching of primary aragonite fibres (yellow arrows). (f) Two fractures 
through the primary aragonitc crystals. 
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. 
500 J:!m 
Plate 2.10 Photomicrographs of petrographic thin sections of MIS 11 fossil T.gig:JS (Eddie and 
R\V/ ln.) from Huon Peninsula. P G. All images are taken in Trid:icn:i inner zones. (A,8,0,E,F) arc 
under c ross polarised light. (A,8) arc under cross polarised light with a Y. >..plate inscncd to increase 
birefringence. which allows both the daily growth bands and fanning arngonitc bundles to be seen. 
Good prcservacioo of fanning aragonitc bundles and individual growth bands is evident in these fossil 
Tn"d:icno. 
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Plate 2.1 1 Comparison of phot0micrographs of petrographic thin sections for modem Palm 
Island T.gigas (A,B) and fossil T.gig:is R W/ln from Huon Peninsula, P 1G (C,D). iJJumating a subtle 
coarsening of the fanning aragoni1e bundles in this fossil specimen relative to the modem and a more 
lamellar fabric in this fossil specimen. AU images are from the inner zone under cross-polarised light. 
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Plate 2.12 Scanning electron images of MIS 11 fossil T.gigos from Huon Peninsula, illustrating 
good preservation of discrete daily growth bands and funning aragonite bundles, in addition to slight 
etching of these primary aragonite crystals (B) (yellow arrow). 
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Plate 2.13 SEM images of localized areas of calcite neomorphism in fossil T.gigas from Huon 
Peninsula. (A) Narrow zone of calcite precipitation parallel to aragonite growth bands indicated by 
arrow. (B) Void space between the calcite rhombs (C.D.F) Large calcite rhombs on external surface of 
the Tridacna (rind). (E) Aragonitc dissolution and calcite precipitation (neomorphism) illustrating 
gradual loss of aragoni tc structure and rcplacemenc with calcite. 
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A 
500 µm 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Plate 2.14 Photomicrographs of petrographic thin sections in cross polaris<?d light wi1h the 'h A 
plate inscn ed to increase the birefringence and more dearly illustrate the calcite cryStals present. (A) 
Calcite recrystallisation appears to initiate along a single growth band (arrow) and then progress 
later.illy. (B.C) Large calcite crystals preserve ghostS of the original aragonite texture within, and a 
sharp boundary scparotcs the two phases (aragonite and calcite) (yeUow arrow ). 
Plate 2.15 (overleaf) SEM images of the hinge and outer zones in fossil T.gigas from Huon 
Peninsula, iUustraring different strucrural amngementS of aragonite crystals relative to the inner 
zone. (A-0) Outer zone. (E-H) hinge zone. Crosshatching of aragooite crystals distinctly contrasts 
with the lameUar structure of the inner zone. 
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Fossil Tridacna diagenetic observations 
(Huon Peninsula, PNG) 
Narrow zones where calcite had replaced aragonite were prcscnc in some pccimcns. 
example of which arc presented in Plates 2.13 and 2.14. The two main mechanism for the 
precipitation of calcite in aragonicic skclct0ns arc either dissolution of biogcnic aragonitc 
followed by calcite cemcntation in the resulting olurion void . or concomitant di olution 
of aragonite and precipitation of calcite through the migration of an aragonitc-calcitc from 
aero which the nan formation proceed through a thin. fluid film separating the two 
carbonate phase (neomorphi m) (Marti n et al., 1986: Perrin and Cuif, 2001 ). Aragonitc to 
calcite ncomorphi m occur at such a mall calc that no large void arc c reated during this 
proce , and primary aragonitc fabric ma>' be preserved in the replacement calcite 
(Pingitore. 1976: Martin <?t :Ji., 1986). 
Ghost· of the original aragonitc rcxrurc arc preserved in calcite crystals in the fossil 
Tridacn:i, where the thin layers of organic matrix incorporated in the aragonitc kelccon 
have been preserved in the calcite (sec Plate 2.14). Thi sugge t chat neomorphi m is the 
process rcspon iblc for the calcite precipit3tion (Pingitore. 1976). The discrete nature of the 
calcite zones. which appear to occur selectively along but not aero growth band (Plate 
2.13A). i consistent with observations of calcite neomorphi m in marine gastropods by 
Martin et al. (1986). These calcite layer arc also more common in the juvenile section of the 
clam. where wider growth band arc found. This ma}' reflect proximity to the exterior 
surface of the Tridacna. 
Overall, the degree of aragonitc calcite ncomorphi mi minor in fossil Tn"dacn<1 from lluon 
Peninsula. and ca ii)' identified in hand specimen . XRD analy cs on rwo fossil Tridocna 
confirm that the secondary cement is calcite (sa mple RW/ln A) and the bulk kclecon 
contains greater than 98% aragonitc (Table 2.2). 
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Table 2.2 XRD results: aragonite and calci1e in MIS 11 Tridacna samples 
Sample Type Location % Aragonite % Calcite 
Eddie 'A' Inner zone Ririwe Village 100 0 
Eddie 'B' Inner zone Ririwe Village 100 0 
Eddie 'C' Inner zone Ririwe Village 99 
Eddie 'D' Hinge zone Ririwe Village 100 0 
Eddie 'E' Hinge zone Ririwc Village 100 0 
RW/1/2 'A' Inner external rind Ririwe Village 0 100 
Rw1112 ·rr Jnncr zone Ririwe Village 100 0 
RW/ 1/2 'C' Inner zone Ririwc Village 100 0 
R\ / 1/2 'D' Hinge zone Ririwc Village 100 0 
The aragonitc ke lecon appears to be very well preserved. Plates 2. I 0 and 2.11 illustrate che 
excellent preservation of the fanning aragonitc fibre bundle and daily growth band 
structure. The only clear diagencric feature observed i minor etching of the primary 
aragonite fibres (Plate 2. I 2 B.C) from dissolution proce scs. This may re ult from the break-
down of the organic matrix in the skclcron which create micro-void and allow some Ou id 
movement through the skeleton. This mechanism could also explain why the calcite 
ncomorphi m originate along a inglc growth band before expanding laterally (sec Plate 
2.14 A) - a growth increment containing more organic matrix would eventually have 
greater microporosity once it breaks down. allowing greater fluid flow through the kcleron. 
Precipitation of secondary aragonitc cements docs not seem common in these fossil 
Tridacn,1. However the fanning-aragonitc fabric i omctimc coarser in the fossil clam 
and/or lamellar (Plate 2.11 ). which may indicate minor diagcne is. Similar fabric-coarsening 
was ob erved by Chappell et al. ( 1974) in other fo ii Tridacm1 from Huon Penin ula. In 
their tudy however. sample older than the 14C dating limit which displayed subtle 
coarsening in the inner zone. showed either zero or a very low 14C activit)' · suggesting that 
this type of diagenesis proceed as a chemically closed- yste m. Trid.1cna shells greater chan 
250 ka in age al ·o howed no 14C uptake . suggesti ng that swblc isotope signal would be 
undi turbcd (Chappell et al.. 1974). Aharon (1980) and Aharo n and Chappell ( 1986) 
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proceeded on thi a umption to interpret 6180 record from Huon Penin ula fossil 
Tridacna. 
Additional scanning electron image from the outer and hinge zone of two fo ii clams 
(Plate 2.15) display the good preservation of the primary aragonite crystal . and the presence 
of cro -hatched aragonitc fibres which starkly contra t with the unidirectional structure of 
aragonite crystal in the inner zone. Excluding the zone of obvious calcite precipitation, 
aragonite preservation appear very good and virtually ideal for palcodimate srudies. 
2 .4.4 Diagenetic environment 
Dissolution proccssc and the precipitation of calcite through aragonitc-cakite 
neomorphi m i charactcri tic of metcoric-vadosc or frc h water phreatic en ironment 
(Pingitore, 1976: Longman, 1980). Thi i consi tent with the sampling location of these 
fossil Tridacn._1 between 220 - 1200 m above 1$L. For much of their history. these clam 
have been iruatcd in the meteoric zone. and were likely uplifted out of the marine 
environment relatively early (i.e.: within 6000 years as is the case for the Holocene reef on 
Huon Peninsula). initially pa ing through the frc hwater phrcaric environment up into the 
meteoric vadosc environment (Figure 2.3). 
The influence of poro ity on rate of diagcnesi was studied by l\lartin er .1/. ( 1986) who 
found that neomorphism progressed ix times fa tcr (by volume) in porous Monro rreo coral 
relative to the denser Srrombus gastropod. Although aragonite to calcite ncomorphi m is 
pre cnt in these fo ii Tridacno from I luon Penin ula. it is not pervasive and the dense 
tructure of Tridacno ha clearly aided their pre crvation relative to fo ii coral in the same 
reef complcxe which arc u ually ignificantly altered. Thus the increased preservation 
potential of Tn"docn.? stand them in good read for use in palcoclimatic studies, and a such 
will be explored as Quaternary climate archive in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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1 . Reef growth 
Impermeable beds 
2. Initial uplift 
Impermeable beds 
3. Later stage 
Impermeable beds 
Figure 2.3 Sequence of reef progression through different diagenetic ?.ones, following sea level 
fall or uplift (modified from Pingitore. 1976). 
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CHAPTER 3 : GEOCHEMICAL SIGNALS IN MIS 9 
FOSSIL PORITES FROM HENDERSON ISLAND, 
SE PACIFIC 
3. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Sr/Ca and oxygen isotope ratio (01110) in the kcleton of ma ivc, long lived hcrmatypic 
coral (in particular Pori1e spp.) arc excellent recorder · of the easonal C)'clc of sea surface 
tcmperanirc (SST) in the pa t. Thc~e geochemical signals in fo ii Porites up to 130 
thousand year (ka) old have been u cd to reconstruct climatic condition during the last 
interglacial and glacial interval and al o during the Penultimate Ocglaciation (Hughen e1 
.1/., 1999: McCulloch el .11., 1999: Mou tafa et al .. 2000: Suzuki ct ,1/.. 2001 : Tudhopc e1 ,1/ .• 
2001: Feli ct al., 2004). llowcvcr. high re olution coral record for earlier periods arc 
limited to one other tudy (Kilbourne er ,1/ .• 2004), owing to the effects of diagcnc is on 
geochemical ignals in corals. 
In this chapter. geochemical data is pre emed from a modern Porite core from Ocno Atoll. 
and a 12 year cction of fo ii Poritcs coral from Marine Isotope Stage (M IS) 9 (-339-303 ka) 
from Henderson 1 land. Of cveral fossil Porire sample collected, thi was the best 
preserved and was selected for geochemical analysis. The casonally re olvcd coral record 
from Henderson l land is the first for an interglacial predating MIS 7, and is one of the few 
interglacial records from the Southern Hemisphere. because the majority of interglacial 
coral records come from the orthcrn Hemisphere (Moustafa ct al .. 2000; Suzuki ct ,1/ .. 
2001; Wimer cl al .. 2003: Fcli et al., 2004: Sun ct al .. 2005). 
The 11 9 interglacial is of great imere t, becau e ice core record indicate that it had the 
highc t natural concentrations of at mo phcric C02 and CH 4 for the la t 500 kyr (Petit ct al., 
1999). Furthermore, ice core deuterium records (Petit ct al .. 1999) and gamma ray records 
from Chatham Rise sediment off the cast coast of 1 cw Zealand (Carter and Gammon. 2004) 
suggest that the warme t Antarctic temperature in the last 500 kyr occurred during MIS 9. 
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tacked benthic foraminiferal 0110 record from deep sea core (SPECMAP) indicate that 
j\ll 9 ha a dominant peak at 330 ka (Ml 9.3). with a econdary peak at 310 ka (i\11 9. 1) 
(lmbrie cc al .. 1984). Coral U-serie di!>equilibrium ages ugge t that sea level peaked at 324 
• 3 ka and high ca level · were u cained until 318 ~ 3 ka. slightly lagging the 333ka peak in 
ummer in olation at 6S0 N ( tirling ct :ii., 2001). U erie coral age from the MIS 9 fo ii 
reef on Hender on 1 land range between 334 ka and 293 ka (Stirling er al .. 2001 ). The fossil 
Porice analy ed here wa · collected from the MI 9 reef at Henderson I land. but it precise 
age i unknown: U serie dated Faviid.w coral adjacent to the Porire failed to meet 
geochemical criteria for reliable age ·. Lacking preci e U-serie dating. the sample Porice is 
positioned within ll 9 by u ing known relationship between in olation sea onality and 
SST in che tropic . which arguabl)' con train the timing of reef growth at Henderson I land. 
3.2 
3 .2 .1 
LITERATURE REVIEW - PORITES CORALS AS 
GEOCHEMICAL CLIMATE ARCHIVES 
Introduction 
A the field of paleoclimate reconstruction ha advanced. multiple sample material have 
been u ed a archives for climate recon!>truction. including ice core . rree ring!>. deep sea 
ediment . speleothems and loe · deposit ·. Long term record generated u ing the e 
re ources have provided valuable information about past climatic change . Over the last 
thirty-five year ·. coral have al o been u ed for climate reconstruction. and have great 
potential as an archive. a high re olution (bi wee kl)') proxy record · of climate can be 
generated providing detailed information about easonal processc over interval of 100 
year!> or more (McCulloch er al .. 1994; Quinn er .1J .• 1996a: Gagan er al.. 2000: Cobb ct .11 .. 
2003). This is valuable for paleoclimatologi t-. a seasonality is a fundamental climatic 
parameter (Crowley er al .. 1985). 
Different aspect of coral kcletal geochemistry can be u ed as proxies for a wide range of 
environmental condition . including SST. . pll, ocean upwelling. river flood and 
pollution: the geochemical proxie include table i otopes (8180 and 011C). B isorope (011 8) 
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and cvcral trace elements (cg: r. Mg. U. B. Ba. Mn. Cd, REE) (Shen and Boyle. 1988: Min 
ct al .. 1995; inclair ct .11 .• 1998; Fallon cc al .. 1999; Fallon ct ,11 .• 2002: kCulloch ct al .. 
2003; Wyndham et al .. 2004: Pclcjcro ct al .. 2005). In chis stud)' · stable i otopc and trace 
clements (particularly Sr/ Ca) arc used co provide information about sea onal variations of 
SST and SS at Henderson I land during Ml 9. The principle governing the use of thee 
proxies arc reviewed below. 
3.2 .2 
3.2.2 . 1 
Stable Isotopes 
880 
Corals precipitate aragonitc skeleton!> out of i otopic equilibrium with the surrounding 
seawater. The stable isotope compojtion of this biogcnic aragonitc i depleted relative to 
inorganic aragonitc precipitated from cawater. For 0180 this i ascribed co kinetic 
fractionation: corals with the fastc ·t growth races display the strongc t depiction 
(McConnaughcy. I 989). When factor such 3 growth rate or other biological processes 
remain relatively con tant, pa!>t environmental variations can be inferred from the isotopic 
variations. provided that the i otopic cffcccs of the c have been calibrated with ufficicm 
data from modern corals. Be idc the kinetic effect . variation in the oxygen i otopic 
composition of a coral skeleton arc governed by the temperature and i otopic compo it ion of 
the surrounding water. The 0130 compo ition of seawater i affected by the hydrologic 
balance between evaporation. and precipitation and/or runoff from the land. 
Depending on the climatic ·etting. variation of coral 0180 arc dominated by ST (Quinn ct 
.11 .• 1996a: Wellington ct al .. 1996: Kuhnert ct al .. 1999: Al-Rousan ct al., 2003), sea surface 
salinity (SSS) (Lin Icy ct al.. 1994; Tudhopc ct al., 1995: Le Bee ct al .. 2000; Jijima ct al. . 
2005). or comprise a composite ignal of ST and SSS (Carriquiry ct al .. 1994: Gagan et al .. 
1998). Workers have removed the temperature component of the ignal. by using either 
instrumental temperature data. or tcmpcrarurc deduced from another proxy such as the 
Sr/ Ca rario, to produce residual 0180 signals that arc inferred to represent saliniry changes. 
For example. flood event on the Burdckin Ri er (GBR, Au tralia) related co El lino events. 
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have been documented b)' using 0130 and r/Ca in landem to isolate the salinity component 
of lhe 0180 signal (McCulloch et .11 .. 1994). 
3.2.2.2 o' 3C 
The carbon isotopic composition of a coral kcleton is affected by two factors: kinetic isotope 
fractionation, and metabolic i otope fractionation (Weber and \ oodhcad. 1970). 
Kinetic i Olope fractionation i the dominant procc . whereby the heavy isotopes of carbon 
arc di criminarcd against during the hydration and hydrox>•lacion of C02 (McConnaughey. 
1989). The o13C isotopic compo icion of coral skeletal carbonate is also influenced by 
mecabolic effect of the iooxamhellac. which alter 013C in the coral internal fluids by 
respiration and photosynthc i (McConnaughcy er al .. 1997: Rcynaud-Vaganay et al .. 2001). 
Photosynthe is in tum is affected by light, wh ich varic with depth. cloudiness. or rurbidit)'• 
all of which can potentially affect coral one (Fairbanks and Dodge. 1979: Carriquiry et al .. 
1994; Tudhopc et al.. 1995: Wellington and Dunbar. 1995: Grouoli and Wellington. 1999). 
Ocher factors arc also known co influence coral o13C. uch as the 01'C of ambient dissolved 
inorganic carbon. coral spawning. and changes in the proportion of hcccrotrophic feeding co 
autotrophic support (Gagan e1 al .. 1994: Swart et .11 .. 1996: Fclis er al., I 998: Hcikoop e1 al .. 
2000). Thu , it is evident that o13C can potentially reflect the influence of a number of 
variables. and records of o13C may be difficult lo interpret. 
3.2.3 
3.2.3. 7 
Trace element ratios 
Sr/Ca 
During the precipitation of CaC03• lattice substitution occurs between Ca and a range of 
clements including Sr. 1 lg (Amici cc al .. 1973) and Ba (Lea ec .11 .• 1989). The concentrations 
of these trace elements have been found to vary wi th a range of environmental conditions. 
The Sr/ Ca ratio of a coral skeleton is dependent on the r/Ca ratio in the seawater and the 
r/ Ca distribution coefficient between seawater and aragonicc. which depends on chc 
oceanic temperature al which the coral grew (Kinsman and Holland. 1969; Beck et al. , 
1992). As Sr and Ca have long re idcncc times in the ocean (5 and IMa re pcctivcly) 
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(Broecker and Peng. 1982). it i a urned that che r/Ca ratio of the ocean ha remained 
con cant during the Quaternary. and that the dominant factor controlling coral skeletal 
Sr/ Ca is temperature. This relation hip has been used co reconstruct pa t ocean SST' . The 
Sr/ Ca ratio i measured precisely. u ing i otopc dilution - multicollector mass pccrrometry 
techniques (Beck cl ,1/.. 1992; de Villiers ct .11 .. 1994; McCulloch et ,11 .• 1994; Shen cl al.. 
1996). rudies with modern corals produced different Sr/Ca- T calibration equation , and it 
was argued chat the accuracy of Sr/Ca thermometry could be compromised by several 
factors including keletal exten ion and/or calcification race (de Virncrs el al .. 1994: de 
Villiers el ,11 .. 1995: Cohen Cl al .. 2001; Allison and Finch. 2004). coral metabolic rhythm 
(Mcibom el ,11. , 2003). and variation of Sr/Ca in surface waters due co cclestite formation by 
acanrharia (Brass and Turekian. 1974: de Villiers el al .. 1994: de Villiers. 1999; De Deckker. 
2004). Moreover. interspccific differences have been reported (de Villiers et al, 1995). and 
the con tanC}' of oceanic r/Ca over interglacial/glacial time cales has been questioned (Stoll 
and Schrag. 1998). 
Growth effect can be minimi ed by consbtently sampling down a corals' major growth axi 
(Shen ec al., 1996). U ing growth-axi samples. 1\libcrt & McCulloch (1997) and Gagan ct al. 
( I 998) found consistent Sr/ Ca-SST relation hip for Porite corals of varying extension race 
and concluded that r/Ca thermometry is reliable given appropriate sampling. Sr/Ca-SST 
calibrations have the form : Sr/Ca x lC>l • a + b (SST), where a is the intercept and b i the 
lope of the temperature dependence of the Sr/Ca ratio. 1any calibrations have been 
calculated for Poritc corals worldwide, and though all arc similar. slight differences exist 
between their slope value . and intercepts. TypicaJ values for intercepts range between 10 
and 1 I. and values for the slope b {temperature dependence) arc typically about 0.065 
mmolmol 1rc (sec Table 3 .2 for a Ii t of r-Ca-SST calibrations). 
The assumption that cawatcr Sr/Ca has remained con tant i problematic. Schlanger ( 1988) 
and Stoll and Schrag ( 1998) argue that when carbonate shelves arc expo ed during glacial 
periods. transformation of aragonitc to calcite during weathering will release Sr into the 
ocean. increasing oceanic r/Ca . Stoll et .11. ( 1999) and Martin et al. (1999) estimated that 
Sr/Ca ha varied by 3 5% bet\vccn interglac ial and glacial periods. based on analysi of 
planktonic and benthic foraminifcra from marine sediment cores. and con idercd that the 
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variations are nor dissolution anefaclS. In contrast. hen ct :ii. (2001 ) argued that oceanic 
Sr/Ca cannot be confident!)' determined from foraminifcral record . owing to r/Ca 
dependence on test size. and noted a lack of agreement between records. Similarly, 
Elderfield ct al. (2000) concluded that other factor in addition to eawater Sr/Ca affect 
forminifcral Sr/Ca. 
To summarize. evidence at this tage is inconclusive regarding oceanic variations in Sr/Ca 
over glacial timescale . It i a difficult idea to te c. because it is difficult co find deposics 
where r/Ca is precipitated in equilibrium with seawater and are known not to be 
influenced by po t-dcpo itional effects. Furthermore, seawater r/Ca ratio vary locally to a 
level comparable to that predicted by SrolJ and Schrag (up co 5%) due to acancharia blooms 
and continental runoff (Wei et al., 2000; De Deckkcr, 2004). Thus, the best approach is co 
match ampling environment a closely as possible between modern and fossil coral site . to 
minimise possible spatial vari:nion in urface ocean Sr/Ca. 
3.2.3.2 Other trace element ratios 
U/Ca, Mg/Ca and B/Ca have all been reported to correlate with temperature to a degree, but 
other variable arc al o believed to influence the c relationships. including salinity, vital 
effect . pH and kinetic factors (cg: Min ct al .. 1995: Shen & Dunbar. 1995; Han and Cohen, 
1996; Mit ugu hi et al . . 1996: Sinclair et :il. 1998: Fallon e1 al .. 1999. Cardinal er .11., 2001 ). 
The utility of each tracer as an independent paleocemper:nure prOX)' is ac this scagc 
hampered by the limited understanding of the factors controlling their incorporation. 
however it wa suggc tcd by Shen and Dunbar (1995) that by using multiple tracers. a more 
complete picture of environmental conditions can be generated. In a rudy of a Holocene 
fossil Porires coral from cw Caledonia. Corrcge et al. (2000) showed that SST 
rccon tructions from U/Ca and r/Ca were in agreement. and concluded that potential 
variation of oceanic Sr/Ca did not influence their ST recon truction . Such an approach 
may be useful for this ~rudy. a seawater r/Ca constancy over upper Quaternary timescales 
is unproven. 
Coral Ba/Ca ratios have been linked to biological productivity and have been interpreted as 
reflecting upwelling in open ocean environment (Lea c1 :ii .. 1989; Shen er :ii .. 1992). Ba/Ca 
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ha al·o been found to indicate fluvial sediment inputs in coa tal environment such as the 
inner Great Barrier Reef. and has been u cd a an indicator of flood events (Alibcrt et al .. 
2003: McCulloch er al .. 2003: inclair and McCulloch. 2004). 
3.3 
3 .3 .1 
PITCAIRN GROUP PHYSIOGRAPHY & SAMPLING 
Tectonic setting 
Ocno At0ll and Hender on I land arc members of the Pitcairn Group. which comprise 
Pitcairn Island (a volcanic island), Ocno Atoll. Oucie Atoll and I lendcrson Island (an 
emergent coral lime t0nc i land) (Figure 3 .1). Located between 23-26°$. and 122- 130°W. 
these island arc extremely isolated: nearc t neighbour islands lie 1000 km to the ca t and 
450 km we t. while New Zealand and South America arc both over 4500 km di cant. South 
Pacifk oceanic litho pherc i consumed at the Tonga- Kcrmadcc trench to the we t. and the 
Pac ific Place is migrating at an aver-age 10 11 cmyr 1 cowards it (Spe ncer. 1995). The 
spreading ccmrc of the Ea t Pacific Rise is approximately 1000 km cast of the Pitcairn 
Group. 
Ocno Atoll. Henderson 1 land and Oucie Atoll form a hot pot lincation which i cparacc 
from the Pitcairn r land lineation (Figure 3. 1). Thi lincation is offset b)' 15° from the 
Marutea hotspot lincacion N\ of Ocno. and may result from the interaction of the hotspot 
trace with a line of litho phcric wcaknc along an old fracture zone known as FZ2 (Okal 
and Cazenave. 1985). Lateral leakage of magma led to the formation of Ocno, Henderson. 
Oucic and the Crough eamoum further cast. Ba cd on magnetic anomaly patterns. Okal 
and Cazenave ( 1985) e ti mated the age of oceanic Ii tho phcrc beneath these islands to be 14 
Ma for Oucic. 19 Ma for Henderson and 27 Ma for Oeno. Using lithospheric deformation 
c timatcs from bathymctric maps together '' ith gravity anomalic . Okal and Cazenave 
inferred that the age of the volcanic i land core arc 8 fa (Ducic). 13 Ma (Hender on), and 
16 Ma (Ocno). After volcanic activity cca ed. island sub idcncc began and biogcnic 
carbonate caps began co accumulate. Coral growth appear co have kept pace with island 
subsidence. Ocno Atoll and Oucie Atoll arc believed to have formed by this process 
consistent with Darwin' theory of atoll development (Darwin. 1842). but chc raised 
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carbonate platform of I lenderson I land reflects later uplift. Pitcairn Island 200 km SW of 
Henderson Island. is a relatively young volcanic island that developed in two stages. hown 
b)' K-Ar dating a 0.93-0.85 Myr BP and 0.63-0.46 Myr BP (Duncan er t1/., 1974): the earlier 
is believed to repre cot the main phase of i land constrnction. The growth of Pitcairn Island 
resulted in litho phcric flexure; Henderson Island lies on the peripheral bulge (Mc lute and 
Menard. 1978) which resulted in approximately 30 m of uplift over the last 0.5 Myr. Raised 
reef island formed by this process have been noted around other midplacc volcanoe 
including Hawaii, W Tuamotu Archipelago and the southern Cook I lands (Mei me and 
Menard , 1978). 
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Figure 3.1 Ba1hymctric map illustrated relative locations of the is land compris ing the Pitcairn 
Group. and a cross section through I lcnderson Island (inset) iUustr.ning po:.siblc internal structures 
present (map from tirling <.'t :il. (2001 ). depths in metres). Fracture zone 2 ( FZ2) is marked by blue 
dotted line . :md two older hotspot t races to the west arc marked by the red dotted lines (from Oka! 
and Cazenave ( 1985)). 
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3 .3.2 Oeno Atoll and Henderson Island physiography 
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Figure 3.2 Maps of I lcndcrson Island and Ocno Atoll . illuStrating physiography and fossil coral 
sampling locations 
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Oeno Atoll ha an area of approximately 16 km2, with a shallow lagoon (-5 m deep). and 
two sandy islands within this lagoon (sec Figure 3.2). During our vi it in March 2003. it 
appeared well flushed by eawater from the open ocean. Henderson Jsland is an uplifted 
Pleistocene atoll with a central palco-lagoon surrounded by a rai cd reef structure. Original 
depositional features arc preserved in the paleo-lagoon, such as zoned coral lagoon reef: and 
spur and groove tructures, in addition t0 ero ional feature associated with karstification of 
the islands interior (Blake. 1995; Pandolfi. 1995). The surface of the island rise to 33.S m 
and i vegetated with thick Pi om:1 sc rub (Blake, 1995). The fossil atoll i surrounded b)' 
teep clifT: on mo t sides of the island. the highe t of which reache an elevation of 30.S m 
(NW Beach) (Plate 3.1 ). Ero ion is enhanced on the eastern ide of the island due t0 the 
prevailing southea t trade winds. The i land itself is approximately 9 km long and 6 km 
wide. with a poorly developed modem fringing reef. 
3.3.3 Henderson Island geology + geochronology 
Fossil coral samples were collected from Henderson I land during the 1990-1991 Pitcairn 
I lands Scientific Expedition. and were dated by U-series u ing alpha-counting techniques 
(Blake. 1995). cogether with TIM (RSE . A U) and MC- ICPMS (Universiry of Michigan) 
(Stirling ct al .. 2001). U-serie dating combined with prcviou field observations has allowed 
a geological sequence of reef growth to be defined. Earl)' U-Th data from the raised atoll 
suggested that the vi ible raised atoll formed in the HS 11 ( 423-360 ka) interglacial and that 
it then became emergent (Blake, 1995). However. additional U-scrie ages obtained by 
Stirling ct al (2001 ) suggest that the atoll crown grew during MIS 15 (-630 : 221 ka). and 
that fringing reefs grew on the flanks of the at01l during MI 9. Closed-system U-series ages 
from the fringing reef unit range between 334 ka and 293 ka (Figure 3.3). These dates 
contradict those reported by Blake ( I 995) but arc con idcrcd co be more reliable a the 
TIM MC-ICPMS measurement techniques arc more precise and the sample fulfil U-scries 
dating criteria reviewed in Chapter 6 while omc of Blake' earlier sample do not {Stirling 
ct .11 .• 1998; Stirling ct ,1/., 2001 ). The range in coral ages for the MIS 9 samples (334-293 ka) 
uggest either that rhe fringing reef grew in several episodes cparated by period of lower 
sea level. or that it grew continuou ly during a very long interglacial (St irling(![ al., 200 I ). 
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Plate 3.1 Physiography of I lenderson Island. (a-c) lmagcs illu trating the emergent limestone 
platform and cuffed coastline of I lenderson Island. (d) modem wave-cut notch in the fo ii reef and 
beach rock (c.f) Heavily cliffed East Beach coastline (no dune or back barrier area) (g) pools in 
beach rock. 
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The structure of the fringing reef suggests more than one reef building episode which were 
tentatively correlated with the MIS 9.3 intergJacial and the MIS 9.1 interstadial (Stirling et 
al., 2001). The Porire sample selected for geochemical analysis in this tudy was collecred 
from a ma sive. extensive palcoreef dominated by Porite and F:wiidae coral on the ca t 
coast of I lenderson Jsland (sec Figure 3 .2, Plate 3.1, 3.2). U-scrie dace from thi Poricc 
coral did not produce reliable age (Porite arc u ually more usceptible to alteration than 
thicker walled species). However, U-series age recently obtained from M. Andersen (ETH. 
Zurich) from several adjacent Faviidoe corals in the same fossil reef uggest that it belongs ro 
MIS 9. although the corals fail the criteria for acceptable dates (Table 3.1 ). Open system 
model age were calculated by M. Andersen (ETH, Zurich) based on a model csrabli hed by 
Thompson et al. (2003) in which extraneous ™U and 7"'°Th arc added cominuou ly co the 
coral kclcron through et-recoil from the surrounding matrix. uggcst chat this reef may 
belong to MIS 9.1 (300 ± 15 ka). Although the accuracy and application range of the opcn-
system age model of Thompson et al. (2003) i contentiou and subject to uncertainties. this 
reef is tentatively assigned to MIS 9.1. Further U-serie and diagenesis work is in 
preparation (Andersen et 31 .. 2004<:). 
0.98--_ 1.00 1.02 
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1.04 1.06 1.08 
I 
Figure 3.3 U-scrics geochronology for the I lcndcrson Island fossil corals analrscd by Stirling ct 
:ii. (2001 ). Two dusters arc present, around - 330ka and -600ka correlating to Ml 9 and Ml 15 
rc:.pcctivcly. Diagram from tirling N 3/, (2001 ). 
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Table 3.1 : LI-series ages for Henderson Island corals 
Sample .. 
EB2 
EB4 
EB5 
l.0735±3 
l.0803±3 
l.0871 ±3 
l .0498±4 
l.0550±5 
1.0818±5 
340.5±1.2 
333.6±1.2 
374.4±1 .7 
1.1925±11 
1.2062±11 
1.2570±15 
307±7 
292±9 
305±5 
McasurcmcntS were conduclc<i al the ETH. Zurich and methods and measurement prolocols arc 
described in (Andersen et al.. 2004b; Poucr ct :ii., in press). Funhcr technique descriptions arc in 
preparation. All errors arc 2<N and refer to the last significanl figures associalcd wilh lhc 
measurements. 
•Samples arc wall fraclion · of r:1viidaccorJls belonging to the S3mc reef unil as the fossil Podws 
coral for which SST data arc reported. 
b Measured relative lo llatwcll Uraninitc ll U I assuming secular equilibrium with respect to mu. 
l\4U and ~ and using half-lives from Cheng et .1/. (2000). Age unccnainties exclude lhe 
contribution from the decay con cants 
' Back calculated initial ™u/"~t;. In a closed .. ystcm, this should equal the modem oceanic activity 
ratio of l.145 (Cheng er .1/., 2000). but in the:;c fo iJ corals. ™u has been added and increased this 
ratio, thu closed sy u~m criteria ar\! not met. 
"-Open system- (0 -S) ages are obtained u ing lhe open-system model described in Thompson ct al. 
(2003). 
3 .3.4 Field Sampling 
o living Porires colonic could be found growing at Henderson Island. I lence. modern 
reference pccimens we re two core extracted from a modem Porite sp. colony living in the 
lagoon at Oeno Atoll, located 200 km northwest of Henderson l land. Logistical con traints 
prevented the sampling of a Porite colon)' from the Ocno Atoll outer reef. 
umerou fossil Porite were collected from the MIS 9 reef sequence at He nderson Island. 
from both North Beach and East Beach (sec Figure 3.2) (Appendix I). F.1 viid.w and 
ftf onra. rrea were sampled adjacent to Poritc head where possible for dating purposes. 
hon ( I 5 cm) cores were drilled at uccessive distances down each Porite colony using a 
hand held mot0rised drill. Where drilling wa not possible. hand pccimen were taken 
u ing a hammer and chisel. 
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Plate 3.2 Fossil cor3ls sampled on Henderson Island from the ~11$ 9 fringing reef. (a.b) 
F:iviid:ie fossil colonies (c) fossil Podtes pccimen from East Beach (sample NEB/26) (d) Coring fossil 
Ponies colonies using a paleomagnetic drill (e) Fossil colony on East Beach (see hammer for sca le). 
from which sample 1EBnB was collected from. 
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3.3 .5 Microsampling 
Figure 3.4 X-Ray positive images of the modem and Ml 9 Pon"tescorals from Oeno Atoll and 
I lcnderson Island, selected for microsampling. Thin white lines indicate microsampling transcru 
following the major growth axes. Black line indicates position of LA-ICPMS transect in the modem 
Podres ; a imiJar transect was performed on the fossil Podteson the mirroring slab. 
8 mm-coral labs were cue from the Oeno Acoll Porires and from the be c pre erved fossil 
Poritc and were X-rayed to identif)' major growth axes for microsampling (Figure 3.4). 
Sample 1EBnB di played the clearest and longest growth axis. and was microsampled along 
with che modern Oeno Atoll Porire for geochemical analysis. A ledge was created in these 
labs. approximately 7 mm deep and 2 mm thick. folio' ing the coral milling procedures 
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developed at RSE (Gagan ct ,1/., 1994). Prior co microsampling. this ledge ' a vigorou ly 
cleaned in Milli-Q water beneath an ultra onic probe to remove urface contaminant . salt 
trapped in pores and secondary aragonite needles. if prcscnr. Slabs were then dried in a 
4(}°C oven overnight. Coral sample were milled every 0.25 mm along the ledge which 
corre pond to approximare weekly resolution (the modern and fos ii coral pccimen have 
average exrension rates of I 1 mm yr 1). The 2 mm x 2 mm cross sectional area of each sample 
is designed to en ure equal representation of keletal clement in each sample. thus avoiding 
day vs. nighr calcification within a single coral calyx (Gagan et al., 1994). This i panicularly 
important for Sr/Ca because it minimi c fine - calc biological noise 1hat may confound the 
temperature signal. 
3 .4 MODERN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
OceanographicaUy. the Pircairn Group i iruated near the centre of the South Pacific gyre. 
removed from the equatorial Pacific cast-we t SST gradient and associated Walker 
circulation, and also removed from the South Pacific atmo phcric Convergence Zone (not 
marked) (Figure 3.5). 
Figure 3.5 Ocean currents of the South Pacific Ocean, with location of the Pitcairn group 
marked by yellow cirle. 
Map source: hllp!>"/wrc.nav;ijr-rdu::.n~:.WDIL '' arfii:htcr <:nc/occao•J Pacific/pacmap.btm 
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Owing co their subtropical po ition. the Pitcairn I lands arc noc trongly influenced by 
incerannual SST anomalie associated with ENSO a they lie on che souchcm boundary of 
warm or cool SST anomalie a ociated with El Nino and La ina cvcnc~ re pcctively (Figure 
3.6). 
Sil s ...._~.___._~..___._~..___._~..___._~..___._~..___._~.___._~.___._~.___._, 
1201: 160'E 
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Sea Surf~ T emper1llure Aoornlly 
Figw-e 3.6 SST anomalies associated with La 1 ina and El Nino evenc). The Pitcairn Group 
(black triangle) lies at the edge of these anomalies. Data from: 
http" flri{ll ldcQ...<..Oh1mb1a cd\1 'SQt RCf -.:QJ\ NC!:;P E\ 1(' C,\ IB ..Cl.QU1\ U 
The sea on al distribution of rai nfall , insolacion. SSS and SST at Oeno Acoll. where a modern 
Porircs pccimcn wa collected for geochemical analysi . arc illust rated in Figure 3.7. 
Seasonal SST varie by 4.3°C whcrea rainfall and SSS both di play weak sea onality. wh ich 
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indicates that the potential for 0130 thermomecry at thi site i good. Ocno Atoll and 
Henderson Island lie near the cemre of an area of relative!)' high SSS (>36 psu) (Levitu er 
al .• 1994) associated with arid conditions within the South Pacific g)'re. Minimum 
in olarion occur in June and reaches a maximum in Januar)'· wherca lowest SST's occur in 
August-September and reach a maximum in February-! farch. lagging insolation by 2-3 
months. 
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3. 5 .1 
Cu .1ATE SIGNALS 1. MIS 9 PORITES, SE PACIFIC 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES: TIMS, STABLE 
ISOTOPES AND LA-ICPMS 
Stable isotope measurements 
Every fourth sample from each tran cct milled along the coral lab. wa analysed for 0180 
and o13C in an aut0matcd Kiel carbonate preparation device coupled to rhc inlet ystem of a 
Finnigan lAT-251 mass pcctrometcr at the RSES. ANU. Coral powders weighing berwcen 
190-220 µg were reacted with 2 drops of I03% H3PO. ar 9Q°C. Water wa removed from the 
evolved H20 -C02 ga by freezing and then vaporizing C02 in a double trap y tcm using 
liquid nirrogen. The pure C02 ga then enters the inlet y cem of the mass pcctromctcr for 
mca urcmcnc. All i otopic data arc reported as per mil (%0) deviation relative to the 
Vienna Peedce Belcmnice tandard (VPDB). based on measurement of . arional Bureau of 
Standard ' B - 19 (0180 -2.20%0). Analytical prcci ion for replicate measurement (n 
125) of 0180 in NBS l 9 was :t0.09%o (2SD). 
3.5.2 Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometry (TIMS) 
Coral carbonate samples weighing between 80- 150 µg were analyzed u ing isotope dilution 
thermal ionization mass spectrometry (ID-TIM ) on a 1 fAT 261 mass spect rometer ac chc 
R E . A1 U following the methods de cribed by ~farshall and McCulloch (2002). Each Sr/Ca 
uh-sample was taken from the same samples on which stable i otopc mca urcmenc were 
pcrfom1ed. 
3.5.3 Laser ablation inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) 
Coral segments not exceeding 20 mm in diameter and 90 mm in length were analy-tcd for 
Sr/ Ca and U/Ca compo ition on a Quadrapole PQ2 induccivcl)' coupled pla ma mass 
pectromecer (ICPM ) connected co a laser ablation sampling cell at RSES. A U. following 
methods described by inclair N al. ( 1998) and Fallon et ,1/. ( 1999). ample were ablated 
u ing an ArF excimer la er {193 nm wavelength) pulsed at 5 Hz with an energy density of 
50 mJ. and masked co produce a beam 500 µm long in chc direction perpendicular to the 
growth axis and 50 µm wide parallel co chc growch axi . 
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3.6 MODERN GEOCHEMICAL RECORDS - 0 ENO 
ATOLL PORITES CORE 
3.6. l Geochemical data 
3.6. 7. 7 Stable isotopes 
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3.2 
- 3.0 
Oeno Atoll Porites core stable isotope record 
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Figure 3.8 Plot of stable isotope record for the modern Pon"tc core from Oeno Atoll. Note o1~ 
axis is inverted a-. is the convention in palcoclimate ~tudics. 
Every 4•h sample from the 0 .25 mm~milled micro sampling tra n ect was analysed. giving 
approximatel)' monthly resolution, which i ufficient to capture the annual cycle of SST in 
coral (Quinn ec al .. 1996b). The 0110 and o''C records di play ' trong sea onality. with mean 
value of 3 .650,oo ± 0.03%0 (2 E) and 1.72%0 1: 0.06%0 (2 E) respectively for the 18 year 
record generated from thi core (Figure 3.8). The means were calculated as the average 
difference between annual maxima and minima values. Thi minimise bias introduced by 
intra annual variation of exten ion rate. which introduce variations of the temporal 
resolution throughout a year. o that some sea on may be over-represented in the data 
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series. The average annual range in 0180 i 0.4%0. which i e timated by !>tacking the annual 
C)'des. 
The o13C variations in Porite coral reflect kinetic and metabolic fractionation effects. 
Kinetic fractionation depletes coral nc. whcrca photosynthc is of the algal ymbionts 
enriches coral 13C (McConnaughcy ct al.. 1997). Assuming kinetic fractionation effect 
remain relatively constant ch rough a year. seasonal 13C enrichment · is expected to correlate 
with maximum photosynthc is. which i inferred to correspond to highc t light levels. In 
this pecimen of modern Poriw 011C and 0180 di play strong negative correlation: o'3C 
maxima generally precede 01 0 minima by about I 2 months. 0180 minima arc expected to 
occur at sea onal S T maxima. and the lag of 0130 relative to o13C i inferred to reflect the 
modem-day relationship between the annual cycle of SST and insolation at Oeno. where 
insolation precedes SST by 2-3 months (refer Figure 3.7). 
3.6. 7 .2 Trace elements 
Trace clement data for the Ocno Porice specimen was determined using both TIM and 
LA ICPMS. For c reating r/Ca ST calibrat ion equations. the prcci ion and accuracy of 
isot0pc-dilution TIMS is greater than LA ICPMS and is the preferred method. However. 
LA-ICPMS is quicker than the time con urning isotope dilution method . In thi tudy. LA-
ICPM is u ed co check the rcproducibilily of the TIMS data and al o obtain additional trace 
clement information. Figure 3.9 illustrates chc Sr/Ca data obtained from the modern Porite . 
Strong casonality is observed in both the TIM and LA- ICPMS records. with TIMS Sr/ Ca 
varying between 8.7 and 9.0 mmolmol 1 about a mean value of 8.85 i: 0.012 (2 E) 
mmolmol 1. The la t ix C)'cle of the TJ~1S r/Ca record were examined using LA-ICPMS 
(mean value • 8.82 i: 0.012 (2SE) mmolmol 1). and a good correlation (r 0.7) is observed 
between the TIMS and LA-ICPMS r/Ca (Figure 3.9). A imilar annual cycle appears in the 
coralline U/Ca ratio al o. suggesting that U/Ca is partially temperature controlled. Other 
trace clements ratio (Mg/Ca. 13/Ca and Ba/Ca) were invc tigatcd and all showed poor 
ca onalicy. and thus were di carded a po iblc palcocnvironmcntal proxies in thi coral. 
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3.6 .2 Temperature calibrations 
The relation hips between coral 0180. Sr/Ca and SST arc illu tratcd in Figure 3.10. where 
0130 and Sr/Ca arc plotted against biweekly SSTs from the !GOSS NMC data er for the 1° x 
1° grid surrounding Oeno Atoll . The satellite ST's were reduced to biwcekl)' averages, to 
allow for the smoothing effects of coral calyx copography. e ti mated to produce a 2-3 week 
mooching of geochemical ignals in Poriw with cxtcn ion rate between 8 15 mm/yr 
(Gagan er al .. 1994). The coral chronology wa c tablishcd by correlating maximum and 
minimum SST's with r/Ca minima and maxima respectively. and linearly interpolating 
time between the e point . The seasonal cycles of both proxies show good correlation with 
SST at thi · site (Sr/ Ca: r 0.84. p < 0.0001; 0130: r 0.80. p < 0.0001). and with each other 
(Figure 3. 11 ). 
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Figure 3.10 Relation hip of &1'0 (top) and Sr/Ca (bottom) to IGO satcUitc-bascd r d:1ta. 
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Figure 3.1 I Regression of 0180 vs. r/Ca for the modem Poriwscorc (using TIM Sr/Ca). 
A Sr/Ca-SST calibration equation wa developed u ing regression analysis of the modern 
coral Sr/ Ca dataset and satellite SST. Five outliers were excluded from the calibration ro 
improve the correlation. The same procedure was applied co the 0180 data co calibrate the 
01' 0 thermometer. 
The calibration equations arc: 
Sr/Ca x 103 = 10.086 (:t0.022) - 0.0495 (:t0.0008) x SST (Eq. 3.1) 
0180 = -0.304 (:t0.04) - 0.132 (:t0.002) x SST (Eq. 3.2) 
Table 3.2 and 3.3 compare the c calibrations to calibration equations for other ices. 
reported by previou worker . 
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Table 3.2 : Sr/Ca I SST calibration e uations for modern Porites corals 
Equauon 
Sr1Y • 10' 10.76 0.063 •SST 
r u, 10' 10.956- O 079'"' SST 
Ref. Location u t. 
2n,: 
Slope avg 
(mmol.mol 
'CC) 
-0.063 
-0.079 
- --
AppncmSST 
u Sr/Ca · 
8.S5 IOI 
30.3 
26.7 
Sr/u"' 10' 10.286-0.0Sl-1 SST 
S11u,, 10' 9 836 - o.o.;2-1 · SST 
Sr1C.l , 10' 11 57 - 0.0823 · SST 
(Shene< JI, 1996) Tam.an 22" N 27.9 
(Yu "' .1/. 2005) Chin.a ~.1 20" N __ .o_.046--'-9 ___ 23_.2 
(I.Jn.tic> er .11 . 2000_) __ IU_ roc_o_n ... s i ___ 22" S _ _ -0_0823 ___ 33_.0 __ _ 
(Alibcn .ind D.ann Reef. 
Sru •IO' I0.48 -00615 <SST ~1cCulloch 1997) CBR 19" s 26 5 
(~bNh.all .ind Myrmidon Reef. 
Sr1u . 10' 10.40 - 0.0575' SST McCulloch 2002) CSR 19" s 27.0 
OrphN( I~. 
Sr/D, 10' 10.73 - 0.0639 , SST 
Sr/u, 101 10.78 - 0.066 , SST 
Sr C.l , 10' 10 51 -0.062 x SST 
(Gag.in er .11.:..19982 GBR 19' S -0.061 29.4 
(Gag.in etJ/, 199S) J.i,·.a. lndonC"\l.l S-S 29.2 
(Corr$c et JI. 2004) Alor. lndo_n_nu ___ S-_ S ___ -0_064 ___ 26.8 
r u · 10' 10 6S - 0 .0616 · SST (Cag.in eul. 199S) Indian Ocun 20" S 29.7 
(~brsh.ill and 
Sriu' 10' 10 .375 O.OS93 > SST McCulloch. 2001) lndun ~.ln 
Sr/Ca • 101 10.-479 - 006245 SST (8«k eul. 1997) Ne"' Ulcdonu 
(Quinn .ind ~mpi.on. 
Sriu , 10' 10.073 - 0 OS2 • SST 2002) New C.llcdoni.a 
Sr Ca ' 10' 10 73 - 0 06567' SST (Co~c er .1/ 2000) New Calcdoni.a 
r Ca v 10' 10 51 - 0 .062 • SST 
Sr/Cax 10l· I0.086 - 0.G495 x SST 
(Cor~ er .1/ 2004) Ne" C.llcdoni.a 
Ocno Atoll. SE 
Pxifl(: 
10-
n· s 
22" s 
22" s 
22" s 
24'S 
-00605 
-00605 
-0.0495 
25.7 
26.1 
23.5 
28.6 
26.8 
25.0 
A vcragc lope = -0.065 
Table 3.3 : 8180-SST calibration eg_uations for modern Porites cora_ls ___ _ 
Slope A~nt SST 
a\'g. It 61'0 • 
Equation Ref. Location I.At. (!c!'C) -3.65 %o 
6' '0 I 21 -0.134 ~SST (M1~uguch1 ('tJ/. 1996) 
6 'O ·0.611 -0.165 <SST iSuzul.i <'l .JI. 1999) 
---
6 'O 086 - 0.150 .. IT (As.am• er .J1 2004) 
6 'O · 109 - 0 140, SST !_A~m1 et v. 2004) 
6·'0 ·0026-0.196 v SST {Wellington and Dun~!· 1995) 
6·'0 · 1.02 - 0.17 .. <SST (Yu "'.JI. 2005) 
61'0 0.002 - 0.174 SST (Cag.in l't .J1. I 99S) 
6·'0 0447 - 0.189> SST (Ga~n t't .JI, l 99S) 
6'0 0 183 - 0 180" SST (Gag.an .ind Ch".a.~. 1995) 
6 'O 123 0133 .. SST (Sleph.aru "'.ii. 2004 
6 'O ·O 91 - 0.15 1> SST (Quinn ('( .11. I 99S) 
6 'O 0004 -0.189 " SST (~inn ('(.J/ , 1996b) 
6"0 • -0.304 - 0.132 x SST 
Ryukyu lsbnd~ hf>:ln 
~ bbnds. }af>:ln 
Guam ;-.w P.1('1fk 
Gu.Im. '"\V P.1('1fic 
Pana nu 
S. Chuu Su 
Orpheus It. GBR 
Orphcw ls. GBR 
P.indo,..a R~f. GBR 
:"e" C.llcdonu 
Ne" C.alcdonu 
'cw Calcdonu 
Ocno Atoll. SE f>Kifx 
29" N 18.2 
29" N 0.150 18A 
-----
13 N 18.6 
13'. -0 15 18.3 
----- ---------
S-N -0. 196 18.5 
----- ----
20" • 
19'S 
19" s 
19" s 
22"S 
22" s 
22" s 
.() 17 15. t 
21.0 
21.7 
-0.18 21.3 
36.7 
18. t 
0.16 19.3 
------- ----
24· s 0. I 3 25.3 
---
Average slope = -0.166 
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The lablc show that the lope for both calibrations arc low compared with published data 
from other l>ite . The low lope arc unlikely lO be the rcl>ult of signal :mcnuation due to 
in ufficicnt sampling re olulion. because many maxima and minima arc rcpre cntcd by 
multiple data point (Lede r et :ii.. 1996). Off axis sampling can produce low slopes (Aliben 
and McCulloch. 1997). but thi i unlikely to be the case here. because the LA ICPt\lS scan 
produced imilar amplitudes to those produced by lhc parallel Tl~I analyses (Figure 3.9). 
The fact that correlation of tcmperalurc with bolh tracers arc slrong uggc l that lhcsc 
calibration arc robu t for Oeno lagoon despite the low slopes. 
I lowcvcr. if the annual T C)'clc in Ocno Atoll has lower ampliludc than thal of the 
urrounding ocean (either real or apparent). which is monitored by satellite retrievals of 
SST. then low calibration slope would result. The shallow lagoon of Ocno Atoll i only 
about 5 m deep. and may be su ccptiblc to daytime hearing and/or evaporation. A reduced 
annual ST cycle in the lagoon could occur if winter SST' · in the lagoon arc wam1cr than 
open-ocean winter T's. and thi heating would affect the seasonal cycles in both coralline 
Sr/Ca and 8180. In contra t, evaporation would onl)' affect the coral 81110 ca onal cycle. A 
~ mailer app.uem annual 0180 ST cycle could be created by incrc~cd evaporation in 
ummcr vs. winter. which enriches lagoonal water in 130. and ma ·ks the maximum ca ·onal 
180 depiction in the coral skeleton a ociatcd with warmc t ummcr temperature . as 
sugge tcd by Swart and Coleman ( 1980). Observation from Heron Reef in the GBR indicate 
that daily variationl> of I .4%0 (vSMO\V) can occur. and over a 2 week period. the 8130 of 
rcefal water varied by 2C!oo ( wan et al.. 1983). The hallow Ocno lagoon ma)' also 
experience enrichment of lagoonal water 1~0 by evaporation. which would significantly 
affect the 8110 annual cycle in the Ocno Porire . 
If attenuation of the sea onal T-cyclc i occurring in the Ocno lagoon (either the real or 
apparent S T cycle). the Ocno calibrations and the mean coral Sr/Ca and 0180 value arc not 
representative of open-ocean or barrier reef conditions, and cannot be applied or compared 
to fossil Poriws from fringing reef localitic such as Henderson I land. To allow for this. 
average slope value were calculated from prcviou ly publi hcd r/Ca SST and 0180 - T 
6 
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relation hips for Porite coral from the wider lndo-Paci fic region (Table 3.2. 3.3). The 
average lope relationship calculated from published Sr/Ca- T cal ibration from eight reef 
cuing in the lndo Pacific region. and 0130 - ST calibrations from ix reef ettings were 
used to reconst ruct M J 9 S T ca ona lity at Henderson Island. 
The covariance between 0180 and r/Ca in rhe modern Oeno Porice i al o compared with 
other published modern Porite data ct (Figure 3.12), and with data from the fo ii Porire 
from Henderson Island. 
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Figure 3.12 Covariation of 0110 and r/Ca in the Oeno Atoll modern Poritc and Henderson 
Island fossil Poritcs. Both corals di play ~imibr covariance. but trends arc offset. An offset in 0110 
could resul t from either ice volume variation or >alinity shifts: an offset in r/Ca could result from 
changes in oceanic Sr/Ca. physiological effects altering Ds.. or d iagencsis. The table isotope and TI MS 
Sr/ Ca data for the modern and fossil coral arc attached in Appendix 2 of this thcsi . 
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All dacasct how a imilar slope of r/ Ca 01~0 covariance. Compared to the other data Cts 
which arc from similar latitude (20 23~S) and have annual SST range ·imilar co the opcn-
occan near Oeno Acoll, the Oeno lagoon Porite has a mailer range of annual Sr/Ca and 
01ft0 values. which may reflect the uspccted lagoonal processes. The haded gre)' bar in 
Figure 3. 12 repre ems the range of 0180 observed in modern corals from the Red Sea. for 
which no Sr/Ca data wa available. Within these few data ct for modern tropical coral . a 
large range of 3%o is observed in 0180 value . illustrating the important influence of 
precipitation/evaporation regime on coral 0180 . The enriched oiso value in the Red Sea 
result from the desert climate and enclosed nature of the water-body, with high alinit)' and 
high rate of evaporation (Bigg and Rohling. 2000). Coral from the GBR. Australia. New 
Caledonia and ~1adagascar show the most depicted values. reflecting wetter climates. Ocno 
Atoll and l lendcrson I land coral di play 0180 value in between the c extremes, reflecting 
the relatively arid climate experienced in the South Pacific gyre and associated higher 
salinities. 
A range in Sr/ Ca values i observed between corals growing in similar tcmpcrarurc regimes 
and latitudes. The sampling sites for Madagascar. Ocno Atoll and Rarotonga arc all located 
at 22-23 and all experience ummcr temperature around 28°C, however a difference of 
0.5 mmolmol 1 i observed between the mo t depicted ( warmest ST's) Sr/ Ca value for 
each data ct. which tran !ates to an apparent T difference of 8°C. Thi difference in 
absolute Sr/ Ca values between individual Porire- coral i reflected in the range of intercept 
for published Sr/Ca-SST calibrations and large range in S T values these calibrations 
reconstruct for the same Sr/Ca value (Table 3.2). and uggcsts that temperature is not the 
only factor affecting Sr uptake in coral. 
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3. 7 HENDERSON ISLAND FOSSIL PORITES 
GEOCH EMISTRY 
3. 7 .1 Stable isotopes 
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Figure 3.13 Stable isotope records for the fossil Poritcs'NEBna· from Henderson I land 
A 13 year long record wa produced from the MIS 9 fossil Porire · · 1EBnB' (Figure 3.13). 
Thi displays clear season variations of 0180 and o13C. with mean values of -3 .3 .,. 0.05%o 
(2 E) and -3.24 :t 0.08%0 (2SE) respectively. 0130 i more enriched ( +0.35%o) and o13C is 
more depicted ( 1.51%0) than the average from the modern Porite. from Oeno At0ll. A 
long-term v-shapcd trend is present in the coral o'3C record. for unknown rea on . 
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3.7.2 Trace elements 
Henderson Island Porites 'NEB/ 2B' Sr/ Ca and U/ Ca 
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Figure 3.14 Trace element record for the "NEBn B' fossil Pon"ressamplc (a) TIM r/Ca, (b) LA-
ICPM Sr/Ci and U/Ca . 
Trace clement data from thi fo ii sample how good seasonalit)' · both in Sr/Ca and U/Ca 
(Figure 3.14). TIMS data have a mean Sr/Ca of 9.34 1: 0.02 (2 E) mmolmol 1 (again calculated 
as averages of Sr/Ca minima and maxima. rather than the whole dataset). U/Ca also appears 
t0 be inOuenced by temperature in this fo ii coral. displaying po itivc covariation wirh 
Sr/ Ca. 
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3.8 DISCUSSION - COMPARISONS & PALEOCLIMATE 
IMPLICATIONS 
3.8.1 Offset in mean values : Sr/Ca, 0180 and 013( 
Figure 3. I 5 show the p3ttcrns and mean value of r/Ca. o' 0 and o13C for the modern 
Porire from Ocno Atoll and fo ii Porire pccimen from Henderson Island. 
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Figure 3.15 Comp:irison of me:in r/Ca , o"o and o"c data between the modem and fossil 
Pon'tcs. Black lines represent the mean value for each dataset. 
3 .8 . 1. 1 Sr/Ca 
The modem and fossil Porite show imilar seasonal cycles. although the amplitudes of 
sea onal C)1clcs in r/Ca and 0130 arc about 40% larger in rhc fo ii coral. tore trikingly, 
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the mean Sr/Ca ratio of the fossil coral i 0.49 mmolmol 1 higher than that of the modern 
coral. This would equate to SST for the fossil coral being 3 to 15°C cooler than today if the 
Sr/Ca-SST calibration equations listed in Table 3.2 hold true for this pccimcn. Such a large 
temperature difference seems most unlikely. given that marine oxygen i otopc . ice cores 
and other records indicate that temperatures in MIS 9 and the Holocene were similar (Lea er 
,1J .• 2000; Pahnke ec 3/ .• 2003: EPICJ\. 2004). Moreover. oxygen isotopes in the fossil and 
modem corals do not support such a large temperature difference: mean o•so in the fossil 
specimen i 0.35%0 heavier than the modem specimen, equivalent to a tcmper:nure 
difference of - 2°C. Furthermore. this 0.35%0 difference would be smaller if the secular 
trend of 0 . l%o/ 100 kyr depiction in tropical Pacific surface water through time (Lea er ,1/. , 
2002) has been experienced at Henderson Island (discussed further in section 3.8.1.2). 
The cxtcn ivc screening carried out in Chapter 2 indicate chi particular fo ii coral is of 
exccllenc preservation with minimal diagcnesis. Significant recry tallisation of the coral 
skclcron to inorganic aragonite would be required to produce the large Sr/Ca enrichment 
observed. which is incon istent with the petrographic observations detailed in Chapter 2. 
Also. U/Ca shows very distinct cycles parallel to the Sr/Ca pattern (Figure 3.14), which 
uppons excellent preservation. as the presence of annual cycle in U/Ca is believed to 
indicate primary aragonitc (Min ec nl .. 1995: Shen and Dunbar, 1995). Thus the result 
indicacc that the Sr/Ca ignal in the MIS 9 coral ha not been altered by diagcncsi . 
There arc three potential explanations for the enriched Sr/Ca in the fossil Porites. Firstly Sr 
could have been homogcnously added. perhaps by adsorption. throughout the coral skeleton 
to raise the baseline level of r, yet pre ervc the sea onal cycle. If such a process exi tS. it 
docs not involve diagenetic alteration of primary aragonitc to secondary aragonilc or calcite. 
Secondly. biological effect may make ab olute paleothermometry impossible due to the 
site-specific nature of calibration equations. The biological influence on Sr uptake varies 
between modern Poritc colonies at present. as indicated by the wide range of slopes and 
intercept in the Sr/Ca-SST calibration . and a IOOC range in reconstructed SST's exists when 
these calibration equations arc applied to the sa me Sr/Ca value (sec right-hand colum n in 
Table 3.2). The third explanation is that the oceanic Sr/Ca ratio may have changed. 
Schlanger ( 1988) suggested that during glacial low sea levels. va t quantities of Sr locked up 
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m reef: and helf carbonates were relea ed into the ocean during aragonitc to calcite 
recrystallization. This issue was explored by both modelling ~rudies (Stoll and Schrag. 1998; 
Stoll et 31., 1999) and ob ·crvations u ing foraminifcra (Martin et al., 1999; £ldcrficld ct al., 
2000). The latter did not produce conclu ivc re ults. owing partly to the effect of test izc 
on foraminifcral Sr/Ca composition. and the preferential dissolution of Sr-rich chambers in 
individual foraminifcra te ts. \Vhcther the observations in thi tudy arc con i tent with the 
model prediction of Stoll et 3/. ( 1999) can be te ccd by a ~imple calculation. The current 
oceanic Sr/Ca ratio in the northern Pacific averages 8.53 mmolmol 1 (de Villiers et al., 1994). 
Assuming seawater com po it ion at Oeno Atoll i the ame. the mean Sr/Ca is 8.85 mmolmol 
1 in the modem Oeno Porire suggest a distribution coefficient (l}..ea) between aragonite 
Sr/Ca and seawater Sr/Ca of 1.038. Assuming thac the ])..., c.. remain constant, the mean 
Sr/Ca of 9.35 mmolmol 1 for the MIS 9 Porire indicate oceanic Sr/Ca wa about 9.00 
mmolmol 1. equivalent to a 5% increase above pre enc da)' seawater. This is imilar to the 
glacial interglacial difference obtained from modelling (Stoll er ,11 .. 1999). However, the 
re ults pre entcd in chi the i arc for an interglacial coral ( 11 9). and cannot be accounted 
for by the glacial low-stand model for oceanic r. 
Regard le s of the mechani m re ponsiblc for the difference between modem and fossil coral 
Sr/Ca (i.e. baseline r addition, biological effects or lG/G Sr cycling), it is obviou chat 
attempt to reconstruct ab olutc temperature u ing Sr/Ca arc fraught with difficulty. 
3 .8. 1.2 
Seawater 0180 calculated from benthic foraminifcra record indicate 0180 ... and ice volumes 
appear imilar to pre em during MIS 9 (Mix ct al.. 1995; McManus er ,11., 1999: Shackleton, 
2000). Therefore. the 0.35%0 enrichment in the MIS 9 fossil coral may be due to 
temperature difference. imercolony variability (Linsley et al., 1999; Fclis et al .. 2003). a 
salinity hift. or a combination of all the e factor . A long term secular trend of progressive 
180 enrichment with age (about 0. 1%o per 100 k)•r) has been identified in equatorial Pacific 
planktonic 0130 record~. both in raw calcite 0180 (Shackleton Cl .11 .. 1992; Berger et al .. 1993) 
and 0150 .... records (Lea et al .. 2000; Lea et al .. 2002). This feature is not present in the 
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bemhic 0130 records. suggesting ic i unrelated co ice volume. and may result from a long 
term C)•cle of salinit)' change {400 kyr) in Pacific urfacc waccr (lea et al .. 2002). Using 
paired 0180 and Mg/Ca anal)'SC in C. ruber from the ca tern equacorial Pacific core TRl63-
19. lea er al. (2002) uggcst that su rface waters were 0.4%0 enriched in 180 relative to 
present during the MIS 9 interglacial peak (330-320 ka). Thi is consistent wich the 0.35%c 
180 enrichment in the fossil coral from Henderson r land. and implie that MTS 9 
temperatures at Henderson Island were similar to pre em. 
3 .8.1.3 013( 
Values of o11C reported for modem Porire · arc variable but genera II>' are comparable with 
mea urcmcnt from the modem Porire from the hallow lagoon of Ocno Atoll chat range 
from - I to -2.S<>Ax> (refer to Wellington and Dunbar {1995), Quinn er al. ( 1996a), Fcli et al. 
( 1998)). Previous tudie have found that o" C tends co become more negative with 
increasing depth; for example Carriquiry et al. (1994) repon o13C values of - I to 20,.00 for a 
Porite at 3.5 m depth. and -2.3 to -4.5 %0 for a Porite at 15 m depth. 
The Henderson Island MIS 9 fossil coral is on average I .4%o depicted in 13C relative to the 
modern coral from Ocno. Thi difference incrca cs co 2.2%o if the effect of the oceanic Suess 
effect is con idcrcd: surface ocean water have become 0.7-0.9%o depleted since chc 
beginning of the 19'11 century due the combu tion of fossil fuels (Bohm et al .. 1996). It is 
inferred that the depicted 1JC values in the fossil Poritc re ult from the coral having grown 
in deeper waters than the modern coral: the fossil coral wa sampled about 27 m below the 
crest of the MIS 9 reef. and thus could have been growing in water 20 - 25 m deep. 
3.8.2 
3.8.2.1 
SST Seasonality - amplitude of the seasonal 
cycle in the MIS 9 coral 
Data 
As discussed earlier (Section 3.5.2). due to either heating and/or evaporation at Oeno lagoon, 
the ca onal cycle of 0180 and Sr/Ca in the modern Ocno Atoll Porite arc smaller than 
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expected from seasonal temperature change in the urrounding open ocean. To better 
examine the average seasonal cycles of S T in MIS 9. the present-day instrumental and 
MIS 9 Sr/Ca and 0130 coral records were re amplcd at monthly resol ution using Anal)' cries 
software (Paillard er al .. 1996), and tacked (Figure 3.16). 
The average amplitude of the modem ST cycle at Hender on Island is approximately 4.1°C 
:t0.2°C (all errors quoted a cwo tandard errors). The fossil coral 0110 record, converted co 
relative temperature u ing the average lope value (-0 . I 66%ol°C. cc Table 3.3) indicates that 
the seasonal cycle of SST during MIS 9 at Henderson Island was also 4. l°C (:t0.59°C). which 
is indistinguishable from prcscnt-da)' SST seasonality. A slightly larger seasonal cycle (4.7 
:t0.77°C} is indicated by the fossil cora l Sr/Ca data. convened to relative temperature using 
the average slope value 0.065 mmolmol 11°C (refer co Table 3.2) which ugge ts a 15% 
(:t l9%) increase in SST seasonality. The errors for these e timate take into account the 
uncertainty associaced with the average Sr/Ca-SST or 0180 - ST lope relationship (taken as 
two tandard errors of the mean slope relationship) and chc uncertainties associated with 
each data-point in che average annual cycle. The e value were added in quadrature. The 
error associated with the calculation of the average slope relation hip provide the greatest 
contribution to the error estimate for the amplitude of the sea onal C)1clc. because it i a 
gradient-error. and therefore become larger as amplitude incrca cs. In ummary. the result 
uggcst that SST easonalit)' at Henderson I land during chi period of MIS 9 wa similar co. 
or slight!)' greater than. the amplitude of the modern easonal cycle. 
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Figure 3.16 Differences in amplitudes of average annual cycles of SST reconstructed from conl 
o"O lnd r/Ca relative to modem T observations at I lcnderson Island. (a) Comparison of 
composite monthly record of Ml 9 SST reconstructed from coral 01~ and the modem inStrumental 
record of SST. (b) Comparison of composite month!)' record of Ml 9 SST reconstructed from coral 
Sr/Ca and the modem in trumental record of r. The average o1~-SST and r/Ca- r slope 
relationships in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 have been used for the reconstructions. Records for ~!IS 9 have 
been normalized to February of the modem record in order to di play the difference in amplitude for 
each proxy. Venical bars show 2 E for individual data point in the coral records and 2SE associated 
with the mean slope relationship. The amplitudes of the o'~ and Sr/Ca composites for MIS 9 equal, 
or exceed (0- 18%). modern amplitudes. Range of modem r cycle at 1 lenderson Island sourced from 
three datasets : 
lu.1{2;1 iridl ldcQ (Qhimbia cdv SOl.. RCF :'\Q \ \ ;--.o·Pl.F\ t(' (,\lB' <,; ~Q6Al.1 Rc.:).n _sintth0lv2/ .. 
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3.8.2.2 Implications 
In the modern ocean. the amplirudc of the seasonal cycle of SST in the tropics closely 
follows the sea onal cycle of surface insolation (with a 2-3 month lag) and. away from the 
equator. i largcl)' a function of latitude. To illu tratc this. the average amplitt1dc of the 
sea onal cycle of !GOSS S T is compared with insolation seasonality along a north/ south 
tran cct from Henderson I land to the equator (Figure 3. l 7a). Between 12 and 32 . a 
linear relation hip between insolation seasonality and SST casonality i observed. At 25°$. 
Henderson Island lies in the centre of thi linear zone. Within 12° of the equator. however. 
the relationship i obscured due to pronounced seasonal and intcrannual variations in SST 
due to E 'SO. At ubtropical latitt1dc . the percentage increase in T and insolation 
ca onality yield a near 1: I relation hip (Figure 3.17b). which is the basis for the following 
approach. 
This relationship between insolation ca onality and SST seasonality may be u cd co place 
con trainrs on the timing of coral reef growth during interglacial periods. by calculating the 
predicted in olation seasonality for a given ite and comparing this to the ob crved SST 
ca onaliry in the fo ii coral. In the pa t, the amplirudc of the casonal cycle of SST in the 
tropic varie with the prcce ion C)•cle (<21 kyr). potentially allowing the age of coral co be 
con trained at suborbital time calc . 
To explore the possibility of u ing the relationship between insolation and SST co 'fine-tune' 
the chronology of coral reef growth at Henderson Island during MI 9. Figure 3. l 7c 
illu trate that the maximum and minimum insolation seasonalitics experienced at 
Henderson Island during MIS 9 arc - 11% greater and - 34% smaller respectively relative to 
the modern C)•clc. U ing the relation hip defined in Figure 3. l 7b. the 18% increase in SST 
sea onalicy in the MIS 9 coral hould equate to a 12% increase in insolation sea onality. 
relative to the pre cnt . This e timate agree well with the maximum po ible insolation 
forcing during ~11 9 . which i 11 % greater than present. Given that the SST sea onalit)' 
recorded by the fossil coral fall between 0 18% larger than pre ent. it is inferred that the 
insolation seasonality at the time the fossil coral grew equalled or exceeded the modern 
amplitude. 
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Figure 3.17 Latitudinal relationships between amplitudes of annual cycle of and insolation 
(seasonality) at 12 w. 0 4 . (a) Change in r ~a.sonaJit)' relative to change in insolation 
scasonalit)'· Within the area covered by the grey box. an approximate linear relationship is observed 
between the~ two "ariables. (b) Conve~ion of thb data where a linear relationship is observed, to 
relative percentage increase. reveals a near 1:1 covariation. (c) Comparison of the modem seasonal 
cycle of i~lation at Henderson Island to the minimum and maximum insolation cycles experienced 
during MIS 9. These records were normalised to the modem January value (498 \V/m2 ) and shifted so 
that maximum annual insolation occurred in January (over time. the timing of the seasons change 
slightly due to the Earth 's orbital variations). 
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Figure 3. I 8a hows how the in olation seasonality has evolved over the last 400 kyr at 25° 
lati tude in the northern and southern hemi phere . expressed as percentage differences from 
the present. The re ults con train thi particular period of reef growth on Henderson Island 
t0 rwo narrow intervals during Ml 9 when insolation easonality in the southern tropics 
equalled or exceeded modem values between 327-320 ka (early MIS 9) and again between 
306 299 ka (late MIS 9) (Figure 3. I 8b). 
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Figure 3.18 Insol:uion seasonality at 25•1\ and 25 over the past 400 kyr. (a) changes in 
insolation seasonality (December 21 minu June 21 ") were calculated as percentage differences 
relative to modem insolation seasonality ( i') at 25• and 25 (Paillard ct 3/., 1996). Box shows 
timing of MIS 9 (-339 303 ka). (b) close up of changes in insolation seasonality at 25•N and 25'S 
during ~!IS 9. The greater f seasonality for the MIS 9 coral 01'0 and r/u records indicates that 
the coral grew during one of two brief periods of relatively high seasonality (327-320 ka, MIS 9.3 or 
306-299 ka. Ml 9.1 ). when :.um mer insolation in the 1 orthem Hemisphere high latitudes was 
relatively weak. 
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3.9 CONCLUDING STATEMENTS 
• Seasonal cycles of Sr/Ca and oxygen isotope ratio (0180) can uccessfully be used in 
fossil Porire corals to obtain information about the sca·onal cycle in SST. Scasonaliry is a 
robu t parameter and one of the greatest trcngths of fossil coral palcoclfolatc archive . 
Absolute tcmpcrarurcs arc more difficult to rccon truct over interglacial/glacial (IG/G) 
timescale due to unccnainties in ice volume estimates and large scale salinit)' variations 
(affecting 0130 ... ). po siblc IG/G variation in oceanic Sr/Ca (affecting coral Sr/Ca ST 
calibration ). and biological effect on Sr partitioning. 
• Using the average of publi hcd coral 0130 ST 3nd r/ Ca-SST slope relationships in 
the Indo-Pacific region, the easonal cycle of SST for MIS 9 (339-303 ka) were 
rccon tructcd. and both thermometers were found to be in close agreement. The fo ii cor:ll 
0130 shows a casonal ST cycle of 4.1 °C. which agree within error with the modern SST 
cycle ( 4.1°C). The sea ·on al cycle of SST reconstructed using coral r/Ca i 4.7 j:.O. 77°C. 
which is 15% larger than the modern ST cycle. 
• In the modern south -ca tern tropical Pacific Ocean. S T ca onality and insolation 
seasonality display a near-linear positive correlation between 12 and 32 at 128°\V. Thi 
relationship is approximately I: I, and can be used to place con traintS on the timing of coral 
reef growth at I lcndcrson I land during the MIS 9 interglacial. 
• During MI 9. insolation sea onality in the southern tropics was often less than at 
present (reduced by 35%). and onJy exceeded modern value during two brief intervals 
between 327-320 ka and 306 299 ka (up to 11% greater at Henderson Island). Given that 
the MIS 9 fo ii coral record sugge ts the amplitude of the ~ca onal cycle of SST wa equal to 
or greater (up to 15%) than the modem SST cycle. 1 infer that the fossil coral grew within 
the 327-320 ka (peak MIS 9) or 306 299 ka (late MIS 9) intervals. Reliable closed- ystem U-
serics ages from Henderson I land arc con istent with either interval . wherea open-system 
age from a he red coral in thi reef unit suggest late MIS 9. 
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• O rbitall)' forced change in in olation ca onality in the tropics over the past 400 
kyr have been ignificant (from i SOOk to 40%). Careful analy i of fossil coral which 
record this signal in their T seasonalitie may allow coral U-scrie chronologie to be 
"fine -tuned"' within a single prcccssional cycle ( <2 l kyr). The range of application i wide. 
for example chi technique may allow the timing of pa t ca level high -stands to be more 
preci ely defined. 
CHAPTER 3 
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CHAPTER 4 : GEOCHEMICAL SIGNALS IN A MODERN 
TRIDACNA CICAS FROM HUON PENINSULA, PNG 
4. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Tropical corals are one of the most popular archives u ed to recon truct recent climate at 
seasonal resolution. Unfortunately, pre erv:uion of coral rapidly decrea e with increasing 
age. and with a few exception such a Henderson Island, reconstructi ng high -re olution 
palcoclimatc records from coral prior to the La t Interglacial intcrvaJ can be problematic. 
The porous coral kclcton promote early diagcne i . and consequently there arc very few 
fossil coral record for interval older than the La t Interglacial (- 128 ka). 
The intention of this tudy was to invc tigatc Tridacna clam a potential archive of 
palcoclimatc. The c molluscs possess a significant advantage over corals with their trncture 
thC)' arc denser and have no macro pore . which ugge tS that older specimen arc likely 
to be better preserved than coral . If Tridacno behave ~uitably a palcoclimatc recorders, 
high-resolution palcoclimatc records may be extended further back into the Quaternary. 
The expectation that thi may work is supported by previous tudic . Watanabe er al. (2004) 
how that seasonal temperature variation arc matched in high -resolution oxygen isotope 
records in modern Tridacna hells from the northern Ryukyu Island . Japan: moreover. 
bulk ample isoropc data from fossil Trid.1cn:i from Huon Peninsula. Papua 1 cw Guinea 
(PNG). have been hown to record Late Quaternary glacial -intcrglaciaJ cycles (Aharon and 
Chappell. 1986). The approach taken to invesrigatc Tridacna a potential palcoclimace 
archive wa to : 
I. measure a high re olution stable i otopc transect (01 0 and 013C) in a modern 
Tn"dacna, and assc how it reflect ambient environmental condition ; 
2. con train the natural spatial variability in a election of trace clement (1 lg, Sr. B. 
Ba) in modern Tridacn.1. and to determine if these display y tcmatic. climate-linked 
behaviour; 
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3. dcccrminc whether these isotopic and trace clement ignal arc faithfully pre crved 
in fo ii Tridacn.1. 
This chapter addresses the fir t two quc tion . u ing modern Tn'dacna from Huon Peninsula. 
PNG. The current tate of knowledge on mollusc and Tridacna is reviewed. The 
climacology and geology of the field area is then described. and geochemical signal present 
in modern Tridacna from Huon Pcnin ula arc invc cigarcd. The finding arc applied in 
Chapter 5 to a uitc of fo ii Tridacna collected from Huon Pen in ula ( even specimen in 
total from I\larinc Isotope tagc Sc and 11 ). 
4.2 
4.2. l 
LITERATURE REVIEW: TRIDACNA & MOLLUSCS AS 
PALEOCLIMATE ARCHIVES 
Physiology, biology and distribution 
Gianc clam of the family Tridacnidat! arc the large t bivalve in cxi tcncc. and arc 
prominent in the tropical oceans of the lndo Pacific region (Yonge. 1975). They live in 
hallow waters in the phocic zone. where they direct their shell margins upward to allow 
the ymbiotic algae (zooxamhcllac) living in the hypertrophied ti uc to receive maximum 
sunlight (Jone· ct al., 1986). These algal ymbiont enhance ti uc growth and apparently 
re ult in high calcification rate for Tridacna ( hell thickening can exceed > 10 mmyr 1 
during the juvenile stage). rates which arc comparable to Porite coral . and a ~uch provide 
a unique opportunity to rudy geochemical ignal pre ervcd in the c clams at resolution 
greater than for mailer bivalves. It ha been sugge ted that the association of Tridacna with 
coral reefs reflect the environmental requirements of Trid:1cn:r. high light levels for their 
ymbioms and concealment from predator . Coral reef surfaces arc complex. three 
dimen ional structures that offer juveniles protection from prcdato~ while still 
experiencing high light levels (Lucas et al .. 1989). 
The shell of these giant bivalve · omctimc weigh over 200 kg (Yonge. 1975). and the 
animal flesh i a popular food for both local con umption and for export. Current harvesting 
pre urc has severely reduced Tridacna tock in many areas uch a Samoa and P G (Green 
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and Craig. 1999). and in rhc Easrcrn Tuamotu Arolls in French Polynesia where up ro 50 
tonne yr 1 of Tridacna flc h is cxporced ro Ta hiti's market (Andrcfouct er al., 2005). 
INNER 
HINGE 
Figure 4.1 Location of growth zone within Tno3cn:r. inner. outer 3nd hinge. 3nd the po it ions 
of the pallial lines. which represent the positions where the mantle lobe were an3ched to the shell. 
In Tridacna gifpS. each valve possesse three distinct growth zone : the hinge area (umbo). 
inner zone and outer zone (Figure 4.1 ). The c zone arc separated by pallial line which 
represent the line of attachment of the shell secreting mantle lobe . The total system of 
molluscan hell formation con i ts of four components: the external medium (scawarcr). the 
body ti ucs and hemolymph. the cxtrapallial fluid, and the hell (Wilbur and Saleuddin, 
1983). The body ti uc and hcmol)' mph arc urrounded by an epithelium. which is a inglc 
cell thick. The body epithelium admit ion from the external medium to the hcmolymph. 
and allows ions to be exchanged between the hcmolymph and external medium (Figure 4.2). 
The mantle epithelium transfers ion uch as Ca2', llC01 from the hcmolymph to the 
cxtrapallial fluid. in addition to organic components such a proteins (Figure 4.2) (Wilbur 
and Salcuddin, 1983). The inner hell layer i deposited by the inner exuapallial fluid. 
between the l\VO point of mantle auachment (pallial lines). whcrca the hinge and outer 
layer arc dcpo iced by cxtrapallial fluid that i out idc the points of mantle attachment. 
The c phy iological difference in shell cc rccion may be re pon iblc for the differences in 
aragonite crystal morphologic that arc observed bcrwccn the hinge and outer layers (both 
di play complex cross lamcllar ultra tructurc). and inner layer (simple lamcllar 
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ultra tructure) (refer to Chapter 2). This may also have implicarions for differences in the 
shell chemistry between these three growth zones. 
A 
Protein 
Inner EPF 
Metabolic 
co:> 
Mantle 
/ 
Body epithelium 
Pcriostratum 
Pallial line 
External medium 
Body epithelium 
Blood and tissues 
Mantle epithelium 
Extrapallial fluid 
(EPF) 
Shell 
B 
Figure 4.2 Schematic diagrams illustrating (A) the molluscan miner.ilising system. and (B) a 
radial section through the mantle/shell edge of a bivalve. illustrating the relationships between the 
mantle, extra-paUial fluid (EPF) and shell formation . Diagram adapted from Wilbur and Calcuddin, 
(1983). 
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4.2.2 Density bands and sclerochronology 
Bivalve molluscs increase their izc by mantle mediated addition of aragonitic CaCO.l co 
their kclctons. Shell growth is strongly influenced by environmental factors that arc often 
periodic. including diurnal C)rclc . tide and the cason . Annual cycles of shell formation 
have been recognised in many bivalve genera (Jones and Quitmycr. I 996). Previou tudics 
have hown chat a mollusc grow. they pre crvc geochemical signal in their shells that 
reflect che climatic and environmental variation similar to corals (Killinglc)' and Berger. 
1979; Krantz et al .. 1987; Klein et al .. I 996a; \lander Puttcn er al .. 2000). 
Seen in reflected light, mo t annual hell band consi t of a light-dark couplet; the banding 
is reversed in transmitted light: the light zone appears relatively opaque and the dark zone is 
more translucent. Once annual growth banding is verified, mollusc hell potentially can 
provide high resolution archive of palcodimatc and paleoenvironmcnc. as well as data 
about their age and growth rate. The rndy of the e growth-band sequences i called 
molluscan sclerochronology. 
Although annual growth banding occurs widely in bivalve . the characccri tic of growth 
and timing of band formation varic geographically and between bivalve species. Early 
tudic of growth band dealt with hallow marine bivalves from temperate latitude 
(Pannclla and ~lacClincock. 1968: Kcnni h and Olsson. I 975) and found that cool winter 
temperature caused lower hell growth and thinner daily growth bands relative to ummer 
growth. Conventional wisdom ·ugge ted that the slower winter shell growth was associated 
with a prominent growth band. which appears translucent (in tran mittcd light). However. 
thi casonal timing of a tran lucent growth band is not ubiquitous. a demon crated by 
Jones and Quitmyer (1996) where the same bivalve gcnu (Mcrccnaria) from contrasting 
ice di played oppo itc sea onality of translucent band formation: samples from Rhode 
I land (USA) formed translucent bands in winter (a ociated with mo l enriched 180 ). 
whereas sample from Florida and Georgia formed rransluccm bands in summer (associated 
with mo t depicted 180 ). Two fo ii pccimen from Florida also appeared to have formed 
translucent growth band during ummcr. Thus it appears there is a latitudinal control on 
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seasonal timing of tra nslucent growth band formation in J\tferccnari:r. lower latitude 
specimens form their uan lucent bands in ummer. whcrca pccimcns from higher 
latitudes form them in winter. 
Tridacn.1 shells show opaquc/tran lucent annual couplets. Radioi otopc tudies how that 
translucent growth band arc a ociatcd with the seasonally warmc t ( ummcr) ea surface 
tempcrarurc (Bonham. 1965). imilar to the Florida Mcrcenaria clams discussed above. A 
paired o'80 and light attenuation tudy in Trid:icn:1 giga had imilar results: depleted 180 
value · (summer) were associated with tran lucent growth band (Patzold ct al .. 1991 ). In 
addition, both Bonham ( l 965) and Patwld er al. (199 I ) observed that the translucent 
growth bands had thicker daily-growth increments than in the opaque band . These 
observations arc con iscent with results from nutrient enrichment experiments and ocean-
nursery rearing of Tridacn:r. highe c growth rate and calcification race occurred during 
warmc t annual SST in ummer and autumn (Luca et al .. 1989; Ambariyanto and lloegh-
Guldberg. 1997). 
4 .2.3 Stable isotopes 
A frcr the earl)' rudic by Ep tein et al. ( 1953) and Emiliani ( 1955) of isotopic fractionation 
of 180 and 160 during carbonate precipitation and ics relationship to temperature. molluscs 
have been extensively invc tigated a potential climate archive . Previous studies include 
observations of Mytilu mussels (1 look. 1971 : Killinglc)' and Berger. 1979; Klein ec .11 .• 
J996a). the surf clam Spi ula olidi im:1 (William et al .. 1982: Jone er al .. 1983), Arctic,1 
is//Jndica (Marchitto er al .. 2000; Schone er ,11 .• 2003), Tridacna clams (Aharon and Chappell, 
1983: Aharon and Chappell. 1986; Watanabe and Oba. 1999). Strombid ga tropod (\ efcr 
and Killingley. 1980) and several other bivalve ta a (Bemis and Geary. 1996; Jones and 
Quicmyer, 1996; Dettman et al., 1999: Dutton et ,11. , 2002). 
\ hen CaCOJ is precipitated slowly from solution, the isotope partitioning of oxygen and 
carbon between solid and solution is dictated by thermodynamics (O'Neil et al., 1969: 
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McConnaughcy, 1989). The fraclionarion factor ex is Strongly temperan1rc-dcpcndant for 
oxygen (Eq. 4.1 and 4.2) (0 ' cil ct ,1/ .. 1969). 
( H'Q) 
\ I<> Q Cr.<"<>. 
a = ('i-o) 
ll•o "·" 
(Eq.4.1) 
(Eq.4.2) 
Additional fractionation proccsscs occur that potentially can affect equilibrium table 
isotope value in molluscan hells: kinetic effects (affects both o"C and o•so) and metabolic 
effects (affect 013C only). Kinetic i ocope fractionation re uh from rapid calcification. and 
produce simultaneous depiction of 180 and uc (McConnaughC)'• 1989). For 1' C. an)' 
additional deviation from kinetic fractionation bcha iour is a cribcd to metabolic processc 
that modify the dissoh•cd inorganic carbon (DIC) re ervoir during photo ynthcsi and 
respiration. As Tricbcn:1 appear to calcify close co isotopic equilibrium with re pcct to 180 
(Aharon and Chappell. 1983). kinetic fractionation appears to be much less significant than 
in ymbiotic corals. which precipitate their keleton greatly out of isotopic equilibrium in 
both oxygen and carbon isotope (Weber and Woodhead. 1970) (sec Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3 table isotope comparison between Poritcs corals and Tridacna anal)'SCd in this 
thesis. in addition to data from Aharon and Chappcll's (1983) Tridacn.1 dataset and coral data from 
the Great Barrier Reef. Australia and Galapagos (Shen ct :ii.. 1992). 
In Trid.1cn.? and other bivalves, skeletal carbonate 0130 i believed to reflect both 
temperature and the ¢ 130 composition of the water. which is related to salinity and the local 
hydrologic balance. o13C i more complicated and i potentially affected by sali nity. DIC. 
o13C in the water column which varies seasonalily with :.urfacc biomass and/or upwelling. 
water temperature and bivalve metabolism (Killingley and Berger. 1979; Grossman and Ku. 
1986; Jone and Allmon. 1995; Klein ct al .. 1996b). Where change in water column DIC arc 
small. metabolic procc c may dominate thi signal. In Mytilu · tro ulu for example, it is 
thought thac increased mantle metabolism is a ·ociated with greater re piration of 13C-
cnrichcd C02 so that the extrapallial fluid (EPF) becomes 13C - depicted. and its isotopic 
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com po icion varies in proportion co the amoum of seawater contributed to che EPF (Klein et 
al .. 1996b). Some workers have milised the nucriem-dependant behaviour of onCo:c to use 
one of mollusc shell a an upwelling craccr (Killingley and Berger. 1979; Jone and Allmon. 
1995). 
It ha been debated ' hcthcr or not ymbiont metaboli m influence the o'JC isotopic 
compo ition of Tridacn.1 skeletal material. Aharon and Chappell ( 1983) and Aharon ( 1991) 
maintain chat S)' mbiom mccabolic product have a minimal influence on the isotopic 
compo icion of the skeletal carbonate. In contra t. Jone cr al. ( 1986) discu two isotopic 
records. one from a Trid,1cna m3xit11.1 sample. and a symbiont free gastropod and conclude 
che off: Ct observed in o"C between the C two pccimens rcflccccd metabolic procc~ in 
the Tndacna pecimcn. 
Ontogeny 
A a dam progresses from juvenile to exual maruriry. a change in ·hell growth occurs. from 
fa c initial growth to lower growth a ociatcd with gamctogcne is. This change appears to 
affect partitioning of ome trace clements (di cussed in the following seccion) and al o may 
affect clam scable i otopc . 
Using a Tridacna maxima clam and a Pl:icopectcn magellanicu scallop. previou workers 
have observed trends of progressive!)' lighter ~>1 1C as the shell grows Qone et al. ( 1986). 
Krantz et al. (1987) rcspcccivcly). The same T. maxima pccimcn also di played reduced 
amplitude of the casonal cycle of 0180 after maturity wa reached. a feature al o observed 
by Aharon ( 1991) in a T. giga specimen. The data indicated reduced calcification during the 
warmer season. po ibly reflecting mccabolic redistribution co gamctogcnc i and spawning 
(Jones ct al .. 1986). However. no such trend in 180 and nc were observed in a T.giga 
specimen analysed by Watanabe et al. (2004). 
Paleotemperature equations 
Following the pioneering work of Ep tein et ,11. ( 1953) etc. the ccmpcrature-dcpendcncc of 
oxygen isotope f ractionacion for calcite ac equilibrium with CaC03-saturatcd water was 
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expressed by Craig (1965), and modified for aragonitc by Grossman ( 1982) and Jone et :ii. 
( 1983). These paleotcmpcracure equation arc expressed in the form: 
(Eq. 4.3) 
where a.b.c arc cocfl'kients. 0180. is the 180 /160 ratio of the sample in pans per thousand relative to 
the vPDB reference standard, and 01' 0.. is the 180 /'60 ratio of the water in which the sample grew in 
parts per thousand relative to the vPDB standard (taking into account that vPOB%o ' ~10\ %o-
0.27%o: ( llut, 1987: Confiantini ct al.. 1995)). 
CoefficientS for va riou published palcotcmpcraturc cal ibr3tion arc listed in Table 4. I. The 
quadratic term is s mall. a nd usua lly neglected in more recent palcotempcraturc ca librations 
(cg: Grossman and Ku (1986). Watanabe and Oba ( 1999)). 
T bl 41 a e c ff' . t f oe 1c1en so mo II USC -temperature re at1ons I s 
~ 
Autho r Type a b c 
Craig (1965) c3.lcitc 16.9 -4.2 0.13 
Crossman (1982) /\ragonite 20.19 -4.56 0.19 
/\ragonitc bcnthic 
Jones et al. (1983) forams. molluscs 19.88 -4 0.08 
and inorganic 
precipitates 
Aragonite foram . 
Grossman & Ku (1986) gast ropods. 20.6 4.34 
~phopods 
Grossman & Ku (1986) ragonitc 21.8 -4.69 gastropods 
~ 
Aharon (1983) Tridacna 21.3 -4.42 
-
Watanabe & Oba ( 1999) Trid.1cna 22.4 -3.91 
'----
-I Typical coral : 
Ga~an & Chivas (1995) Aragonitc Ponte 1.02 -5.56 
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4 .2.4.1 Sr/Ca 
Trace clements have been well explored in hermacypic corals and new proxic continue co 
be invc tigatcd. Although it is difficult and unwi c to rely on ab olutc paleotemperature 
recon trucred from coral r/Ca ratios (as discussed in Chapter 3). the Sr/ Ca ratio in Poritc 
skeletal carbonate docs appear useful for reconstructing relative temperature change (i.e. 
SST seasonality). Following it inve tigation in coral, several workers have attempted to use 
the Sr/Ca proxy in bivalve . including those with ymbiotic algae such a:. Trid.1cn,1. 
However. mollusc Sr/Ca appears to be variably influenced by metabolic processes (cg : rate 
of mantle pumping : (Klein N al .. 1996b)). kinetic processes (growth rate) {Stecher er ,1/ .• 
1996: Dutton et 31 .. 2002: Takesue and van Geen. 2004). salinit)' (Dodd and Cri p. 1982; 
Klein er ,1/., 1996b) and age (Dodd. 1965; techer ec al.. 1996: Punon et .1/ .• 1999). Al o. hell 
mineralog)' i likely to affect r incorporation: Sr readily sub tirntes for Ca in inorganic 
aragonitc due to imilar ionic radii of r2' and Ca2'. and the di tribucion coefficient of r in 
aragonitc (DSrm) i trongl)' affected by temperature. ranging berween 1.17 at 16°C to 0.88 
at 80 C (Kin man & Holland . 1969). Jn contrast . Sr2' i strongly discriminated again t in 
inorganic calcite and D r.,:.-.~ ranges between approximate!)' 0. 14 at 25°C, ro 0.08 at 100°C 
(Kinsman & Holland . 1969: Kinsman. 1969). 
An exception where r/Ca appears to be useful i the clam Cal)progena magnific,1, which 
lives at abyssal depths and i associated with hydrothermal venting at mid oceanic ridges 
(Hart and 131u ztajn. 1998). 
4 .2 .4 .2 Mg/Ca 
Skeletal lg/Ca ratios appear to have the greace t potential for palcotempcraturc studie in 
mollu cs. Modest alinity changes under normal marine conditions appear not to affect 
kcletal Mg/Ca ratios (Dodd and Cri p. 1982). Although 1 lg/Ca varie in mixed water such 
a e ruaries at salinitie below 10%o. it is almost con tant within the natural range of 
eawater salinity variations. Thus Klein et al. ( l996b) howed that Mg/Ca-temperarnre 
relation in a calcite mu cl Myrilu trO ' ulu were minimally affected by salinity down to 
salinitie > 18%o. with a maximum 0.5°C error in a temperature e timate. This confirm the 
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potential for Mg/Ca thermometry in molluscs. Change in growth rate do not appear to 
influence keletal Mg/Ca. as found by Loren and Bender ( 1980) in lvfytilu although these 
workers recognize that biological processc ma>' affect shell ~lg/Ca . imilar to r. absolme 
values of Mg/Ca in molluscs ma)' al o be influenced by shell mineralogy. wh ich affect the 
hape of the CaC01 cry ·tal lattice. Mg2' is ~trongly discriminated again~t in inorganic 
aragonitc (DMg.,." •~ 0.0002) v . calcite (DMg , ·~ 0.02 @ 25°C). and e pcrimcntal data 
indicate that the influence of temperature on the di tribution coefficient of Mg2' ion i 
ignificant for calcite precipitation. but unclear for aragonite precipitation (Oomori er al. 
1987). 
Data from the calcitic outer layer of 1yrilu tro ·ulu · how a po itive correlation between 
Mg/Ca and T represented by the following relationship (Klein et al .. I 996a): 
SST ... -2.07 + (2.5 x (Mg/Ca) xlOOO) (Eq. 4.4) 
A set of observation by Vander Puttcn ct .11. (2000) for Myrilu eduli · howcd the 
relationship: 
SST · 0.9 + (1.43 x (Mg/Ca) xlOOO) (Eq. 4.5) 
I lowcver. other data from 1. eduli led Vander Puttcn er .1l (2000) to conclude that the 
Mg/Ca S T relationship was not con~tant but wa affected by an additional phy iological 
effect. and the)' concluded that in J\.1. edulis ~lg/Ca could not be used a a palcotcmpcraturc 
proxy. 
A )'Ct no 1 lg/Ca paleotcmpcraturc relation hip has been determined for aragonite mollu c . 
although annually cyclic behaviour in ~lg/Ca ha been observed (Toland er al.. 2000; 
Hendry et al .. 200 I). 
4 .2.4.3 Ba/Ca 
In corals. Ba/Ca ratios have been utili ed in two main area : a indicators of flood events 
(Burdckin River. GBR (McCulloch et .JI .. 2003)) and a indicators of productivity. often 
linked to upwelling (Lea er al .. 1989; hen er .1/., 1992). The relationship of Ba/Ca in 
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molluscs to environmental parameters is less well known , but early work uggcscs 
productiviry may be important. techcr er al. ( 1996) suggested that increa e in kelctal 
Ba/Ca in a Merccnaria spp. pccimcn may be chc re ult of higher level of particulacc Ba 
which arc associated with diatom bloom . Filter feeding molluscs ingc t this Ba as food, 
where it enter the digestive trace and potentially becomes incorporated into the cxtrapalliaJ 
fluid (EPF) and then sequestered inco the hell (Stecher er al .. 1996). Observations of Ba/Ca 
in J\1. cduli~ by Vandcr Puttcn er al. (2000) were con istcnt with chi hn>othe is. where 
harp peaks in skeletal Ba/Ca correlated with peaks in algal bioma maxjma (chlorophyll a) 
due co phytoplankton bloom . However Vandcr Pucccn er al. (2000) also catcd that the 
relationship between algal bioma and kclctal Ba/Ca appeared to be non-linear. which may 
prohibit the use of thi prOX)' for quantitive palcoproductiviry rudic . 
4 .3 
4.3.1 
HUON PENINSULA TECTONIC SETIING AND 
TRIDACNA SAMPLING 
Tectonic setting 
Located on the north-ca tern flank of the Fini tcrre Range in Papua 1cw Guinea, the Huon 
Pcnin ula lies in a tectonically complex cuing associated with arc-continent collision 
between the accive Bismark olcanic Arc on the South Bismark Plate to the north. and the 
continental Au tralian Plate to the outh (Figure 4.4). The Ramu-Markham thru t faulc on 
the southern ide of the lluon Penin!>ula representS the collision suture between the c two 
plate (Abbon ct al., 1997), which collided at Huon Penin ula in the late Cenozoic (Davies 
ct al .. 1987). 1 onh of the Bi mark Arc lie an oceanic ridge cut by transform faultS. which 
separate the 1 onh and South Bi ·mark Plate . Over the lase 3.5 1)•r. the rate of opening 
along this mid -oceanic ridge ha averaged 132 mmyr 1 (Taylor, 1979). resulting in 
convergence between the Sotith Bi mark and Au cralian Plates. Some convergence may 
have been accommodated by uplift of the New Guinea Highland on the Au tralian Plate, 
and some by com pre ion and uplift of the Finnistcrrc Range on the Huon block (Abbotc er 
,11 .. 1997) which approach 4000 m in elevation. To the south ca t of the Huon Peninsula lies 
a triple junction between the South Bi mark Plate. the Australian place, and the Solomon 
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Sea plate. marked by the meeting of the New Brita in Trench and Trobriand Trough. which 
appears to be migrating SE (Davies ec 91., 1987). 
142"E 
lndo·l1.ustrallan 
Plate 
146'E 1 so·e 1 S4 'E 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 4.4 Tectonic setting of I luon Peninsula and P 1G (Tiffin cc al , 1987). 
4.3.2 Regional geology 
4•5 
S'S 
11 ·s 
The Huon Penin ula is gcologicall)' young. The oldest rocks arc the Finistcrre volcanics. 
which range from Lower Oligocene to Miocene in age, and arc unconformabl)' overlain by 
Miocene and Pliocene carbonate scdimencs including the biomicritic Gowop limestone. 
calcarenitc/calci lutitc, and tuffilccous sandst0nc . Quatcrnar)' dcpo its dominate around the 
margin of the Huon Peninsula. with coarse alluvial sediment on the southern idc and the 
coral lime cone sequence of the Wandokai Limestone along the 'E coast (Figure 4.5). This 
Upper Cenozoic marine equence has been folded and thrust over an accretionary wedge of 
cla tic sediments (Davie et al .. 1987; Abbott et al., 1994). owing to continued colli ion 
between the South Bi mark Plate and lndo-Au tralian Plate. 
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SIMPLIFIED GEOLOGY OF THE HUON PENINSULA 
Figure 4.5 
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Geological map of the I luon Peninsula, PNC (adapted from Robinson ( 1974)). 
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4.3.3 Quaternary geological history and coral 
terraces 
Late Cenozoic collision berween the South B.i mark Plate and the Jndo-Australian Plate 
resulted in uplift along the 1 E coa r of Huon Peninusula . Global glacio-eu catic sea level 
flucruations superimpo ed on the tectonically-rising coasrline. arc repre ·emed by a serie of 
offiapping coral reef terraces. which are clearly developed north of the Kalasa fault Zone for 
more than 80 km and exceed 1000 min elevation (Plate 4.1) (Chappell, 1974; Chappell era/.. 
1996). Tilting paraJlcl to the coast occurred while the terraces were formed. with lowest 
uplift at the NW end of the terraced coa t. and highcsl uplift rates to lhc SE. so that terraces 
of the same age arc found at higher elevation to the SE. For the la t - 250.000 yrs. uplift rates 
from <0.5 m ka 1 west of Kelanoa to 3.3 mka 1 at Bobongara (Chappell , 1974; Chappell et al .. 
1996). Over shorter timescales. uplift on lhe Huon coast is episodic. dominated by discrete 
metre -scale coseismic cvcnlS which recur on average abouc every 1000 yr (Ota et al .. 1993; 
Chappell er ,11 .• 1996). However. the mean uplift rates for the last 10.000 years and since the 
La t Interglacial arc similar, indicating mean uplift rate arc essentially uniform at a given 
sire {Ota et al .. I 993: Chappell et al .. I 996). 
Reef Vil (MIS Sc. Last Interglacial - 125ka) Plate 4.1: 
Sequence of 
uplifted reefs 
on lluon 
Peninsula fTom 
the last glacial 
cycle (cast of 
Sialum). 
A variety of reef morphologies arc preserved along the Huon coast. ranging from barrier 
reefs associated with elongated lagoons behind. to tecply-fromed fringing reefs (Chappell. 
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1974; Aharon and Chappell, 1986). In contrast t0 many coral lagoon of the Pacific Ocean. 
presenc-da)' lagoons on the Huon coast arc narrow and relatively shallow (<1 5 m) (Chappell, 
1974). These lagoon form during period of sea level rise. and arc best developed on chc 
I luon Peninsula coa t where uplift rates arc slower, so that accommodation pace for reef 
growth is available for a longer period of time. During periods of relative sea-level fall. due 
to tccconic upl ift or real sea-level fall. thin regressive reef dcposilS form, characterised by a 
series of regressive cro ion notches representing cosci mic uplift events. with fringing reef 
forrnation offshore (Chappell. 1974; Chappell ct :ii .. 1996). In the flight of terraces. 
palcolagoons arc indicated by broad urfaces enclosed by barrier ridges along the outer 
margins. and arc better formed to the northwest where uplift races arc lower (Chappell. 
1974). In contrast. narrow benches in steep terrace flights arc u ually fronted by ancient 
sea-cliffs. imilar to the cliff that occurs at the front of the rai cd Holocene reef along the 
Huon Peninsula today (Chappell. 1974). These uplifted reef terraces arc deeply incised by 
river drainjng the Cromwell Ranges, which provide cross sections through dchaic dcpo its 
and reef strucrurcs. Plate 4.2 illustrates the view cast across the Tcwac River valley. 
Plate 4.2 Cross scction31 view across the Tewae River Valle)'• lluon Peninsula, illustrating the 
offiapping deltaic scdimencs 
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4.3.4 
4.3.4. 7 
Tridacna sampling 
Field sampling 
Two modern Tridocna were collccccd from l luon Peninsula in March 2004. A T. giga 
was provided by local villagers who collccccd it from the reef two years previously, 
locac.ion shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7 , and a mall T. maxima was collected in- itu by 
coworkers (M. Elliot). 
Mu ltiplc fossil Tridacnn and fossil corals were S3mplcd from different area of the Huon 
Peninsula. Reef Vil of La t lnrcrglacial age (MIS Sc) wa targeted, for comparison with 
previous paleoclimacc work (Aharon and ChappclJ, 1986; Tudhopc er al., 2001). The age 
of Reef VU wa previou ly e tablishcd by U-scries dating (Vech and Chappell, I 970; 
Stein et al., 1993). Two fossil T. gigas from fringing reef Vila within reef VII complex 
above Sialum were selected for geochemical analysi . Both specimens were in-sicu 
beneath a chin soil layer on the ancient reef surface. articulated and strongly cemented 
to the urrounding reef matrix. Removal wa achieved with picks and significant local 
assistance (sec Plate 4.3). 
Older and higher reefs were also targeted for collection of well-preserved samples that could 
potentially provide high-rcsolurion window further back in the Quaternary. The best site, 
rich in well-preserved Tn'dacna. was near Ririwe village (location: Figure 4.7). e timated to 
be 1190-1205 m above sea level. The age of this ice is poorly determined (U-series dating 
attempts arc presented in Chapter 6). and is broadly assigned co Marine Isotope Stage (M IS) 
11 interglacial interval 423-360 ka, ba ed on ilS elevation and a mean uplift rate of 3 mka·1 at 
this part of Huon Penin ula. Ten T.giga pecimens were recovered from the rainforest 
above Ririwe Village (Figure 4.7). some by my elf and others by local villagers. The exact 
locations of chose retrieved by villager from their gardens were not preci ely recorded. 
l fowever. it is believed all these specimen belong co the same reef interval, bracketed by 
measured elevations 11 90-1205 m above ca level. Fossil Faviidac coral- were sampled 
adjacent co the Trid.1cna where possible with U- erie dating in view. but these samples 
proved to be significantly rccry calli ed and ' ere not analysed. 
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Figure 4.6 Aerial phot0graph of I luon Peninsula coastljne. illuStr::ning longshore drift to the 
north. and proximal position of the Tewae and Keiowa Rivers relative to the sampling location for 
the modern T. giga This phot0graph was taken during the dry season (July 1973). 
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4.3.4.2 Sample locations 
147°35' w 147oi40· w N 
5km ! 
MIS 5e T. gigas 
T. gigas 6°1o· s 
....-- Modem T. gigas 
Kanzarua 
Ke1owa R. 
Tewae R. 
6°15'S 
Figure 4.7 Sampling locations of modem and fossil Trid.?Cn.1 on lluon Peninsula, P1 G. 
Topography sourced from P;:ipua New Guinea 1:100 000 Topographic Survey. 'Ago' hce t 8485 
(Ed ition I). Series T683. 
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Plate 4.3: 
Extracting Tridacnn gigo from 
the VII reef above Sialum 
(La t Interglacial, -l 25ka) 
(A) Sample SUl 1 
(B). (C) Sample SUI 2 
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4 .4 HUON PENINSULA CLIMATOLOGY 
The tropical oceans play an important role in the Earth's climate yStem, a it is here that 
solar energy i tored and exported to higher latitudes. The Pacific Ocean dominate the 
tropical oceans due co it large iie, and che wesrward-flowing equatorial currents associated 
with the trade winds concentrate much of this heat in the we tern Pacific, forming an area 
known as the 'West Pacific Warm Pool' (WP\VP) where SST' remain above 28°C all year 
(Figure 4.8). The heat energy stored here is partly rerurned co the atmosphere as latent heat. 
which powers deep tropospheric atmospheric convection that in rurn drives che ascendi ng 
branch of the equatorial Walker circuJation and Hadley circulation. a well a mon oonal 
rainfall systems. The atmo phcric circulation driven by the WPWP i sen itivc to changes in 
SST because evaporation and latent heat flux increase steeply with temperature above 
- 25°C. Because global atmo pheric circulation is driven by the equator-pole energy 
redistribution. changes of a few degree in tropical SST. particularly in the WPWP, can 
perturb global climate. and induce larger global climatic responses than equivalent SST 
change at higher latitude (Webster and Luka , 1992). 
Deep troposphere convection in the WP\VP is associated with the Imertropical 
Convergence Zone (lTCZ). a belt of wind convergence between the f onhern and Southern 
Hemisphere trade wind . which migrate seasonally across the equacor: during the northern 
hemi phere summer. the lTCZ lies about I 0-J 5° ' · and during the southern hemi phere 
summer, the ITCZ lies around 10- lS (Donguy. l987). The ITCZ passes over Huon 
Peninsula twice each year. and produce a double peak in precipitation and sea surface 
temperature (SST). When the JTCZ is to the north of Huon Peninsula. SE trade-wind arc 
ex']>erienced. and when the ITCZ i co the south. the 1 W mon oon is experienced. 
4 .4.1 Sea surface temperature 
Huon Penin ula (HP) is situated within the WPWP. During the Austral winter when the 
Warm Pool is siruated in a northerly position (figure 4.8). SST's at HP occasionally fall 
below 28°C. The mean annual SST range at HP is small ( l.5°C). and is characteri cd b)f SST 
maxima in November and April which lag peak insolation by - 2 months (Figure 4.9). 
Departure from this I .5°C mean annual SST cycle arc prescnc in time-series data. for 
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example 1987-88. 1997 98; these arc anomalic associated with El Nino Southern Oscillation 
(ENSO) events (discussed in more detail later) (Figure 4.10). 
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A Huon P rainfall records : Kalasa Mission : 1 96 1 - l 981 
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Figure 4.10 Seasonal climatologies for (A) rainfall. 1961 - 1980. and (B) satellite based surface 
outgoing radiation. r. and $.'llinity. 1975 2005 at the lluon Peninsula. P 'G. Data sources same as 
for Figure 4.8. 
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4 .4 .2 Precipitation , salinity and cloud cover 
The island of New Guinea is one of the weue t regions on earth . with the bulk of the 
country experiencing mean annual rainfall between 2000· 4000 mm yr 1• and the highest 
rainfall reaches ncarl)' 10.000 mm yr 1 (McAlpine er :1/ .. 1983). The high rainfall exceeds 
evaporation, and ninoff from cw Guinea contribute to the low salinity of surface water in 
the \VP\VP. Over much of 1 ew Guinea. the precipitation excess exceeds IOOO mm yr 1 
(Donguy. 1987) (Figure 4.11 ). 
Rainfall in Pi G i strongly orographic and thus fluctuate with prevailing winds. On the 
southern side of lluon Peninsula behind the Cromwell. Saruwaged and Rawlin on Range , 
Finchhafcn and Lac experience the wet season during the Austral winter. when orographic 
forcing of the SE rradcwind occurs. ln contra t , locations on the northern idc of Huon 
Peninsula's main ranges uch a Kalasa Mi ion and Kabwum, experience their wet-seasons 
during the 1\V ummcr monsoon, charac teri cd by ca onal rainfall maxima between 
November and May. Maximum alinitic for the northern Huon Penin ula coa dine occur in 
September, associated with lowc t monthly precipitat ion and cool SST' (Figure 4.9). Cloud 
cover and light level in the shallow reef waters at Huon Peninsula vary seasonally. 
Outgoing surface radiarion is inversely proportional to cloud cover. and is greatest during 
the Austral winter and least in the Au tral ummcr (Figure 4.9). This is consi tent with the 
precipitation regime at che terraced coa t of Huon Peninsula where the wet sea on occurs 
during the Austral summer in conjunction with highest T's and enhanced convection. 
Instrumental rainfall records for the Huon Peninsula arc sparse. Archive include 
discontinuous data between 1961- 1981 from Kalasa Mi ion (location: Figure 4.7), Kabwum 
(-50km west of Sialum) and Finchafcn (south eastern point of lluon Penin ula; data not 
shown here). From further afield , the record from Madang (5° 30' . l 45°30'E, - 250 km to 
the l W) spans the interval from 1951 1993 and displays the same seasonal dis tribution of 
rainfall as the Kalasa Mission record. although the amount i greater (Figure 4.9). Monthly 
rainfall averages at Kalasa arc - 250 mm (but can exceed 500 mm) during the wet season 
(Nov Apr). and approximate!)' 75 mm during the dry season (Jul y - Sept) (Figure 4.10). 
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Modelled satcllitc-ba cd e ti mates of precipitation from the NCDC ASA dataset were not 
used because indicated errors ometirncs exceed 1 OOoA>. 
Rainfall i isocopically light in the WP\ P - up to 8%o depiction ($MOW) (Rozanski er :ii., 
1993). Moreover. the orographically-driven rainfall at HP i· isotopically light (Aharon. 
1980). Precipitation in the WPWP together with locally depicted rainfall at HP i likely co 
have a significant effect on the 0180 of the cawatcr in which Tn"dacna and reef building 
coral live at HP. 
Figure 4.11 Average :lnnual net evaporation minus prec ipitation (mm) in the tropical western 
Pacific ocean (fTom Dongu)'. 1987) 
4.4.3 ENSO - the El Nino Southern Oscillation 
The equatorial Pacific Ocean atmo pherc i ch;iracteriscd by the Walker circulation 
(Bjerknes. 1969). At the urface. rhi i characterised by net we tward airflow driven by the 
SST difference between the cool surface water in the eastern Pacific and warm waters of 
the \VP\VP. Ri ing air over the WP\VP lose rnoi turc as it ascends and then travels 
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ca tward at high altitude. and descends over the ca tern Pacific to complete the circulation. 
Cool water in the ca tern Pacific is su taincd by upwelling of deep water. associated with 
Ekman pumping by trade winds near the eastern Pacific Ocean boundar)'· Periodic 
weakening and strengthening of the Walker circulation causes alternation of El Kino and 
normal or La ina rainfall patterns in the tropical Pacific region. 
The a ymmetric SST distribution in the tropical Pacific (cooler in the ca t and warmer in 
the west) despite equal amounts of received radiation. is maintained by a coupled po itivc 
feedback mcchani m in the ocean and atmo ·phcrc. Heating over the WP\VP ha a greater 
re ponse than heating over the eastern tropical Pacific. because the nonnlinear atmospheric 
response to chi heating converts the SST anomaly into a deep acmosphcrc heating anomaly. 
The E-\V temperature gradient drives the easterly trade winds. resulting in upwelling and 
further ST cooling in the ca tern Pacific. 
During an El 1 i• o event, the normal trade winds relax and upwelling of cool, nutrient-rich 
water along the South American coast decreases. which affcctS the producrivicy and 
anchovy fisheries in Peru. \Varnl water of the WP\VP migrates eastward. bringing increa cd 
rainfall and warmer SST's t0 the cencral and eastern cquacorial Pacific (Figure 4.10. 4.12) 
(Ropelcwski and Halpert, 1987: McPhadcn and Picaut. 1990). A La ina event is essentially 
the opposite - the trade wind and upwelling intensify in the cast cquat0rial Pacific and the 
WPWP contracts westward, incrca ing precipitation and T's in the weste rn Pacific. In 
Papua New Guinea. relative drought prevails during El 1 ino evcntS. due to the ca tward 
migration of the convective centre and warm pool. and cooler SST's arc experienced 
(Ra mu on and Carpenter. 1982: Ropclcwski and Halpert. 1987). Thi i seen in Figure 4. 10. 
where shaded blue bars indicate El 1ino-years. Cooler wimer SST's occur in El ino years 
in combination with less dry season cloud cover (indicated by increased outgoing long-
wave radiation} and high surface salinity. The effect of La Nina events appears to be less 
pronounced in PNG. as increased regional convection over the western Pacific is similar to 
the normal conditions in P 'G. 
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Figure 4.12 Schematic illustr.ltions of the atmospheric and oceanic interactions occurring in the 
tropical Pacific ocean during El Nino and La Ni na events. Diagrams sourced from : 
.b..up www PJ'lld..D.Q,1a £Q" t11QLclnino..nino hQmc html . 
4 .4.4 Huon Peninsula 8180 seawater values 
At Huon Peninsula, 0180 ... ob ervations arc few but the value appears to be close to SMOW. 
Seawater sample collected from Huon Penin ula in October 1977 and reported by Aharon 
and Chappell (1986) indicate 0130 .... value between -0.07%o to 0.27%0 (Table 4.2). The 
majorit)' of these sample were collected from Sia I um Lagoon, in which high salinitic were 
mea ured in - iw (>36psu) (sugge ting light evaporation of the lagoon waters). The light 
180 enrichments of the e ·amples also support evaporation of the Sialum lagoon waters, 
although Aharon and Chappell acknowledge that the 0180 ... values must be u ed as upper 
limit , a some additional evaporation may have occurred du ring sample torage. 
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Measurement made on two samples collected from nearshorc seawater at Huon Pcnin uJa 
in March 2003 for this rndy uggc t 01110 ... is clo c to MOW composition (Table 4.2). 
Fre hwatcr sample from the Huon Peninsula arc strongly 180 depicted, reflecting the 
depicted source precipitation over Pi G described by Ro1.anski er ,1/. ( 1993). Rainfall from 
HP has not been measured, but 9 sample from river: and ·prings arc all depicted relative to 
$MOW. by 6 co I 20/oo (Table 4.2). Water sample from the Tewac River and Paradise 
Springs. which arc large trcam with catchments at over 2000 m. arc more depleted than 
those from smaller screams. reflecting higher altitude of precipitation and nmoff sources · . 
·chough Paradise Spring i close to sea level. the low temperature of this water ( J7°C) 
indicates that it source lies around 2000 m O.Chappell. pcrs. Comm.). 
Table 4.2 8180 values of surface water sam les around Huon Peninsula 
---
Seawater samples 0180 (vSMOW) 
Hubcgong seawater (this tudy) -0.13 
Sialum lagoon (this rudy) 0.02 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) seawater - Viriaz tr:ait -0.07 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - ialum lagoon 0. 1 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - Sialum lagoon 0.19 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - ialum lagoon 0.18 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - Sialum lagoon 0.08 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - Sialum lagoon 0.27 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - Sialum lagoon 0.15 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - Sialum lagoon 0.15 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - ialum lagoon 0.24 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) - ialum lagoon 0.26 
Freshwater samples 
Sialum spring (this study) 
Par:adi c Springs pringwatcr (thi tudy) 
Hubcgong springwatcr (this study) 
Tungc pringwater (this tudy) 
Sambc Village sprin~vatcr (chis study) 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) Tewac River 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) Tcwae River 
Aharon & Chappell (1986) Tewae River I Aharon & Cha ll (1986) Tewae River 
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7.81 
- 11.23 
-6.59 
-8.26 
8.00 
-9.89 
- 10.01 
-9.73 
-9.89 
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4. 5 ANALYTICAL METHODS 
4.5. l Stable isotope sampling 
Tridt1cm1 microsamplc were prepared u ing the automated mic ro-milling ysccm developed 
at RSES (Gagan er :1/., J 994). al o u cd for milling the Porires sa mple studied in Chapter 3 
(Figure 4. 13). However light modification were made to the settings used for Poriw 
milling. due to the different micro- t ructurc of Tridacna and Porire . Tridacna arc 
truccurall)' closer co conventionally milled materials uch as metals. and the lower and 
milder milling configuration used for coral were found to be inadequate for milling the 
den c Tridacna. which often f racturcd at low cut rate . 
The optimal feed race i a balance between the amount of work each tooth doc (i.e . how 
much it cues), how fast the bit is moving and the number of teeth to do the work. in 
addition to the radial velocity of the bit (Equation 4.6. 4.7). Through trial and error . the 
optimal operating condition were c tabli hcd for milling Trid,1cna. 
No. of teeth x RPM of drill bit x feed rate = 
per tooth 
Translational 
feed rate (mm/min) 
.. 
/ / 
: ... ·· ~::·: ............................................................................................................................ >·' 
(Eq. 4.6) 
Figure 4.13 Schematic illuStration of geometry of a slice of Trid:1cn.1 obtained during the milling 
procedure. lnitialJy a ledge is created , from which 0.25 mm increments arc shaved off and collected 
for stable isotope analyses. 
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For Tridacna. a t)'pical feed rate te ted milling a 2 mm-thick ledge with a 8 mm drill bic 
with 5 teeth wa 5 280 0.02 28 mm min 1 (0.47 mm sec 1). Trials with this feed -rate 
produced some palling bur with a 0.25 mm sec 1 feed -rate no palling was observed. 
When changing the ize of the drill bit, radial velocity mu t be conserved co maintain the 
same feed rare per toorh . Thu for ledge making. with an 8mm drill bir at 280 rpm. radial 
velocity v 117 mm cc 1• 
v =2TTT x RPM (Eq. 4.7) 
Where r - radiu of the drill bit, and v - radial velocity 
For milling. a 2mm drill bit with 4 teeth is u ed. thus to conserve v, the RPM must increase 
to 1120. which in turn incrca ·es the optimal feed rare to 0.75 mm sec 1• 
(4 x 1120 x 0.01 = 48 mm minute 1 (0.75 mm sec 1) ] 
Thi significantly higher than the 0.1 mm sec 1 feed-rate and 100 RPM used for coral 
milling. but makes for efficient milling of the den e tructure of Tridacna. 
The inner zone of the Tridacna shell was selected for producing high resolution stable 
i otopc time erie becau e it has fa ter extension rates than the hinge zone. and allow 
greater temporal resolution to be achieved. Also. the inner zone has been the most widely 
tudied in other Trid.1cn.1 ba·ed stable isotope srudies, which allow direct compari on to be 
made. 
4.5.2 
4.5.2. 1 
Stable isotope measurements 
Tridacna aragonite 
Following sampling at 0.25mm increment . every second sample was analysed for 0180 and 
o13C in an automated Carbonate Preparation Device (Kiel device) coupled to a Finnigan 
MAT-251 mass pcctromcter at the RSE . A ·u. Carbonate sample weighing between 190-
200 µg were reacted with two drops of 103% 113P04 at 90°C. Water was remo\•ed from the 
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evolved H20 -C02 ga by freezing and vapori ing C02 in double trap sy tern u ing liquid 
nitrogen. The pure C02 ga then emcrs the inlet of the mass pcctromctc r for mca urcmcnt 
and input witches between sample and reference gas. All isotope rcsulcs were calibrated to 
the Vienna Pee Dec Bclemnice (vPD13) u ing the 1 acional Bureau of Standard NBS- 19 (ouC 
I .95%o PDB. 0180 2.200A>o PDB). Analytical prcci ion for replicate measurement (n 75) 
ofo180in 1BS- 19 wa ±0. 1%o (2o). 
Bulk mcasuremcncs were al o performed on sample from both modem clam in both hinge 
and inner zone , two clam from MI Sc. and five clam from MIS 11. It has been 
determined by some earlier workers that sample pre treatment co remove skeletal organics. 
may affect the mca urcd stable isotope composition of mollu cs. Other studic however. 
with cakitic mollu cs found no difference between sample that were roa red in-vacuo prior 
to analy cs and those that were not (Vandcr Putten ct al., 2000). For all table i otopc 
analyse conducted here. it was assumed skclccal organic matter docs not reac t with the 
I 13P04 and the sample were not roa tcd prior to analysis. 
4.5.2 .2 Water 
table isotope analyse were performed on five meteoric and two marine water sample . 
collected at Huon Peninsula during fieldwork in March 2004. Thi was done using the off-
linc equilibration technique at RSE . following methods c tablishcd by Dr. !.K.Gagan. 2 ml 
aliquot of the water amplcs were tran fcrred inco 10 ml vacutaincr (vial) in idc a glove 
bag which is flushed wich C02 of a known i·otopic composition at atmospheric pres urc. 
The vial i then scaled and the J-1 20 in the vial i left to equilibrate with the C01 in the vial 
in a water bach at 25°C for 30 hour . The C01 i · then extracted into an evacuated line where 
water vapour is removed b)' a lu h trap (dry ice and ethanol). followed by a liquid nitrogen 
trap to remove volatile organic vapour . The C01 i collected in a pyrcx nibc and calcd. 
This tube i later broken in a mulriport device which i connected to the MAT 251 mass 
pcctromctcr. and the sample C02 is mca ured. alternating with a reference gas tandard . 
The 01 ~0 of the sample is corrected to vS 10\V u ing two internal tandard u ed in R ES : 
ANU 0\V l (t0.5%o v MOW) and A 1U-LP I ( I l.93%o vSMOW). 
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4.5 .3 
4 .5.3. 7 
Trace elements: LA-ICPMS 
Analytical technique 
Trace clement anal) i · of Tridacna wa performed following the method developed in RSES 
by Sinclair ct ,11. (1998) and Fallon ct al. (1999). Briefly. this involved cutting cgmenc of 
Tridocna up to 9 cm long. 2 cm wide and 8 mm thick. Before anal)1sis, the sample were 
thoroughly cleaned in Milli-Q water with an ultrasonic probe to remove urfacc 
contaminant and dried overnight in a 40 Coven. 
ample · and tandard were loaded into a scaled Per pex :>ample cell connected to a 
motorized stage. and ablated u ing an ArF excimer la er (193 nm wavelength) coupled to a 
modified VG Elemental PQ2 quadropole inductively coupled pla ma ma · pectromcter 
(ICP-MS) (Eggins et :11 .• 1998). Ablation wa performed under a helium atmo pherc and the 
ablated material was entrained in an argon ga cream for analysi by lCP- IS. where several 
i ·otopes were measured: '°Ca. ~ca. 11 B. ' r. isMg. 1l.1Ba. n 1u. Variou operating condition 
were trialled (changing pot ize and la ·er pul e rate) to establi h the be t balance between 
patial resolution and count rate. Be t re ult were obtained with the la er pul ed at 10 llz 
with an energy den ity of 50 mJ. ma kcd to produce a 67 µm spot. 
The data was calibrated again t an in house pre ed coral powder :.tandard of known 
elemental compo ition (made from fine!)' crushed Porire - coral from Davie Reef, Great 
Barrier Reef). which is better matrix-matched to J'ridacna carbonate relative to the r IST 
gla cs. Thi i important for obtaining quantitative elemental data (Sinclair er al .. 1998; 
Fallon ct .11 .. 1999). and reducing ccondary drift effects occurring during analy:.is. 
Prior to the data collection run. one pre ablation run wa carried out at I 5Hz to remove any 
re idual · urfacc contamination and to expose a frc h urfacc of Trid.1cna for the analy i . It 
was not deemed necessary to perform the cxten ivc pre-ablation performed on coral . (2 or 
more pre ablation ). as the crystalline :.tructurc of Tridacna has no pore space and thu 
much less potential surface for contaminant adsorption. 
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For TCP IS. precision quamific the uncertainty associated with measured signal imcnsitie . 
indicating the likelihood that the value rcprc cm the trnc average ignal inten itics and 
giving an indication of how noisy the ignal i . h is defined by the standard error (hereby 
called SE) of the mean of the measurement ( E <J/ \ 1• where <J SD. and · number of 
data -point ) which i usually expressed a a percentage of a popularion average. For a inglc 
data point taken from the population at random. the preci ion is given by the tandard 
deviation (hereafter D) of a population (u ually expressed as relative SD). bccau e \ I = I. 
Both SE and SD can be calculated for trace clement analyses of the Porire coral standard. 
which i· a relatively homogenous pre ed powder from which repeated mea uremcnt of 
the bulk composition of this powder arc used to standardise Tridacn,1 samples of unknown 
compo ition. Jn chis Wd)'· laser ablation transect aero Tridacna samples mea urc timc-
scrie daca to examine the natural variability in trace clement ignals (annual. ub-annual. 
etc) so that the relative variability i often of more importance than the mean value. and 
thus it i more useful to estimate the amount of noi c in the signal ( SD) rather than SE. 
Therefore in this tudy. the degree of noi c in elemental ratios i e timated from the relative 
SD in the Porirescoral tandard . 
The prcci ion of the LA ICPM technique i dcpcndanc on a number of faccors. including 
counting smistics. calibration of the coral standard and heterogeneity of the coral tandard. 
(Sinclair cc al .. 1998: Fallon er .11., 1999). Counting stari tics arc modelled a urning a Poisson 
di tribution of ion count for a given isotope. which assume that the D of a set of data 
point of n counts per poinc. is given by n. This is calculated from the background-
ubtracted values. and examples of typical count per data point include -0Ca : 120.000 ions. 
and for USr : 380.000 ion . Hctcrogcncit)' of the standard i calculated as the D of ignal 
inccn itic measured along a hort track on the coral standard (typically 2 4 mm long). 
Errors a ociatcd with the calibration of the coral tandard arc derived from the 
reproducibility and precision of the same elemental ratios u ing solution ICPMS and TIMS: 
the values used in chis tudy arc those mca urcd by Fallon er al. ( 1999). Adding the 
c ti mated contribution of each source of uncertainty in quadrature. gives the final prcci ion 
for a given elemental ratio (Eq. 4.8). Typical values of overall prcci ion (expressed a relative 
standard deviation) obtained for the coral tandard arc listed in Table 4.3. 
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' ' ' a ,, = a,: + a ,-.1 MN<>.«"''" + a ,-.,f.11i1> (Eq. 4.8) 
where a r - overall precision for an analysi . expressed a re lac ive tandard deviation 
(!0 councing statistic 
C!"'"rl""~"""'" - error re uhing from candard heterogeneity 
C!,,1<.,1.~ errors associated with calibration of the coral tandard 
Table 4.3 Typical values of relative SD for elemental determinations of 
the ANU coral standard. 
Overall Counting Standard Standard 
Element/Ca Precision statistics heterogeneity calibration 
(%SD) (%$0) (%$0) (% SO)' 
B/Ca 3.8 2.0 3.1 1.1 
Mg/Ca 4.4 0.92 4.0 1.7 
Sr/Ca 1.2 0.33 1.2 0.02 
Ba/Ca 3.2 1.72 2.5 1.0 
U/Ca 3.4 1.44 3.0 0.9 
1 values from Fallon er al. ( 1999) 
4.5.3.2 Sampling resolut ion 
Other studie investigating trace clement ignal in molluscs u ing LA-ICPMS have acquired 
data ac resolutions ranging between 90-280 µm. using a serie of discrete pot co define a 
shell transect (Vandcr Puttcn et al,. 2000; Stecher cc :ii, 1996; Take uc & van Geen. 2004). 
This study used a 67 µm spot and translate the spot smoothly across the sample surface at a 
rate of 2.4 mm min 1 with a 10 Hz pulse rate. Thi was found co give optimal spatial 
resolution combined wi th adequate elemental count . Data acqui ·ition intervals were 0.56 
seconds. corresponding to approximately 0.022 mm. The data arc smooched co minimise 
fine-sca le noi e, by averaging 9 data points. which correspond · co - 200 µm rcsolucion and is 
comparable co the resolution of the stable i ocope analyses. For early growth years in 
Tridacnt1. an annual gro' th band is up co 20 mm thick. thus 200 µm corresponds ro 
approximately sub-weekly resolution. For lacer growth years. annual growth bands may be 2 
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3 mm thick, thu 200 µm corresponds to approximate monthly resolution. which i still 
sufficient to resolve seasonality. 
4.5.3.3 Data reduction 
A typica l analysi cqucnce is as follows: 60 sec bkgd + 1lST 612 t 60 sec bkgd t coral td t 
60 sec bkgd + Sample nm (30- 40min ) 60 sec bkgd + coral std + 60 sec bkgd t 1 IST 612 + 
60 cc bkgd. At each 0.56 second acqui ition step in the sample run. the quadropolc MS is 
switched through the uitc of seven masses being measured (41Ca. 46Ca. 118, ~r. ~Mg. 1 Ba. 
tJ&U), so that each mass i mea urcd for 0.08 seconds of each sample point. Data reduct ion 
involve background correction, normalisation co 43Ca. drift correction followed by 
standardisation u ing the coral tandard. Background subtraction was achieved by linear!)' 
interpolating bcrween the background counts before and after standard and sample analy is, 
and subtracti ng chi slope from all value . At each step. all isotopes were normali cd w 43Ca 
to correct for fluctuations in beam inten iry or volume of sample ablated. 
4.6 MODERN TRIOACNA CICAS STABLE ISOTOPES 
4.6. l Sclerochronology 
A di cussed in Section 4.2. warmest T's and summer growth in Trid.1cna appears to be 
a ociatcd with formation of a translucent growth band. Tridacna living in locations with a 
simple annual cycle in environmental conditions hould di play one translucent/opaque 
couplet per year. Watanabe er al. (2004) how that thi pattern i characceri tic of Tridacna 
in northern R)'ukyu I lands. which experience trongly contra ting summer and winter 
easons. However. as previously described in Section 4.4, easonal variation at Huon 
Penin ula arc not sinu oidal but have double peaks in in olation. precipitation and SST 
during the Aust ral summer. It can be expected that th i will affect the formation of 
tran lucent/opaque growth band in Tridacna from Huon Penin ula. 
Figure 4.14 shows a transmitted light photograph of the modern day Trid:Jcnn gigas from 
lluon Pcnin ula u cd in this tudy. table isotope and trace clement transects arc indicated 
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by the red line . Black lines trace the edge of major opaque growth bands: interval~ 
between these arc interpreted as annual growth increment . This is later verified by 
compari on with the stable i otopc data. However, the tran lucent/opaque couplers in 
Figure 4.14 arc not simple. Thinner opaque bands often occur between the major bands. 
suggesting the formation of a major and a minor translucent/opaque couplet each year. It is 
possible that this reflect the double peak in SST and rainfall experienced at the Huon 
Penin ula. Figure 4.14 shows that the growth rate of the clam slows with age. as indicated 
by progressive reduction in growth band thickness. particularly after year ten. 
Modern Huon P. Tridacna gigas 
Figure 4.14 Transmitted Jjght image of modern T. gig3s colle<:tcd from 1 luon Peninsula . with 
major opaque growth bands indicated b)' the black lines. and stable isotope sampling transect 
indi cated by the red lines. Dashed blue Unc indicates the profile used to measure growth rates. 
Numbers indicate c timatcd growth )'Cars. 
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4.6.2 Geochemistry: T. gigas stable isotope record 
Figure 4.15 illu traces the high resolution scablc isot0pc record generated from the modern 
T. giga expressed a per mil (%0) deviation from the Vienna Pee Dec Bclemnite (vPDB) 
standard. The po ition of major opaque growch bands (gre>•) and minor opaque growth 
bands (blue) arc superimposed on thi record. As i conventional in palcoclimate studies. the 
0130 y axi in Figure 4.15 i reversed . More negative values arc normally associated with 
warmer or wctcer condition . ~lean value for 01110 and o13C arc - l.24%o :t 0.3%o {lo) and 
1.92%0 :t: 0.10%o {10'}, (n 290) re pcctivcly. Maxima and minima for 0180 arc -0.55 and -
2.18 %0. and 2.14 and l.67%o for o'3C. Both i oropc record show linear trend . with 0180 
becoming more po icive with time. while o13C become less po itivc. A di cu cd in Section 
4.2. other tudic with Tridacna and molluscs u ually correlate opaque growth band with 
cooler seasonal SST's and relative enrichment of 1110. This appears ro be the ca c for this 
Tridacna also; the major opaque growth bands generally corre pond to 180 enrichment. The 
secondary opaque band al o generally ·how 180 enrichment. In contrast, peaks in the o'3C 
record do nor show con i tent relation hips to growth bands through the first 110 mm of 
growth. although approximaccl)• annual cycle do develop later in che life of the hell. from 
115 to 145 mm. table i-otopc data for this modern T. giga i attached in Appendix 3. 
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4.6.3 5'80: a composite proxy for SST and SSS 
In this section, the relative contributions of SST and S to Tridacna skeletal 0110 
composition arc invc tigatcd by fir r treating each variable separately. and then determining 
the best-fit combination of S T and S . 
Using 0180 minima in conjunction with the opaque growth bands. the location of each 
winter was estjmaccd. The c were u cd as fixed point and time wa linearly interpolated 
between them. The number of sample per year decrease with hell age and hence fincr-
scale fcarurcs in the isotopic record will not be re olvcd for the later growth )•car . To 
explore the Tridacna record for SST and SS signal . the raw data were dctrendcd by 
subtracting the trcndlinc shown in Figure 4.15. The series mean wa not altered during rhis 
ubtraction. It i acknowledged that subtraction of thi trend may remove any longer-term 
(i nterdecadal) climate variability from the 0180 record. however for the purpose of thi-
study of ca onal climate variability. it improves the clarity of the 01110 casonal signal. The 
baseline of the detrcnded data wa then stretched u ing the major opaque bands. to place 
the data series on a calender time calc. The termination of the scrie is taken a mid-2001 
(last winter point before clam was collected in austral summer 2001n002); b)' counting 
annual growth cycles. the tan i taken as mid 1985. 
To c ti mate the contribution of SST variations the Tridacno 0180 records. a synthetic stable 
isotope time series was created using published aragonitc palcotemperarure relationship 
(detailed in Section 4.2 : Aharon and Chappell. 1983; Grossman and Ku. 1986: Watanabe 
and Oba. 1999). together with the mean an nual SST cycle for Huon Peninsula described 
earlier (Section 4.4.1 ). The initial ynthctic 01110 series using repeated mean annual cycles i 
compared with the detrendcd calendar-scaled record in Figure 4.16. The figure show 
seve ral ·imilar S)'nthctic records which reflect the differences between published aragonite-
temperarurc calibration . These calibration have imilar isoropc-tcmpcrature slope but 
differ in terms of intercept (Table 4.1. sect ion 4.2.3). 
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All the ymhetic scrie show an off: ct from the observed Huon Penin ula Tridacna 0180 
record with the calibration based on aragonitic mollu ·cs by Grossman er .1/. (1986) lying 
clo est to the observed results. De pite thi offset, the prominent summer double peak in the 
synthetic records is recognisable in many years in the Tn"dacna record. This i re olvcd 
better in the early years of growth due to better ampling resolution. but is also apparent in 
some later years. It is concluded that annual SST changes arc manifc tin the Tridocna 01110 
record; equally. there arc large difference between the observed record and the uniformly 
repeated C)'cles in the synthetic scric . sugge ting the influence of inter-annual variations of 
ST and/or S. 
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Figure 4.17 Applicat ion of the Grossman and Ku ( 1986) aragonitc mollusc palcotcmpcraturc 
equauon to month I)' (A} and weekly (B) resolution satellite-based · datasets. Dark lines com~ pond 
to winter 'tic points'. 
For the next step. a ynthctic 0130 time series was prepared u ing weekly satellite ST data 
from 1985 to 2001. together with the Grossman and Ku ( 1986) mollusc-based calibration. 
This i compared with the observed Tridacn:1 0130 record in Figure 4.17. Visually the fit is 
con idcrably better than for the implc S)'nthc1ic series. and plotting monthly SST v . 
Tridacna 0130 indicate a ignificant correlation (Figure 4.18). However, an off: ct still 
remain between the synthetic and observed records. and the observed 0130 how more 
intra-annual and inter-annual variation than the synthetic record. Thi may reflect the 
effect of seasonal salinity change in near hore waters at Huon Pcnin ula. which ha 
trongly easonal precipitation. 
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(resampled to monthly resolution using Analyscrie software). Central line represents regression line, 
two outer gre)' lines represent 95% confidence limits for the data points. 
To examine the effect of salinity changes on Tridacna 0180 composition, the satellite-based 
monthly Carton-Gic e SODA alinity record (ba cd on a 0.5° grid near Huon Peninsula) wa 
compared to a 0180.~ seric . using publi ·hed salinity-0180 relationships. TI1cse relation hips 
have the form 0180 • aS + b. where i salinity. Publi hed values of a and b arc Ii ted in 
Table 4.4. An additional relationship was al o u ed. ba cd on mixing Tewae River water 
(0180 - 11%0. Aharon and Chappell ( 1986)) with ll uon Peninsula seawater. with 
calibration coefficient a 0.293. b I 0.14. Figure 4.19 shows the salinity record for 1985-
2001 and the corresponding 0180 .w serie . J\ s expected from the values of a and b in Table 
4.4. the amplitudes of variation arc comparable between the 0180 ... series but the absolute 
seawater isotopic value differ. 
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Table 4.4 : Coefficients in published o 180-salinity relationships for 
th t . IP T 0 e rop1ca ac1 1c cean 
Author Location a b 
Panama Bight. eastern 
{Benway and Mix, 2004) equatorial Pacific 0 .236 -7.99 
Palau Lagoon. 
{Morimoto ct al .. 2002) 
-
nonhem \ PWP 0.42 - 14.3 
Western and central 
{Fairbanks ct al .. 1997) equatorial Pacific 0.273 -9.14 
This study Tewae River. PNC 0.293 10.14 
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The o1 s~T seric constructed using T obscn·ations and the Gro man and Ku (1986) 
mollusc calibration was then combined with these 0180 ... cries. and compared with the 
Tridacna record. 
The fit bcr'• ccn lhc compo itc synthetic series and the observed Tridacna record i better 
than for the S T-driven )' nthetic series. The be t fit was obtained with the Grossman & Ku 
( 1986) mollu c based SST calibration combined with the SSS calibration of Fairbank· ct al. 
( 1997) (Figure 4.20). 1otabl)'. several cnrichcd-0130 peaks arc much better reproduced b)• 
the compo itc crie than by the ST driven sc ric (particularly the 1997 event in Figure 
4.20). The synthetic compo itc cric generated u ing a Tcwac Rivcr/Huon Pcnin ula 
caw::ncr mixing model (coefficients in Table 4.4) wa found to be ignificantly ncgativc-
shiftcd relative to the best-fit seric . Thi uggc ts that the near-shore seawater salinity-
0 130 ... relation -hip at Huon Pcnin ula i not simply controlled mixing of seawater and 
depicted waters from the larger local rivers which have their catchment at higher altitude . 
but uggc ts that less depicted inputs from low altitude runoff and direct rainfall over the 
·ea may also pla)' a role. 
Finally. the observed data show episode of u ually depicted uio. ·uch as in 1988 and 1989. 
The c arc interpreted as large flood events from the neighbouring Tcwac and Kciowa 
Rivers. Aerial photographs of the area show that water from the e rivers drifts we cward 
towards the growth- itc of the sample Tridacna (figu re 4.6). The c flood event arc not 
registered on the 0.5° grid of the Carton Giese salinity data. A discussed in Section 4.2, 
increased precipitation over PNG is normally associated with La 1 ina events while relative 
droughts coincide with El Nino event . The timing of La Nif1a and El 1 ii\o events relative to 
the Tridacna record arc indicated in Figure 4.20. Cool dry winters a ociatcd with El 1ino 
event appear to coincide with i ot0pc enrichment peak in the clam record . while sharp 
isot0pic depiction event ' appear to occur in La Nina years. 
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Figure 4.20 Best fit combinatjon between a synthet ic Tna.1cn,1 01•0 record (black line) at the 
lluon Peninsula and dctrended true 01•0 record (red line). The composite synthetic scric using the 
Tewac River 0180 ... relationship is shown by the grey line. Black :.pots indicate prominent 130 
enrichments (reflecting El Nino events?). blue pots highlight shon-term episodes of depicted 180 
possibly Jinked to L1 ' ilia related flood event . 
In ummary. these re ult arc encour.lging con idcring the uncertainty in the composite 
ynthctic scrie . which ari e from u e of satellite ST and SSS data together with the use of 
0180 - T and 0180 -SSS relation hips developed ' ith ocher organi m at other places: the 
agreement between the ~ynthetic serie · and observed record i very good and gives 
confidence that Tridacna can be used to obtain prOX)' palco records of SST and S S. using 
fo ii sample from the I luon Peninsula terraces. 
4 .6.4 Growth rates 
Sclerochronology of the Huon Peninsula T.giga i complicated by che presence of 
econdary bands (Figure 4. I 4). However. the clo c cohe rence between the calendar-
converced 0180 record and ynthetic T and S ENSO event (Figure 4.20) supports the 
chronology assigned on the ba is of major opaque bands and allows the growth hi t0ry t0 be 
tracked. On this ba i . annual inc rements were measured along a curved crajcclOr)' (blue 
da hcd line in Figure 4.14). Figure 4.21 show · the cumulat ive di tancc from umbo through 
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time for the tudy shell. The annual growth increment ranges from 15 mm yr 1 in early life. 
co 2.5 mm }'r 1 in later life (the full thickness of the fi~t year of growth was lo t). Thi 
growth curve compares with that determined by Watanabe ct :ii. (2004) for a Holocene 
Tridacn3 giga from the Ryukyu I land . Japan. 
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Figure 4.21 Growth curve for the modem lluon J>. 1: gig:1 specimen 
4.6.5 ENSO signals 
To further test for Ei SO signals. the Tridacna 0180 record is compared with the Southern 
Oscillation Index ($0l) (derived from the air pressure difference between Tahiti and 
Darwin; ( tumrnn and Tapper, 1996)). Po itivc value:> of the 01 arc a ociatcd' ith La 1 irh 
conditions and negative value with El Nir'\o conditions. Figure 4.22 illu tratc the l>trong 
relationship bcrween Tridacna 0180 and the 01. and the degree of variabilit)' is also 
comparable. indicated by similar excursion above I D for each data ct. 
To be able co identify paleo-E1 0 events in fo ~il Tddacna from I luon Peninsula. a 
thre hold value of deviation from the mean Tridacna 0180 needs co be determined, uch that 
values exceeding the thrc hold arc a ociated with El ino or La ilia event . A uitable 
thrc:>hold wa c timatcd co be :t.0.38%0 from the mean. There i only one outlier above this 
I. 2 
threshold. where the Tridacna record suggest a La Nina event that did nor occur. 
Furthermore. this thre hold wa te ted ti ing the approach of McGregor and Gagan (2004): 
01so anomalies associated with El Nino events ' ere averaged, and this value minu it 
tandard deviation i taken a the thre hold for a moderate El ino event. Thi procedure 
u ing the five El ino events identified in the Trid.1cna record gives a th re hold of 0.37%0 
(average 01110 anomaly 0.46%o. S.D. 0.090-A>o). Thi is imilar to the vi ual estimate 
(0.38%o). Finall)'. an upper thre hold. above which El ino events may be classed as very 
trong is estimated by adding I D to the mean El Nino event 0180 anomaly: for the Tddacn,1 
data , thi thre hold lie 0.56%o from the mean. The e thre hold relation hip arc illu crated 
in Figure 4.23. On this basis. the 1987-1988 El Nino - La Nina couplet i cla ed a very 
strong at Huon Peninsula . These thrc hold limit will be applied to fossil Tridacna from 
l luon Pcnin ula (Chapter 5). 
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Figure 4.22 Comparison of the detrended T. /pg:i oxygen isotope record and SOI. (A) The 
observed 01' 0 record in the I luon P. 1: gig:is is illusmted with mean (dashed black line). I D either 
side of the mean (thin black lines), and threshold values above which di tinet El 1 ino (blue line) 31ld 
L1 ina (red line) events were recorded by the 7: gig.1s. GrC)' and white boxes indicate La 1ina and 
El 1 ii\o events rcspcetivcly. defined by the Multivariate EN 0 Index (MEI) and the Oceanic liJlo 
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Index (0 1 I) from NOfu\ 's Climate Prediction Centre. (B) The Southern Oscillation Index ( 01). 
l::NSO years from : bup.11 \\ " ' ' .cdc.no;ia .&o' !'. '\ Q cn:-0.mc1 indc,,html and 
hup· w\\w <"JX n<"cp.n.Q.1a ~0' 1,ro.<lun,: .,nab '1" m~mitoriog'c 1fT >ca <>h ml. 
01 from the Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology: 
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Figure 4.23 0110 anomaly record in the Fridacna chronology. with th re hold limits marked for 
moderate and stronglv. strong ENSO cvenb. 
Summary: This ~tudy of a modern Tridt1cn.1 gig.1 from Huon Pen in ula. u ing )'nthetic 0180 
serie , h<1s e tablished rhat Tddacna 0180 fairhfully record com po ite SST and SSS variation 
and that both phase of the ENSO sy~tem can be identified in the Tridacno isotope record. 
Thu . a modern baseline has been established with which palco records can be compared. 
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4.7. l 
Cu .'ATE SIGNALS IN A .\ODERN TRIOACNA CICA5 
MODERN TRIDACNA CICAS TRACE ELEMENT 
GEOCHEMISTRY 
Spatial trace element distribution 
Before any geochemical ignaturc in Tridacna clams can be utilised as an environmental 
pro. )' · the natural variability of trace clements berwccn modem pccimcns and within 
specimens needs ro be quantified. After this. clement displaying con i rent. systematic 
behaviour can be isolated and their potential as geochemical environment proxies can be 
assessed. 
Four trace clements were inve cigated in the modem T.gig:r, including Sr, Mg. Ba and B, a 
the e have been the focu of coral trace clement proxy srudie to date. Element variation 
arc usually expressed a ratio to Ca ( cc methods, 4.5.3). In hermarypic corals. variation of 
the c clements have been u cd as pro ic for SST (Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca. B/Ca). pH (B/Ca) and for 
upwelling or flood event (Ba/Ca). Corals thus provide a good baseline with which to 
compare Tridacna trace clement ystcmatics. U has proved to be useful in coral (l\lin er ,1/., 
1995: Sinclair ec al.. 1998). but as initial U in bivalve including Tridacna is below detection 
limit . it was not measured . 
4 .7. 1. 1 Internal reproducibility 
To e tablish chat a given trace element may yield a record of environmental conditions. 
require that the clement variations arc reproducible within a given band. To invc tigatc 
patial homogeneity of the major trace clements Sr. Mg. Ba and B, parallel LA-JCPMS can 
were performed across both inner and hinge zones of the T. gig.1 from Huon Peninsula. 
The hypothesis is chat clcmcmal ratios that arc spatially reproducible reflect variation of 
external conditions. Differences in trace clements between the inner and hinge zone arc 
h)'pothe ised to reflect biological effect on trace clement uptake. 
There arc essentially three possible modes of trace clement incorporation: 
1. Uptake full)' independent of Tridacna biological proce c . in which case both absolute 
values and variation will be chc same for each zone. 
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2. Uptake semi-independent of biological proccssc . inferred when absolute values arc 
offset from one another between the two zone . but rracc clement variabilit)' i 
reproducible. Trace clements arc off: ct in absolute value and which arc off: ct from one 
another between the two zones. but trace clement variabilit}' is reproducible. 
3. Uptake governed by biological proccssc . indicated when trace clement arc off: ct in 
absolute values and do not display the same variability. 
4 .7. 7 .2 LA-ICPMS transects 
Two parallel scans were performed aero the hinge zone and three aero the inner zone of 
the T. giga pecimen (Figure 4.24). The extra scan across the inner zone was performed to 
inve tigatc trace element variation over a larger patial scale, given that the inner zone ha 
been targeted as being mo t uitablc for palcoclimatc rccon truction. 
LA-ICPMS transects in modern T. gigas 
Figure 4.24 Tr.rnsmiued light image of the modem T. gig;i horn lluon Peninsula. with LA-
1CP~1 transects marked. Red transect is transect I and overlies the table isotope transect illu trated 
in Figure 4.13. Blue transect is transect 3. which i approxim::nely 2 mm from transect I. Transect 2 
was performed on a parallel slab through the inner zone at approximately the same relative position 
as transect I, and given that the primary lab is approximatcl)' 10 mm thick. transects I and 2 arc 
separated by at least 10 mm. 
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4.7.1 .3 Observations 
(A) Internal reproducibility: 
The three transect across the T. giga inner zone indicate that variations in skeletal Ba/Ca 
and Mg/Ca ratio arc reproducible (Figure 4.25 A,B). The behaviour of these trace clements 
i quite different however: Ba/Ca ratios di play harp. reproducible peaks above a constant 
ba cl inc value around 0.00 I mmolmol 1. whcrca Mg/Ca ratios show oscillations 
upcrimposcd on ri ing trends. In contra t, r/Ca and B/Ca ratios display noi:>icr ignal than 
the Ba/Ca and Mg/Ca. and poor reproducibility bcrwecn transect in the T. gign (Figure 
4.25 C,0). 
In the hinge zone of the T. giga pccimcn. Ba/Ca and Mg/Ca arc reproducible and the 
pattern are imilar to those from the inner zone (Figure 4.26, 4.27). In contrast to the inner 
zone however. B/Ca and Sr/Ca show reproducible pattern in the hinge zone. In ummary, 
parallel transect. indicate that Ba/Ca and Mg/Ca arc reproducible in the inner and hinge 
zone · of the T. gigas, whcrca B/Ca and Sr/Ca reproducibility depends on which zone i 
analysed, bccau c they arc not reproducible in the inner zone, but how good 
reproducibility in the hinge zone. 
Figure 4.27 compares record from the T. giga inner and hinge zone . and Table 4.5 
ummarise maximum and minimum value of the trace clement ratios in both inner and 
hinge zones: Table 4.6 summarises reproducibility within and between zones. 
Table 4.5 ical trace element values measured in T. i as 
Ba/Ca Mg/Ca Sr/Ca B/Ca 
J\ll values Inner llinge Inner Hinge Inner Hinge Inner Hinge 
mmoVmol 
Baseline Flat Fbt Rising U-shape f1at Usha Rising U- ha 
Mjnimum 0.00046 0.00046 0.54 0.14 1.3 I 1.4 0.18 0.017 
Maximum 0.0042 0.0036 3.2 1.3 1.9 1.8 0.78 0.25 
Mean 0.00097 0.00093 1.2 0.35 1.5 1.5 0.27 0.11 
Major peak 0.0012 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.05 height• 
'Relative peak height above moothed trend line. exact locations where peak heights were measured 
arc indicated on Figures 4.23 and 4.25. 
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Table 4.6 Re roducibili of trace element atterns T. gjg_as 
Ba/Ca M Ca B/Ca Sr/Ca 
Within-zone hinge Good Good Good Good 
Within-zone inner Good Good Poor Poor 
I Bcrwccn-zonc Absolute Rd:uivc Poor Poor 
(B) Trace element reproducibility 
Ba rium : Ba/Ca variation within the 7: gig.1s pccimcn how reproducible variability within 
and between the hinge and inner zone . with a slight reduction in ignal amplitude in the 
hinge zone relative co the inner zone (< 25% reduction) (Table 4.5 . 4.6: Figure 4.27). Ba/Ca 
thu fulfil the minimum criteria for implc environmental control of trace clement 
variation (mode I control: sec 4.7. 1. l above). 
Magnesium : Mg/Ca variation arc reproducible within each zone, and how similar 
pattern in the inner and hinge lone . However. Mg/Ca value arc ub~tantially higher in 
the inner zone than in the hinge (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.27, 4.28). Thu . Mg/Ca meet the 
minimum criteria for biologica lly mediated environmental control of trace clement 
variation (mode 2 control: cc 4.7 .1.J above). Compari on of ob crvcd l\tg/Ca ratio with the 
ratio expected for aragonitc precipitated in equi librium wi th seawater can reveal the 
magnitude of possible biological effect . The expected ratio is given b)' the di tribution 
coefficient: 
(D1o1g1Ca) "" (Mg/Ca~ 
(Mg/Ca) tOln. 
(Eq. 4.9) 
\ ith seawater Mg/Ca appro imately 5.2 molmol 1 (Chester. 2003). O'!r.C• of 0.0002 (Oomori 
er :ii .. 1987). equilibrium precipitation of lg into aragonite hould produce skeletal value 
around 1.0 mmolmol 1. Figure 4.25 and Table 4.5 uggcst T. giga · precipitate Mg clo er co 
equilibrium in the inner zone (mean value 1.2 mmolmol 1) than in the hinge zone. which 
i · relatively depicted (mean value 0.35 mmolmol 1). and uggc c that biological 
fractionation ma)' affect Mg incorporation in the hinge zone. 
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Figure 4.25 Par.iUcl w\ ICP~I trace clement transects through the inner lone of the modem T. 
gig.1S. J\ Ba/Ca. B ~lg/Ca. (overleaf) : C B/Ca. 0 r/Ca. Transccb I and 2 arc 10 mm ap3rt , 3nd 
tr.insects 2 and 3 arc 2 mm apart. Y axis scales apply to transect I (black line). all other tr.insects arc 
vertically offset in equal amounts from thi~ tra~ct as follows - Ba/Ca: 0.004 mmolmol 1. Mg/Ca: I 
mmolmol 1• B/Ca: 0.1 mmolmol 1• r/Ca: 0.4 mmolmol 1• 
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Figure 4.26 Parallel LA ICP 1$ trace clement transcctS through the hinge zone of the modem 
T. gi'g:is. hown arc Ba/Ca. ~lg/Ca . B/Ca and r/Ca. Track arc separated by 2 mm. Y-axis scaJc appljes 
to transect I (grey line). transect 2 i plotted on the same scale. but vertically offset as follows Ba/Ca: 
0.002 mmolmol 1, ~lg/Ca: 0.3 mmolmol 1• B/Ca: 0.1 mmolmol 1. r/Ca: 0.2 mmolmol 1• 
Boron and Strontium : These trace clement do not show reproducible signal within the 
inner zone of the ample Tridacna, which also result in lack of ignal rcproducibilit)' 
between the inner and hinge zones. Good reproducibility of these clement i observed 
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within the hinge zones of che T. gig:i . I lowever, the lack of con istcnt behaviour between 
inner and hinge zone . and poor reproducibilit)' in the inner zone ugge t th3t 
incorporation of these elemen~ into the keletal matrix is complex and doc not encourage 
the use of chc e clement a paleoenvironmental proxie . Moreover. all ob ervcd r/Ca 
value in the Tridacna aragonite arc lower than expected. Dy c. for inorganic aragonite is 
approximately 1.15 (Kin man and Holland. 1969) 3nd cawaccr Sr/ Ca 8.55 mmolmol 1 (de 
Villiers. 1999): thus aragonitc precipitated in equilibrium hould have r/Ca around 9.8 
mmolmol . llcrmatypic coral arc close to thi (-8.9 mmolmol ' : Beck ct .1/. {1992): Marshall 
and McCulloch (2002)) but the observed value for Tridacna (1.5 mmolmol 1: Table 4.5) arc 
ignificantly depicted in both inner and hinge zone . This suggc t · ignificant biological 
mcdi3tion of Sr incorporation into Tridacna aragonitc. 
4.7. 1.4 Zonal and spatial summary 
From thi cxplorativc rudy. Ba/Ca appears co have the grcatc c potential for application to 
palcoclimatc tudics: it appears reproducible between zones. in term of absolute value and 
al o variability. which suggest minimal biological fractionation of Ba/Ca. Mg/Ca also 
appears to have potential. recording ·imilar v3riations in different growth zone in the T. 
gigas. However. ~lg/Ca values differ in 3bsolute values between growth zone . wich more 
Mg incorporated in the inner zone (- 0.6 I .2 mmolmol 1 vs. 0.2 - 0.7 mmolmol 1). Thi doc 
not preclude the use of Mg/Ca for palcocnvironmental studies. as reproducible ignals aero 
both growth zones sugge t that Mg/Ca at lea c partly reflect external environmental 
control. It ccm unlikely that some ccondar)' biological rh)1thm drive the ignal. 
B/Ca and Sr/Ca arc noc reproducible within the inner zone or between growth zone · and 
their potential for palco-prOX)' work i judged to be limited. However. they may be useful 
indicators of diagcne i in fo ii clam . whereby di placed mean values may indicate 
contamination b)' diagenetic cements. skclccon replacement or rccryi.tallisation. 
The following section explore the relationship · between environmental conditions and 
Tridacna 1g/Ca and Ba/Ca ratios. 
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T. gigas: INNER vs . HINGE trace element records 
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Figure 4.28 Trace clement covariation in inner and hinge zone in modern lluon P. 7: gig:is. 
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4.7 .2 Climate-related trace element signals: Mg/Ca 
4.7.2 . 7 Introduction 
The abilily of LA- fCPM to produce high re olution data quickly means it i an anractive 
method for obtaining time-serie of proxy paleoclimate data, and therefore if a trace elemem 
climate proxy can be identified in Tridacna, numerous fo ii clams could be analy:>ed far 
more quick!)' than with table i otope . 
The Mg/Ca record from the modern T. giga · hows cyclic variations (Figure 4.25). which 
may reflect annual variations in SST and/or . a ha been shown for 0180 in the same 
hell. Given that Mg/Ca i temperature dependant in other mollu cs (Klein er al.. 1996a), 
one may expect annual variations of SST to dominate the ignal. The calibration lope 
obtained by Takcsuc and van Geen (2004) of 0.23 mmol Mg/°C for the aragoniric bivalve 
Prororhact1 mminca. coupled with the annual SST variation of 2°C at Huon Penin ula. 
would produce Mg/Ca C)'clcs of about 0.46 mmolmol 1. Thi i approximate!)' what i seen in 
much the T. giga record in the inner zone (Figure 4.25. 4.27). However. ome C)'cles 
coward the end of the record arc ignificantl)' larger. Hence. the possible effect of SSS. SST 
and other factors arc examined in a stepwise manner. 
4.7.2.2 Mg/Ca vs. 8'80 
As a robu t chronology has been established for the modern T. giga· using growth bands and 
oxygen isot0pe . the Mg/Ca record ha been put on the same chronology for direct 
evaluation of seasonality and of the influence of variables uch as SST. This i done in Figure 
4.29. wh ich show that :1g/Ca appears tO vary scasonall)' and that ~tg/Ca minima tend to 
correlate with enriched 180 value . 
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Figure 4.29 Mg/Ca and 01$() correlation in modem I luon P. T. gig.:is.. Grey bars rcpr~nt major 
opaque growth bands, and aqua repr~nts minor opaque growth bands. In juvenile years. one )'Car is 
a 'quadruplet'. In mature years, minor growth bands can not be resolved. Both Mg/Ca and &1'0 arc in 
raw form (ie - no detrcnding). Black line indicates possible linear trend in ~lgCa . 
For 0 to I 10 mm, Mg/Ca varies by about ±0.2 mmolmol 1 around a horizontal rrend, while 
from 110 to 145 mm values osc illate by about 0.3 mmolmol 1 on a rising trend. The change 
Of SlOpC COincide \Vith the beginning Of annual Cycles in OllC mentioned Carlier (Section 
4.6.2) and may be related to the Tridacna reaching sexual marurity. 
The correlation of Mg/Ca and 0180 improves when the linear trends in each arc removed 
(Figure 4.30). but significant differences remain. particularly between 50 and 80 mm, and 
115 to 140 mm. To investigate the possible effects of r and SSS. the dctrendcd Mg/Ca 
record is next compared with a reduced 0130 record. from which the salinity component has 
been removed using the monthly salinity record from lluon Pcnin ula and the Fairbanks et 
al. ( 1997) SSSlo'8Q ... relation hip as described in Section 4.6.3. As the salinity data is 
monthly resolution. and the 0130 sample resolution varies from approximately bi -weekly to 
bi-monthly. the salinity data ct wa re-sampled at the same resolution a the 0180 data using 
Analyscric software (Paillard et al .. 1996). 
The salinity-corrected 0130 record is compared to the Mg/Ca record in figure 4.308. In 
principle. this 0180 record reflects SST variation only. o improved agreement between this 
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and the Mg/Ca record would :.ugge t that Mg/Ca variations are also driven by SST changes. 
Figure 4.30 show that the correlation of Mg/Ca with salinity-corrected 0130 i better than 
with the uncorrected record for the first 100 mm of growth. The improvement is illustrated 
more clearly when Loe mooching (a smoothing technique u ing local polynomial 
regression co calculate weighted average across a de ignated pan of datapoint ) i applied 
to the two records (Figure 4.30 C & 0). particularly for the 50 - 90 mm interval. The sharp 
peaks in the oxygen record arc not reproduced in the Mg/Ca record. con i tent with the 
previou interpretation that these reflect large flood events (Section 4.6.3). The correlation 
upports the hypothe is that Mg/Ca reflect · SST change. Beyond 100 mm, the amplitude of 
Mg/Ca C)•clcs incrca es to more than double that of the 0180 cycle . 
Covariance plot hown in Figure 4.31 . more clearly illu crate the c differences in the 
Mg/Ca-0180 relationship for different area of the clam. These covariance plot show 
difference sub ct of the data, to identify factors which may confound the SST driver in both 
the Mg/Ca and 0180 records. including omogenic effects on Mg/Ca. local salinity effect · on 
0180 including floods. and the sea onal salinity component of the 0130 record. These factor 
have been sequentially removed from the datasets. with the aim of i olating the data that 
most likely reflect temperature change only. 
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rcgrc ion line. and two outer lines represent 95% confidence Umits for the data. (A) Complete 
dataset . orange circle indicates ~mplcs that broodly correlate with the 'mature' part of the clam. blue 
circle indicates sharp 0110 depictions a.~iated with inferred flood events. (B) Juvenile record onl)' 
(0 I 18mm). (C) Mature record only ( 118 140mm). (0 ) Complete dataset minus inferred flood events 
(E) Juvenile record only minus inferred flood events. (F) Juvenile record where both local flood 
events and predicted overall salinity contribution to the Tn'd.1cna ¢110 (using Fairbanks ct ,1/. ( 1997) 
equation) have been removed prior to plouing c timated best temperature-only record in the 
Tn'dacna skeletal 0130 . 
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The whole dataset and all ubsct show a negative corrclarion between the cwo proxie . with 
r 0 .47 (Figure 4.31A). Removing data from the mature part of the clam ( 100- 145 mm) 
improves the correlation co r 0 .55 (Figure 4.31 B). and removing the hon-term flood 
event from the 0180 record improves the correlation further ro r 0.58 (Figure 4.31 E). The 
be t correlation for the juvenile portion is achieved when the predicted regional salinit)' 
contribution co skeletal 0180 i · removed ( r 0.59). Figure 4.31 F. 
4.7.2.3 Mg/Ca vs. SST 
To further invc rigacc the SST/ Mg/Ca relation hip. the Mg/Ca record wa compared to 
in trumcntal (monthly and weekly) SST data (Figure 4.32). The Mg/Ca data were rcsamplcd 
at the same resolution as the in trumental ST records u ing Anal)' cric oftwarc, with one 
tic point per )'Car (winrcr). The rcgrc · ion agai n c the monthly SST record indicate a 
corrclat ion coefficient r 0.64 (n 194, p<0.000 I) (Figure 4.33). The regression equation is : 
Mg/Ca (mmolmol 1) = 0.3891 ± 0.0335 x SST(0 C) - 10.1 14 ± 0.9753 (Eq. 4.10) 
The regrc · ion with the weekl)' SST record howcd poorer corelation (r 0.58, n 835. 
p<0.0001 ). with 
Mg/Ca (mmolmol 1) = (0.298 ± 0.0145 x SST(0 C) - 7.47 i 0.426 (Eq. 4.11) 
Ocher tudies of Mg/Ca-temperature relationship in bi alvc aragonitc arc limited to that by 
Takcsue & van Geen (2004). for the intertidal aragonitic bivalve Prororhac.i ramine.1. The 
regression equation in rhi case i : 
Mg/Ca (mmolmol 1) = (0.23 :t 0.05 x SST(0 C) + 0.35 :t 0.52 
wich r 0.71 , p < 0.001. 
(Eq. 4.12) 
Both Tridacna equations have a higher temperature dependant lope than P. r.1minca. 
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line, 3nd outer two grey lines represent 95% confidence limits for the datapoints. 
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4 .7.2.4 Summary 
From these ob crvation of Mg/Ca covariation with 0180 and SST. ic i concluded that Mg/Ca 
in the inner zone of Tridacna is dominantly dependant on temperature. but al o appear to 
be influenced by other facrors. The e may include physiological cffcctS such as growth rate. 
kclctal organic content may also affect Mg/Ca (Take uc and van Geen, 2004). 
The good correlation of Mg/Ca with SST in the inner zone of Tridacn,1 is ufficiem for 
Mg/Ca to be used as a proxy fore timating the seasonal range of SST. At chis tage it is not 
useable for reconstructing ab olute palco SST's in fossil Tridacn.1, becau c cau e of secular 
trends and mean values of Mg/Ca in modern Tddacna have not yet been constrained. 
Biological cffectS that may be re pon iblc for non-equilibrium precipitation of Mg in 
Tridacna may var>' from clam to clam. and future srudics documenting the range of kcletal 
Mg/Ca among Tridocna from geographically dispersed location would be useful. Thu in 
the next chapter of this the is. Mg/Ca in fossil Tridacno will be used co estimate seasonal 
temperature ranges and to provide constraints on the timing of annual cycle . co assist 
interpretation of Ba/Ca ratios. 
4 .7.3 
4.7.3. 7 
Climate-related trace element signals: Ba/Ca 
Seasonality 
following the same procedure for 1 lg/Ca. the Ba/Ca record in the modem Huon Peninsula 
T. giga is compared to the 8180 record. Figure 4.34 shows that the Ba/Ca record is 
characterised b)' sharp peak . reaching maxima of 0.004 mmolmol 1 above a ba elinc of 
0.0006 mmolmol 1• but these peaks how no con i tent relation hip to 0180 variations or 
growth bands. In shore. Ba/Ca ignals arc not casonal. Moreover. there are no obvious 
correlations bcrwccn Ba/Ca and one (Figure 4.35). suggesting that there arc no trong link 
to phy iologicaJ processes. 
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Figure 4.35 Ba/Ca vs. o13C in the modem 1: 91g:1, Growth bands same as previous figure. 
4.7.3.2 Ba sources in the ocean 
In terms of reproducibiliry within and between growth zones in the Tridacna shell, Ba/Ca 
signals were judged to be least affected by phy iological processes, and potentially the most 
robu t indicaror of changes in an environmcmal factor. To gain better insight into what may 
be rcspon ible for the Ba peaks, che cause of natural variability of Ba in surface seawaters 
arc reviewed. 
The sources of barium in surface seawater can be divided into dissolved and particulate 
phase ; these arc now outlined. 
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Di olved Ba enters seawater by desorption of Ba from uspcndcd clay in flood plume . 
De orption and maximum Ba concentration occur when mixed floodwater and seawater 
reach Sppt. and then decrease linearly with increasing salinity (Hanor and Chan. 1977: Li 
and Chan. 1979; Carroll et nl .. 1993). When u pended sediment load in the floodwater 
increase . greater amount of Ba arc de orbed and the local seawater Ba/Ca ratio increa c . 
This relation hip ha been used to construct record of flood event on the Burdekin River 
u ing coralline Ba/Ca ratio in the near hore Great Barrier Reef (Alibert ct 31 .. 2003: 
McCulloch ct lJI .• 2003; Sinclair and McCulloch, 2004). 
Upwelled water also may increa e the Ba coment of surface water. Ba is depleted at the 
urface and relatively enriched at depth (Bacon and Edmond, 1972: Bernat et al .. 1972). 
u ually reaching a maximum concentration around 2000m depth or below. Tide and wind -
driven flows of surface waters can promote upwelling of Ba-enriched waters. Thu . Ba/Ca 
variation in corals have been used to provide records of historical upwelling events in the 
eastern equatorial Pacific associated with E SO event (Lea et al. 1989). 
Phytoplankton blooms can create organically bound particulate Ba (bio-Ba) that increases 
the Ba content in surface eawatcr. Bio-Ba appears to occur in two forms - either a Ba 
incorporated into or ad orbed onto phytoplankton. or a particulate barite. Freshwater i 
enriched in nutrients including Ba (Broccker and Peng. 1982) and during large runoff 
events. phytoplankton blooms may occur. and the incorporated Ba can then by ingested by 
filter-feeding bivalve . Baritc crystal (BaS04 ) (particulate baritc) may precipitate in ~ulfur-
rich environments created by the decay of diatom assemblages. both marine (Dchai r et al .. 
I 991; St roobants et ,11 .• 1991 ) and freshwater (Stecher 11 I and Kogut. 1999). 
To i olatc possible source and mcchani ms for Ba incorporation in the Tn'dacna. four 
question arc addressed: 
Is there evidence for Ba-desorption from river flood-plumes? 
The lack of correspondence between 0180 flood -peaks from local river and Ba/Ca uggcst 
that Ba desorption from clay sedimen ts is not significant. In addition. coral records affected 
by flood -plume Ba desorption in the Great Barrier Reef how a gradual tailing-off of Ba 
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peak after the flood event: thi i not ob crvcd in the Tnaacna. However thi could reflect 
oceanographic differences. because the tailing cfTc t in GBR corals may reflect rc:>uspen ion 
of flood cdimcnt that arc depo itcd on the broad continental hclf. In itiaz trait. there i 
no continental helf and bathymetry rapidly fall to greater than 1000 m. and this 
bathymctry combined with the strong ocean current channelled through Vitiaz trait, 
implie chat flood sediments arc likely to have a short residence time. Ba desorption from 
rivers di tal to Huon Pcnin ula (the Scpik and Ramu Rivers - 400 km to the I \V) i 
discounted. given that no trong Ba ignal arc ob crvcd in coral near these two rivers 
(Tudhopc et al .. 1997). Thu it can be concluded that Trid:1cna Ba may be sourced from 
upwelling of dissolved Ba. particulate bio-Ba or :>uspended baritc cry cal . 
Js Tddacno Ba lattice-bound or organically-bound particulate Barium? 
The excellent spatial reproducibility of Ba throughout the Tridacna uggcsts it i lattice-
bound. and unlikely t0 be incorporated with organic material in the Tridacna kelcton. An 
additional l..A -ICP 1$ scan wa performed co eliminate the possible a ociation of Ba with 
organic material. P. Mn. Cd and Pb arc clement often a ociatcd with organic particulate 
(Amici et al.. 1973: Schocmann ct al .. 1998: Aliben et al .. 2003: Wyndham N al .. 2004). thu 
any variation in the c clements that arc a ociatcd with Ba ariation may uggc t 
organically controlled Ba incorporation. C was not measured. as chi is out idc the ma 
range mca urable using the quadropolc lCPMS. The re ult indicate no correlation between 
any minor clement and peaks in Ba (Figure 4.36). thu Ba i not incorporated into the 
kelct0n in an organic component. 
Can Tn'docna Ba be explained by upwelling? 
Cadmium di pla)' nutrient -type behaviour and is ometimc u ed a an upwelling tracer 
( hen et al .. 1987: Reuer er :11 .. 2003). however the lack of correlation between Cd and Ba in 
Figure 4.36 suggests Tridacna Ba i not an upwelling signal. In addition, Porite corals from 
1cw Ireland northca t of the Huon Pcnin ula record a strong sea onal upwelling ignal (C. 
Alibcrt pcrs. comm.), due to hoaling of the thcrmocline in the Austral winter when the 
\VPWP i po itioned further north . lfowever the lack of sea onalit)' in Tnaacna Ba 
indicate this upwelling i not experienced at I luon Penin ula. 
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Figure 4.36 
to Ba/Ca. 
Minor clement geochemistry of a section of the modern 7: 9igJ and ics relationship 
How does coralline Ba and bivalve Ba compare ? 
The Ba/Ca ratio of coral is proportional to the Ba/Ca concentration in the precipitating 
fluid , with a partition coefficient in the range of 1.15 - I .30 (Lea ec al .. 1989; Alibert er al .. 
2003). Ba/Ca values reported for corals generally range between 0.004 0.015 mmolmol 1 
(Table 4.7). w hich arc higher than Ba/Ca values observed in the modern Huon Pcnin ula T. 
giga (0.001 - 0.005 mmolmol 1). Surface Ba concentration around PNG arc estimated co 
average 32 nm kg 1 (Tudhopc et al .. 1995). and with an e timatcd Ca concentration of 10.2 
mmol kg 1 at 3Spsu, would equate to a surface ocean water Ba/Ca of 3.25 µmolmol 1. 
Applying DBa,,.~·~ 1.27. e timated Tridacna Ba/Ca should be around 4.12 µmolmol 1. This 
value is within the range of Ba/Ca values observed in modern Tridacn:1 from Huon 
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Penin ula. although the Tridacn.1 record i charactcri cd b)' a low baseline (0.001 mmolmol 
1) and peak infrequent!)' exceed the predicted 0 .0041 mmolmol 1. 
Variation in coralline Ba/Ca often is associated with flood plume de orption or runoff. or 
upwelling (sec Table 4.7). Jn bivalves. Ba ha been associated with algal blooms: it has been 
speculated that Ba is inge tcd a particulate baritc through the bivalve filter-feeding y tern. 
tran fcrred into the cxtrapallial fluid and ccrctcd ( tcchcr cc al .. 1996: Lazarcth c1 .11., 
2003). Thi mechanism for incorporating Ba differs from that for corals: coral arc not able 
to inge t particulate Ba and incorporate it into their skeleton . The high value ob ervcd in 
estuarine bivalve (>0.04 mmolmol 1) arc not observed in the Tridacna. however peak hapc 
( hort . harp cvcncs) arc imilar to previously published bivalve record that have been 
linked to phytoplankton activity (Stecher c1 al. . 1996; Toland ct al .. 2000: Vander Puuen et 
,11 .. 2000). 
Table 4.7 Ba/Ca variability in corals and bivalves 
Author Location Medium Cause of Ba Ba/Ca ran;l 
variations (mmolmol 1) 
incla1r & ~lcCulloch GBR. Australia Porires coral ~1ood plume 0.004 - 0.016 
J 2004) desorption 
- - -Alibcrt o ' McCulloch GBR. Australi:i Pontt coral Flood plume 0.005 - 0.015 
u 2oro2 desorption 
-Tudhopc c1 al. (1997) Madang & l..1tng Pomcscoral Flood plume 0.0035 - 0.0045 
-
Is. P~G nutrient~ 
-l..eJ Cl J/. ( 1989) Galapagos P.11·on.1 cl.7vus Upwelling 0.0042 - 0.005 
coral 
-~Ion er 3/. (1999) Sh1rigai B~~an Pontl'S cor:il Upwellin~ 0.0039 - 0.005 I 
Tudhopc er .JI. ( 1996) Southern Oman Pon'rcscoral Upwelling + 0.002 - 0.01 S 
Phytop!Jnkton 
bloom-:? 
Sinclair t2005) GBR. Australia Pontt'$COral Unknown 0.004 0.014 
-
-Stc-chcr er :'II. (1996) C:ipc I lenlopcn. 1\1t•rcc113nJ Phytoplankton 0.002 0.02 
Ocfa•~re. USA t me«en>nJ r blooms 
-to.002 -0.6' -bl\-alve - -Stecher ct 31. (1996) Cape Charles. 'f'JSu/3 Phytoplankton 
Virginia. USA schdi Jin.1 blooms 
I 
bivalve 
,__,_ 
-Vander-Puttcn et :ii. :\cderlands ,\fy(Jlu~ cduhs Ph)rtOplankton 0.001 0.07 
J_2000) _estuary bwalve blooms 
-
,._ 
-l..11..arcth ct :ii. (2003) Kenya lsog11omo11 Algal bloom e\'CntS Not gwcn 
t..>phippJUm .. fTCshwatcr inputs 
bivalve 
This stud Huon P, P 'G Tridncna 7? 0.00 I - 0.004 
-
~ 
-
15 
Summary : Ir is concluded that Tridacna Ba i · mo t likely to be lattice bound. indicated by 
good patial and remporal reproducibility in rwo Trid.1cn.1 pecimens. Given previous 
association of bivalve Ba peaks and phytoplankton bloom . it i po ible that 1ridacn:i Ba 
al ·o reflect ingc tion of paniculate Ba and tran ferral into the cxtra-pallial fluid (EPF) 
where it is precipitated in the hell. Dissolved source of Ba do not appear to have significant 
influence on Tridacna Ba conrcnt. 
4 .7.3.3 Relationship of Ba/Ca to ENSO variations and 
surface current direction 
The ocean current regime near the Huon Peninsula is strongl)' controlled by the SE/NW 
orientation of Vitiaz Strait, and alternates betw een two state E currenr flow during the 
Au tral-summer 1 v..r mon oon. and 1 W current flow during the winrer E rrade winds. 
Comparison of urface velocity data for a I .5° grid near Huon Peninsula with the 0 1, 
indicates that during El 1 ino and La 1ina events. the normal sea onal current may be 
weakened and reversed (Figure 4.37). It appears that during El 1ino conditions. 1\V surface 
currents predominate (Figure 4.38). Although the relationship i le clear for La 1 ifla 
conditions. episodes of trong SE current flow do occur in contrast to El Nino condition 
where they do not occur at all. 
Comparing the Ba/Ca record to the e urface currents (Figure 4.37). larger peaks in Ba/Ca 
arc ob ervcd during po itive phases of the 01 (La Nina conditions). and a remarkable 
relationship i ccn berween the timing of major Tn'dacna Ba peaks (indicated on Figure 
4.37) and occurrence of SE urface-currcm flow. Thi may suggest sources of 1rid,1cna Ba lie 
\V of Huon Penin ula, the mo t obviou location being the Scpik and Ramu River - 400 
km away; these rivers have catchments of 78.000 km2 and 18.000 km2 re pcctively. During 
La Nina eventS. increased precipitation increase runoff and nmrient input into coa tal 
water along the nonhem coa dine of PNG. Increased nutrients may encourage 
phytoplankton bloom . and the e could be tran ported b)' SE current to Huon Pcnin ula. 
Although Tudhopc ct :ii. (1997) did not ob crvc a significant barium ignal in Porite coral 
near these two major rivers. this ource i not eliminated becau c the Scpik and Ramu 
Rivers ma)' not be carrying significant particulate Ba to de orb from a flood plume. but arc 
carrying nutrients (nitrate . phosphate . iron etc) which encourage phytoplankton blooms. 
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Since bivalve can inge t particulate Ba, and corals cannot, a Ba ignal may onlr be observed 
in the Tridacna. 
ScaWif: (Sea-viewing Wide Field of view Sen or) images of marine productivity during 
period of SE surface currenc flow were examined co determine if areas of phytoplankton 
activity could be identified tO chc \V of the Huon Peninsula (Figure 4.39). An area of high 
productivity around the Scpik and Ramu River is often observed during La Nina conditions. 
During an El 1ino event, the chlorophyll content near these rivers i smaller (Figure 4.40). 
Wich current velocities around 0.4 m cc 1, it would take around 10 days for a wacer mass to 
travel from che Scpik River to Huon Peninsula. 
If the mechanisms for producing and cxponing Ba to Huon Pcnin ula have been correctly 
identified. ic is clear that two of the e mechanisms muse coincide for a Ba peak to be 
observed in Tridacn.1. Fir cly. there ha to be ufficienr nutrient input from the Scpik and 
Ramu Rivers into che coa ta! waters to induce a phytoplankton bloom. Secondly urface 
ocean currents must be oriented favourably co transport the Ba-particulates SE to I luon 
Pen in ula. Interpretation of the environmental ignificance of the Tridacna Ba/Ca record i 
difficult because surface ocean currents do noc always flow SE during La Nina events, or 
might precede or lag the bloom. i toreover. a Ba/Ca peak doc not con i cently occur during 
every La Nina event, and sometime ' occur during El ino conditions. 
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Figure 4.38 Meridional + zonal surface current composites illustrating circulation patterns 
experienced near the J luon Peninsufa during El 1 ino events (Surface velocity data from: 
bttp:i, 1ridl.1.dtQ,columb1i1.cduJSQl.r liQ' l{;QSS kc1 ma~. 
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Figure 4.39 February 2000 (La Ni.fta conditions) (A) Surf.lee ocean chloroph)•ll content (Scawifs 
data from h1tp~'-'.<1nco.lor i'k na5i1 f..O.v.lc1.iD. (B) Surface ocean current vectors (IGO Lcetma 
from hllp;//jridl.ldeo.colu..mhJ.3,edu/SOURCt .lG05.5/.!cctrnaD. 
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4.7.3.4 Barium summary 
It has been cstabli hcd that the Ba/Ca record in the modern T. giga from Huon Peninsula is 
non-seasonal, and unlikely to reflect change in dissolved source of barium (upwelling or 
riverine inpuc). Particulate barium associated with phytoplankton blooms is con idered the 
mot likely Ba source. Sca\ViFS chlorophyll concentration maps indicate che Scpik and 
Ramu Rivers arc loci for phytoplankton blooms, and ocean urface current vector indicate 
that it is po ible to transport bloom-related particulate Ba co the Huon Peninsula. Other 
source of paniculate barium have nor been identified . 
These pcculative interpretation of environmental conrrols on Tridacn,1 Ba incorporation 
would gready benefit from a sampli ng program monitoring change in di olved and 
particulate Ba concentrations in Huon Peninsula seawater and groundwaccr. Thi would 
enable the natural variability of Ba in nearshorc waters to be constrained. and Ba source to 
be identified . Such a program would also strengthen the interpretation of Ba/Ca record in 
fo ii Tridocna from the area ( cc Chapter 5). through bener under tanding of che factors 
influencing seawater Ba concentration at present . 
4.8 CONCLUDING STATEMENTS 
• Trifl3cna giga arc demon traced to record SST (0180. Mg/Ca). 
• 
possibly productivit)' (Ba/Ca) in their skeletons. A record spanning 17 years was 
generated for one modern T. gijp pccimen from Huon Penin ula. at a resolution 
that varic from wcckl)' during early growth years, to monthly for later growth 
years. 
At Huon Peninsula. incerannual variability (ENSO) processc trongly influence the 
regional climatic co nditions. El i11o event arc associated with cooler SST's. and 
relatively low rai nfall. The T and S S signal in coral and Trid.1cna aragonitc tracks 
modem ENSO variabilit)' very well. Tridacna 0130 can be used co reconstruct palco-
ENSO or other paleo environmental record as robusdy as tropical coral archive . 
with the added advantage that their dense tructurc promote kclctal preservation. 
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Threshold value above which El Nino and La 1ina event are recorded in Tridacna 
0180 at liuon Peninsula, reported as deviations from the mean, arc ± 0.37%o for a 
moderate event. and ±0.56%0 for a strong-very strong cvem. 
Of cvcral trace clement/ Ca ratio . Ba/Ca is the most reproducible bcrween hinge 
and inner zone of the clam, both in term of variabilit)' and absolute value . Mg/Ca 
variability is also reproducible berween these two zones. though Mg appears co be 
precipitated further from equilibrium in the hinge zone (indicated by depicted 
values relative co inorganic aragonite). Sr/ Ca and B/Ca are noisy signals, not 
reproducible between different growth zone • and not deemed suitable for use as 
environmental proxic . Sri strongly discriminated against during Tridacna skeleton 
precipitation. wich values significantly lower than equilibrium value in inorganic 
aragonite. 
• In the modern Tridacna. based on the characteri tic of the Ba/Ca record and its 
clement/Ca a ociations. it i inferred that dissolved source of Ba (riverine 
runoff/desorption and/or upwelling) are not re pon ible for the Ba/Ca signal. 13a/Ca 
ratios in che modern Tridacna at Huon Pcnin ula have been pcculativcl)' linked to 
incorporation of particulate Ba into the Tridacna filter-feeding system and 
sub equent incorporation into the extra -pallial fluid . Particulate Ba is often 
associated with phytoplankton blooms and the Scpik River/ Ramu River area is a 
possible source. During SE urface current flow (commonly associated with La Nina 
events). thi particulate Ba may be tran ported co lluon Peninsula and incorporated 
inco rhe TridacM. Although the e interpretation are speculative at present, this 
study confirm that bivalve Ba/Ca docs show porcmial for generating productiviry-
rclated proxy records. and a better undcrscanding of Ba cycling in tropical coastal 
area such a Huon Pcnin ula would be augmented by water sampling programs in 
tropical oceans in general. t0 identify Ba sources and Ba tran port pathways. 
CHAPTER 5 : GEOCHEMICAL SIGNALS IN FOSSIL 
TR!DACNA GIGAS FROM HUON PENINSULA: MIS SE 
ANDMISll 
5. l INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 4 , the giant clam T. gig:i · was investigated as a potential archive of tropical 
climate. through analy i of stable i otopes (0130 and o'3C) and selected trace clement ratios 
(Mg/Ca. Ba/Ca, B/Ca. Sr/Ca). It wa found that 0180 appears to be a robu t proxy in T. gigas. 
faithfully recording the combined change of T and SS: . and thus monitoring intcrannual 
climate variability associated with E TSO phenomena. Of the trace clement , Ba/Ca and 
lg/Ca showed greatest potential for application to climate tudic . indicated by 
reproducible. patially con i tent ignal in a modern Tridacna anal)'Scd from Huon 
Pcnin uJa . Short, sharp epi odic peaks in Ba/Ca were tentatively linked with phytoplankton 
bloom and sub equcm incorporation of particulate Ba into the clam skeleton. SST appears 
to control Tridacn:J kclctal Mg/Ca. cogcthcr with unidentified physiological factors. 
Sea onal variation of Mg/Ca. together with opaquc/ tran lucent banding. u cfully indicates 
sea onality in Trid.1cn:~. which i u cful for a essing the timing of Ba/Ca and other ignals. 
Thi chapter explore the rcconstntction of palcocnvironmcntal condition using fo s il 
Trid.1cn:i for two earlier inccrglacial interval : MfS Sc ( 128- 116 ka) (timing from Stirling er 
al. ( 1998)) and 1 II 11 (-423 360 ka) (from SPECMAP chronology. lmbric ct .1/. (1984)). 
Thi i done by usi ng 01110 and Ba/Ca in fo ii Trid.1cna as geochemical environmental 
proxic . to examine the hydrological regime. SST. and productivity. and imcrannual 
variability of the c factors during the c interglacial interval . Trid:Jcn.1 wa used because 
there arc few other high re olution climate archives that arc u cable over 0.5 Ma time calcs. 
Fo ii coral of MfS 11 age arc hard to find and their pre crvation is generally too poor to 
obtain reliable geochemical proxy records. Relative to coral . massive bivalves such a 
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Trid:icn:1 have greater pre crvation potential as they lack primary poro ity. thereby 
inhibiting the percolation of fluid through the aragonitc matrix. 
Approach : 
I. Geochemically charactcri c area of obviou diagcnc is uch a zone of aragonite 
calcite ncomorphi m. identified in the petrographic stud)' of fo ii Tridacrm (Chapter 
2). 
2. Document the trace clement gcochcmi try of aragonitic part · of the fo ii clam . to 
tCM whether these arc pri tine. 
3. Crc:Hc a high resolution 0110 record in a fossil giant clam from 1 IS 11 to investigate 
palco-E 1SO events. 
4. Compare multiple Ba/Ca record in the fo ii Tridacna, to explore palcoproducLivit)'· 
5 .2 SPECIMEN PALEOG EOGRAPHY AN D AG E 
5 .2 . l Huon Reef VII : MIS Se 
Reef growth at Huon Pen in ula during the La t Interglacial is rcprc cntcd by reef tract Vil. 
which i ubdh,idcd into Vila (fringing reef on the landward idc of the lagoon). and Vllb 
(barrier reef) (Chappell. 1974; Aharon. 1980) (Figure 5.1 ). The La t Interglacial reef tract VII 
was established prcviou ly by U-scrics dating of corals (Vcch and Chappell, 1970: Stein et 
al., 1993). Reef morpholog)' i well preserved . with a narro' . elongate paleolagoon with 
outer barrier reef present (sec Plate 5.1 ). imilar to the modern lagoon at Sialum. Multiple 
fossil Tridacna were collected from fringing reef Vila dirccuy behind ialum. and two T. 
g1gasspecimcns were selected for geochemical anal)'Se ' (samples U I I and U 12) (cc Plate 
5.2). 
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Reef Vllb 
(barrier reef 
crest) 
Reef VIia 
(fringing reef) 
Plate 5.1 Reef morphology of che Last !mcrglacial reef complex on the I luon Peninsula. 
viewed cast on the tCffil CCS dirccuy behind Sialum. 
1 o reliable TIMS U-series date have been obtained for fringing reef Vi la itself, due co poor 
preservation of corals (Stein er al., 1993). but the morphology of reef VII (fringing reef. and 
barrier reef and lagoon) indicate chat Vila formed at the culmination of sea-level ri e 
following the end of the Penultimate Glaciation, comparable to the Holocene reef (terrace I) 
at Huon Peninsula (Bloom er al., 1974; Chappell and Vceh, 1978; Aharon er al., 1980; Esat et 
.11 .• 1999). The top of reef terrace Vila is estimated to be 129 ka in age {Esat er al .. 1999). 
coincident with the tart of interglacial high ca-level at well dated ices in We tern 
Australia ( 128 ka) (Stirling et al .. 1998). Estimates of SST based on Sr/Ca and 0180 in well 
pre erved coral from the crest of VII arc similar to present (McCulloch er al .. 1999). 
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Figure 5.1 Above: Map illustrating the reef sequence of the l~t glaciaVinterglacia l cycle on the 
lluon PeninsuJa near ialum and Kwambu (modified from Aharon ( 1980)). Last Interglacial reef 
growth represented by reefs Vila and Vllb. location of the two T. g1g3SS3mpled from this unit ( U I I 
and U l 2) indicated by two ycUow dou. Below: Cross sect ion through rc~f sequence near ialum 
(modified from Aharon (1980) and Esat N 3l( l999}}. 
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5.2.2 Ririwe fossil reefs : MIS 11 
When rccon tructing paleoclimate. and comparing palco-rccord with modern records. it i 
necessary to match ampling environments between modern and fo ii samples as clo cly as 
possible to minimi c artefacts introduced into the palcoclimatc ignal a a re ult of 
envi ronmental d ifferences such as between lagoonal waters and open ocean. The fo ii 
Tridacna from MIS 11 were collecccd from a relict reef at Ri riwc Village, which lie 
bet ween rwo major rivers the Tcwae R. and the Keiowa R. (cc Figure 4.6). Deeply incised 
from their headwaters to the coa c. these rivers followed their present course when the 
Ririwc reef was builc. The palco-cnvironment is therefore likely co be imilar to that near 
Kanzarua village at the pre enc day (Figure 4.6) and the fossil Tn"dacna mu t have lived close 
to the ancc tral Tcwac and Kciowa Rivers (sec Figure 5.2). 
2km N 
' MIS 11 T. Gigas 
Tewae R. 
Figure 5.2 Estimated palcogeography of lluon Peninsula coostline during ~11 11. Yellow dot 
indicate probable locations of T. g~l{as. 
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The Ririwc paleorecf i a broad, cxtcn ivc reef terrace. uggc ting it formed during an 
interglacial interval. Unlike Huon Reef VIJ. the fo ii reef at Ririwe ha poor chronological 
control and the be t age con traint available arc based on tectonic uplift race . Uplift rate 
along lluon Peninsula since the La l lnccrglacial vary from 1.9 mka 1 near ialum. to 3.3 
mka 1 at Hubegong in the E (Ota et ,1/.. 1993: Chappell et :ii .. 1996). Ota et al. ( 1993) 
demon traced that uplift rates for the lloloccnc (la!>t 6000 yr ) and since the Lase lntcrglacial 
arc the same within error. but there i no way to be sure these rate arc applicable to older 
terraces. The po ibility of dating the Ririwc reef Tn<Jacna b)' U erie is examined in 
Chapter 6. buc is found to be fraught with difficultic . and extrapolation of uplift rate 
remain chc best method at pre enc. 
ample elevation for the Tridacn.1 collected above Ririwe village. range in elevation from 
l I 70 1205 m above sea-level. Mean uplift rates for chc Holocene and ince the Last 
lnccrglacial for this pare of the lluon coa!>tline arc approximately 2.7 3.0 mka 1 (Ota et c1I •• 
1993). Appl)1ing these uplift rate co ample elevation · produce e ti mace rangi ng from 397 
ka 446 ka. which overlap reasonably well wi th the age range of ~11 I I (a defined by 
lmbric er .1l (1984) on the orbitally tuned PECM1\ P i ocopc curve a 423 362 ka. From 
chi . the Ririwc reef and the Trid.1c11a collccccd from it arc correlated to MI 11. 
Table 5.1 
Tn<Jocna 
sample 
f RW-1 2 
I RW 1- 1 
~\V 3-2 
I R\V 3 I 
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Uplift rate-age estimates for MIS 11 
Tridacna 
GPS I I 
elevation Uplift rate Uplift rate 
(m) 2.7 m/ka • 3 m/ka 
1205 446 402 
1205 446 402 
I 190 441 397 
-
1190 441 397 
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5.2 .3 Mean 8180 data 
Quaternary variation of marine 0180 arc extensively documented, both globally (cg: lmbric 
et al. (1984) etc) and regionally for the WPWP (Lea er al. , 2000). Bulk 0180 value from the 
Ririwe Tridacna may constrain their relation hip to MIS 11. Bulk sampling wa done by 
milling a 40 mm long. l mm deep groove u ing a 2 mm diameter bit aero the inner zone of 
five Ririwe clams together with two M lS Sc clam from reef V!f, in addition co the modern 
T. giga from Kanzarua. The mature. low-growing part of the growth zone wa targeted, to 
maximize the number of years in each bulk sample: each sample was equivalent to about 13 
years growth . Six aliquot weighing between 190-220 µg were taken randomly from the 
bulk powder sample by pouring onto weighing paper, then recapping the vial and haking 
it ro re-homogenize, and repeating until six micro- plits were obtained. These were then 
measured for their stable i otopc (0180 and o13C). Figure 5.3 illustrates the bulk 0180 re ults 
obtained for the set of eight Tridacna. 
- 1.8 
- 1.6 MIS 11 
~ - 1.4 
1.2 
CX) 0 0 
0 0 
0.. 
- 1.0 £ > 0 
-0 
- 0 .8 MIS Se co 
tO 
- 0 .6 a 
- 0.4 n Modern 
- 0.2 
N N Q.I N • c • 
- ~ c I I I I 
"O ..... ..... M M 
- - > Q.I Q.I "O _J _J "O I I I I w VI VI "O ~ ?; ~ ~ .... 0 0 Q.I 
ex: ex: ex: ex: Q.I ~ ~ ex: 
Figure 5.3 Mean 0110 data for modem and fossil Tridacn:i from I luon Peninsula. Y cllow points 
represent T. g1g:isanal)·scd in this study. including five :.pecimens from the Ririwe recf (MI 11). two 
specimens from reef VIia crest (MIS Sc) and one modem specimen from Kam.arua. Red points arc 
pooled means of 'l: gig.1s analysed by Aharon ( 1980). includjng 8 specimens from reef VI la crest. and 
10 modem specimens. Error bar:. represent I E either side of the mean, and grey and green shading 
represents the range of values for each interglacial period to the I E level. 
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In both dataset . the MIS Sc Tridacna appear lighlly depicted relative to the modern 
pecimcns. A large offset cxi t ' between the ab olutc value in each dat:i:.ct. Thi i believed 
co reflect the diffcrcnc way- of tandardi ing the data to vPOB for each study: I used the 
1 BS- 19 tandard which i calibrated against vPDB. whereas Aharon (1980) used two 
internal tandards which were calibrated again t the international standard TKL and ' BS-
20 wh ich were in rurn calibrated again t vPDB (Aharon. 1980). Relative to the modern and 
MIS Sc Tridacrm. the MIS 11 Tridacna arc enriched by up co 0.7%o and arc significantly 
cattcrcd. This may reflect different sampling position with the Ririwc reef tract. As with 
younger reef tracts at Huon Pcnin ula. the Ririwc reef i inferred to have grown during 
rising sea level. Prcviou tudics of reef VI I howcd that 0130 of Tridacna is more enriched 
in sample deep in the reef. reflecting the enriched isotope composition at lower scalcvcl 
(Aharon ct al .. 1980: Aharon and Chappell. 1986). However. 0130 in the five Tridacn:i from 
Ririwc docs not show any regular depth dependence. uggcsting that other factors including 
diagenc i and habitat differences ma)' cause the scatter. 
Figure 5.4 compare the bulk i otope data from Figure S.3 co a plankconic foraminifcral 
record from the Omong Java Plateau. ca t of 'cw Guinea in the \VP\ P. The modern and 
Ml Sc Trid,1cna agree do cly with the foraminifcral 0130 data . These Trid,1cna o' 0 values 
for the Ririwc reefs arc compatible with growth during MJS 11. Although the most enriched 
sample (R\V~ l - 1 and R\V- 1 2) overlap peak value in 1 IIS 9. the uplift and i otopic data 
cogcthcr indicate that the Ririwc reef grew during the MIS I I interglacial. 
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Figure 5.4 Planktonic foraminifcral oxygen isotope record from Ontong Java Plateau (<r 
19.l' '· 15~ 21.7'E) from ua er :ii. (2000). with interglacial Marine Isotope Stages numbered and 
indicated by grey shading. Modem 0180 indicated by black dashed line. Blue dashed line indicates 
relative maximum 180 enrichment (~ ISE) limit in the MIS 11 fossil Tdd.1cna. Green boxes indicate 
relative 0180 ranges of the fossil Tddacn3 relative to the modem ' 'alue. Red bar indicates r.rnge of 
ages of the MIS 1 I Tn'd3cn3 estimated from tectonic uplift rates and sample elevation. Black box 
overlap of mean 0180 estimates and tectonic uplift age estimates (best estimate of MIS 11 Tdd:1cn.1 
ages). 
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5.3 GEOCHEMICAL SIGNATURES OF DIAGENESIS 
5. 3. l Introduction 
Stable i otope (0180) and trace clement ratio (Ba/Ca • Mg/Ca) in fossil Tridocna will be 
assc ·cd for environmental implications in the fo!>Sil Tridacna. To tc t whether the c 
geochemical ignal arc primary and not affected by diagenesi . sample arc examined 
visually and petrographically (Chapter 2). and the behaviour of geochemical signature is 
traced across zone where diagenc i ha occurred. Petrographic and EM ob crvation 
show calcite neomorphism in some fo ii Tridacna pccimcn (Chapter 2). These zones arc 
easy to identify and have diagno tic ignature in both table isotope and trace clement 
ratio . Changes associated with conversion of primary biogcnic aragonite to inorganic 
aragonitc arc more difficult to identify and geochemical analyse arc required to identify 
area wh ere clement mobilisation may have occurred. Thi cction details diagenctic 
geochemical ignaturc in the fo ii Tridacn.1 u cd in chi ·tudy. and documents trace 
clement behaviour observed in the aragonitc kclcton. The collective behaviour of table 
i otopc and cvcral trace clement i u cd to confirm that aragonicc zones in the fo ii 
Tridacna arc well preserved and arc :.uitablc for palcoclimacc studies. To achieve chi . a 
high -re ·olution stable i otope 1ran cct wa mca urcd aero , one 1 II I I Tridacna (sample 
Eddie) and LA ICP 1IS tran cct were performed on five MI 11 Tridacna and two ~II Sc 
Tridacna. in both inner zone and hinge zones where po iblc. 
5.3.2 Sampling 
LA ICP~l scans were performed aero che inner and hinge zones of five Tn'dacna from 
MIS 11, and two from Ml Sc (Plates 5.2. 5.3). 
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Plate 5.2 
Images of transcet slices through MIS 11 7: gigos. with black dashed lines representing transects in 
the inner and hinge layers along which LA -ICPMS analyses were performed. Arrows indicate 
direction of anal)'Sis. Tnaacno arc (a) Eddie. (b) RW-1- 1. ovcrlcaf (c) RW-1-2. (d) RW-3-1. (e) RW-
3-2. 
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Plate 5.3 Reflected light images of transverse sections through Ml Sc T. gig.1s. with transects 
in the inner and hinge zones for LA lCPM analyses indicated by dashed black lines. and arrows 
indicating direction ofanaly is. (a) UI I. (b) U12. 
5.3.3 Calcite observations 
5.3.3 . 1 Stable isotopes 
The 0180 composition of a carbonate is determined by the temperature and isotopic 
compo icion of the fluid from which it precipitates. The i ot0pic compo ition of 
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groundwater bicarbonate is determined b)' the relative contribution of oxygen derived from 
dissolved carbonate , and of oxygen derived from water (Allan and Matthews, 1982). The 
rate o f olution of CaC03 in near urface groundwaters i relatively low. and if the water 
flow rate i higher than the rate of di solution , the ~V 80 of calcite precipitated in hallow 
vadosc environment is likely to reflect the 0180 compo it ion of the meteoric water (Allan 
and Matthew . 1982). The one value of calcite precipitated in equilibrium i dependant on 
the one of the bicarbonate in the water from which the calcite precipitate . In groundwater 
bicarbonate. carbon is derived from C02 in the oil zone and from dissolved carbonate, and 
thus depend on the relative contribution from both sources (Allan & Matthews, 1982; 
Gro -. I 964). 
C02 in the soil zone generally has o" C value between 20 to 300A>o (Craig. 1953; Park and 
Ep tein , I 960; Gross. 1964). a plant re pired C02 in the soil zone i isotopically lighter than 
atmospheric C02• Reef carbonate generally have o13C value between -5 and +5%o. Thus. 
calcite derived from meteoric waters affected by oil C02 i likely to have o13C more 
depicted than the original marine carbonate. In the meteoric vadosc zone. soil C02 ha a 
greater effect on the o'3C compo it ion of the precipitated cakire. however. once below the 
water table in the phrcatic environment, the proportion of heavy o13C derived from 
dissolution of marine carbonates increa cs, re ulting in less 13C depicted calcite (Allan and 
1atthcw . I 982). 
In the tropical. heavily vegetated environment of Huon Penin ula where 0180 in runoff is 
8 to -12%0 (Chapter 4), calcite precipitated from meteoric water in the vadosc environment 
would therefore be expected to display i otopic depiction in both 0180 and 013C. Table 5.2 
illustrate the stable i otopc re ult - for rwo layers of calcite analysed in the Tridacna sample 
'Eddie' from Ml 11 (calcite locations illustrated in Figure 5.5). 
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Table 5.2: 
Stable isotope composition of isolated calcite layers 
in the inner zone of MIS 11 Tridacna sample 'Eddie' 
Tndocna 'Eddie' 0180 (vPDB, o/oo) 
Calcite layer l -5.12 
Calcite layer 2 -7.05 
--Aragonite -0.80± 0.21(1$0) 
Calcite 
layer 2 
2cm 
013C (vPDB, %o) 
0.15 
-5.95 
2.20:t 0.11 (ISD) 
Calcite 
layer 1 
Figure 5.5 Location of calcite samples collected from ~II 11 Trid:icn:i ·Eddie" 
The depleted C02 value in calcite layer 2 indicate soil C02 has affected bicarbonate 
13C 
composition and i consistent with a vadose environment, whereas calcite layer I suggest 
less soil gas interaction. and an inferred meteoric ph reacic ening at the time of calcite 
formation . Since deposition. this clam has likely pa ed through the phreacic environment 
where the wacer table intersects the lower terraces. but with continued uplift has passed 
into the vadose environment. and been exposed to a range of diagenetic conditions. 'Thin-
film transformation' or fine scale aragonite calcite neomorphism can occur in both meteoric 
phreatic and vadose environments (Pingitore . 1976). 
In ummary. the scablc isotopic compo ition of diagenctic calcite in Trid:icna from the Huon 
Peninsula displays a distinctive oxygen isotope ignacure which i ignificamly different 
from the aragonite stable isotope compositions. Thi reflec ts the imporcant relative 
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contributions of depicted rainwater and soil gas C01 to meteoric water bicarbonate 0180 :rnd 
013C respectively. 
5.3.3.2 Trace elements 
Trace clements show S)'Stcmatic behaviour in calcite layers in cvcral Tridacna, example of 
which arc illustrated in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. B/ Ca and r/Ca both display hifts across a 
calcite la)rer. B/Ca con-istently di plays lower ratio in the calcite than in the urrounding 
aragonite. This i con istcnt with observation of boron concentration in calcitic vcrsu 
aragonitic shells by earlier workers (Furst et :11., 1976; Kitano ec 11/ .. 1978). Sr/ Ca remains 
almost con tant in the aragonite hell. but fluctuate strongly in the calcite layer . Ba/Ca 
shows apparent annual cycle in the aragonite hell but in chc calcite layers the pattern is 
imilar to r/Ca. in that it -hows trong. rapid fluctuation - in phase with those in the r 
record (Figure 5.6. 5.7). Thi may reflect local dissolution and rcprecipitation of the Sr and 
Ba within the calcite layer during ncomorphi m. otably, averaging across the fluctuation 
of Ba/Ca and r/Ca in a inglc calcite layer hows that the bulk elemental gcochemi try i 
con crved. becau c the mean value is rhe same as the urrounding aragonite. which 
indicate closed- ystcm neomorphi m. The same has been observed in dense gastropods by 
1arrin cc .?/. ( 1986). The exterior surface i different however: a thick calcite rind that 
replace the outermost aragonitc ha large enrichments of tg. Sr and U. indicating opcn-
systcm interactions of meteoric fluids with the Tridacna. U i a purely secondary trace 
clement. as no uranium exi t- in modern Tridacna skeleton (<5 ppb). As well a the high 
level of U in the outer calcite layer, omc U occurs in or near omc of the internal calcite 
layers but pattern arc not con istcnt (Figure 5.6. 5.7). Finally. anomalou pikes in Mg/Ca 
arc observed in the inner zone that arc unrelated to calcite layers (Figure 5.6. 5.7). It i 
peculated that these reflect organic material. 
In summary. zones of vi iblc calcite ncomorphi m show consistent difference of trace 
clement levels compared to the :.urrounding aragonitc. in several Tridacn.1. The combined 
-ignaturc of a group of trace clement indicate area of neomorphi m and also indicate 
whether the diagcnetic system wa rclativcl)' closed or open. 
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Quality of preserved aragonite: trace element 
criteria 
Observations of trace clement behavior in the aragonite region between the localized 
calcite layers indicate that the primary Tridacna shell i very well pre crvcd. Evidence 
supporting thi includes the pre crvation of qua i-annual C)•cles of Ba/Ca. and Mg/Ca cycles 
in the marure growth region a well a growth related trend in B/Ca and 1g/Ca. Moreover, 
the absolute values of B/Ca. r/Ca and Mg/Ca arc comparable to modern Trid:1cn.1 value . 
and Ba/Ca signal were found to be reproducible between hinge and inner zone . These lines 
of evidence arc now examined in more detail. 
Annual cycles and growth-related trends 
Cyclic variations of trace clement arc u ccptiblc to change even under mild diagene is. 
Leaching experiment with aragonite molluscs and corals have hown that Mg i mobilised 
more ca ily than Sr. becau e ome Mg is adsorbed (Walls er al .. 1977). The fact that Mg/Ca 
omogcnic trend and cycle arc pre crvcd in these fossil pccimen indicate that ignificant 
Mg remobilisation has not occurred (Figu re 5.6 - 5.12). If primary aragonite had been 
replaced with inorganic aragonite, preservation of the e feature would not be expected. 
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Absolute values 
Ab olutc values of trace clement ratio arc ape co vary for several reasons. including 
diagcnc is. Except for Ba. the trace element examined here how natural variability in bulk 
values bcrween modern specimens, owing to biological control of trace clement uptake in 
Tridncna (Chapter 4). Biological procc cs do not seem co follow strict rule in trace clement 
uptake. Elements which arc precipitated in equilibrium with ambient scaw:ner ·how least 
natural variability; in Tridacna, Ba/Ca i the only trace clement that eems to be unaffected 
biologically (Chapter 4). 
Figure 5.13 illustrate the bulk trace clement dataset for all Tridacna analy cd in thi srudy. 
fossil values of Mg. r and B arc very imilar to measurements from modern Tridacna. 
' hcreas Ba varies con idcrably among t the fossil specimens and onl)' RW-3 I from Ririwc 
imilar to the modern hells. Uranium level arc low in thi pccimcn (RW 3- 1). 
Signal reproducibility 
ignal reproducibility is one of the strongest cescs of geochemical integrity in a fo sil 
pecimcn. Of all the trace clement re tcd, Ba/Ca was found to be chc only one that i 
reproducible between hinge and inner zone · in modern Tridncnn in terms of both cyclic 
pattern and absolute value (Chapter 4). imilar reproducibility in fossil specimen would 
indicate that the signal arc primary. because it i· hard to imagine how diagcncsis could 
produce the same ignal in separate part of a shell. 
Figure 5.14 - 5.18 compare Ba/Ca record between inner and hinge zone for five fossil T. 
gign specimens. As discussed in the next section. the Ba/Ca ignals in these fossil Tridacnn 
arc very different co chose in the modern pecimcn . in chat all the fo ii Tridacnn show 
regular cycle of Ba/Ca. while the modern ones do not. In each fossil Tridacna. the c cycles 
can be matched between the hinge and inner zone . and detailed feature of the Ba/Ca 
record in the inner zone is often reproduced in the hinge zone. The reproducibility of these 
signal strongly suggc t that the cycle arc not diagenetic artifacts. 
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Simple mea ure of absolute value of Ba/Ca for each fossil Tridacna arc Ii ted in Table 5.3. 
All Tridacna share imilar minimum Ba/Ca value around 0.001 to 0.002 mmolmol 1. 
whereas maximum Ba/Ca value vary from 0.004 to 0.013 mmolmol 1. A pervasive feature 
among these five pecimcn i rhc lightly reduced amplitudes of the Ba/Ca cycle in the 
hinge zone relative to the inner zones. A imilar bias in Ba/Ca incorporation between hinge 
and inner zones is al o observed in two modern Trid,1cna from lluon Peninsula (Chapter 4). 
thu thi fearure also suppon the Ba/Ca being primary. The trace clement geochemistry of 
the e pccimens is inferred to be very well preserved . 
Table 5.3 Ba/Ca values in fossil Tridacna inner and hinge zones• 
MIS 11 MIS Se 
RW-1-1 RW-3-2 Eddie SL-11 SL-12 
Ba/Ca 
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Mean 
·all value 
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Figure 5.14 ~II Sc T.gig:is' LJl2' Ba/Ca reproducibility between innco nd hinge 'l.Oncs. Y-axis 
scales arc the same for inner and hinge 1.onc. but arc offset by 0.0075 mmolmol 1. 
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SL- 11 T. gigas Hinge vs Inner Ba Ca records 
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Figure 5.15 MI Sc 7: gig:is · L 11' BJ/Ca re producibility between inner and hinge 1.onc . Y-
axi scales arc the same for inner and hinge 1onc. but arc offset b)' 0.01 mmolmol 1. 
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Figure 5.16 i\11 11 7: giga 'RW I l' BJ/C.'l reproducibility between inner and hinge 1.oncs. Y 
axis scales arc the same for inner and hinge 1.onc. but arc off~t by 0.004 mmolmol 1. 
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scales are the same for inner and hinge zone. but arc offset by 0.005 mmolmol 1. 
5.3.5 Summary 
1 arrow zones of calcite ncomorphi m in fossil Tridacna from Huon Pcnin ula display 
characteristic ignarures in both table i oropes and trace clement . Trace clements in the 
aragonite Tridacna indicate that geochemical integrity appear· to be intact. Pre ervation of 
annual cycles and oncogeni c effects in Mg/Ca in Trid.1cn.1 aragonitc. in addition to 
reproducibility Ba/Ca record between inne r and hinge zones in the fossi l clams. indicates 
minimal d iagcnctic impact. 
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5 .4 
5 .4.1 
MIS 11 TRIDACNA HIGH RESOLUTION STABLE 
ISOTOPES 
Sampling 
Five MIS I I Tridacna were sawed in half to inveMigace rhe degree of diagene is. and from 
the e one was selected for high re olucion table i otopc analy is. The sample 'Eddie' wa 
vi ·ually the b<? t preserved wirh minimal calcite recry callisation and fracruring. and wa 
chosen for high resolution isotopic analy is. This pccimen also pa ed the crace elemem 
rests for sample integrity describ<?d in the previou ection. 
Figure 5.19 Transmitted light image of fossil Trid.1cn.1 gigas 'Eddie' (~ II 11 ) collected from 
lluon Peninsula. displaying the hinge and inner growth 1:ones. and growth band patterns. Boundaries 
of major opaque growth bands arc indicated by grey and black lines. and red lines indicate tra~ts 
used for stable isotope and trace clement anal)•se . table isotope analy~ were performed every 0.5 
mm, following a milling resolution of0.25 mm as discussed in Chapter 4. 1 umbers indicate estimated 
years old in the juvenile 1iidacn:i. growth lines arc harder to distinguish for the mature zone and not 
marked past number 23. 
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Microsampling of 'Eddie' wa performed across the inner zone. to be directly comparable co 
the modem stable isotope record (Figure 5. 19). Every econd sample was analysed, 
providing a sampling resolution of 0.5 mm. In trument time constraint meant that only one 
high re olution stable isotope record could be obtained. 
5.4.2 'Eddie' stable isotope record 
Comparable co the modern T. gig.1s. opaque growth bands broadly coincide with more 
enriched 0180 (Figure 5.20). A similar decrease of growth rate with age i al o ob erved. 
However. the minor opaque growth bands (blue band . Figure 5.20) arc le obviou in this 
fossil clam than in the modern specimen. A trend of progrc ivc enrichment in the 0180 
record i comparable to that in the modem T. gigo (Figure 4.15). In contra t to the modern 
T. gigo which show progrc ivc depiction, o13C in chi fo · ii pccimcn shows a trend of 
progressive enrichment (Figure 5.20). Except for a narrow calcite band. mean values for 01110 
and o13C arc -0.80 %0 ± 0.21 %o ( ICJ) and 2.200/oo :t O. I 1%o ( ICJ) (n 351) re pcctivcly 
(excluding 4 sample associated with calcite diagcne is). Maxima and minima for 0180 arc -
0.17 and - 1.55 %0. and 2.48 and 1.70%0 for one. The extremely depicted level of 0180 and 
013C in the narrow calcite band indicate diagcne·i . mo t likely in vado e condirions (sec 
Section 5.3.3). The table i otopc data for the MIS 11 Trid.1cn.7 Eddie arc auachcd in 
Appendix 3. 
5.4.3 The seasonal cycle at Huon Peninsula during 
MIS 11 
The 01110 record wa converted to a calendar-year timescale. by equating winters with 
opaque band (tran mitted light) that show 0180 enrichment. with linear interpolation 
between winter points to produce qua ·i years (Figure 5.21 ). From thi . it is e timated that 
'Eddie' lived for approximately 35 year . twice a long a the modern T. giga pecimcn used 
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in Chaprcr 4. Clam extension rate dccrca c with age so that sampling re olution also 
decrease with age. bur casonality is till clearly re olvable. The sea onal double peak in 
SST and S ecn in rhc modern pccimen (Chaprcr 4) is present in many but not all year in 
rhis fo5:>il Tridacna (example arc indicated by arrows in Figure 5.21). suggesting thar rhc 
annual crclcs of SST and S S were ~imilar to present during chi portion of MIS 11. 
Amplitude of the seasonal crclc is al o imilar (0.5%0). as is variability (ISO o.21qoo in the 
fo ii Tridacna vs. 0.26%0 in the modern clam). 
imilar to the modern 0130 T. giga record. ~omc hon. sharp 180 depiction event occur in 
the earl>• part of the 'Eddie' record. where temporal re olution i grcarc t (Figure 5.21). As 
for rhc modern clam. these arc inferred ro reflect floods on the Tcwae and Kciowa Rivers. 
which probably discharged ro the ca close to rhc Ririwc reef during Ml I I (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.21 
'Eddie' dctrcnded o"O record on 
calcndar-)'car lime scale. created by 
cstim:ujng position of winters using 
0110 and growth bands. with linear 
interpolation of time between winter 
bands. Trend of 01'0 enrichment 
observed in Figure 5.20 was removed 
b>' fitting a linear trcndline to the 
data. and correcting point either side 
of the midpoint back to the 
horizontal. Arrows indicate years 
where double peak in <51' 0 seasonal 
C)'clC is clear. two blue circles indicate 
harp 1~0 depict ions po ibly 
reflecting palco-floods of the Te,.vae 
Keiowa Rivers. 
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5.4 .4 ENSO signals 1n MIS 11 fossil Tridacna 
It is difficult to quantify global ice volume at the time 'vhen the Ririwe fossil Trid,1c1m lived. 
thus the ice volume contribution to fossil Trid,1cna skeletal 0180 for this Ml 11 Tridacna i 
not known, and it is unwise co e timate absolute paleotemperarures. However. this high 
quality 0180 record is ideal for reconstructing annual and incerannual variability. In Chapter 
4. it was hown that climatic variability associated with E 1SO occurs at Huon Pcnin ula, 
and is faithfully recorded in 0180 records from modern Tridocnfl. Thus, a robust modern 
baseline exi ts' ith which the fo ii record can be directly compared. 
E 1SO event- in MIS JI can be identified by applying the criteria established in the modern 
Tridacna. For the modern Tridacna. 0180 peaks exceeding the threshold value of ;t;Q.37%o 
from the mean are considered to reflect El 1ino or La Nii\a events. To test whether E rso 
was active during the 35-year interval of 1 11$ 11 represented by 'Eddie '. the ame threshold 
were superimposed on the 0180 record from 'E<ldie' (Figure 5.22). Nore that dctrending the 
signal may remove longer term (i nter-decadal) variability from the fossil Tridncna record; 
capturing and interpreting longer term climate variability was nor a key goal of this rudy 
given the shon record provided by the clams (<35 years). and removing thi trend was done 
to facilitate clearer illustration of ENSO variability. Based on the threshold criteria. La Nina 
and El Nino events appear to have occurred many times within the 35-year window. Figure 
5.22 uggest that about five El 1 ino event and five La Nina events occurred within the 
lifetime of the clam; all El ino evems fall within the 'moderate' category while one paleo-
La ina event falls in the strong to very strong category and lasted for about 3 years. which 
comrast with the I year duration of all the other events. Convened to frequency. 14 El 
Nir"'to event arc estimated to have occurred per cemury. which is ignificantly less than the 
El Nino frequency for the last 50 years ( 1950-2000) of approximately 26 events per century 
(calculated using the 1ino3 index and a 0.5°C threshold (Trenbcrth, 1997). 
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5.5 MIS 1 1 + MIS 5 E TR!DACNA TRACE ELEMENTS 
5 .5. l Ba/Ca and Mg/Ca 0180 comparisons in 'Eddie ' 
The high-re olution stable isotope record in the MIS 1 I fossil Tridacna 'Eddie' is compared 
to the Mg/Ca and Ba/Ca data in Figure 5.23. Given that Mg/Ca di played a good relationship 
with temperature in the modem clam (Chapter 4). it was hoped a imilar relationship 
between 01 0 and Mg/Ca would be pre cm in the fossil clam 'Eddie', which could then be 
extrapolated to the four other Ml t l fo ii clams. and two other MIS Sc fossil clam to 
locate winter seasons and create a yearly time series to compare with the Ba/Ca records. 
Ba/Ca was also plotted on Figure 5.23 with 0180 and Mg/Ca. to examine the seasonality of 
the ignal and decide whether it could also be used to identify annual growth increments. in 
the ca e that Mg/Ca fails to do so. 
Good agreement is observed between annual cycle in 0180 and annual cycle of Mg/Ca 
(Figure 5.23). Some annual cycle arc off: ct in the marure growth section of the clam. wh ich 
re ults from the three dimen ional variation in growth band thicknessc and difficulties in 
aligning the table isotope and trace clement tran ect . In the early growth year . Mg/Ca 
seasonal amplitudes arc small ( T onl)') relative to the com po itc signal of 0180 (SST t S). 
and sometimes difficult co align with 0180 maxima and minima. In the later growth years. 
Mg/Ca sea onal amplitude incrca cs but the signal becomes noi ier. however the same 
relation hip is observed bct'tvccn 0180 and Mg/Ca. 
The Ba/Ca record al o shows C)'clicity which appears annual , however unlike 1g/Ca, Ba/Ca 
cycles do not consistently corre pond to the timing of annual growth increment indicated 
by 0180 and growth band propertic . In the early growth years. maximum Ba/Ca value 
generally occur in summer, wh ile in later growth years. maxima occur in both winter and 
ummcr. Similarly. the phasing between C)•clcs in Mg/Ca and cycles in Ba/Ca also varies 
through the clam, suggc ting Ba/Ca cannot be used independently co assign yearly growth 
increments. A such. Mg/Ca is con idcrcd the best proxy for determining an nual C)'clcs, and 
will be used in the suicc of fossil Trid.1cna to assign annual growth inc rements. 
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Figure 5.23 (opposite) .Mg/Ca. Ba/Ca and o"O record in the ~11 11 Tridacn:i 'Eddie'. GrC}' bands 
indicate major opaque growth band ( winter). and blue bands indicate minor opaque growth bands 
(only resolvable in the earl)' growth years). 
5.5.2 Ba/Ca + Mg/Ca records 
5.5.2.1 MIS Se Tridacna 
Ba/Ca and 1g/Ca records were generated for two fo ii pccimcn (sec figure 5.24). Both 
records have higher baselines values of Ba/Ca than the modem Tridacna (>0.004 mmolmol 1 
v . 0.001 mmolmol 1) , and a distinctive seasonality is present in the c two fo ii Tridacna 
which is not observed in the modern pccimen from Huon Pcnin ula . The easonal 
amplitude is larger in U12 than SUI I , but maxima in Ba/Ca occur at the end of winter 
(i nferred from Mg/Ca prOX)') in both fossil clams. 
5.5.2.2 MIS 1 1 Tridacna 
Similar to the two MIS Sc clam . seasonality i pervasive in all five of the fossil Tridacna 
from MIS 11 (figure 5.23. 5.25. 5.26). Given the sea onaJ constraint from the Mg/Ca record , 
the timing of Ba/Ca maxima range from late winter/early pring. through to mid- ummcr. 
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5.5.2.3 Comparisons with modern conditions 
Comparison of the modem and fossil Tridocn3 Ba/Ca record indicate significant 
differences in absolute concentration and cyclicit)'· Annual C)'cliciry in Ba/Ca i absent in 
the modem T. gigns. and the Ba/Ca record is characterised by sharp. episodic peaks (Figu re 
S.27A). In addition, the rwo modern Tddocno from Huon Peninsula average -0.001 
mmolmol 1 in Ba/Ca. while in the even fossil clam . Ba concentration arc higher. ranging 
between 0.002 - 0.006 mmolmol 1 (Figure 5.278). 
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Figure 5.27 (A) B3/Ca record observed in the modern 7:gigasfrom Huon Pcnin ula. Grey bands 
represent major opaque growth bands (correlated to winter. sec Chapter 4): blue bands represent 
minor opaque growth bands. (B) Comparison of mean Ba/Ca values in modern ;md fossil Trid3cn3 
from lluon Peninsula. including the eight 1:g1$3S ~pccimens analrscd in th is study and a modern T. 
mt1xim3 specimen from 1 luon Peninsula (data courteS)' of~!. Elliot). 
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5.5.2 .4 Paleoenvironmental interpretations 
The shift fro m short, discrete epi odic increase· in Ba/Ca in modern Tridacn.1 at Huon 
Peninsula. to a regular, ca onal cycle in Ba/Ca in the fossil specimens. implic ::i major 
difference between the fossil palcoenvironmcnt and the modem environment at I luon 
Peninsula. Thi may be the rcsuh of different ocean current ci rculation and/or a change in 
the productivity rclaLionships present. Also. despite probable difference in the reef cning 
palcocnvironmcnt between the Ml 11 ::ind Ml Sc Tridacna (fringing reef ·. lagoonal 
environment respectively). che record hare similar cyclicity and ab olucc value . 
Four hypothc e regarding the origin of annual Ba/Ca cycle in the fo ii clams arc 
ugge red. 
Tnwsponotion of disml phytoplonkton blooms a.nd the associated particulate Bo by oceo.n 
currents, co Huon Peniosulo (see Chapter 4). In the modern envi ronment, \V current that 
may transport particulate Ba from the Scpik and Ramu rivers co Huon Peninsula arc 
l)'pically associated with La Nina conditions. If the modern hypothc i hold true for earlier 
interglacials. the elevated Ba/Ca values in the fo ii Tn(/acn.1 may reflect incre::i cd 
occurrence or trcngth of N\ current" and thu greater supply of Ba to Huon Peninu la: 
thi also implic increased occurrence of La Nina conditions. Favouring thi hn>othc is i 
the observed reduction in El Nino intcnsit)' recorded in Ml 11 Tridacna 0 180. 
Amlu9.Uy recurring Ooods drive the Bo/Co cydes, because Bo arrives with suspended 
sediments ond os dissolved Bo in the flood plume. Favouring thi . rainfall at Huon Penin ula 
is strong!)' easonal (Chapter 4). However. the strong!)' seasonal rainfall at ll uon Peninsula 
at present docs not produce an annual Ba/Ca cycle. This may reflect catchment geology. At 
present, the Tcwae and Keiowa catchment arc eroding predominantly carbonate sediments, 
however field observation indicate that the catchments above Ririwc village contain 
volcanic rock which arc relatively Ba rich. 
Seosonol upwelling drives the Ba/Ca cycles as has been observed for some corols {eg: 
Tudhope et al., 1996; Lea er ol., 1989). A main argume nt against thi hypothe is i that the 
magnitude of seasonal changes appears too large to attribute to upwelling. Intense upwelling 
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occurs along the west coa t of South America. yet produces a maximum seasonal amplirude 
of 0.0008 mmolmol 1 in coral living in the area (compared to 0.003 0.005 mmolmol 1 in 
the fossil Trid:icna) (Lea ct al., 1989). Tudhopc er al. (1995) observe a larger sea onal signal 
(0.002 0.005 mmolmol 1) in coraJ from Southern Oman, however amibutc only part of 
thi ignal to upwelling. because when the srudy extrapol3tcd seawater Ba concentrations 
from the coraJ. it suggested seawater Ba concentrations that arc currently found - 1000 m 
depth in the area, which i roo deep for upwcllcd water . They uggc tcd the additional Ba 
was sourced from organically bound particulate barium ('bio-Ba'). rn addition. Ba/Ca in the 
fossil Tridacna 'Eddie' is not associated with Cd \vhich i sometime u cd as a proxy for 
upwelling in coral studie (Figure 5.28) (Shen er .11., 1987: Reuer et al .. 2003). 
Submarine groundwater discharges creates the Ba/Ca cydes, whereby saltwater inausion 
into fresh water aquifers produces desorption of Bo from aquifer solids o.nalogous to 
desorption from suspended days in n·ver flood plU1I1es. Submarine groundwater discharges 
ca n re ult in high surface water Ba enrichment (cg : 80 nm/kg vs. 32-40 nm/kg for open 
ocean concentrations) (Shaw er al.. 1998). Supporting thi hypothc is i the common 
occurrence of submarine spring along the coastline at Huon Peninsula. which were often 
encountered while norkcling over the reef. This mechanism could al o explain wh>' imilar 
ignals arc observed in both Reef VII and Ririwc reef clams from different 
palcoenvironment . because ubmarinc groundwater discharge occurs along the whole 
coastline. The annual cycle in Ba/Ca could result from differences in aquifer recharge srate; 
during the wet-season, the aquifer is likely to have a hydrostatic advantage over mar ine 
waters and prevent saltwater intrusion. whcrca during the dry-sea on. the aquifer may 
hrink and allow saltwater intrusion and ub cquenc Ba release into nearshorc coastal 
waters. However given that meteoric waters arc usually depicted in 130. ubmarinc 
groundwater discharge hould produce rnchronous change in Tridocno Ba/Ca and &110 . 
This is not observed in the MIS 11 fossil specimen (sec Figure 5.23). however if groundwater 
Ba concentrations arc proportionally ignificantly higher than marine relative co the 0180 
groundwater/ marine contrast , a smaller discharge may be required to produce a Ba/Ca signal 
in the Tridacna which is not vi iblc in the &110 record . This hypothe is i purely speculative 
and needs to be te ted by mca uring Ba/Ca concentrations in Huon Peninsula groundwater 
sa mples. 
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f igure 5.28 Selected minor clements vs. 83/Ca in an inner 1.onc segment in the clam Eddie. 
haded grey bars indicate winter seasons inferred from the Mg/Ca record (not shown here). 
5.5.2.5 Ba/Ca summary 
Thi invc tigative srudy ha hown that fo ii Tridacna Ba/Ca record ·how promise for 
palcocnvironmcntal srudies. Reproducible signal can be preserved in fossil Tridacna as old 
as MIS 11. and minor areas of aragonite calcite neomorphi m do not alter the overall fidelity 
of the Tridacna Ba/Ca records. 
The interpretation of these paleorecord is problematic. They exhibit a strong seasonality 
which starkly conrrastS with the episodic, short sharp eventS recorded in the modem clams 
from Huon Peninsula. which were interpreted to reflect distant phytoplankton bloom . 
Three explanation were offered. including easonal flood event . upwelling. and submarine 
discharge of aquifer groundwaters resulting in Ba de orption. Desorption of Ba during salt 
water intru ion into the fre hwater aquifer at Huon Peninsula may explain the major 
aspectS of the fossil Ba/Ca record , however it remains to be te ted as to whether thi process 
occurs at I luon Peninsula. An additional sampling program analysing the temporal and 
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patial variation in Ba concentrations around Huon Penin ula would greatly benefit 
paleoenvironmental interpretation in the e fossil Tri<bcna. 
5.6 DISCUSSION AND CLIMATIC IMPLICATIONS 
5 .6.1 Introduction 
The peculativc nature of che paleocnvironmental significance of the Ba/Ca record in the 
fo ii Tridacna from I luon Peninsula mean it i difficult to di cuss paleoproducrivicy 
implication . Instead . the high resolution 0180 record will be explored in the wider context 
of ocher paleo-EN 0 record that exi t at pre cm. which span from extending the historical 
database of ENSO activity (centennial timescale ) (Cobb er al .. 2003). to the I loloccnc epoch 
(Shul mci ter and Lee . 1995: Gagan er al., 1998: Rodbcll er al .. 1999: Sandwei ct al .. 2001; 
Woodroffe er al.. 2003: 1cGregor and Gagan, 2004) and back through the last interglacial 
C)•cle (Hughen er al .• 1999: Tudhopc et al., 2001 ). 
5.6.2 ENSO changes through time 
Palcoclimate prOX}' record indicate that the frequency and incen icy of E1 SO events has 
varied through time. Over che last millennium. E rso appears to have been extremely 
variable, both in inten icy and frequenC}' (Quinn er al .. 1987; OrtJieb, 1998; Cobb er al., 
2003). and unrelated to external forcing uch as volcanic activity. olar irradiance, or 
change in armo pheric greenhouse ga concentrations. Holocene paleoclimate record 
indicate a long term trend of increa ing E 1 0 frequency and incen ity from the early 
Holocene through co present dar ( hulmeister and Lees. 1995: Rodbcll ec al .. 1999: Moy et 
.1/.. 2002: McGregor and Gagan. 2004). Importantly. coral record that provide windows into 
each intcrstadial through the la t glacial C}'cle (the last 125 kyr) indicate change in El Nino 
trength (Tudhopc ernl .. 2001 ). 
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The palco E SO record generated from the fo ii Trid:icna specimen indicate that ENSO 
wa operating while thi clam was alive . and both pha c:. of the Et 0 :.tate arc rcprc cnccd 
in the Trid.1cn.1 0180 record . Based on 0130 thre hold anal)' is. El Nino event frequency i 
estimated to be around 14 events/century which i le than the pre ent regime (-26 
events/century). uggc ting a weaker E 0 state wa operating during chi hort window 
into Ml 11 climate. 
5.6.3 Orbital forcing of mean ENSO state 
U ing coupled ocean-at mo pherc model:.. perviou · workers have sugge ted the long term 
change in E1 0 state is a re ·ponsc to the orbitally driven changes in the seasonal cycle of 
olar radiation received in the tropic (Clement er al .• 2000: Liu Cf al.. 2000: Clement er :ii .. 
2001 ). Modern El 1 ino event:. tend to develop rapidly in the boreal ummer and autumn. 
and peak coward the end of the calendar year when STs in the ca tern equatorial Pacific 
arc warming (Rasmusson and Carpenter. 1982). In the mid-Holocene. precession of the 
equinoxc caused perihelion (closest po it ion of Earth to the un) to occur in the middle of 
the year rather than ac the end of che )'Car as it docs at present. Heating of the equatorial 
region in the boreal summer and autumn appears to re ult in the uppre ion of El 1 ino 
event development due to the strong atmo:.phcric and oceanic £ -\V flow re ulcing from chi 
heating (Clement er al .. 2000: Clement et al .. 2001 ). Llu er al. (2000) ugge c the higher 
in olation received during the boreal ummcr in the mid- 1 loloccnc trcngthencd the Asian 
summer monsoon. which al o trengchcn the Pacific trade wind and :.uppresse El Niiio 
event development. 
Thi orbital mechani m for controlling EN 0 variability is con i tent with the trend of 
reduced ENSO variance that is ob crved in mo t of the early mid Holocene record , 
however sometime it appears palco EN 0 event amplitude ignificantly exceed model 
prediction . This has been uggc ted to reflect the failure of the orbital-forcing model to 
account for the non-linear respon e of the coupled ocean-atmo phcrc )'Stem to external 
forcing (Woodroffc er ,11 .. 2003: McGregor and Gagan. 2004). In addition. a fo ii coral 
record from Vanuatu suggest chat ah hough perhaps le s frequent . El 1 ino event during the 
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mid-Holocene (-4150 yrs BP) were more intense than today (Corrcge er ,1/., 2000). which is 
also inconsistent with the model predictions. 
Observations of the E SO )'' tern over the last interglacial/glacial cycle have found that 
although changes in prece ional forcing doe explain some aspects of the paleo-E1 SO 
record. it fails to predict or account for other records for example the coral records indicate 
relative!)' weak E SO between 38-40 ka and at 130 ka, periods during which the model 
predictS trongcr E SO than the pre ent day (Tudhopc et al., 2001). Combining precessional 
forcing with an additional component (glacial dampening) appeared necessary to account 
for all observations in the palcodataset. Glacial dampening was sugge ted to involve either 
reduced tropical S T's during glacial which decrease the degree of ocean-atmo pherc 
coupling. and/or an increa ed zonal SST gradient to reduce El SO event development. 
Additional modeling srndie involving running the Zcbiak Cane coupled ocean-atmosphere 
model over longer timescale (500 kyr) and imposing orbitally induced change in the 
sea onal cycle of solar radiation received in the tropical Pacific which affect the easonal 
heat fluxes into the ocean (Clement ct al .. 2001). It was found chat during particular orbital 
configurations (u ually weak eccentricity) and time when perihelion occur either in 
winter or summer (thu every l I kyr). the system may lock on co the seasonal C)'cle and 
ENSO shutdowns occur. ometimcs exceeding 30 years in duration. and during the periods 
of lowest eccentricity (0-50 ka and 400 450 ka), hutdowns ma)' la t for several centuries 
(Clement et .1/., 2001 ). Jn particular, the modeling run indicated a shutdown occurring at 
approximately 12 ka, which coincide with the Younger Dryas (YO) interval (l l - 12 ka). 
hence Clement et al. (2001 ) ugge ted that coupled ocean-atmosphere interactions in the 
tropics provide a mechani m for abrupt global climate change. The 15.000 year long ENSO 
record of Rod bell et ,1/. ( I 999) from a lake sediment core in Ecuador indicates no variance in 
the E ISO band (2.5 7.5 years) during the YD period. uggescing a weak ENSO- yscem. 
However. this sed iment record suggests that ENSO wa also weak before and after the YD 
(between 15.000 co 7.000 cal yr BP). so docs not conclu ively upport or contradict the 
model proposed by Clement et al. (2001 ). 
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5.6 .4 MIS 11 ENSO implications 
Exploring the Mr 11 Tridacna palco-EN 0 record in the comext of potential forcing 
mcchani m , Figure 5.29 illu crate the orbital parameter eccentricity and prcce ion. and 
highlight time period where El SO shutdown exceeding severa l ccnturic in duration 
ma)' occur (grey boxe ) and where changes in the timing of perihelion may suppress El 1 ino 
event development (green boxes). The fossil Trid.1cr1i1 analysed here i an inccrglacial 
specimen. o the glacial dampening component suggc tcd by Tudhopc er .1/. (2001) hould 
not affect ENSO variabilit)' · 
Although the palco £1 0 record from the fo ii Ml 11 Tridacn.1 is hon. it indicate that 
E1 SO event were occurring while thi clam ' a alive. Based on thi ~inglc record. the 
po ibiliry of ENSO hutdowns during YIIS l I cannot be ruled out, because the predicted 
ENSO hutdown arc C)•dic and the system probably ~pend >500,Q of the time in a normal 
E SO tatc. Additional 6 180 palco E rso record arc needed co determine the likelihood 
that E 0 shutdown did occur during the Ml 11 interglacial. through analy i of a uice 
of MI 11 fo ii Tridacna including the ocher four ~pecimcn de cribcd in thi tudy (RW I · 
I. R\V-1 2. R\ 3-1. R\ -3-2). 
Even though it is a short paleo record, El Nino event magnitude doc not appear a large as 
the modem environment with all paleo-evcm con idcrcd 'moderate'. Although one La 
1ina event docs exceed the upper threshold for trong very strong event· . the lower 
magnitude El 1 ino events of relatively short I year duration, combined with reduced 
frequency may suggest a weaker E SO state operating during chi part of MIS l l. Thu if 
the model forcing prediction hold true. the fo · ii Tridacna may have grown during the part 
of the prccc ional cycle where perihelion occur in the borcal autumn or summer (El ' ino 
event damped). In Figure 5.29. there arc four times when thc ·e orbital conditions arc 
experienced during MIS l l. Additional paleo EN 0 record from Ml 1 I arc required to 
test the possible E1 SO forcing mcchani m . and to be able to achieve this. chronological 
control i al o critical. The U- ·cries dating of Tri<bcna is invc tigatcd in Chapter 6 to 
determine their geochronology potential. 
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Figure 5.29 Variations in eccentricity and precession over the last 500 kyr (a,b) Eccentricity and 
precession: gre)' bars indicate periods when the lebiak-Cane coupled ocean-atmosphere model 
suggests ·E1 SO shutdowns' may occur. linked to the weak eccentricit)' and subsequent low 
scasonalities during these periods (Clement ct :'II., 2001 ). (c) The precessional cycle for the last 50 kyr. 
iU~tr.ning the change in timing of perihelion every 22 kyr: a boreal summer, b boreal autumn. 
c boreal winter. d boreal spring. Green bars indicate periods when timing of perihelion results in 
anomalous equatorial heating during the boreal summer-autumn, which creates caster!)' wind 
anomalies and theoretically :.uppresses El Nino event formation (Clement et .11.. 2000). (d) 
Precessional variation between 450 350ka. Green bars same as for (c). 
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5.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 
This geochemical investigation ha · demon tratcd that giant Tridacna clams are exciting 
archive of tropical climate. the potential of which ha not yet been fully realized . The 
life pan and growth-rare of the e giant bivalves is :.ufficicm to record detailed seasonal 
information and longer term imcrannual variabilit)' (most fo ii clam collected from Huon 
Penin ula were 35)'TS' ). Good pre ervation of fo · ii 7: gig:i as old a Ml 11 in a wet. 
tropical environment which leads to the rapid degeneration of fo ii coral climate archives. 
suggest their preservation potential i · uperior to tropical corals. 
Re uh from thi study indicate that producing high re olution record of SST and 
variability in the WP\ P for interglacial prececding the La t Interglacial i relative ea )' ro 
achieve u · ing fo ii Tridacna. The ability to produce reliable sea onal resolution climate 
records for interglacial interval · such a MI 11 ha yet to be demon trated u ing coral 
archive . however given the remarkable pre crvation of specimen thi· old from Huon 
Penin ula. extending high resolution seasonal chronologies funher back into the 
Quaternary is certainly possible if fo · ii specimens can be found. 
In the first in tance. obtaining more high resolution &1 ~0 records from the other fo · ii 
specimens collected during thi fieldwork hould be performed. to obtain a fuller picture of 
1 it 1 l climate at Huon Peninsula. Also. identifying the factor re pon iblc for urface 
ocean Ba/Ca variation and potential groundwater Ba ource to the Huon coastline through 
a temporal and patial water sampling program in the area would greatly assi t current 
understanding of both Ba C)•cling in this part of the tropical ocean. and how well and if 
Tridacna Ba/Ca record reflccc these change . At present, although high fidelity Ba/Ca 
record arc preserved in the 11$ Sc and MIS 11 Tridacna, they can not be amibuced to any 
one factor. 
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CHAPTER 6 : Li-SERIES DAT ING OF FOSSIL TRIDACNA 
GIGAS FROM HUON PENINSULA, PNG. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Closed S)'Stcm U-scric dating of corals has played a key role in understanding the hi rory of 
climate and ca level change during the Late Quaternary. Uplifted fossil reefs arc often 
targeted for sampling. from which record of sea level change during the la t 
glacial/interglacial cycle have been created (Bloom Cf al .• 1974; Chappell. 1974; Edwards cf 
al.. 1987; Stein Cl al., 1993; Stirling c1 al., 1998; Esat Cf al.. 1999; Potter c1 ,11 .• 2004). For 
corals of good preservation, closed-system dating works very well. However. after death, 
coral preservation can rapidly degrade and isot0pic and elemental exchange with the 
environment occur . so that gradually fewer and fewer corals meet strict clo cd system 
criteria for reliable ages. These closed system criteria include (Stirling ct al .• 1998): 
1. initial o™U value within 4%o of l 49%o (the current estimate for ou.U in corals 
i based on eawater [730yh/ 133U] • l.15 (Cheng Cl al .. 2000)). 
2. total uranium concentration of - 3 ppm 
3. low 232Th concentrat ion (<I ppb) 
4. less than 1% calcite present, with primary aragonite textures preserved. 
However. fossil corals often contain excess 234U, as indicated by a back-calculated initial 
value of o1~U greater than 149%0. which suggest that isotopic mobilisation has occurred 
(Banner ct al .. 1991 ; Bard ec al .. 1991 ), and precludes the u e of affected specimens for 
accurate geochronolog)' · Recently developed open- ystem model attempt co correct for the 
processes of uranium isotope mobilisation in fossil corals (Thompson Cl al .. 2003; Villemant 
and Feuillet. 2003; Thompson and Goldstein, 2005). Despite apparent success with ome 
samples. these open system models do not alwa ys produce correct ages, and fail ro correct 
for open-system behaviour in some fossil reef localitie (A ndersen ec al .. 2004c). 
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Conventional closcd-S)' tern U cries dating cannot be applied to mollu cs, because unlike 
corals. mollu cs do not incorporate appreciable uranium into their kclcton as they grow. 
Thu an)' uranium found in the skclcron above low ppb levels has entered after shell death . 
Furthermore. unless a discrete amount of uranium enters a mollu ·c immediately after it 
death. the apparenc do cd y:.tcm U-series age will be coo young. and unle reliable clo cd 
system date can be obtained from adjacent fossil corals. there is no way of knowing exactly 
when chat uptake occurred. 
In some circumstances. specifically in the ca c of fossil bone . the application of open 
S)'Stem U-uptakc technique appears to give reliable ages. through what is termed the 
'diffusion adsorption' (D-A) model. The u c of this approach re t on the principle that 
uptake is by diffu ion and ad ·orption. and re ult in characteri tic v-shapcd U 
concentration and U ·cries isotope profiles. which depend on the type of uptake that has 
occurred. and the stage of uptake in the bone · histor>' (Millard and II edges. 1996: Pike and 
l ledge . 200 I). 
Key objectives of this chapter arc co characterise the spatial distribution of uranium in fo · ii 
Tridacna u:.ing LA-ICPMS to obtain high spatial re olution profile . and from the e profiles 
and i otopic composition of selected micro samplc-s. identify any :.)' tcmatic pattern 
present and determine whether a diffu ion -ad ·orption model approach is applicable co fo ii 
Tridacna. The large size of Tridacna (cross-:.cction length frequently exceed 30 cm) allow 
spatial variations in U concentration to be viewed at a macro scale, and compared co smaller 
bivalves. the diffu ion of uranium into the clam may take longer. thereby incrca ing the 
window of opporrunit)' when characteristic D A profile may be observed. As discussed in 
previou chapters. the preservation potential of Tridac11.1 appears greater than for coral . and 
thu if Tridacna can be successfully used for U scric geochronology the)' will expand the 
number of fos:.il marine carbonates that can be dated and contribute to better understanding 
of Late Quaternary climate and sea level changes. 
An additional objective is to examine the apparent uptake historic in the fossil Tridacn:J 
from Huon Peninsula. using a prcviousl>' c tablishcd mollu c implc open sy tern model. 
This will provide insight into the uptake behaviour including rate and timing of uptake. 
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6.2 LITERATURE REVI EW 
6.2 . l U-series in molluscs 
Investigations into the u e of mollu ·cs for geochronolog)' began over 35 years ago. when 
corals were also being studied for their U- erie dating potential. Fossil molluscs were 
observed to often contain higher uranium concentrations than their modern counterpart 
(Broecker. 1963: Blanchard ct al., 1967), from which it wa concluded that the uranium was 
of econdary nature. These early studie found that uranium concentrations in modern 
mollusc were typically less than 60 ppb. whereas fossil mollu cs contained up to 8 ppm and 
greater. and from comparison · of uranium concentrations between mollu c of known age , 
it wa inferred that ·econdary uptake probabl)' occurred early in the fo ii · hi cory. Later 
workers found that thi uptake wa not so implc, and though ignificant uptake ma)' occur 
earl>' in a mollusc's history. funhcr later addition also occurs (Kaufman ec ol., 1971 ). 
Kaufman er al. ( I 971) investigated the isotopic composition of many fo ii molluscs 
including those analysed by earlier worker . and concluded that "isotopic migration is a 
common phenomenon and occurs in wa)'S which can neither be reliably corrected for. nor 
even detected" and thu closed- y tem date obtained from fo ii mollusc using U-serie 
methods arc highly que tionablc. Furthermore. they recognized that the type of migration 
which occurs in the U seric isotope i complicated and possibly multi · taged, and asserted 
that every reported age based on the U isocopc i suspect until chc c migracion processes arc 
thoroughly understood. Similar conclu ion were drawn in a recent tudy where a 
collection of modern and fo ii Srrombu gastropod from the tedicerrancan Ba in were 
anal)•sed for uranium concentration and isotope (Mclaren and Rowe, 1996). 
1 everthele . some workers continued to obtain closed- y rem U-serics date from mollusc 
and pronounce them reliable when agreement with other dating cechniques could be 
demon crated and when earl)' uranium uptake followed by sy tern clo~ure could be assumed 
(lvanovich et al.. 1983; Hillaire- la rcel er al .. 1995: Hillaire -Marcel er al., 1996: Belluomini 
er al .. 2002; Jedoui er al .. 2003). In other studies. mollusc U-scrie data ha been inferred to 
reflec t closed- ystem condition · if mul tiple sample from the same environment di play the 
same U-series isotope compo ition (Giresse er al .. 2000). However. these approaches arc 
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flawed for two rca ons. First!)'· molluS<: U scric ages arc nor assumed valid unless they 
agree with another dating technique uch as coral U cric , which mean the method cannot 
be tised a an independent chronometer. Secondly. a · umption of early uptake i not a 
cicntifically ound approach. Moreover. bulk analy c neglect much patial information 
that may be of a istance in determining uptake hi tory. For a mobile clement uch as 
uranium. knowledge of the spatial di tribution of uranium and ic · i otopc can offer critical 
insight into the uptake process. 'The a ··umption that early-uptake i followed by do ed 
system beha"iour can give the same apparent age outcome as could be obtained through 
linear uptake followed by leaching. which is not re olvablc in bulk amplcs. 
Ocher worker have tried different approachc . b)' attempting to apply open )' tern model 
to molluscs. zabo and Ro hoh (1969) used the di cordancc berwccn the decay ystem ?\SU 
7 1" Pa and 1~U 7 1J.4 U 7 1.,.h to correct mollu c closed y tcm ages, based on a U 
migration model w here cwo different uranium re crvoirs contribute daughter i otopes tot he 
observed mollu c isotopic compo irion (the · R open ystem model'). One re crvoir is 
present within the hell at or oon after death, and the other may be in the surrounding 
matrix (assumed to be of same initial 134U/1 U com po it ion as shell uranium) and contribute 
daughter isotope 1l4U. 7-»yh and 111 Pa co the shell in equal fraction imuhaneousl)' 
incrca ing 7.J'U/™U. 1»rh1114U and rn pa11.nu. Alternatively. the econd source ma)' be the 
hell it elf. and its daughter product · are lost from the hell as oon a they arc produced. 
imultancou ly decreasing n'u/1 U. 1»i'h/2~U and mpa1z'su (Szabo and Ro holt, 1969). 
Flaws in thi model were pointed out b)' Kaufman er al. (1971) who noted that the 
complicated mcchani m by which the variou isotope arc assumed to migrate arc at odds 
with the geochemical propcrtic of the clement · involved. and chat the model u ually failed 
to produce correct age when applied to samples of known age. Further application of this 
model to selected fossil coral and molluscs howed some uccess for the corals but no 
success for the mollu c . which wa attributed to extremely complex isotope migration 
patterns in the molluscs (Szabo. 1979). Although an improvement upon mollusc dating 
using the closed ystem a ·umption, it i clear that the Szabo-Rosholt open-system model 
fails to correctly identify and predict the isotope migration that occurs in mollusc . 
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Having recognised the unreliability of bulk U-series ages. some re carchcrs have hifted 
their approach co examining the patial variability in uranium concentration and isotopes 
in fo ii molluscs. through high resolution micro sampling (Kaufman er al .. 1996: Labonne 
and Hillaire-Marcel. 2000). Once the spatial di triburion i determined. a pseudo-uptake 
hi cory can be modelled and part of the hell mo t likely to give chc mo t reliable age can 
be located. The key outcomes from the e tudics arc a follows: 
• A strong negative relation hip between amino acid content and uranium 
concentration wa ob crvcd in aragonitic Concholep,1 concholepa sugge ting the decay of 
organic matrix of the hell increases micro-poro ity, which may favour incrca ed uranium 
uptake (Labonne and Hillaire-Marcel, 2000). When 2h of the organic matrix ha degraded, 
uranium uptake rate increase dramatically. 
• Relative to calcite. aragonicc appears more susceptible to diagcnetic cffcctS ari ing 
from the decay of organic matrix (Labonne and Hillaire-Marcel, 2000). 
• Uranium concentration arc much higher in the outer growth zone of Mercenaria 
clams than in the inner layer (Kaufman er al .• 1996). These difference were attributed 
either to differences in micro- tructurc and growth band orientation between the zone . or 
to concave-down orientation of the hell. which ma}' encourage increased groundwater 
interaction with the exterior urfacc. 
• In Mercenan3. i otopic gradient exist, uch chat higher [1l4U/1~U] value · arc 
con i tendy observed in the outer zone relative to the inner. and arc often higher than the 
accepted marine value ( 1.145). whereas inner samples are con i tent wich a marine origin 
(Kaufman er al .. 1996). 
• These observation in Nlercenaria led Kaufman et al. ( 1996) to a model in which 
uranium uptake occurs in the marine environment and diffuses into chc clam. Following 
emergence the inner zone becomes closed to further U-uptakc. while uptake continue in 
the outer layers. the uranium ourced from continental groundwaters of i otopic 
compo itions that differ from seawater. It wa propo cd that sample from the inner zone 
may give reasonably accurate age (Kaufman er .1/.. 1996). 
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6.2.2 Previous uranium observations in Tridacna 
A piece of a modern Tridt1cn:1 clam from Huon Peninsula wa analysed for U erie 
compo ition by Edward ct .1/. ( 1987) and found to contain 0.07 ppb uranium. which was 
noted to be significantly lower than the lowe t values previously reported for molluscs by 
Broecker ( 1963). Four bulk U-serie mea urement were also made on fossil Tridocna 
~pecimens from Huon Penin ula (Veeh and Chappell. 1970); 3 of the 4 samples give age 
e timate ubstamially lower than adjacent coral . thu indicating open-system behaviour. 
To date. no spatially-re olved anal>•se of uranium in Tridocna shells have been reported. 
6.2.3 The diffusion-adsorption (D-A) model 
Archaeological bone take up uranium during burial. and arc often dated u ing electron spin 
re onance (E R) and U-serie di equilibrium techniques. The way in which the uranium 
uptake occurs affect the outcome of the e dating techniques. and workers have ought a 
bener unde~tanding of bone diagene i by attempting to understand the ph)• icochemical 
proce ·e affecting uranium uptake (Millard and Hedge . 1996). 
Combining kno' ledge of uranium geochemi try. the cation exchange capacity of bone 
hydroxyapatitc, groundwater hydrolog)' · and bone internal trucrural characteri tics 
(poro ity). Millard and Hedge ( 1996) inferred that uranium uptake involve diffu ion of 
uranyl ions (UO/') along a concentration gradient, followed b)' adsorption onto the bone 
mineral. Importantly. thi model a ume a circular cross-section geometry for the bone. 
The model equation developed by l\'lillard and Hedge ( I 996) include a diffu ion coefficient 
D. which take into account everal variablel> including volume porosity. the fraction of pore 
volume filled. tortuosity. the hydrodynamic radius of the diffusing particle and radiu of the 
pores. Thi diffu ion coefficient may change during diagenesi · a pore-size distribution 
change . Assuming a linear uranium adsorption i otherm. and using a model of simple 
geometry to predict uranium uptake. Millard and Hedges (1996) developed a diffu ion-
ad orption equation which includes everal parameters: 
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Z }·)c (i 4~ (- t)" [- D(2n +1}2 J'( 2t] [(211+ l)nx)]) 
- = p ' I --~ -- exp ~ CO ' 
/'( ,, -0 211 + I ( R + I )41 • 21 (Eq. 6.1) 
where: 
Z (x,t} concentration of uranium in the solid at location x, timc t 
x distance from the centre of1he bone 
t • time of burial in seconds 
C1 environmental concentratfon of uranyl 
l • the haJf thickness of the bone in cm 
p specific porosity of the bone, either expcrimentall)' evaluated or approximated from the 
literature 
D diffusion coefficient 
R the volumetric equilibrium coefficient which is di recd)• related to K4 (partition coefficient) 
by R p 
This can be reduced to three 3 dimensionless parameter : 
x ' L 
I 
and t ' tD 
(Rd } l 
(Eq. 6.2) 
and a set of generaliied profiles developed using a program which evaluate £q. 6.2 
numerically; resultS can then be compared with the measured profiles (Millard and Hedges. 
1996), as hown in Figure 6. 1. 
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Figure 6 .1 Radial profile:. through a bone illustrating (A) relative uranium concentrations at 
different po it ions through time. and (B) the effect of different DIR ratios on apparent closed·systcm 
age profiles (from \ lillard and I ledge:. ( 1996) and Pike ct .1/. (2001 )). 
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Figure 6.2 Predieted uranium concentration :md age profiles for different geochemical 
scenarios in the D·A model (from Pike ct 3/. (2002)). ote: Profile F has uptake followed by leaching. 
This D·A model has yielded acceptable open syl>tem age estimate fo r archaeological bones, 
and prediclS a variety of concentration and isotopic profiles that will form under different 
geochemical scenarios such as leaching. early uptake, or continuou uptake (Pike et al .. 
2002) (Figure 6.2). In addition. a peel of the model have been applied to teeth to obtain a 
better understanding of uranium uptake in enamel and dentine (Pike and Hedge . 2001). 
However. uranium profile in fo ii hominid and animal teeth have found to be generally 
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inconsistent with the D-A model developed fo r bone and teeth . because tccrh arc not a 
homogenous material like bone (Eggins er al .. 2003). Thus. it appear that the 0 -A model i 
not universally applicable and may only be applied wi th ucce in iruations where the 
material is truclUrally simple and uptake follow the diffu ionlad orption process. 
Diffusion adsorption processes may not be manife t as typical v shaped profiles in fossi l 
Trid:ic11a. due to their tructural complexity. Facto~ uch a specific urfuce area (SSA) may 
differ between Tn"d.1cna growth zones. and re ult in 'bivalve-modified' v- hapcd profile 
(Figure 6.3). 
Figure 6.3 
t 
Cross section 
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0-A profiles that may be measured across Tridacna growth zones. 
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Possible influence of Tridacna ult~tructure on the typical v shaped diffu~ion-
adsorption profiles that arc predicted for bones. 1\ refers to specific surface area of the Tridacna 
arngonite. 
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6.3.1 
6.3. 1. 1 
U·SER!f.$ DATING OF FOSSIL TRIOAC 'lA 
ANALYTICAL METHODS - MC-ICPMS AND 
LA-IC PMS 
MC-IC PMS 
Sample preparation 
The protocol for extracting and mea uring U and Th in fossil Tn·d,1cn,1 was developed in the 
Research School of Earth Sciences, A 1U for U-Th dating modern and fossil corals using 
MC-JCPMS (Mortimer and McCulloch. 2005). This method uses the enhanced sensitivity of 
MC-JCPMS (cf TIMS) for U-series mea urement . and i capable of precisely determining 
the age of modern corals by using an energy di criminator (RPQ) to anain high sen itivity 
for n:>rh measurements by minimizing tailing contributions from mu. nsu and 233U to the 
small ?»fh ignal. This approach i well suited for measuring fossil Tn"d3cn,1 containing low 
concentrations of uranium. 
Micro-samples not exceeding 1 g in weight were drilled from the fo ii Tridacna using a 
high peed dental drill with a circular blade attached. The olid pieces of Trid.1cna were 
then ultrasonically cleaned in Milli-Q water with multiple rinsings until the water was 
dear. and dried in a 40°C oven overnight. The amples were dissolved in pre-cleaned 12 ml 
Teflon beakers by drop-wise addition of concenrrated H 10 ,. and capped bcrween additions 
to reduce spitting and ample cross-contamination. Jn eparate 6 ml Teflon beaker . a mixed 
?~h-233U pike was weighed out for each sample. based on estimated uranium 
concentration in the sample, with the aim of obtaining a 233U/mU of -0.25 in the mixture. 5 
drops of concentrated H 0 3 wa added to each spike beaker, evaporated to dryness to drive 
ofT excess HF in the spike and redissolved in l ml 11 HN03• The appropriate spike wa 
sequentially added to the sample beaker and the mixture evaporated overnight at low 
temperature to dryness. 2-3 drops of l-1 20 2 was added to the evaporated ample solution to 
oxidize organic material. and again evaporated to dryness before redissolving in 2 H 10 3 
ready for passage through a TRU spec re in micro ion-exchange column to chemically 
separate the U and Th fraction . 
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The TRU pee re in was cleaned with sequential wa hes of O.OSM HCI and then 0.0SM HCl 
+ 0.1 M HF to remove an)' labile organic contaminant from the column prior to loading of 
the sample. The Th and U fraction were collected. I drop of H ~P04 was added. and 
evaporated to d~·ness. followed by redissolving in 1 ml of 2% H ' 0 3 read)' for analysi on 
the Finnigan 1eprune MC-ICP IS. 
6.3. 7.2 Mass spectrometry 
The Th and U fraction were mea ured on sequential day u ing a Neptune ~1C-ICPM at 
RSES. ' hich has a multiple collector arra)' con i:.ting of 9 Faraday cups and a ingle central 
channel ion counter (SEM). Th and U isotope arc measured separately with the same cup 
configurations but different measurement protocol (Table 6.1 ). 
Table 6.1 Faraday cup configuration for Th and U analysis, 
including axial SEM :t RPO 
I 
L2 I Ll I SEM I 111 H2 H3 H4 
RPQoff(U 
mca:.urc me nt} 
U line l 234.5 
U linc2 232 233 234 235 238 
- - - -
U line 3 233.5 
RPQon (lh 
measurement} 
Th Linc 1 232 233 234 235 238 
- -
T h line 2 230 238 
- -
Th line 3 229 238 
Th line 4 229A 
am pies '' e re imroduced to the 1 IC ICPi\1$ u ing an APEX dcsolvawr fitted with a Teflon 
PFA fl ow path and a low-flow Teflon PFA ncbuli ·er. At the beginning of each analytical 
session. instrumental gain and baseline were measured. and the in t rument was runed for 
optimum se n · icivit)' and peak shape by introducing a tuning solution containi ng adequate U 
and T h concentrations. 
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Sample uranium concentration ' sufficient to create a 5- IOV ignal of mu were used. and 
sample analyses were bracketed with the RM 960 standard . The RPQ w3 not used for the 
U mca uremem . to stabilise the SEi\1 gain and thu obtain the best precision for the 134U 
mca urements (the RPQ i en itive to mall change in ion energy that affect che gain 
measurements). J\n aliquot from the collected U fraction was 3dded to the Th fraction and 
diluted to 2 ml to yield - 30 ppb U. which is needed co obtain 3 Volt ~u. and to enable use 
of the mu;mu ratio for ma bias correction. Relative to the total uranium extracted from 
the sample. this amount added to the Th fraction is small and till enable the maximum 
1
-»rh signal to be mea ured without interference from a large 1 U cail or collector 
saturation with 233U. Th mea uremcnt were performed in 4 tep . and used the RPQ(Table 
6.1). 
A rigorous multi- equence wa hout was performed between sample analyse to minimise 
cross- ample contamination. The initial wa hout incorporated a 0.05% HF - 2% ll NOl 
mixture. to scavenge the Th. followed by a TRITON (surfactant) wa h to wet and rin e the 
in ide of the spray chamber. and then a final 2% HNOl rinse. 
6 .3. 7 .3 Data reduction 
Data reduction involved background and blank correction . the calculation of the SEM yield 
based on bracketing SRM 960 standards. and normali ation to the '~U/u~u ratio to correct 
for mass fractionation u ·ing an exponential mass bias law. 
Mea urcd ratios are converted into activity ratios as follows: 
where 
1h 10 dcc3)' constant for '~'Th 9.195 < 10 6 yr 1 
An decay co~tant for " U 1.55 1 " 10 •0 >' r 1 
(Meadows ct .1/ .• 1980) 
Oaffcy et al.. 1971 ) 
(Eq.6.3) 
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Uranium isotopic values arc converted in delta notation via the folio' ing equation: 
- I x 10 ' (Eq. 6.4) 
Where (1'4uf""u~ is the ::nomic ratio at secular equilibrium and is equal to ,\zt$/Arn s..in x 10 ~ 
Clo cd- y tern 111>y'h ages were calculated iteratively from the following do cd )'~tern U 
crie equation : 
(Eq 6.5) 
where Tis the :igc in )'Cars 
,\, > dcca)' constant for 1'»yn 
,\2\4 decay constant for 2\4U 2.835 10 ''> r 1 (De Bicvrc er .11 .. 1971) 
02 \4U(O) me;l)urcd value. :ind the initial value 1s given by. 
(Eq.6.6) 
The uncertainty in the age is calculated u ing conventional error propagation techniques. 
and exclude the decay constant errors. All errors arc reported as 2 E. and all measured 
ratios arc expressed as activity ratios unle othen ise tated. 
6 .3.2 LA-IC PMS 
The la er ablation technique used to collect elemental data is outlined in Chapter 4. Section 
4.5.3. The same methods were u ed for mea urement of uranium concentration in the fo ii 
TridJcnJ. 
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6 .4 RESULTS U CONCENTRATIONS 
6 .4 . l LA-ICPMS sample transects 
Unlike bone . Tridacna shells are not symmetrical trucrurc . and di play marked uhra-
strucrural differences between individual growth zones (i nner v . hinge and outer zones). 
This make it difficult to apply the same sampling procedures as is used for bone to obtain 
isotope/concentration profile for a 0 -A approach. Also. within each growth zone in 
Tridacna. the orientation of growth bands themselve may affect the pathways through 
which diffu ion occurs. and raise the que tion whether it occurs along or across a growth 
band. From the observations of calcite neomorph ism preferentially occurring along a 
growth band before expanding laterally (Chapter 2. Plate 2. I 4), it appears that fluid 
migration and/or diffusion may preferentially occur along the growth bands. 
Provided that the structural controls on uranium uptake can be identified, the suitability of 
Tridacna for 0 -A modelling fundamentally depends on the rate at wh ich diffusion occurs in 
the clam, because this determine the narure of the concentration and i otopc profiles. Fast 
diffusion should result in a narrow time-window when typical 0 -A v -shapcd concemrarion 
profile may be ob ervcd. low diffusion is optimal for geochronological purposes, because it 
extend the time taken for the sample to equilibrate with the surrounding groundwater . 
To con train the spatial variability of uranium in the fossil Tridacna. and identify possible 
diffu ion profiles in any tran ·ect direction through a clam. the uranium variations both 
along and across growth band and between different growth zones in modern and fossil 
specimens. These three sampling approachc arc illu crated in Figure 6.4. The di tribution 
of major trace clements (Ba. Mg. Sr and B) between the inner and hinge growth zone • and 
across growth zone ha already been documented in modern and fossil Trici:lcn,1 in Chapter 
4 and 5 (sec Figure 4.23. 4.27. 4.28. 5.8-5.12 and Table 4.5). Differences in values for some 
trace clement observed between hinge and inner zones were interpreted as reflecting 
biological fractionation processes. 
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Figure 6.4 LA-ICP;\1 sampling transects 
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6 .4.2 LA-ICPMS uranium profiles 
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Figure 6.5 Transverse section through the outer and inner zone of a modern 7: gigas from Palm 
Island. Great Barrier Reef. Australia. Zonal differences in Band 1\lg conccntl"Jtion arc observed while 
passing across the zone boundary. consistent with observations of variable trace clement panitioning 
between Trid3cno growth i'Ones discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Iluon Peninsula. P G. Approximate!)' I ppm ur.rnium is observed in the outer zone, which decreases 
to less than 0.1 ppm in the inner zone. 
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Figure 6.7 TT3nsvcrsc section through a MIS 11 fossil T. gig:is ' Eddie' from lluon Peninsula, 
P G. Ur3nium concentT3tions in the outer zone arc approximately S ppm, and less than 0. l ppm in 
the inner zone. Band ~lg again show offs<.-1s between 1he diffe rent growth zones. A narrow zone of 
calcite on the exterior surface of the inner /.One is associated with U and 1\lg enrichments and B 
depletion. 
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Figure 6.8 Longitudinal LA - ICP~IS profile through a modern T. gig:is from Palm Island, Great 
Barrier Reef. Australia. which is sub parallel to growth b:md orientation and spans all three Trid.1cna 
growth zones. With the exception of the outer :.urfacc (-30 ppb). U concentration arc less than 10 
ppb throughout the clam. 
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Figure 6.9 Longiiudinal section through a MIS I I fossi l Trid.1cn.1 'RW l 2' from Huon 
Peninsula. U concentrations arc rel:uivel)' uniform at 5 ppm in both hinge and outer zone. 
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(Overleaf) Figure 6. 11 Uranium concentration · through the hinge lone of three ~11 11 T. /JIBJ 
from 1 luon Pcnin~ula. PNC. 
6.4.3 Observations 
The LA-ICPM transcctS chrough various part of the modern and fo ·ii Tddacn:1 reveal 
three imponam observation : 
1. Immediate!}' following death, the uranium concentration in modern Trid:1cna is 
very low throughout all growth zones (<10·20 ppb) (Figures 6.5. 6.8). "ith a slight increase 
(diffu ion profile) evident near the exterior surface of the clam. 
2. In the fossil Tridacna from MIS Sc and Ml 11 . a distinct zonal control on 
uranium di tribucion is pre cnt. The hinge and outer zones arc relatively enriched in 
uranium (-5 ppm for MIS 11 Tridacna, -1 ppm for MIS Sc Trici.?cn:i). in conrrast t0 the 
inner zone which contain le than 0.1 ppm (Figure 6.6. 6.7. 6.9). In chcsc enriched zone . 
clams of the same age general!)' have similar uranium conccncrations (-1 ppm for Ml Sc 
clams. -S ppm for MIS 11 clam ). 
3. Within each zone in the fossil Trid,1cn.1. uranium concentration arc relative!)' 
uniform. and display no gradient in uptake from the exterior urface inwards (Figures 6.6. 
6.7. 6.9 6. 11 ). 
6.4.4 Discussion 
6.4.4 . 1 Zonal differences in U concentrations 
The occurrence of enriched uranium value in both che hinge and outer zone pcrsi tent 
throughout all fo ii Tridacna ampled. Thi imilar to ob ervation of uranium 
enrichment in the outer zone of aragonitic 1\ferccnan:1 clam by Kaufman er al. (1996). 
Sorption of uranyl ions (UO/') by minerals is known to depend on several factors. including 
pH. availability of surface binding sites. solution compo ition and aqueous complcxation 
(Elzinga er al .. 2004). Experiments with calcite found that che pccific sorption of uranium 
(µmol U/g CaCOJ increase in direct proportion to the equilibrium uranium concentration 
in olution (Savenko. 2001). avcnko also showed that the pccific orption of lF increase 
as the ratio of UOt to Ca2• in the solution increases. Complexing of uranyl species with 
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carbonate stabilizes rhe pccie against precipitation of tf·. so that sorption of tf· onto 
calcite is favoured over precipitation of tf" hydroxide . In a Quaternary fo ii reef 
environment such a Huon Peninsula. the COl2 ion is likely to be present in groundwater 
and would encourage tf" carbonate complexation and subsequent adsorption of tf·. 
Assuming all parts of a fo ii Tridacn,1 arc exposed ro pore fluids of similar U concentrations, 
pH and aqueou complexation. it is inferred thar differences in rhe availability of urface 
binding ites is re ponsible for the zonal differences in uranium concentration measured in 
the fo ii Tridacna. Difference in binding- ite availability may result from cry tallographic 
and/or structural differences between hinge/outer zone and the inner zone, for example 
cry tal orientation, cry tal pccific urface area. growth band orientation and/or organic 
content of the skeleton (Kaufman et al., 1996: Millard and Hedges. 1996; Labonne and 
Hillaire-Marcel. 2000). 
SEM observations of different growth zones in Tridacm1 (Chapter 2) indicate distinct 
differences in trucrural arrangement of aragonite cry tals in the hinge and outer zones 
versus the inner zone. The inner zone i nacreous and compo ed of horizontal lamellac. 
which arc aggregate of aragonitc crystal oriented with their c axis perpendicular to the 
shell surface (\Vatabc. 1965). In contrast, the outer and hinge zones di play a complex. 
cross lamcllar fine -structure (sec Plate 6. I below. and Chapter 2). These ultra trucrural 
differences arc like!)' to result in significant differences in their internal urface areas: 
Anderson er al. (1973) showed that cross-lamellar molluscs have greater urface areas than 
lamellar, nacreous molluscs. and also showed that molluscs with cross-lamellar 
ultra trucrure have higher uranium contcntS than the nacreous mollu c . This provide good 
evidence that primary differences in surface area ignificantly influence zonal differences in 
uranium concentration observed in these fossil Tridacna. 
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Plate 6.1 (a) Fossil Tn"dacna 'RW 1 2' outer 1onc cross lame liar uhra tructurc. (b) inner 'lOnc 
parallel lamcllar uhrutrucwre (c.f. Plate 2.15). 
The influence of surface area on uranium ad orption appears to be upported by the l..A-
ICPMS cans performed 3cro growth bands in the hinge area (Figure 6.10). where U 
cyclicit)' i pre ent and related to the annual variation in Tddacna 1g/Ca de cribcd in 
Chapter 4. imilar fluctuation arc ob crved in the transverse section scan that pass across 
the growth bands of the outer layers (Figure 6.6. 6.7). It is plau iblc that variations in 
uranium adsorption reflect annual variation in cry:.tal izc. caused by change in growth 
rate. which arguably affect the pccific urfacc area (S A). 
The organic matrix i an important component of molluscan kclcton . and the degradation 
of thi matrix may al o influence uranium urfacc adsorption. In the inner nacreous layers 
for example. the organic matrix i interpo cd between the lamellac as thin horizontal sheets. 
and between the crystal a wall (\Vatabc, 1965). Some studic have found that nacrcou 
aragonite appears to have higher organic content than complex cross lamcllar aragonite 
(Glover and Kidwell. 1993). Different organic content may re ult in varying rate of 
degradation and/or protection of aragonite cry tal from diagcnc i in each zone a thi 
matrix break down (Glover and Kidwell. 1993). which may affect the surface area available 
for U ad orption. However. the properties of Trid.1c11.1 organic matrix between growth zone 
arc not known, but Tridacn:i clam contain lower organic content compared to other 
bivalve genera (total amino ac id content of - 50 pmol/mg v . 3000 8000 pmol/mg for C 
concbolepu ) (Hearty and Aharon. 1988: Labonne and llillaire-Marcel. 2000). Tridacna al o 
can preserve their amino acid concentration for more than 250 kyr, owing to their large 
ize and dense :.tructure. Therefore the low. relatively uniform amino acid concentrations 
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may indicate that the decay of organic matrix in Tn"dacna ha only a ccondary influence 
upon surface area. compared to ultra trucwral control. 
6.4 .4 .2 Diffusion profiles 
Relative))' flat uranium profile arc observed in each zone, though concentrations differ 
grcatl)' between zone in both the 11$ Sc and Ml 11 fossil Tridacn.?. Profile also arc flat 
along and across growth bands. The e observations uggcst that the aragonitc has fully 
equilibrated with pore water. The absence of a v -shapcd or other diffusion profile even in 
the younger fossil clams from MIS Sc. suggc t that equilibration occurs relatively rapidly. 
Thus. either diffusion i not the dominant procc · re ponsible for uranium migr.nion. or the 
physicochemical propcnies of the TridacmJ allow rapid diffu ion and rapid equilibration 
with pore fluids. and that U uptake is onl)r ubjcct to adsorption capacity. These two 
possibilities arc discussed below. 
(A) As stated by Millard and Hedge ( 1996). diffu ion will only dominate if the soil 
moi turc content i con tant and there i no hydraulic movement. otherwise diffu ion will 
operate simultancou · ly with other tran pon proce cs. In oil . water i characterised by 
'hydraulic potential' (the free energy required to move water in oil to its tandard state) 
which can be divided into gravitational. osmotic and capillariry component (Hedges and 
Millard. 1995). The free energy due to capillarity of oil or bone (or Trid.1cn,1) i determined 
by the pore size structure and is termed 'matric potential'. Where the hydraulic potential is 
con tant through time. the marric potential remains constant and there is no net flow of 
water in or out of a fossil , but solutes may till move under the influence of diffusion 
gradient · . Where hydraulic potential varies spatia lly or temporally (cg: due to changing 
position of the ' atcr table. or l>Casonal variation in rainfall). the matric potential is affected. 
and the mechanism · for water movement arc hy draulic flow and recharge re pectivcly. 
At Huon Penin ula. the hydraulic potential in the soil and reef matrix urrounding fossil 
Tridacna varie seasonally. The fossil specimens studied here were close to the ground 
urfacc. above the permanent water table. Thu it i likel)' that the fo ii were not 
dominated by diffu ion. and that hydraulic flow and recharge were imponam. 
CHAPlER 6 
Uniform profile in the Tridacna arc consi tent with report that the uranium distribution in 
bone i more uniform under variable hydraulic potential. relative to diffusion (Millard and 
Hedge . 1996). 
(B) A very localised uranium concentration profile with diffu ion characteristics i 
ob crvcd in the outer surface of the modern Palm I land T. giga ranging from 40 ppb at the 
urfacc co - 10 ppb in the interior. Thi ·ugge ts that diffu ion proce c may occur. and 
begin while the clam is in the marine environment. However no charactcri tic 'bivalvc-
modificd ' v shaped 0 -A profile arc observed in the fossil Tridacn.1. It ha been reported 
that as diagcncsi progresses. the internal surface area of bone dccrea cs and total porosity 
increa cs. and that both factors lead to increa cd r.nc at which equilibrium is reached 
(internal v shaped diffu ion profile of U concentration fill in and flattens) (Hedge and 
Millard , 1995; Pike er al .. 2002). Considering that flat profile arc ob crvcd in the MIS Sc 
and 1 IS I I Trid:1cna, it i po · iblc that diffu ion proceeded very rapid!)' co reach 
equilibrium profiles. For chis to be true. it would ~uggcst that for the Ml Sc Tridacna, - 1 
ppm U concentration i the groundwater-clam equilibrium value. For this equilibrium value 
to incrca c to 5 ppm for the II I I Tridacna. either groundwater U concentration mu t al ·o 
increase. or, the specific urfacc area of the aragonite cry cats mu t change. 
In general. observations of groundwater U concentration at Huon Penin ula how a 
decrease with increasing altitude: two samples from elevations of 700-800 m contained 
approxim:nely 0.4 ppb uranium. while two samples from low-altitude spring (<100 m) 
contained 1.6 and 0 .8 ppb. po~ibly reflecting greater re idence time of the lowcr-ahirude 
groundwater . Because diffusion is reversible. low U concentrations in groundwater should 
re ult in U leaching (Millard and Hedge . 1996; Pike er .1/ .. 2002). l o uch profile arc 
observed in the Tn'dacna samples. Given that a po ·itive correlation between aragonite 
urfacc area and uranium concentration has been found for a series of Plei tocene fo ii 
mollu cs from haly and California (Anderson f!t .1/., 1973). it seem more likely that 
diagenctic increase in cry tal pecific urfacc area ( A) arc rcspon ·iblc for the mea urcd 
difference in absolute U concentration between the Ml Sc and .Ml 11 Tridacna. 
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6.4.4 .3 Summary 
Based on the e preliminary re ult . it appears that regardless of U-cran port mechani m, 
Tridacna aragonice appears to attain equilibrium with surrounding pore fluids relarively 
quickly. as the period of time in which concentration gradients in concentration arc 
observed is relatively brief. Thus imple application of the 0 -A model (using v -shaped 
concentration profiles t0 correct for open ystcm behaviour) is not possible. However. the 
0 -A model also predict panicular ci rcum tance that involve rapid equilibration, after 
which uranium migration effectively cease . and the sy rem can be regarded as do cd (Pike 
ec al., 2002) (Figure 6.2). Flat profile in uranium concentration arc predicted in this 
icuarion. and although this i con i tent ' ith the flat U concentration profiles observed in 
the fossil Tridacna. it eem unlikely that the fossil Tridacna experienced a inglc. rapid 
uptake event that occurred very early in their history. Jc was suggested above. that the 
speci fic surface area of Tridacna aragonite governs the absolute concentration of U 
observed in the clam . If SSA incrca c with time, U uptake is likely to be an ongoing 
process. Moreover. if both the MIS Sc and MIS 11 Tn'dacnt1 had experienced one early. rapid 
uptake event. they should have the same U concentrations bur they do nor. The 0 A model 
i further examined in Section 6.5. b)' mca uring the U-se rie isotopes in fo ii Tn'dacna 
micro-samples to determine if homogcnou isotope profile exist. 
6.5 
6.5 .1 
RESULTS ISOTOPIC DATA [230 TH/238U] AND 
8234 u 
Sampling approach & locations 
Although di tinct zonal difference exi t in uranium concentrations. this should not affect 
i otopic gradients because the structural features of each zone arc present in the fo ii a 
well as the modern Tridacna. 1icro-samplc were located o that the i otopic spacial 
variation was be t con trained and the micro-sample obtained had ufficicntly high 
uranium concentration . A the inner zone ha low U concentrations (< 100 ppb). calcite 
layers were targeted for sampling (·cc Figures 6.12-6.14). Given that equilibration of 
uranium between Trid,1cn.1 aragonitc and pore water appears to occur rapidly. and 
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regardless of whether uranium uptake occurs during a di crete event or continuously, the 
D-A model predicts that homogenous isotopic ratios will be observed throughout the shell 
zone within individual pccimens. and also between specimen from the same reef 
sequence. 
RW- 1- 2 
· -3 
2---7-1-• 
Figure 6.12 Ml 11 fossil Trid3cntt 'R\ - 1 2' from lluon Peninsula. with location of U series 
microsamples. Numbers refer to S3mplc identification number (listed in Table 6.3). 
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RW- 3- 2 
RW-1-1 
10--
---9 
• 8 
Figure 6.13 MIS 11 rn·dacn:1 'RW- 1- 1' and 'RW-3-2' from lluon Peninsula. P C with sample 
locations marked (numbers refer to sample ID listed in Table 6.3). Blue circles represent calcite 
samples. 
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Figure 6.15 U-se rics dataset for l luon Pcni~-ula fossil Tridacna samples and groundwaters 
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groundwater ~mplcs from I luon Pcnin ula. 
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Figure 6 .18 I luon Penin~ula groundwater and fossil Tn'd.1cn:1 U series data displayed on an 
isochron plot with isotope evolut ion curves. Thick blue line represent expected closed-system 
evolut ion for a sample incorporating marine uranium (cg: corals) where ['.,.ul"UJ 1.145 
(equivalent to a 61 ... U of 145%.>). 
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6.5.3 Observations 
(~U] 
Con istcnt with the expected age of the fossil Tridacna. two groups of [7'10yhfn 'UJ values arc 
observed: the highc t lie between 0.8 and 1.4 and come from the MJS 11 Tridacna. whereas 
values between 0.4 and 0.6 come from the MIS Sc Tridacna (Table 6.2, Figure 6.15. 6.18). 
Apparent ages of groundwater are low, reflecting insolubility of Th ions in narural waters 
and the tendency for Th to be ad orbed by natural materials such as clays and organic . in 
the normal pH range (pH 6-9) (Langmuir and Herman. 1980). 
[~mUJ is variable ' ithin each fossil clam (Figure 6.17) and doc not show any 
correlation with shell zone. If the samples taken from calcite layer in the MIS 11 Tridacna 
arc excluded. there is a weak tendency for lowest [230-yh/mUJ values to occur in the inner 
layer. Four samples collected from the calcite layers display {r.»rhJm UJ values in excess of 
secular equilibrium (Table 6.3. Figure 6.18), indicating that either n<>rh was added to the 
sample. or tlSU was partly leached. Similarly. a Miocene lime tone sample from Huon 
Peninsula wa analysed. and also had [?JOyh/mU) in excess of ecular equilibrium. Thi is 
unusual. as a sample of this age i expected to be at secular equilibrium. but the ample was a 
moderately porou limcswnc and loss of uranium through leaching is inferred. 
The uranium isotopes also show ignificant o234U variation. with generally low and 
sometimes negative &1"'U values (Figure 6.16). Negative &1~U value arc not commonly 
observed in fossil corals due co the predominant po itivc marine &™U signature. but these 
value in fossil Tridacna from Huon Peninsula are consistent with a local groundwater 
uranium ourcc; o™U in four samples from prings at Huon Peninsula display considerable 
variabilit)', with value ranging between 70%o and -30%0. 
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Apparent closed-system ages: 
The apparent closcd-sy tern 1XThl"'U ages fall in two distinct cluster . Within che Ml Sc 
Tridacna. apparent closed ystcm age estimate range from 49 to 85 ka. while microsamplcs 
from chc MIS I I Tridacn.1 have clo cd ystem ages ranging between 228 and 330 ka. The 
spread of age wichin the MIS Sc and Ml 11 Tridacna reflect difference in isotopic 
compo ition between individual clams. and al o reflect the patially variable narurc of the 
measured isotope compositions within each clam. 
6 .5.4 Discussion 
The 0 -A model predict that where rapid, early uranium uptake occun>. the re ulling Oat, 
equilibrium profiles in U concentrations should also correspond to uniform isotopic 
composition . The re ult from the fo ii Trkbcn.1 do not conform wich the c prediction . 
bccau c although flat uranium concentration profile arc observed. the i otopic 
compo ition :ire not spatial!)' homogcnou . Plot of the data from 5 Trid,1cn.1 vcrsu 
distance from the shell surface (along a growth band) and excluding calcite sample . how 
significant patial variability in the i otopcs (Figure 6.19. 6.20). 
ln addition, with rapid-uptake the D A model predict · apparent closed ystcm ages that :ire 
clo c to the true ages. The apparent clo cd- y tern age for the fo ii Trid.1cn.1 arc about 50% 
too young for the MIS Sc Tn'd.1cn.1. and about 25~o coo young for the Ml I l Tridacnn. It 
follow · that a inglc uptake event occurring hon I>• after the death of the c clam did not 
occur. The 0 -A model fails to correctly model the U migration processc occurring in 
Tridacn3, and it seems likely that the Tridacn.1 have experienced a complicated uptake 
hi tOl)' (e .g. multi tagc) which cannot be re olved in the model. In addition to A comrols 
on U-ad orption capacity. uranium uptake at ll uon Pcnin ula i expected to be trongly 
influenced by tectonic uplift . which continuou I)' reposition palcorccfs relative to 
groundwacer (c.f. the permanent water table). and meteoric conditions chat regulate U 
mobility arc also likely to have varied. The ground' ater may al o vary in its uranium 
concentration and isotopic compo ition through time. subjec t to change in its source and 
che reef unit ' it has percolated through. Thu . the uptake proce is likely to have been 
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complicated. and multiple uptake and/or desorption events may have occurred that 
isotopicall)' overprint previous events. 
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Figure 6.1.9 Isotopic profiles through the MI Sc Trid:1cn.1 from lluon Pcninsul3. The maximum 
distance along a growth band to the exposed surface is greater than 100 mm for both clams. 
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Figure 6.20 Isotopic profik through the i\11 11 fossil Tn'd.1cn:i. assuming diffu ion proceeds 
from the :;urface to the interior growth bands. All measurement made in calcite la)'ers in the inner 
zones arc excluded (these do not pose a problem if formed before diffu-.ion proccssc affected 
Tridacna uranium content. however if the)' formed after. the botopic data will reflect 
rccry tallisation processes rather than diffusion-related uranium uptake). The profiles represent half a 
clam, ' ith the greatest possible di tance from the exterior estimated to be berween 120 - 140 mm 
depending on the clam. 
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6.6 SUMMARY: THE APPLICABILITY OF THE 0-A 
MODEL FOR TRIDACNA Li-SERIES GEOCHRONOLOGY 
Thi inve tigation into U concentration and isotope pattern in fo ii Trid.1cna ha found 
that concentration. isotopic and apparent age profiles predicted by the D·A model arc not 
ob ervcd in Tn(hcna. Relative!)' homogenous concentration profile occur within pecific 
growth zones (hinge. inner and ouccr) of fossil Tridacna from the MIS Sc and MIS 11 reef 
complexes. and spatially variable isotopic composition occur within individual fossil 
Tn'dacna clams. 
The ab ence of diffusion profile predicted by the 0 -J\ model i inferred to reflect rapid 
equilibration of Tn'dacna aragonite with surrounding pore-waters. but whether this is 
achieved by rapid diffus ion or by other tran port mcchani ms uch a through 
interconnected pipe left behind when the organic matrix decays is unclear. Rapid 
equilibration mean that only a relatively narrow time window may cxi t for po iblc 
bivalve-modified v ·shaped diffu ion adsorption profile to be ob crvcd. during the earl)' 
tagc of uranium uptake. 
Given that early. rapid equilibration uptake occurs. the 0 -A model predicts homogcnous 
concentration and isotopic profiles. Although homogenou · concentrations arc preserved in 
lluon Penin ula fo ii Tridacna. U- crie i otopcs di play con iderablc patial variability and 
chu do not follow the model prediction . The procc c of U migration in Trid.1cna may 
differ from chose in the 0 A model for bone. Alternatively. the uptake process is complex 
due to the dynamic preservation environment at Huon Penin ula. For these rea ons. the D-
A model cannot be u ·ed to provide geochronological con traincs on the timing of reef 
growth at Huon Pen in ula. Thi doc not mean that the 0 -A model of U uptake a applied to 
bone i incorrect , but rather may reflect the probable differences in ph)'sicochemical 
properties between Trid:icna aragonite and bone hydroxyapatite. which may significant!)' 
alter diffusion proce ·e in Tridacn.1. Moreover. the uranium uptake hi tory at Huon 
Pcnin ula is likely to be more complex than a urned in the 0 -A model. 
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The preferred interpretation of the sequence of cvcncs producing the observed 
characteristics of the uranium data ct is a follow . 
l. Uranium uptake within individual dam is progrc ivc but equilibration within each 
shell zone is always rapid. The level of U incorporation depend on the pecific urfacc 
area (SSA) available for uranium adsorption. With time. this increase· as primary crystals 
arc etched and/or organic material break down. and the capacit)' for U adsorption 
probably also increases. 
2. While uniform concentration profiles arc observed in the fo· ii specimens. isotope 
composition of micro-samples arc not spatially uniform. suggc ting that although bulk 
uranium is conserved. uranium isotopes arc mobili cd and redistributed within the dam 
to produce variable (1"Th/wU} value . Con cqucntl)' o1J.4U is al o variable. 
6.7 OPEN-SYSTEM MODELLING OF APPARENT UPTAKE 
HISTORIES 
6 .7.1 Background 
Alhough a diffusion-adsorption model cannot be applied to the fo~il Trid.1cn.1 from Huon 
Pcnin ula to obtain reliable age . a ~imple uptake model can shed light on the apparent 
history of uranium uptake. and can highlight difference between Triti:tcna specimens. 
which may be site pecific. 
A implc approach i to a ume that the ource compo ition remain con tant (groundwater 
or marine). and that uptake varie ·moothly with time. according to the following uptake 
function from Grun et al. (1987). 
U (t) Uo (r/T)P-1 
where 
U(t} U concentration at any time tin the past 
Uo present U concentration 
T sample age 
p the 'uptake parameter' 
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Figure 6.21 Predicted uptake historic for various values of p the uptake parameter. where 
Ut/Uo represents the proponion Ut of uranium caken up relative to measured uranium content Uo at 
the present time. and tff represents the time t elapsed relative to the total time T the sample is 
exposed to uranium uptake (from Grun ct :ii. (1988)). 
The uptake parameter p define the uptake history. For p - -1. U(t) ... Uo, implying 
immediate post-mortem uptake: for p = 0, U(c) - Uo (cff) implying linear uptake; for p > 
0, the uplakc rate increases through time (Figure 6.2 I). If the sample age Tis known, it 
is possible co find a unique value of p. An algorithm to solve this problem was developed 
by Grun er al ( 1987) u ing chc following equations: 
U, (p. 1 )= ( ~ )u (p.t ){r - A,(r - 1): ~r exp(- A, (t - 0)) dO) (Eq. 6.8) 
( ;. ) Ro)P·1 !(o)p•I Th0 (p.t )= : . U (p.rX(r.-1 - J.J - cxp(- A0 (1- 0)) dO J. , (r - 1) - cxp(- 2,(r - O))dO} Ao J., o I o I 
(Eq. 6.9) 
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where. 
}~ .i.o = decay con:.tants of i U. 'l4U and '~rh 
r initial 1l4Uf~ activity ratio 
Expre ions can be derived from Eq . 6.8 and 6.9 for 7~h/134U and 7·l-4u;t U a functions of p 
and sample age T. The algorithm of Gnm et al. (1987) allows one to find the p value that 
give the best march co ob erved (7~h/2.'-iU ) and (7l4U/t\:5U). for a ample of known age. B)' 
calculating p values. apparent uptake hi wrie can be compared between individual 
Tridacna and also between different reef unit . The model docs not allow for uranium 
leaching and cannoc resolve epi odic uptake evencs. but provide an c timatc of an average 
procc that i con i cent with the ob erved data. 
6.7.2 Results 
Figure 6.22 and 6.23 illu ·trate the uptake hi torie for che Ml Sc and MIS 11 fo ii 
Tridacn,1, expressed as both relative (graphs on the left) and ab olute (graphs on the 
right) rate of change, a uming an age of 125 ka for the MIS Sc Tridacn,1, and 405 ka for 
the MIS 11 Trid.1cna. Table 6.4 below Ii rs the actual p values calculated for the Tridncn.1 
sample . 
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Table 6.4 p values for MIS 11 and MIS Se Tridacna 
Sample 
Sam le # A e zone value 
I Ml l 1 lnncr -0.988 
2 MIS II Inner 0.861 
3 MIS II Outer · 0.932 
4 ~11 l 1 Hinge · 0.857 
5 Ml 11 Inner n/3 . 
6 ~11S 11 Inner n/:i . 
7 MIS II Inner n/:i . 
8 MIS II Inner 0.894 
9 ~!IS l l Inner · 0.665 
10 MIS II llingc · 0.924 
11 Ml 1 l Inner -0.878 
12 Ml 11 Inner n/3 . 
13 MIS 11 Inner 0.892 
14 Ml 11 I nn<.'r ·0.921 
15 Ml 11 l linge ·0.938 
16 Ml l 1 Outer 0.855 
17 ~llS 11 Outer -0.846 
18 Ml Sc Hinge -0.076 
19 MIS Sc Hinge ·0.643 
20 MIS Sc llingc ·0.533 
21 ~11$ Sc llingc 0.045 
22 MIS Sc lnncr 0.04 
23 Ml Sc Outer -0.47S 
24 MIS Sc Outer ·O. IS8 
25 MIS Sc Outer -0.115 
26 MIS Sc lnncr 0.06S 
27 Ml Sc Outer ·0.053 
28 MIS Sc Jlingc 0.177 
29 ~11$ Sc Hinge 0.054 
30 MIS Sc llingc 0.26 
· p vaJucs could not be calculated because [?J0rh/ 238U] values were greater than for 
secular equilibrium. 
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Figure 6.22 Predicted uptake histories of ~t IS Sc Trid:1cna ur.inium b~d on cStimatcd ages and 
measured isotopic compositions. Lett hand graphs display the relative rates of uptake with time. and 
right hand gr.1phs show predicted actual uranium concentrations with time. 
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Figure 6.23 Predicted uptake histories of MIS 11 Tn'dacna uranium based on estimated ages and 
measured isotopic compositions. Left hand graphs display the relative rate of uptake with time. 
where Um is the proponion of total uranium U(t) that is measured at time 1. and right hand graphs 
show predicted acrual ur.inium concemr.11ions with time. 
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6.7.3 Discussion 
The calculated p value for the fo ii Tridacna vary from 0.988 co 0.26. indicaring a range of 
apparent uptake historic . from very earl)' uptake co uptake increa ing through time. 
Distinct difference in p value between chc Ml Sc Trid,1cn.1 and MI 11 Tridacna arc 
observed. The MJS Sc Tndacn.1 all di play approximately linear uptake hi torics, excluding 
three sample from Sl/12. In contra t . the MIS 11 Tnaacna generally have trongl>' negative 
p value (- -0.9). indicating relatively rapid early uptake (Table 6.4). Four ample had 
(~h/33U) exceeding ccular equilibrium and arc inferred to have been leached. which the 
model doc not allow for. In sample RW-3 2 it is demon trated that regardless of uranium 
concentration varying between hell zone b}' 3 order of magnitude, the same early uptake 
mode occurred throughout rhc hell. 
The quc tion must be a kcd. why do the two different Tridacna groups show markedly 
different uptake hi torie ·?Three possible explanation arc ugge ted. 
I. The estimated age for the 11$ 11 Tridacna is incorrect. and they may be 
older or younger than 1\11 11. 
2. Environmental differences between the sampling ·ice may have allowed 
different uptake hi tones. so the ob ervcd difference · in uptake historic 
may be real. 
3. The samples have experienced additional proccssc following uranium 
uptake (leaching). which can alter the apparent uptake history. 
Each of these po ibilitie arc di cu ed in turn. 
1. Near linear uptake rea onably de cribc the history of the younger clams. If it i 
a~umcd that all fossil Tna,1cn:1 on lluon Pcnin uh have experienced linear uptake. then an 
apparent age for the 11$ 11 specimen · can be calculated. Trial indicate that thee 
pccimcn would have to be over I million )'Cars old. if linear uptake operated. to obtain the 
observed U scric data. Thi · is highly unlikely. The elevation of the e pecimens and the 
well-defined uplift rate near the site indicate that they cannot be more than 500 kyr old. 
Thu . I believe incorrect age a ignmcm of the Ml 11 Tnaocna can be ruled out as a 
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plausible explanation for the different apparent uptake hi toric of the 11 Sc and llS 11 
Tridacna. 
2. True difference in sa mpling environments may be responsible. In Section 6.4.4, it 
was inferred that the ab olutc concentrations of U in the fossil Tridacna reflect the U-
adsorption capacity of the clam at a given point in time, which i a function of specific 
surface area (SSA). Thi in turn i influenced by rate of diagcnetic alteration. uch that if 
difTcrcnc locations of a reef arc altered faster than other . chc rate of change of SA may also 
be fa tcr. The Ml Sc Tridacn.1 were sampled from the top of the reef urfacc. and it is very 
unlikely that significant time wa pent in the frc hwater phrcatic environment . In 
contra t. the MIS 11 Trid:1cn.1 expo cd at 1200 m above MSL. were originally positioned 
deeper in the reef before erosion removed the overburden. The e fo~ ii may have pent a 
ignificant amount of time in the phrcatic zone where uranium uptake ma>• have occurred. 
3. The differences in apparent uptake history may be a leaching artefact. The effect of 
minor leaching is to increase the closed-sy tern age. which in tum hifts the linear 
relationship between p and t to the right (Figure 6.24), and thu produces an apparent 'early 
uptake' hi tory. when the true uptake histOI")' ma)' have been linear. Some sample from the 
Ml 11 TridacM have [i»rhl~ U] value which arc greater than secular equilibrium. 
indicating that leaching proce c arc probably occurring in the system. It could be argued 
that leaching is not rcspon iblc. bccau c no characteristic leaching profile are observed in 
the 1 IIS 11 Tridacn.1 in terms of U concentration . however in reality Tridncna only 
pre crve the mo t recent uptake ignaturc. An earlier leaching event whereby uranium 
migrated out of the clam and the ingrown Th remained behind. followed by another 
uptake event and rapid equilibration with groundwater. i a mcchani m that could explain 
the absence of a leaching profile. 
To ummari c. option · 2 and 3 both appear possible. however there i no way to determine 
which is re pon iblc for the observed apparent uptake historic at this stage. 
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6.8 CONCLUDING STATEMENTS 
Thi srudy has established that a diffu ion-ad orption model for uranium uptake cannot be 
applied to fossil Tridacna t0 obtain age e timatcs. Thi apparently reflect the trucniraJ 
complexity of Trid.1cn.1. together with the probable complex. multi- taged narure of their 
uptake hi corics at Huon Peninsula which cannot be modelled by the simple cenario D·A 
model. 
The patial distribution of uranium within individual specimen appears co be controlled by 
ultrastrucrural difference between the different growth zone (inner, hinge and outer). 
which appear to di play differences in specific surface area (SSA) and thu potential for U 
ad orption. In terms of between-reef trend in U concentration. this i interpreted to reflect 
difference in SSA re ulting from gradual. minor diagenetic processes occurring in the 
Tn·dacna. such as etching and loss of organic matrix. 
This tudy highlights the complex nature of uranium uptake hi torie in Tridacna (also 
applicable to other bivalve ). and the light change required co ignificanrly alter the 
apparent uptake hi cory. If attempting to u e the open-sy tern model to obtain an age by 
a urning a particular type of uptake. caution cenainly needs to be exerci ed. a chi work 
ha demon trated that fo ii in the same environment of different ages appear to exhibit 
very different uptake histories. Local variation in groundwater compo ition arc also likely 
(both concentration and i oropic compo ition). and though the ame uptake history may 
occur for samples in close proximity. it is cenainly unwi e co extrapolate the amc uptake 
hi tory further afield . 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS FOR THIS 
THESIS 
In this thcsi:.. fo ii Porite coral and Tridac11.1 clams have been used to reconstruct the first 
high re olution records of paleoclimate during the MI 9 (339-303 ka) and MI l l (423 360 
ka) interglacial intervals. and contribute two new record:. to the exi ting Ml Sc (128 119 
ka) database. Following exten:.ive ·crecning for diagenc is. it ha been determined that for 
both Poriu.> and Tridocna high re olution climate archive . sea onality is the mo t robu t 
feature of the geochemical prOX)' record ·. 
In Porite cor31s. substantial difficult>' exi:.ts m attempting to recon truce absolure 
paleotemperamre u ing Sr/Ca palcorhermometry over interglacial/glac ial timescale . owing 
to the wide range of calibration equation and the ab olure temperatures they reconstruct. 
Calibration equation developed for Porite coral from the same location have al o proven 
to difTer, which i nor encouraging for the current practice of applying modem calibration 
relation hip to fossil coral record . Uncenaintie in ice volume and alinity contribution to 
fossil coral 0180 al o prevent the reconstruction of ab olute paleo- ST's. I lowever these 
problem notwithstanding. reliable and u eful information can till be obtained from fo ii 
coral proxy data, uch a climate variabil ity and sea onality. The fo ii Porite tudied in thi 
thesis is a hon record (12 years). and docs not show obvious interannual variability. thu:. 
seasonality was targeted. and the amplitude of the sea<>onal cycle wa found to provide 
geochronological information regarding the timing of fringing reef growth during Ml 9 on 
Henderson I land (Chapter 3). 
Reconstructing glacial/interglacial climates u ing Tridacna clams behold imilar limitations 
as for Porire · coral· . kcletal 1g/Ca ratios have been found to have partial temperature 
dependence in a modern Trid:icn.1 gi'ga however also appears to be influenced by clam 
phy iological procc cs. thu:. at thi stage doc not appear ideal for absolute palco ST 
reconstruction. Tridocna 8180 cannot be used to accurately reconstruct paleo T's due to 
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the contributions of ice volume and salinity to the overall skeletal 0180 signal, which arc 
poorly constrained over interglaciaVglacial timescale . However. in a modern Tridacna gigas 
pecimen, 0180 tracks climate variability and seasonality very well (Chapter 4) and can thu 
provide important insights into glacial and interglacial cl imate. In thi thesis, a 35-year 
record of E SO variabiliry during MfS I I was ucccssfully reconstrucced from a high -
rcsolution 0180 record in a MIS I I fossil Trithcna gigrr from Huon Peninsula (Chapter 5). 
This illustrate the ignificant potenrial of fossil Tn"dacna to contribute high resolution 
record of climate for interglacial or glacial periods in the past. for which such data are 
ab ent and fossil corals arc rarely well-pre erved. 
The prospect of dating fossil Tridacna from the MIS Se and 1 !IS I I interglacial by applying 
a U-series open-sy rem diffu ion-ad orption model was explored in Chapter 6. However this 
was not uccessful, which wa inferred to reflect the complicated uranium uptake hi t0ries 
experienced by fossil Tridacna at Huon Penin ula. the structura l complexities of the 
Tridacna ske leton, and physicochemical propcnics of this aragonite skeleton that do not 
appear amenable to the formation of diffu ion -related uranium concentration and isotopic 
profiles. An important finding from this study is the significant ultra-structural control on 
Tridacna uranium concentrations, and the high degree of variability in uranium isotope 
observed within individual pecimens. Thi has important implication for any study 
attempting to use molluscs for closed-system U series dating. and reiterate previou 
under tanding that mollusc uptake histories may be extremely complex and unable t0 be 
accounted for by simple uptake scena rios. 
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'..,,) 
0 Iv 
Sample 
:\BC 253 
NBC25b 
NBC-25c 
NBC 25d 
1'BC-25e 
NBC-25f 
>-BC·25g 
fl.BC 25h 
~BC-251 
'\'BC-251 
1'BC25k 
NBC 263 
NBC 26b 
NBC 26c 
NBC-26d 
i\BC 26e 
NBC·26f 
NBC-26g 
i\BC-26h 
~BC-261 
\\':'\B 3a 
\\'NB·3b 
\\'NB 3c 
\\ NB·3d 
\\'NB·3c 
WNB3f 
WNB·3g 
w:-.•B-3h 
Dato 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb-03 
22 Feb 03 
22 Feb-03 
26 Fcb·03 
26 Feb ·03 
26 Feb 03 
26 Feb 03 
26 Fcb·03 
26 feb·03 
26-Feb 03 
26 Feb 03 
26 fcb ·03 
18-Feb 03 
18 Feb 03 
18-feb-03 
18 Feb 03 
18 Feb 03 
18 Feb ·03 
18·Feb·03 
IS Feb -03 
Location Latitude (S) Longitudo (W) 
North Bcach cliff 24• 20.425' 128 19.753' 
North Bcach cliff 24• 20.425' 128 19.753' 
North Beach cliff 24 20425' 128 19.753 
North Beach chJT 24• 20.425' 128' 19.753' 
' forth Beach cliff 24• 20 425' 128 19.753 
~orth Bcach cliff 24 20425' 128 19.753 
~orth Bcach chff 24° 20.425' 128 19.753' 
~Orth Beach chfT 24 20.425 128 19.753 
~orth Beach chff 24• 20 425' 128 19.753 
~orth Bc:ich chff 24 20.425' 128 19.753 
~orth Beach chff 24 20 425' 128 19.753 
~Orth Be:ich cliff 24• 20 439 128' 19.732 
North Bcach cliff 24 20 439' 128 19.732' 
~orth Bc;ich cliff 24 20 439 128 19.732' 
North Beach cliff 24• 20439' 128 19.732 
Nonh Bcach cliff 24• 20.439' 128 19.732' 
North Bcach cliff 24 20.439' 128 19.732' 
North Bcach cliff 24 20.439 128 19.732 
North Beach chff 24 20.439' 128 19.732' 
~orth Bcach chff 24 20 439' 128 19.732 
Western ='orth Beach 24 20.280' 128 20.251 
Western ='orth Bcach 24 20 280 128 20.251 
\\'('~tern North Beach 24 20 280' 128 20.251 
Western :'\onh Bcach 24 20 280' 128'20.251 
We~tern :\onh Beach 24• 20 280' 128 20.251 
Western Xonh Beach 24 20 280' 128 20.251 
Western North Bc;ich 24 20280' 128 20.251 
Western North Beach 24• 20.280' 128 20.251 
S pec ies Sample type 
Pornc .. Hand S3mple 
Porn cs Hand S3mple 
Porne~ ll~nd sample 
Porn es Hand <.ample 
Porn~ Hand "3mple 
Pontes tfand s:implc 
Pontes Hand sample 
Porn cs H.tnd c;amplc 
Poritl"i Hand ~mple 
Porne) Hand sample 
Pontes Hand s;imple 
Porn cs Short core 
Porn cs Short core 
Porncs Short core 
Po rites Short core 
Pontes Short core 
Poriu.-< Shon core 
Pontes Shon core 
Poritcs Shon core 
Po rites Hand sample 
Pontes Shon core 
Ponte< Short core 
Porn cs Short core 
Porn~ Shon core 
Pornt's Shon core 
Pomc-. Short core 
Porites Short core 
Porllt"' Short corc 
Metros above 
MSL 
23.S 
23.5 
23.8 
24.5 
24.5 
24.5 
23.5 
23 2 
23.2 
23.2 
23.8 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Prese rvation 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
AverJge·good 
Average-good 
Average good 
A\eragt' good 
:\vcrage ·good 
Average good 
Averagc·good 
Avcrag~·&ood 
)> 
:g 
fT1 
:z 
0 
x 

w 
0 
w 
Sample 
WNB·31 
\\'NB 31 
WNB·3k 
WNB-31 
W.NB 3m 
WNB ·3n 
ENB-1 
E~B 2 
E:-.8 ·3 
ENB 4 
ENB·5 
ENB 6a 
E:-\B-6b 
:>:EBflA 
NEBIB 
NEB/ IC 
NEB/ID 
NEB' I E 
NEB/IF 
NEB IG 
'\EB 1 H 
NEB/ II 
NEB IJ 
NEB. l K 
NEBl lL 
NEB.1 1~1 
NEB' lN 
NF.B/10 
Date Location Latitude {S) 
18 Feb 03 Western '\onh Beach 24 20 280 
19 Feb 03 Western Nonh Beach 24 20 280' 
19 Feb 03 W~tern 'lonh Beach 24 20 280' 
19 Feb 03 Western Nonh Beach 24• 20 280' 
19 Feb 03 Western Nonh Beach 24 20.280 
19 Feb 03 Western Nonh Beach 24 20.280' 
20 Feb 03 F..a~tern North Beach 24 20 280' 
20 Feb-03 Eastern North Beach 24 20 280' 
20 Feb-03 Ea~tern Nonh Beach 24 20.280' 
20 Feb 03 Ea~tem Nonh Beach 24 20 280' 
20 Fcb-03 E.a~tern North Beach 24 20 280 
19-Feb 03 Ea(tern North Beach 24 20 280' 
19-Feb-03 Eastern \forth Beach 24 20.280' 
24 Feb 03 .\onh East Beach 24 20.551' 
24 Feb 03 Nonh East Beach 24 20 551' 
24 Feb 03 >ionh £.1st Beach 24 20551' 
24-Feb 03 North East Beach 24 20.551' 
24-Fcb-03 .\'onh Eaq Bc;ich 24 20.551' 
24-Feb 03 ~onh East Beach 24 20.551 ' 
24-Feb 03 :>:onh E.;m Beach 24 20.551' 
24 Feb 03 '\onh F.ast Beach 24 20 551' 
24-Fcb 03 :-:onh East Beach 24 20.55 I' 
24-Feb 03 Nonh East Beach 24 20 551' 
24 Feb 03 Xonh East Beach 24 20.551' 
24 Feb 03 ~onh East Bc;ich 24 20 551 
24 Feb 03 Xorth East Beach 24 20.551' 
24 Feb 03 Xonh East Be;ich 24 20 551' 
24 Feb-03 >tonh East Beach 24 20 551' 
Long itude fYV) Species Sample type 
128 20.251' Poritcs Shon core 
128· 20.251 · Poritc~ Shon core 
128 20.251 ' Poritcs Shon core 
128 20.251 ' Porit~ Short core 
128 20.251 ' Pontes Short core 
128 20.251 ' Porit~ Shon core 
128 20.251 Montastrea Hand ~mple 
128 20.251 ' ~1onta~trea Hand :.ample 
128' 20.251 ~!onta~trea Hand s:imple 
128 20251 ~lontasuea lfand sample 
128 20.251 ~1onusm.•J Hand !>:lmple 
128' 20251 ' Poritcs Hand ~mple 
128 20.251 ' Pontes Hand (3m1>le 
128 18.110' Pont~ Short core 
128· 18.110· Po rite<; Shon core 
128 18.110' Poritec; Shon core 
128 18.110' Pont('S Shon core 
128 18.110' Poritcs Short core 
128 18.llO Porite' Shon core 
128 18.110' PontC\ Short core 
128 18.110' Pontes Short core 
128 18.110' Pontes H.rnd c:ample 
128· 18.110 Porn es Shon core 
128' 18.110 Pontes Short core 
128' 18.110' Porit~ Shon core 
128' 18.110 Pontes Shon core 
128 18.110' Poritcs Shon core 
t28· 18.110· Poritc<; Shon cort' 
Metres above 
MSL 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
62 
3.5 
- 2 
2 
Not an suu 
Not an c;itu 
Not in situ 
Not an snu 
N0t in situ 
.Not in Mtu 
~Ot in SllU 
>10t in situ 
N0t in situ 
Xot in 'itu 
Not an suu 
Not in '>llU 
Not in situ 
Not in suu 
Not in <;Uu 
Prese rvation 
Average good 
Average-good 
Average good 
Average good 
AvNagc good 
Average ~ood 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Average 
A veu2e 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
E.xccllent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
facellent 
Excellent 
facellent 
> 
"'O 
"'O 
m 
z 
0 
x 

Sample Date Locat ion Latitude (S) Longitude (W) 
NEB ' IP 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24• 20.551 ' 128' 18.110' 
NEB/ lQ 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24• 20.551 ' 128' 18.110 
NEB/2A 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24' 20 551' 128' 18.110 
NEB!2B 24 Feb-03 North East Beach 24• 20.551 ' 128 18.110' 
~EB/2C 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24• 20.551' 128 18.110' 
l\'EB/20 24-Fcb-03 North East Beach 24" 20551 ' 128 18.110 
NEB/2E 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24" 20.551 ' 128' 18. 110 
NEB.'2F 24 Feb 03 Nonh East Beach 24' 20.551 ' 128 18. 110 
NEB/31\ 24-Feb-03 North E3st Beach 24' 20.521 ' 128 IS. I 12 
NEBl3B 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24 20.521' 128 18.112' 
~EB.'3C 24-Feb-03 North Ea.st Beach 24 20521' 128' 18. 112 
NEB/30 24-Feb-03 l\'onh wt Beach 24" 20.521 ' 128' 18.112' 
NEB/3E 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24• 20.521 128 18. l 12' 
NEBJ3F 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24 20521' 128 18.112' 
NEB/3G 24-Fcb-03 Nonh East Beach 24 20.521' 128 18.112 
NFIV311 24· Feb·03 Nonh f~t Beach 24• 20.521 ' 128 18.112 
~EBl31 24-Feb-03 Nonh East Beach 24' 20.521 128 18.112' 
NEB/3J 24 fc.'b-03 North East Beach 24 20.521 ' 128 18.112' 
l\'EB/3K 24-Feb-03 North East Beach 24' 20.521 ' 128 18. 112' 
NEB'3L 24 ·Fcb·03 North East Beach 24' 20.521 ' 128' 18.112' 
NEB/3M 24 -Feb-03 North f.ut Beach 24' 20.521' 128 18.112 
NEB/3N 24-Fcb 03 North East Beach 24' 20 521' 128' 18.112' 
NEB/30 24-Feb-03 ~forth E:ist Beach 24 20.521 ' 128 18. 112 
NEB/3P 24 · Feb-03 North f~t Beach 24' 20.521 ' 128' 18.112 
FlJl8.a 22-Fcb-03 Fossil lagoon 24' 20.610 128'19.782' 
FIJI Sb 22 Fcb·03 F~1l lagoon 24 20.610 128' 19 782' 
FIJI& 22 Feb 03 Fossil lagoon 24 20.610 128· 19. 782' 
~ 
~ FlJISd 22-FC!b·03 Fossil lagoon 24 20.610 128 19.782' 
Species Sample type 
Porit~ Shon core 
Poritcs Shon core 
Porit~ Hand sample 
Pontes Hand s;implt~ 
Porite~ Hand sample 
Porit~ Hand S3mplc 
Poritcs Hand s.implc 
Porites Hand sample 
Poritc.'S Shon core 
Porit~ Shon core 
Porit~ Short core 
Porit\.'S Short core 
Porit~ Short core 
Porit~ Short core 
Poritcs Short core 
Pont~ Shon core 
Poritcs Short core 
Porit~ Short core 
Pontes Shon core 
Porit~ Shon core 
Porite.s Shon core 
Porit~ Shon core 
Pontes Shon core 
Poritcs Shon rorc 
Poritcs Hand sample 
Porit~ Hand l'<lmplc 
Poritcs Hand sample 
Porit~ Hand SJmple 
Metres above 
MSL 
l'\ot in situ 
Not in situ 
35-4 
.:; 5-4 
3 5.5 
3 5-6 
3.5-7 
:\5-8 
- .i 
~ .i 
- 3 98 
3 95 
- 1.88 
3 SS 
- 3.5 
- l.5 
- 35 
~ 3.35 
- 320 
. 3.0 
- 2.9 
- 2.8 
- 2.3 
- 2.6 
- 30 
-~o 
30 
~ ~o 
Preserva1ion 
Excellent 
£.xcelJent 
Excellent 
£.xcellent 
Excellent 
£.xcellent 
£.xcc.'llent 
Excellc.'nt 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Exct'llent 
F.xct'llcnt 
Excellent 
£.xcellent 
E.xcellcnt 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
E.xccllent 
f.xccllcnt 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
> ::g 
m 
z 
0 
x 

\.; 
0 
Vt 
Sample 
FL'18c 
FU19a 
FU19b 
FU20a 
Fl/20b 
FU2la 
Oeno/ 1 
Ocno/2 
Date 
22-Feb 03 
22 Feb 03 
22-Fcb·03 
22-Feb 03 
22-fcb 03 
22-Feb·03 
28-Fcb·03 
28-feb 03 
Location Latitude (S ) Long itude (W) 
fossil lagoon 24° 20.610' 128 19.782' 
F~il lagoon 24• 20.610" 128 19.782 
Fossil lagoon 24• 20.610' 128 19.782' 
Fossil lagoon 24° 20.610" 128 19.782' 
Fossil lagoon 24• 20.610' 128° 19.782' 
F~il lagoon 24° 20.610' 128° 19.782' 
Ocno A toll lagoon 23° 55.089' 130° 45.029' 
Ocno Atoll lagoon 23 55.089' 130 45 .029' 
Species Sample type 
Poritcs Hand sample 
Poritcs Hand sample 
Poritcs Hand sample 
Porites Hand sample 
Poritcs Hand :.ample 
Poritcs Hand sample 
Poritcs Core 
Po rites Core 
Metres above 
MSL 
- 30 
-30 
31 
32 
33 
- 34 
4m depth 
4m depth 
Preservation 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
> 
"O 
"O 
m 
z 
0 
x 

APP(, DIX 2 
Appendix 2 
Oeno Atoll and Henderson Island Porites : 
Stable isotope and TIMS Sr / Ca data 
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APPENDIX 2 
Oeno Atoll Porites stable isotopes and Sr / Ca 
~ I Distance 
down coral 0180 o13C Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) (mmollmol) 
0.25 -3.80 1.85 8.818 
1.25 -3.60 -1.53 S.798 
2.25 -3.62 1.97 8.875 
3.25 -3.57 -2.27 8.895 
4.25 -3.60 2.31 8.896 
5.25 -3.73 -2.07 8.806 
6.25 -4.04 J.32 8.720 
7.25 -3.91 ·0.8S 8.658 
8.25 -3.73 -1.07 8.715 
9.25 -3.65 1.52 8.878 
10.25 -3.65 -1.96 8.897 
I 1.25 3.51 -2.32 8.908 
12.25 -3.47 2.36 8.841 
13.25 -3.62 -2.04 8.836 
14.25 -3.78 -2.34 8.778 
15.25 -3.90 -1.47 8.729 
16.25 -3.88 - 1.21 8.767 
17.25 -3.81 1.35 8.754 
18.25 -3.75 -1.56 8.854 
19.25 3.49 -1.86 8.971 
20.25 -3.54 -2.05 8.931 
21.25 3.46 -1.98 8.912 
22.25 3.75 2.19 8.860 
23.25 -3.93 - 1.41 8.835 
24.25 -3.90 -1.36 8.797 
25.25 -4.05 -1.18 8.790 
26.25 3.88 -1.33 8.769 
27.25 3.71 1.76 8.778 
28.25 -3.43 -1.40 8.883 
29.25 ·3.45 -1.89 8.912 
30.25 -3.57 -2.03 8.904 
31.25 -3.49 2.10 8.916 
32.25 ·3.55 2.19 8.841 
33.25 -3.61 -2.27 8.879 
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APPENDIX 2 
r Distance I 
down coral 0180 o13c Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o, vPDB) [(%o, vPDB) !(mmolfmol) 
34.25 -3.60 -2.34 8.826 
35.25 -3.73 1.74 8.764 
36.25 -3.77 - l.01 8.765 
37.25 3.98 0.69 8.810 
38.25 3.68 0.95 8.863 
39.25 -3.56 -1.45 8.940 
40.25 -3.43 -2.17 9.010 
41.25 3.33 2.25 8.939 
42 .25 -3.45 2.22 8.914 
43.25 -3.57 -1.94 8.924 
44.25 -3.72 -1.10 8.848 
45.25 -3.76 -0.90 8.804 
46.25 -3.59 1.62 8.852 
47.25 -3.52 -1.87 8.925 
48.25 3.41 -2.12 8.946 
49.25 -3.42 2.02 8.999 
50.25 -3.47 -2.19 9.001 
51.25 -3.67 -2.15 8.808 
52.25 3.82 -1.52 8.822 
53.25 3.70 0.91 8.781 
54.25 -3.66 -0.71 8.739 
55.25 -3.52 -1.47 8.777 
56.25 -3.49 - l.56 8.823 
57.25 -3.32 1.74 8.932 
58.25 3.30 2.02 8.952 
59.25 -3.27 -2.29 8.947 
60.25 -3.34 -2.31 8.867 
61.25 -3.27 -2.30 8.866 
62.25 3.44 -2.43 8.838 
63.25 3.66 -2.07 8.807 
64.25 -3.74 1.53 8.765 
65.25 -3.79 -1.13 8.789 
66.25 -3.61 -1.25 8.813 
67.25 3.5 l -1.84 8.814 
68.25 -3.52 1.63 8.846 
69.25 3.41 - 1.91 8.929 
70.25 -3.33 -2.31 8.978 
71.25 3.34 2.40 8.928 
72.25 -3.47 2.46 8.909 
73.25 -3.45 2.54 8.857 
74.25 -3.52 -2.43 8.854 
75.25 -3.59 -2.05 8.885 
76.25 -3.76 ·2.63 8.715 
.___ 

APPENDIX 2 
Distance 
down coral 0180 013c Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) (mmol/mol) 
77.25 -3.78 -1.49 8.765 
78.25 ·3.92 1.24 8.760 
79.25 -3.65 - I.SO 8.760 
80.25 ·3.47 -1.72 8.827 
81.25 3.54 -1.97 8.898 
82.25 -3.46 -2.19 8.914 
83.25 3.38 -2.21 8.961 
84.25 -3.27 -2.16 8.901 
85.25 -3.36 -2.26 8.882 
86.25 -3.46 -2.31 8.908 
87.25 -3.52 -1.94 8.84-0 
88.25 3.77 2.30 8.765 
89.25 -3.86 -2.31 8.714 
90.25 -3.89 -1.98 8.753 
91.25 -3.93 -1.85 8.818 
92.25 3.80 1.22 8.773 
93.25 -3.44 -1.71 8.864 
94.25 -3.43 1.77 8.917 
95.25 -3.22 -1.75 8.948 
96.25 -3.27 -2.39 8.970 
97.25 3.46 2.44 8.934 
98.25 3.99 1.84 8.797 
99.25 3.81 -1.03 8.690 
100.25 -3.73 -0.73 8.789 
101.25 3.66 - 1.22 8.825 
102.25 3.53 -2.21 8.917 
103.25 3.45 2.18 8.972 
104.25 -3.44 -2.17 8.977 
105.25 -3.45 -2.30 8.923 
106.25 3.50 2.02 8.794 
107.25 3.61 -2.16 8.817 
108.25 -3.81 -2.00 8.804 
109.25 -3.81 -1.42 8.768 
110.25 3.62 1.51 8.805 
111.25 -3.47 -1.43 8.827 
112.25 3.43 -1.52 8.954 
113.25 -3.4-0 2.14 8.924 
114.25 3.43 2.41 8.923 
115.25 3.56 2.10 8.868 
116.25 3.79 1.63 8.830 
117.25 -3.92 -1.43 8.722 
118.25 -3.82 -1.20 8.737 
119.25 -3.82 - 1.54 8.817 
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Distance 
down coral 0180 013c Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) (mmol/mol) 
120.25 3 75 1.46 8.751 
121.25 3.59 -1.75 8.889 
122.25 ·3.55 -1.87 8.931 
123.25 -3.43 -2.16 8.899 
124.25 ·3.62 -2.06 8.925 
125.25 3.77 1.71 8.857 
126.25 ·3.88 -1.62 8.813 
127.25 4.01 1.45 8.717 
128.25 3.83 J.30 8.708 
129.25 3.91 -1.43 8.767 
130.25 3.57 -1.92 8.810 
131.25 3.41 -1.72 8.909 
132.25 3.35 2.30 8.910 
133.25 3.46 2.07 8.938 
134.25 3.49 2.20 8.887 
135.25 3.55 -1.88 8.823 
136.25 3.71 -2.34 8.841 
137.25 3.83 J.83 8.756 
138.25 3.79 1.53 8.764 
139.25 3.67 1.68 8.786 
140.25 3.60 1.96 8.865 
141.25 3.73 1.58 8.847 
142 25 3.46 2.20 8.910 
143.25 3.41 2.12 8.902 
144.25 3.44 2.24 8.928 
145.25 3.40 2.37 8.902 
146.25 3.61 2.49 8.849 
147.25 3.70 2.30 8.861 
148.25 3.76 2.01 8.813 
149.25 3.78 1.77 8.778 
I 50.25 -3.72 I.SI 8.802 
151.25 3.77 1.33 8.832 
152.25 ·3.58 -1.38 8.925 
153.25 3.44 -1.76 8.975 
154.25 3.48 -1.83 8.993 
155.25 3.48 -1.78 8.958 
156.25 3.66 -1.78 8.900 
157.25 3.70 -1.71 8.844 
158.25 4.03 1.60 
159.25 3.94 1.42 
160.25 3.45 1.97 
161.25 -3.47 -1.75 
'.HO 

APPE. 'DIX 2 
Distance 
down coral 0180 o13c Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) (mmol/mol) 
162.25 -3.50 -2.2 t 
163.25 3.57 -2.10 
164.25 -3.73 -1.81 
165.25 -3.83 -1.47 
166.25 -3.77 -1.36 
167.25 -3.60 -1.63 
168.25 -3.55 -1.81 
169.25 3.44 -1.94 
170.25 3.56 -2.26 
171.25 -3.69 -1.97 
172.25 -3.84 -1.95 
173.25 3.90 -1.49 
174.25 3.97 1.43 
175.25 3.80 -1.23 
JI I 

APPrno1x 2 
Henderson Island stable isotopes and Sr / Ca 
(MIS 9 fossil Porites) 
Distance 
down coral 0180 o13c Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o1 vPDB) (%o, vPDB) (mmol/mol) 
0.25 ·2.68 -2.39 9.615 
1.25 ·3.04 2.31 9.535 
2.25 3.23 2.86 9.399 
3.25 ·3.52 -3.24 9.407 
4.25 ·3.12 "2.82 9.482 
5.25 3.00 -2.95 9.594 
6.25 -2.88 ·2.99 9.552 
7.25 -3.54 3.87 9.334 
8.25 3.67 3.70 9.243 
9.25 ·3.47 -3.11 9.244 
10.25 -3.50 -3.26 9.330 
11.25 ·2.85 -3.14 9.498 
12.25 -3.61 3.80 9.261 
13.25 ·3.60 -2.93 9.215 
14.25 -3.62 3.25 9.265 
IS.25 -3.52 -3.21 9.306 
16.25 -3.25 -2.74 9.396 
17.25 -2.84 -2.48 9.530 
IS.25 -3.03 ·3.47 9.470 
19.25 -3.47 -3.93 9.298 
20.25 3.65 3.47 9.182 
21.25 -3.82 3.5 I 9.21 I 
22.25 -3.58 2.62 9.282 
23.25 -3.38 -2.64 9.399 
24.25 -3.15 -2.84 9.432 
25.25 2.90 3.32 9.514 
26.25 3.23 3.70 9.315 
27.25 -3.67 -3.50 9.212 
28.25 -3.65 -3.49 9.251 
29.25 3.64 -3.62 9.303 
30.25 ·3.52 ·2.78 9.328 
31 .25 ·3.36 -2.99 9.388 
32.25 -2.99 -2.89 9.462 
33.25 -3.06 -3.60 9.481 
• J 2 
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Distance 
down coral 0180 o13c Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) (mmol/mol) 
34.25 -3.34 -3.86 9.346 
35.25 3.65 4.10 9.304 
36.25 3.67 3.47 9.247 
37.25 3.72 -3.76 9.268 
38.25 3.68 -3.62 9.329 
39.25 3.57 -3.48 
40.25 3.34 -3.20 9.431 
41.25 -3.11 3.10 9.466 
42.25 3.00 -3.04 9.478 
43.25 3.37 3.86 9.347 
44.25 3.60 4.20 9.255 
45.25 3.n 4.04 9.307 
46.25 3.82 -3.19 9.237 
47.25 -3.72 -3.30 9.208 
48.25 3.61 -3.75 9.220 
49.25 3.59 3.70 9.308 
50.25 -3.50 -3.46 9.336 
51 .25 -3.37 -3.48 9.444 
52.25 3.22 -3.65 9.481 
53.25 3.02 3.72 9.434 
54.25 3.36 -4.00 9.342 
55.25 3.67 4.28 9.297 
56.25 3.73 4.37 9.206 
57.25 3.78 3.87 9.152 
58.25 3.75 3.80 9.143 
59.25 3.61 3.71 9.232 
60.25 3.53 -3.34 9.234 
61 .25 3.25 3.13 9.406 
62.25 3.07 3.31 9.462 
63.25 3.15 -3.52 9.457 
64.25 -3.18 -3.66 9.317 
65.25 3.41 -3.82 9.258 
66.25 3.57 3.62 9.210 
67.25 3.66 3.20 9.170 
68.25 3.71 3.40 9.147 
69.25 3.72 -3.30 9.220 
70.25 3.41 3.15 9.265 
71.25 3.40 -3.05 9.373 
72.25 3.07 -2.76 9.414 
73.25 3.11 -3.19 9.419 
74.25 3.12 -3.13 9.362 
75.25 ·3.49 -3.80 9.265 
76.25 3.48 -3.78 9.242 
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APPE1 DIX 2 
Distance 
down coral 0180 o13c Sr/Ca 
(mm) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) (mmol/mol} 
n .25 -3.75 -3.67 9.173 
78.25 -3.58 -3.34 9.157 
79.25 -3.54 -3.16 9.183 
80.25 -3.60 -3.01 9.191 
81.25 3.54 2.85 9.271 
82.25 -3.25 · 2.52 9.355 
83.25 ·3.13 2.59 9.446 
84.25 -2.93 ·2.48 9.407 
85.25 ·3.15 -3.37 9.343 
86.25 ·3.53 -3.62 9.234 
87.25 -3.59 -3.59 9.254 
88.25 ·3.58 -3.10 
89.25 3.52 2.57 9.154 
90.25 3.72 3.36 9.238 
91.25 -3.41 2.97 9.309 
92.25 -3.16 ·2.26 9.383 
93.25 2.92 -2.67 9.396 
94.25 ·2.98 ·3.01 9.407 
95.25 3.11 -3.24 9.308 
96.25 3.55 -3.54 9.237 
97.25 ·3.63 ·3.22 9.129 
98.25 3.75 2.64 9.130 
99.25 3.69 3.09 9.130 
100.25 -3.53 2.72 9.193 
101.25 ·3.48 ·2.69 9.289 
102.25 ·3.33 ·2.83 9.334 
103.25 ·3.05 ·2.44 9.346 
104.25 2.95 ·2.71 9.391 
105.25 -3.03 ·2.81 9.392 
106.25 ·3.49 -3.60 9.263 
107.25 3.48 3.31 9.169 
108.25 ·3.60 3.04 9.112 
109.25 -3.62 2.91 9.166 
110.25 3.62 2.55 9.093 
111.25 -3.58 ·2.79 9.220 
11 2.25 ·3.68 2.77 9.350 
113.25 3.49 2.68 9.342 
114.25 3.19 2.2 1 9.433 
115.25 2.84 1.89 9.404 
116.25 2.90 2.47 9.350 
117.25 ·3.01 -2.65 9.235 
118.25 -3.45 2.88 9.095 
119.25 -3.34 2.69 9.029 
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APPENDIX 3 
Appendix 3 
Tridacna gigas stable isotope data, Huon 
Peninsula, Papua New Guinea 
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APPE, DIX 3 
Modern T. gigas 
I 
Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 o13c 
direction) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPOB) 
0.25 1.73 2.08 
0.75 1.25 2.06 
1.25 -1.54 2.07 
1.75 -1.53 2.04 
2.25 -1.61 2.00 
2.75 -1.58 2.02 
3.25 1.61 1.95 
3.75 -1.53 1.93 
4.25 -1.39 2.00 
4.75 1.28 2.02 
5.25 -1.13 2.00 
5.75 -1.17 2.04 
6.25 1.19 2.01 
6.75 1.33 1.98 
7.25 -1.45 198 
7.75 -1.52 1.92 
8.25 1.48 1.88 
8.75 1.59 2.05 
9.25 1.58 1.95 
9.75 -1.64 1.88 
10.25 -1.80 1.86 
10.75 1.82 1.94 
11.25 1.85 1.94 
11.75 -2.16 1.92 
12.25 1.67 2.00 
12.75 -1.49 2.08 
13.25 -1.48 2.05 
13.75 -1.39 2.08 
14.25 -1.34 2.12 
14.75 -1.55 1.97 
15.25 - 1.4-0 1.95 
15.75 -1.78 1.87 
16.25 -1.74 1.87 
16.75 1.76 1.91 
.....___ 
-
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APPENDIX 3 
~stance (mm-;l 
(in growth 0180 013C 
direction) {%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) 
17.25 · 1.95 1.92 
17.75 1.91 1.89 
18.25 · 1.61 l.93 
18.75 · l.49 1.95 
19.25 1.36 1.99 
19.75 1.20 1.96 
20.25 1.20 2.07 
20.75 · 1.16 2.08 
21.25 · l.10 2.10 
21.75 · 1.09 2.12 
22.25 l.12 2.14 
22.75 l.13 2.09 
23.25 • 1.22 2.09 
23.75 1.22 2.09 
24.25 -1.17 2.05 
24.75 1.23 2.01 
25.25 · 1.31 2.00 
25.75 . J.36 2.01 
26.25 · l .33 1.93 
26.75 · 1.32 1.97 
27 · l .30 1.94 
27.25 · 1.65 1.95 
27.5 · l .38 2.02 
27.75 · 1.22 2.03 
28.25 -1.30 2.04 
28.75 l.33 2.07 
29.25 1.31 2.05 
29.75 1.29 2.05 
30.25 -1.32 2.06 
30.S -1.36 2.10 
30.75 -1.64 2.06 
31 -1.44 2.03 
31 .25 -1.25 2.04 
31.75 - l.11 2.04 
32.25 · 1.14 1.99 
32.75 l.22 2.02 
33.25 1.28 2.01 
33.75 · 1.25 2.03 
34.25 -1.25 1.98 
34.75 · 1.25 2.00 
35.25 -1.24 2.02 
35.75 -1.22 2.02 
36 1.32 2.00 
._ 
- - - - -
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Distance (mm) 
(in growth sieo o'3c 
direction) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) 
6.25 -1.56 2.02 
36.5 -1.22 2.01 
36.75 1.17 2.00 
37.25 -1.15 2.00 
37.75 1.17 2.00 
38.25 -1.20 2.00 
38.75 -1.12 1.98 
39.25 -1.12 1.99 
39.75 -1.09 2.02 
40.25 1.00 1.99 
40.75 -0.98 2.02 
41.25 -0.92 1.99 
41.75 -0.91 1.99 
42.25 -0.80 2.07 
42.75 -0.88 2.02 
43.25 -0.81 2.04 
43.75 -0.83 2.02 
44.25 -0.77 2.01 
44.75 -0.86 1.95 
45.25 -0.93 1.96 
45.75 -0.92 1.97 
46.25 -1.02 1.97 
46.75 -1.01 l.96 
47.25 · I.OS 2.02 
47.75 -1.1 s 1.99 
48.25 1.30 2.03 
48.75 -1.n 2.00 
49 -1.39 2.00 
49.25 J.27 2.00 
49.75 -1.30 1.99 
50.25 1.21 2.02 
50.75 -1.31 2.04 
51.25 1.33 2.05 
51.75 -1.19 2.03 
52.25 . 1.30 2.01 
52.75 IA6 2.00 
53.25 -2.01 1.90 
53.75 1.53 1.88 
54.25 -1.62 1.78 
54.75 · I .59 1.88 
55.25 -1.65 1.90 
55.75 1.65 1.92 
56.25 1.58 1.95 
-
- -
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APPENDIX 3 
Distance (mm) I 
(in gro\vth 51eo o13c 
direction) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) 
6.75 -1.46 1.95 
57.25 -1.5 I 1.93 
57.75 -1.34 1.97 
58.25 1.62 1.99 
58.75 -1.23 2.00 
59.25 -1.29 1.97 
59.75 1.25 2.01 
60.25 -1.35 1.98 
60.75 · 1.36 1.93 
61.25 -1.39 1.96 
61.75 -1.43 1.94 
62.25 1.44 1.90 
62.75 1.57 1.93 
63.25 1.37 1.98 
63.75 1.61 1.99 
64.25 -1.27 1.97 
64.75 J.38 1.96 
65.25 -1.26 1.93 
65.75 -1.31 1.90 
66.25 1.48 J.88 
66.75 -1.53 1.89 
67.25 -1.57 1.92 
67.75 1.61 1.89 
68.25 -2.18 1.81 
68.75 -1.98 1.83 
69.25 1.89 1.85 
69.75 1.81 1.81 
70.25 -1.86 1.80 
70.75 1.70 1.89 
71.25 - 1.5 I 1.94 
71.75 -1.26 1.98 
72.25 1.25 1.98 
72 .75 1.26 1.94 
73.25 -1.29 1.92 
73.75 1.44 1.94 
74.25 -1.47 1.89 
74.75 1.45 1.86 
75.25 -1.59 1.88 
75.75 -1.83 1.80 
76.25 1.47 1.94 
76.75 1.48 1.95 
77.25 -1.49 1.95 
-
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Distance (mm) 
(in grow1h 0180 o13c 
direction) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) 
n .75 -1.36 1.86 
78.25 -1.24 1.90 
78.75 1.43 1.93 
79.25 -1.43 1.91 
79.75 -1.35 1.91 
80.25 -1.43 1.82 
80.75 -1.49 1.84 
81.25 -1.54 1.78 
81.75 1.53 1.73 
82.25 -1.44 l.70 
82.75 -1.35 1.77 
83.25 -1.26 l.77 
83.75 - I.IS 1.90 
84.25 -1.16 1.90 
84.75 1.10 l.80 
85.25 -1.06 1.78 
85.75 -0.90 l.81 
86.25 -1.02 l.83 
86.75 -0.99 J.85 
87.25 l.08 1.81 
87.75 -1.20 1.8·1 
88.25 1.34 1.78 
88.75 1.33 1.86 
89.25 -1.23 1.88 
89.75 -1.40 l.94 
90.25 -I.Is 1.85 
90.75 -1.17 l.88 
91.25 -1.01 1.87 
91.75 -1.13 1.82 
92.25 1.19 l.79 
92.75 -1.26 1.76 
93.25 1.43 l.82 
93.75 -1.17 1.85 
94.25 -1.09 1.88 
94.75 1.01 l.88 
95.25 -0.92 1.88 
95.75 0.92 1.88 
96.25 -0.95 1.86 
96.75 -0.95 1.92 
97.25 -0.92 1.87 
97.75 I.I I l.85 
98.25 -1.42 1.82 
98.75 - I.OS 1.92 
-
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APPENDIX 3 
-
Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 013c 
direc1ion) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) 
99.25 -1.10 1.93 
99.75 -1.04 1.91 
100.25 -0.96 1.93 
100.75 I.OJ 1.84 
101.25 -1.02 1.84 
101.75 0.95 1.84 
102.25 ·0.94 1.80 
102.75 o.n 1.85 
103.25 -0.68 l.S 1 
103.75 0.58 1.85 
104.25 ·0.57 1.83 
104.75 ·0.69 1.84 
105.25 -0.62 1.84 
105.75 ·0.78 1.72 
106.25 -0.89 1.73 
106.75 0.89 1.76 
107.25 -1.04 1.86 
107.75 1.05 1.96 
108.25 0.82 1.98 
108.75 -0.97 1.95 
109.25 1.00 1.92 
109.75 1.01 1.87 
110.25 -1.09 1.80 
110.75 0.82 1.76 
111.25 o.n 1.75 
111.75 -0.84 1.76 
112.25 -0.78 1.78 
112.75 ·0.73 1.75 
113.25 ·0.74 1.79 
I 13.75 ·O.n 1.69 
114.25 0.78 1.70 
I 14.75 1.01 1.79 
I 15.25 "1.17 1.68 
I 15.75 -1.20 1.84 
I 16.25 • 1.21 2.12 
116.75 1.42 1.87 
117.25 1.47 1.78 
117.75 · 1.19 1.85 
118.25 0.66 1.86 
118.75 ·0.88 1.97 
119.25 ·0.90 1.88 
119.75 0.91 1.80 
120.25 • 1.10 1.89 
.___ 
-
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APPENDIX 3 
! Distance (mm) I 
(in growth 0190 013C 
direction) 1 (%.o, vPDB) (%.o, vPDB) 
120.75 0.95 1.99 
121.25 1.18 1.99 
121.75 1.03 1.81 
122.25 1.01 1.88 
122.75 0.88 1.85 
123.25 1.18 1.93 
123.75 -1.32 2.04 
124.25 1.27 2.06 
124.75 1.48 1.90 
125.25 0.95 1.96 
125.75 0.95 1.89 
126.25 1.14 2.02 
126.75 1.42 2.06 
127.25 1.02 2.03 
127.75 I.IS 1.93 
128.25 0.92 1.84 
128.75 -0.71 1.81 
129.25 0.55 1.85 
129.75 0.65 1.79 
130.25 0.65 1.80 
130.75 0.79 2.00 
131.25 0.87 2.04 
131.75 0.99 1.91 
132.25 0.89 1.80 
132.75 0.80 1.76 
133.25 0.85 1.77 
133.75 0.88 1.84 
134.25 J.22 1.94 
134.75 l.18 2.01 
135.25 1.30 1.93 
135.75 1.13 1.80 
136.25 0.97 1.79 
136.75 1.18 1.87 
137.25 1.33 2.03 
137.75 1.37 1.92 
138.25 0.91 1.86 
138.75 1.03 1.70 
139.25 I 22 1.74 
139.75 1.45 1.92 
140.25 1.34 1.81 
140.75 0.87 1.74 
141.25 1.12 1.74 
~ 
-
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APPENDIX 3 
-
Distance 
(mm) (in 
grow1h sieo s13c 
direction) (%o, vPDB) (%o, vPDB) 
56.75 • 1.46 1.95 
57.25 • 1.5 I 1.93 
57.75 1.34 1.97 
58.25 · 1.62 1.99 
58.75 · 1.23 2.00 
59.25 -1.29 l.97 
59.75 1.25 2.01 
60.25 1.35 1.98 
60.75 -1.36 1.93 
61.25 -1.39 1.96 
61.75 • 1.43 1.94 
62.25 1.44 1.90 
62.75 -1.57 1.93 
63.25 · 1.37 l.98 
63.75 · 1.61 l.99 
64.25 J.27 1.97 
64.75 1.38 1.96 
65.25 · 1.26 1.93 
65.75 1.31 1.90 
66.25 · 1.48 1.88 
66.75 · 1.53 1.89 
67.25 -1.57 1.92 
67.75 · 1.61 1.89 
68.25 -2.18 1.81 
68.75 -1.98 1.83 
69.25 -1.89 1.85 
69.75 1.81 1.81 
70.25 · 1.86 1.80 
70.75 · I .70 1.89 
71.25 1.51 1.94 
71.75 1.26 1.98 
72.25 -1.25 1.98 
72.75 1.26 1.94 
73.25 1.29 1.92 
73.75 -1.44 1.94 
74.25 l.47 1.89 
74.75 · I .45 1.86 
75.25 1.59 1.88 
75.75 l.83 1.80 
76.25 -1.47 1.94 
76.75 · l.48 1.95 
n .25 l.49 1.95 
._ 
-- -
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APPENDIX 3 
MIS 11 T. gigas specimen 'Eddie' 
Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 313c (%o 
direction) (%o, vPOB) vPOB) 
0.25 -1.55 2.19 
0.75 -1.07 2.08 
1.25 -1.35 2.03 
1.75 - I. I I 2.14 
2.25 -1.00 2.20 
2.75 -1.08 2.26 
3.25 -0.88 2.35 
3.75 1.04 2.24 
4.25 -0.99 2.28 
4.75 -1.06 2.24 
5.25 -0.89 2.29 
5.75 -1.04 2.24 
6.25 -0.81 2.26 
6.75 -0.96 2.19 
7.25 -0.74 2.25 
7.75 -0.87 2.20 
8.25 0.70 2.22 
8.75 -0.92 2.17 
9.25 0.93 2.22 
9.75 -0.89 2.28 
10.25 0.80 2.35 
11.00 0.91 2.37 
12.25 1.00 2.33 
12.75 
-I.IS 2.27 
13.25 -1.08 2.24 
13.75 -1.23 2.15 
14.25 -1.13 2.21 
14.75 -1.18 2.16 
15.25 J.03 2.19 
15.75 - J.28 2.10 
16.25 1.21 2.12 
16.75 -1.08 2.07 
17.25 -0.92 2.06 
17.75 0.99 2.02 
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APPENDIX 3 
Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 o13c (%o, 
direction) (%o, vPDB) vPDB) 
18.25 0.98 2.06 
18.75 0.89 2.15 
19.25 0.89 2.12 
19.75 ·0.97 2.09 
20.25 0.77 2.09 
20.75 1.06 2.18 
21 .25 1.03 2.15 
21.75 1.44 2.10 
22.00 1.48 2.01 
22.25 1.28 2.20 
22.50 0.87 2.28 
22.75 0.84 2.24 
23.25 ·0.71 2.32 
23.75 -0.70 2.33 
24.25 -0.70 2.32 
74.75 -0.96 2.21 
25.25 0.65 2.17 
25.75 0.70 2.26 
26.25 0.66 2.04 
26.75 0.80 2.15 
27.25 0.75 2.32 
27.75 0.75 2.23 
28.25 0.75 2.25 
28.75 1.06 2.07 
29.25 0.86 2.14 
29.75 -0 83 2.09 
30.25 ~0.68 2.16 
30.75 -0.98 1.93 
31.25 0.81 2.09 
31.75 -0.80 2.06 
32.25 0.82 2.05 
32.75 0.99 2.01 
33.25 0.95 2.05 
33.75 0.90 2.06 
34.25 0.96 2.04 
34.75 1.06 2.11 
35.25 0.98 2.19 
35.75 1.14 2.12 
36.25 1.05 2.17 
36.75 1.10 2.14 
37.25 0.88 2.21 
37.75 -1.08 2.13 
38.25 0.85 2.20 
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APPENDIX 3 
Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 o13c (%o, 
direction) (%o, vPDB) vPDB) 
38.75 -0.99 2.09 
39.25 ·0.89 2.19 
39.75 0.89 2.19 
40.25 -0.76 2.19 
40.75 -0.90 2.08 
41.25 -0.75 2.11 
41.75 0.86 2.14 
42.25 ·0.84 2.18 
42.75 1.08 2.10 
43.25 -0.87 2.15 
43.75 0.98 2.20 
44.25 -0.90 2.21 
44.75 -0.99 2.14 
45.25 -0.87 2.20 
45.75 -0.85 2.17 
46.25 -0.93 2.11 
·l6.75 -0.96 2.08 
47.25 0.83 2.15 
47.75 0.90 2.13 
48.25 -0.88 2.21 
48.75 -1.02 2.11 
49.25 ·0.85 2.08 
49.75 ·0.83 2.02 
50.25 0.73 2.11 
50.75 -0.74 2.17 
51.25 -0.60 2.20 
51.75 0.61 2.10 
52.25 -0.60 2.11 
52.50 -0.93 2.02 
52.75 -0.61 2.07 
53.00 0.70 2.05 
53.25 -0.63 2.06 
53.75 ·0.77 2.04 
54.25 ·0.65 2.11 
54.75 -0.91 2.01 
55.25 0.84 2.07 
55.75 0.91 2.03 
56.25 ·0.72 2.09 
56.75 -0.77 2.08 
57.25 -0.87 2.10 
57.75 -1.02 1.94 
58.25 -0.83 2.06 
58.75 -0.85 1.99 
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Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0190 o13c (%o, 
direction) (%o, vPDB) vPDB) 
59.25 0.76 2.05 
59.75 0.88 2.00 
60.25 0.79 2.12 
60.75 -0.84 2.12 
61.25 -0.66 2.18 
61.75 0.78 2.09 
62.25 0.58 2.16 
62.75 -0.85 2.16 
63.25 0.67 2.18 
63.75 0.78 2.07 
64.25 -0.67 2.11 
64.75 0.82 2.09 
65.25 0.95 2.01 
65.75 0.96 2.09 
66.25 1.03 2.18 
66.75 1.02 2.13 
67.25 -1.06 2.09 
67.75 0.98 2.06 
68.25 0.97 2.12 
68.75 0.88 2.07 
69.25 0.79 2.19 
69.75 -0.86 2.23 
70.25 0.73 2.25 
70.75 0.90 2.11 
71.25 0.69 2.16 
71.75 -0.68 2.14 
72.25 -0.54 2.11 
72.75 -0.65 2.01 
73.25 -0.65 2.03 
73.75 0.68 2.04 
74.25 0.59 2.07 
74.75 0.69 2.07 
75.25 0.60 2.16 
75.75 0.76 2.15 
76.25 1.00 2.22 
76.75 0.97 2.14 
77.25 0.84 2.25 
77.75 -0.90 2.14 
78.25 0.85 2.13 
78.75 0.84 2.09 
79.25 0.76 2.15 
79.75 0.92 2.11 
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Distance (mm) 
(in grow th 0180 o,3c (%o, 
direction) (%o, vPDB) vPDB) 
80.25 ·0.84 2.23 
80.75 0.89 2.15 
81.25 0.76 2.23 
81.75 ·0.76 2.15 
82.25 O.SI 2.16 
S2.75 · I.I I 2.0S 
83.25 -0.95 2. IS 
83.50 I.SO 2.06 
83.75 5.12 0.15 
84.00 2.46 1.89 
S4.25 -0.SS 2.07 
S4.SO ·0.96 2.06 
S4.75 ·0.72 2.23 
85.00 0.68 2.14 
85.25 0.63 2.23 
85.75 ·O.SS 2.17 
86.25 1.00 2.17 
86.75 I.IS 2.07 
87.25 ·0.76 2.25 
87.75 ·0.85 2.20 
SS.25 0.53 2.31 
88.75 ·0.60 2.15 
89.25 ·0.60 2.19 
89.75 ~0.69 2.16 
90.25 0.76 2.20 
90.75 0.74 2.17 
91.25 0.85 2.20 
91.75 ·0.94 2.16 
92.25 0.78 2.23 
92.75 0.76 2.21 
93.25 0.84 2.23 
93.75 0.69 2.19 
94.25 0.84 2.29 
94.75 0.74 2.29 
95.25 0.58 2.38 
95.75 0.40 2.24 
96.25 0.41 2.26 
96.75 ·0.39 2.21 
97.25 0.33 2.19 
97.75 -0.38 2.16 
98.25 ·0.47 2.18 
98.75 0.78 2.25 
99.25 0.91 2.28 
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APPE DIX 3 
Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 o'3c {%o, 
direction) {%o, vPDB) vPDB) 
99.75 0.92 2.27 
100.25 -0.74 2.30 
100.75 -0.74 2.16 
101.25 ·0.87 2.23 
101.75 0.96 2.23 
102.25 0.82 2.22 
102.75 -0.60 2.25 
103.25 ·0.56 2.25 
103.75 -0.49 2.25 
104.25 0.58 2.23 
104.75 ·0.73 2.17 
105.25 1.02 2.19 
105.75 0.79 2.27 
106.25 0.69 2.23 
106.75 -0.91 2.31 
107.25 0.86 2.22 
107.75 -0.54 2.29 
108.25 0.48 2.29 
108.75 0.57 2.20 
109.25 0.66 2.12 
109.75 0.90 2.32 
110.25 -0.88 2.38 
110.75 0.71 2.27 
111.25 -0.95 2.24 
111.75 0.98 2.35 
112.25 ·0.55 2.41 
112.75 -0.75 2.34 
113.25 -1.10 2.28 
113.75 0.96 2.44 
114.25 0.68 2.30 
114.75 0.72 2.41 
115.25 0.57 2.48 
115.75 -0.55 2.42 
116.25 0.66 2.27 
116.75 -0.92 2.29 
117.25 0.78 2.32 
117.75 0.75 2.32 
118.25 0.54 2.38 
118.75 0.48 2.42 
119.25 0.41 2.31 
119.75 I.OS 2.29 
120.25 0.91 2.34 
120.75 0.76 2.43 
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Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 o13c (~, 
direction) (~. vPDB) vPDB) 
121.25 ·0.58 2.43 
121.75 ·0.61 2.39 
122.25 -0.86 2.35 
122.75 ·0.94 2.38 
123.25 ·0.85 2.33 
123.75 ·0.95 2.35 
124.25 ·0.72 2.32 
124.75 0.59 2.22 
125.25 ·0.40 2.14 
125.75 0.33 2.20 
126.25 ·0.99 2.42 
126.75 1.09 2.45 
127.25 ·0.98 2.42 
127.75 ·0.72 2.39 
128.25 ·0.64 2.31 
128.75 ·0.48 2.30 
129.25 ·0.78 2.23 
129.75 0.98 2.28 
130.25 0.94 2.27 
130.75 · 1.00 2.22 
131.25 1.01 2.05 
131.75 ·0.79 2.07 
132.25 0.97 1.94 
132.75 1.00 1.76 
133.25 • 1.25 1.70 
133.75 -1.19 2.12 
134.25 -o.n 2.32 
134.75 1.07 2.27 
135.25 -0.85 2.18 
135.75 ·0.60 2.12 
136.25 -0.45 2.18 
136.75 I.OS 2.10 
137.25 0.86 2.34 
137.75 -0.97 2.27 
138.25 ·0.88 2.16 
138.75 0.51 2.19 
139.25 0.45 2.15 
139.75 -0.87 2.15 
140.25 -0.82 2.24 
140.75 ·0.93 2.25 
141.25 0.80 2.30 
141.75 ·0.61 2.32 
142.25 -0.56 2.21 
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Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 o13c (%o, 
direction) (%o, vPOB) vPOB) 
142.75 -0.69 2.26 
143.25 ·0.82 2.29 
143.75 0.75 2.34 
144.25 0.72 2.31 
144.75 ·O.n 2.32 
145.25 0.62 2.27 
145.75 0.55 2.22 
146.25 ·0.55 2.20 
146.75 0.72 2.31 
147.25 0.59 2.25 
147.75 ·0.63 2.26 
148.25 ·0.55 2.21 
148.75 ·0.42 2.11 
149.25 -0.43 2.10 
149.75 0.71 2.11 
150.25 0.84 2.26 
150.75 ·0.96 2.31 
151.25 0.71 2.32 
151.75 0.66 2.32 
152.25 -0.69 2.28 
152.75 -1.09 2.26 
153.25 o.n 2.26 
153.75 -0.78 2.16 
154.25 0.68 2.12 
154.75 -0.61 2.17 
155.25 0.69 2.27 
155.75 0.55 2.26 
156.25 0.27 2.26 
156.75 -0.17 2.24 
157.25 0.31 2.12 
157.75 0.66 2.25 
158.25 -0.79 2.29 
158.75 -0.70 2.23 
159.25 -0.43 2.29 
159.75 ·0.49 2.29 
160.25 ·0.60 2.21 
160.75 0.82 2.30 
161.25 0.76 2.35 
161.75 0.49 2.34 
162.25 0.23 2.18 
162.75 0.49 2.23 
163.25 -0.92 2.35 
163.75 0.64 2.41 
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Distance (mm) 
(in growth 0180 o13c (%o, 
direction) (%o, vPDB) vPDB) 
164.25 0.57 2.36 
164.75 0.67 2.44 
165.25 0.69 2.46 
165.75 -0.55 2.39 
166.25 0.58 2.35 
166.75 -0.65 2.41 
167.25 0.56 2.32 
167.75 0.44 2.27 
168.25 -0.44 2.27 
168.75 0.61 2.39 
169.25 OAS 2.19 
169.75 -0.34 2.21 
170.25 0.56 2.25 
170.75 -0.78 2.28 
171.25 -0.55 2.35 
171.75 -0.43 2.27 

APPENDIX 4 
Appendix 4 
Huon Peninsula Tridacna trace element data 
(CD archive in back pocket) 
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